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TRADE the language between nations. Men who make agreements are often nations
apart, yet linked quickly by telecommunications.

□ Northern Electric has gained world

recognition for helping people communicate by its constant improvement and development of
telecommunications equipment and systems. □ In addition to some ten million telephones that
Northern has produced for use in Canada, products bearing the Northern name are exported to
many countries of the world. □ When a link is needed between peoples of a city, cities of a
nation, nations of the world, Northern Electric has the people and experience to research, design,
engineer, manufacture and install the entire system
to the most critical standards.
A heritage of fine telecommunications.

Northern Electric
COMPANY LIMITED
MONTREAL, CANADA

an-ten'na
1. A wirelike growth on
the head of a lobster. 2. An elevated
conductor of electrical waves; that
which in log-periodic designs Granger has more of than anybody.
az'i-muth The
desired direction
in which G/A
antennas concen-j
trate your signal.
ZIMUTH-«ADUrioii PATTEftN

baTun 1. An impedence transformer; connects 50 ohm co-ax to
open wire lines. 2. A non-porous bag
filled with hot air or gas.
cur'tain 1. Opening of a great performance. 2. An ordered arrangement of wires precisely engineered
and factory fabricated for easy installation and long life as part of a G/A
log-periodic antenna.
dec'i-bel (pronounced dee-bee) A
measure of what G/A's h-f products
can contribute to your system performance; usually in groups of 40 or
50 in the important characteristics of
G/A receivers.
ex-cit'er Any of the new G/A h-f
products; specifically, our new solidstate h-f unit with LSB, USB, CW,
AM; and with FSK-ability.
fast-switch A rapid change between
two pretuned frequencies (e.g. in 50
milliseconds); a characteristic of
one of G/A's new transmitters.
gain 1. That which our products
contribute to your communications

system's performance. 2. /V
tage, benefit or profit to|jjJI|j
concerned.
h-f 1. Typically the
from 3 to 30 MHz. 2. In

G/A equipment the band
between 2 and 32 MHz.
im'age A reflection; t!
receivers don't have;
antennas use to fulleJ j| 11
i-on'o-sphere A fic^^^^^^^^SP
layer used to Sound -j
can be
to earth; its erratic
measured in real tin0T?&e sounder).
log per-i-od'ic The most versatile,
compact precision h-f antenna design; available from Granger in many
variations (e.g. rotatable,- steerable,
transportable, unidirectional).
mode
l.Ice cream
on pie. 2. Method of
doing (e.g. SSB, ISB, v
FSK, CW, AM); that which you have
a full choice of in our equipment.
mon'o-pole 1. A game wherein you
receive $200 for passing GO. 2. A
compact reliable omnidirectional antenna offered by Granger Associates.
om-ni-di-rec'tion-al Going off in all
directions; a capability of certain G/A
antennas.
po-lar-i-za'tion di-ver'sit-y A combination of vertical and horizontal
antennas to overcome fade; a spacesaver.
point-to-point From here to there

fifth no wires; done with ionospheric
Mirrors.
(pronounced
|p'di-o-tel-e-phone
pTELETRANSCEIVER) A small but
/mighty G/A device that goes anywhere; specif, the Australian outback,
remote Pacific islands, African veldt,
etc.
ro-ta'ta-ble Capable of revolving; a
new log-periodic antenna from Granger Associates offering reliable performance from 5.5 to 32 MHz.
re-ceiv'er A new solid-state G/A
unit that selects your message from
many others and renders it clearly intelligible.
se-Iec-tiv'i-ty The quality of careful
discrimination, as in G/A receivers;
pert, to elimination of extraneous
signals.
sound'er 1. A device used in early
telegraphy. 2. A precise instrument for
measuring the ionosphere; an efficiency
expert in h-f communications.
SSB 1. In aviation, the supersonic
balloon. 2. In radio communications,
what nearly everyone will be using
by 1971; we can help,
trans-mit'ter A microphone-antenna
interface device; available from G/A
in 1, 3 and 5 kw versions.
VSWR Abbr. for voltage standing
wave ratio; less than 2.0:1 in almost
all of our antennas,
ze'nith 1. A vertical take-off angle.
2. The name of another famous radio
company.

G/A
knows h-f
fromAtoZ
Send for complete information to learn how we can spell out solutions to your communications problems.
Granger Associates / 1601 California Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94304 □ Granger Associates Ltd. / Russell House,
Molesey Rd., Walton-on-Thames, Surrey, England □ Granger Associates Pty. Ltd./1 -3 Dale St., Brookvale, N.S.W., Australia

Mitsubishi
Characteristic
Distortion
Compensator
This Compact CDC Offers
Undistorted, High-Speed Transmission
Mitsubishi's highly reliable CDC (characteristic
distortion compensator) ensures multiplex transmission of distortion-free telegraphic signals.
Designed for use with Mitsubishi's new Series200 CABLE MUX terminal, this solid-state, selfregenerating unit is suited for long haul synchronous time-division communication, and
permits transmission of a 123 3/7-baud aggregate

signal over a conventional 120 Hz-spaced FMVFT channel. Encased in a standard frame
480mm wide, 150mm high and 195mm deep,
each compact and efficient unit means major
savings in space as well as maintenance costs.
A special built-in monitoring circuit permits
easy adjustment. Always insist on the best— a
Mitsubishi CDC.

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC CORPORATION
TOKYO
Head Office: Mitsubishi Denki BIdg., Marunouchi, Tokyo. Cable Address: MELCO

If you

WORLD
RADIO

Listen to short wave radio

TV

Transmit short wave radio
Work in government or private
broadcasting
Study communications

The complete directory
and basic
guide of
international radio of
television

Manufacture or distribute radio or
TV equipment
Market products or ideas internationally
—or have a working interest in
world radio or television...

Including short wave, medium wave & TV stations with frequencies,
programs, world maps, and other data. Complete index on page 10

You need the WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK
and its SUMMER EDITION
Prices: WRTH 68: D.Kr. 41.50, DM 23.50 or £ 2-2-0
Summer Edition 1968: D.Kr. 17.35, DM 9.85 or £ 0-17-6
Combined rate for both editions: D.Kr. 55.50, DM 31.50 or £ 2-16-0
For free folder or advertising rates, write to:
WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK CO. LTD.
Sundvej 6, 2900 Hellerup, Denmark
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INTELSAT

III

...what's new?
INTELSAT III specs are new . . . extended and upgraded for improved
satellite communications worldwide.

New, and meeting or exceeding these stringent INTELSAT III specifications, is a complete line of FM communications subsystems from Radio
Engineering Laboratories (REL).
World's largest designer and manufacturer of FM subsystems for satellite
ground stations, REL is the proven, single source for all that's new in High
Power Amplifiers . . . Ground Communications Equipment . . . Threshold
Extension Demodulators . . . and Station Test Equipment.

Result: subsystems derived from famed and field-proven REL 2600 Series
equipment operative in INTELSAT II installations, ashore and afloat . . .
from Andover, Maine to Bangkok, Thailand.

Result: subsystems providing flexibility, reliability, and ease of maintenance for INTELSAT III installations in such diverse locations as Morocco,
Canada, Panama, California, West Virginia, and Puerto Rico.
WHAT ELSE IS NEW?

Result: subsystems with 24-to-132 channel capacity, plus expansion poten-

Try 1) REU s new
INTELSAT 111
Brochure, 2) REUs
System, and Subsystem
Data File, and
3) REUs "CREDENTIALS
in Space" brochure.
Receiving your copies
is as simple as
1-2-3; just write:

tial for future requirements of INTELSAT IV and V.

Result: subsystems backed by REL's "added dimension of experience" in
planning, specifying, and supplying each customer's individualized application-requirements.

REL

RADIO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES DIVISION *
Dynamics Corporation of America
Long Island City, New York, 11101
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DCA

1 KW-AM

5 KW-AM

For the best sound in radio...
it's RCA AM and FM transmitters!

AM...1 to 100 kw - FM...1 to 40 kw
RCA AM and FM transmitters mean
clean signal, high reliability and
maximum long-term economy.
Everything that adds up to peak
performance.

Their outstanding signal assures your
listeners of true, high-fidelity
programming, because RCA radio
transmitters are designed to handle
high levels of modulation. A wide
frequency range with low distortion.
They sound better, they last longer,
they offer automatic control and
maintenance-free, unattended
operation. Yes, RCA AM and FM
transmitters are the best buy for your
radio station.

Also for your special needs, RCA
complements the transmitters with a
host of matching system components
and facilities: AM and FM antennas,
remote control equipment, automatic
switching and logging units, dummy
loads, input and monitoring equipment,
test and measuring devices. All this
PLUS expert system planning advice
. . . all from RCA. Just contact your
local authorized distributor.

5-10 KW-AM

1 KW-FM

5-10-20 KW-FM

RCA COMMERCIAL ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION, Front
and Cooper Streets, Dept. 715, Camden, New Jersey, U.S.A.
08102. LOCATION OF RCA INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
SUBSIDIARIES: EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA, RCA
International Marketing, S.A., 118 Rue du Rhone, Geneva,
Switzerland. MEXICO, CENTRAL AMERICA, CARIBBEAN,
RCA Victor Mexicana, S.A. de C.V., Avenida Cuitlahuac 2519,
Mexico, D.F. SOUTH AMERICA, RCA International Ltd., Calle
Paroissien 3960, Buenos Aires, Argentina. FAR EAST, OCEANIA,
RCA International Ltd., 415 Prince's Building, Chater Road,
Hong Kong.

50KW-AM

40 KW-FM

ncii

Marconi
-pioneers
of S.S.B and I.S.B
-announce the
newest in an
extensive range
of receivers

The new HYDRUS
high quality
low-cost
H.F receiver
for international
point-to-point
services
FREQUENCY RANGE 1.5 TO 30 MHz
■S.B, S.S.B, D.S.B, F.S.K, C.W

HYDRUS offers
Exceptional versatility
Very high reliability
All solid-state, incorporating
the latest field effect
transistors
High stability
Frequency synthesis tuning
Fast re-tune and change of
operating mode
Panclimatic operation
Available for operation in many
transmission modes

THE QUEEN'S AWARD TO INDUSTRY
19 09 1907

The Marconi Company Limited
Radio Communications Division
Chelmsford, Essex, England
AN'ENGLISH ELECTRIC'COMPANY

Dual diversity version

LTD/H831

I

Who's adding

264,000,000 characters to
the Chinese "alphabet'?
Cable and Wireless Ltd
This year Cable and Wireless,
biggest international communications operator in the world, will
give its massive message-handling
capacity the greatest boost ever.
The Group's Hong Kong station,
currently handling up to 45,000
messages per 24-hour day, will

bump up its capacity to 288,000
—or 200 messages per minute!
Not humanly possible! Correct.
What makes it possible is a pair of
ultra-modern computers. Together
they have a vocabulary of 90,000
words—plus some 264 million
alphanumeric characters.
They will coolly accept avalanches

of messages—and re-route them
many times faster than the most
sophisticated methods used to date.
International communications is
big business—your business.
A full service demands the utmost
technical skill—plus global
organisation. Cable and Wireless
has both.

CABLE AND WIRELESS LIMITED
comprises:

The Cable and Wireless Worldwide Communications Group

Cable and Wireless Ltd. Cable and Wireless (West Indies) Ltd. Cable and Wireless
(Mid-East) Ltd. The Eastern Telegraph Co. Ltd. The Eastern Extension A&C Telegraph
Co. Ltd. The Western Telegraph Co. Ltd. The West Coast of America Telegraph Co. Ltd.
Societe Anonyme Beige de Cables T£legraphiques. Cable and Wireless Ltd.
Mercury House, Theobalds Road, London, WC1.
cvs 17
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Telecomunicaciones

Teleimprimeurs fonctionnant selon les
normes du CCITT.
Modeles emetteurs-recepteurs ou seulement recepteurs sur page ou sur bande.
Modeles emetteurs-recepteurs ou seulement recepteurs a bande perforee et
imprimee.
Claviers perforateurs avec ou sans controle sur page.
Reperforateurs de bande et transmetteurs automatiques pouvant etre incorpores dans les teleimprimeurs.
Transmetteurs automatiques a une ou
plusieurs tetes d'emission.
Coffrets de commande ou d'alimentation.
Terminaux pour telegraphie a frequence
vocale, a modulation de frequence.
Commutateurs telegraphiques manuels
et automatiques.
Centres electroniques de retransmission
de messages.
Appareillages pour la transmission de
donnees.

Teleprinters operating in accordance
with CCITT standards.
Send-receive or receive-only teleprinters, page and tape models.
Send-receive or receive only printing
reperforators.
Keyboard perforators, with or without
page copy available.
Tape reperforating and automatic tape
transmitting attachments.
Single and multiple automatic tape transmitters.
Line units and control boxes.
V.F. signal converters operated on frequency shift basis.
Manual and automatic exchanges.
Electronic message switching centres.
Data transmission equipment.

Teleimpresores con funcionamiento segun las normas CCITT.
Modelos transmisores receptores o solo
receptores con impresion en pagina o
en cinta.
Modelos transmisores receptores o solo
receptores en cinta perforada e impresa.
Perforadores de cinta para funcionamiento en local con o sin control en
pagina.
Reperforadores y transmisores automaticos incorporables a los teleimpresores.
Transmisores automaticos sencillos o
multiples.
Alimentadores y telemandos.
Equipos terminales para telegraffa fonica
con modulacion de frecuencia.
Centrales telegraficas manuales y automaticas.
Centros electronicos de retransmision
de mensajes.
Aparatos para la transmision de datos.

Olivetti

Ing. C. Olivetti & C., S.p.A. - Ivrea (Italy)

Adresse tetegraphique: Olimark Ivrea Telephone 525 Telex 21043

The Latest
Advance in
Long
Range
Radio
Communication
LIST PRICE *385"®

THE NEW RF COMMUNICATIONS

Ca-Pibi

MOBILE

Single Sideband Transceiver!
The RF Communications CO-PILOT SSB Transceiver was designed
for long range communications in INDUSTRIAL, GOVERNMENT,
and PRIVATE applications.
POLICE,
HIGH PERFORMANCE—The Co-Pilot provides single channel operation. The channel can be specified anywhere between 2 to 12 Mc.
Power output is 50 watts (can be reduced to 10 watts with rear panel
switch for reduced battery consumption).

BASE STATION

TRANSISTORIZED—All circuits except high power stages are transistorized. Instant heat tubes available for low battery consumption
applications.
SIMPLE OPERATION—Only three front panel controls. An untrained
operator can use the Co-Pilot with less than 5 minutes of instruction.
LOW POWER INPUT—The Co-Pilot operates from 12 volt D.C. power.
Power consumption in receiver is about one watt (80 ma).
SMALL SIZE—The Co-Pilot measures 10x10x4 inches and weighs
under 12 pounds.

BOAT

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION—All materials and construction of highest commercial quality. Can be used in regions of high temperature
and humidity, and under conditions of high shock and vibration.
FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES—Including base station and mobile
antennas, rechargable battery kit, transceiver carrying case, battery
carrying case, direction finding antenna, and others.

High Performance Commercial Grade Communications
At a Reasonable Price!
Please write for details

PORTABLE

rt

R F COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
1680 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

•

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

14610

GEC

GEC of England

get down to earth to achieve
flexibility in Multiplex Equipment

From deep down in the earth come the quartz crystals to form the heart of
GEC Multiplex Equipment. From top-quality crystals like this, GEC
manufacture the channel filters that give its Multiplex Equipment high
selectivity and flexibility.
This versatile equipment can
# carry speech, telegraphy, data or music
# by radio, cable or open-wire/transmission systems
# with built in out-of-band signalling or in-band signalling
0 with or without standby generator
# with mains or battery operation
It is fully transistored, and standard group or supergroup bricks
can be assembled into any combination to meet both CCITT and
North American standards.
With 40 years'experience in the design and manufacture of Multiplex
Equipment to meet the needs of the world's markets, GEC continues to
maintain its leading position in this field. |
This is one facet of the total capability in telecommunications that is offered
by GEC.

Takes telecommunications
into tomorrow
GEC-AEI TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED, OF COVENTRY, ENGLAND.
A Management Company of The General Electric Co. Ltd. of England.

The world's second 480 circuit
Submarine Telephone System^
England-Jersey
The world's second 480 circuit submarine telephone
cable system went into operation in February 1 968
between England and Jersey. The contract was
carried out by Submarine Cables Limited who manufactured the 137 nautical miles of cable and 21
transistorised repeaters. The special terminal equipment was manufactured by A.E.I. Telecommunications Group. The cable was laid by the Post Office
Cableship Monarch, and the shore ends by the
Cableship Poolster.
* The world's first 480 circuit submarine telephone system
was also manufactured by Submarine Cables Limited and went
into operation between Norway and Denmark in October 1967.

The Jersey end of the cable being taken ashore
from the Cableship Poolster.

Submarine Cables Ltd
a GEC-AEI Company, GREENWICH, LONDON, S.E.10

Telephone: 01-858 3291

Telex: 23687

Cables: Moorings London S.E.10.

Always tailored
for your specific
problems

Whatever you may need in the
way of telegraph transmission
equipment, the 3TR 1103 family can
provide it. The ways in which its
standardised units can be
combined are practically unlimited.
You may use the panel to transmit
any of the following via a single
2- or 4-wire telephone circuit.
2 telegraph channels
6 telegraph channels (expandable
to 24 in steps of 6)
Speech + up to 4 telegraph channels

Speech + up to 8 telegraph channels
picture + up to 4 telegraph channels
picture + up to 8 telegraph channels
With the same modules you
may choose between:
LB and CB telephone signalling
electromechanical and fully
electronic teleprinter drive
full duplex and half-duplex
point-to-point and telex operation
24V, 48V, 60V, and mains
power supply
50,100,, and 200 bauds.

PHILIPS

For full details of this versatile
data transmission system, write
mentioning type no. 3TR 1103 to:
N.V. PHILIPS' TELECOMMUNICATIE
INDUSTRIE, P.O. BOX 32,
HILVERSUM, THE NETHERLANDS.

50 years In
telecommunication.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Buyer's guide
to communication
switching systems
(by Stromberg-Carlson)
By offering an extremely wide choice
of systems, Stromberg-Carlson can
assure the capacities and services to
meet virtually any requirement.
!• Communication systems for
smaller businesses:
Key-ABX™ Key Systems provide inside
and outside calling from the same
telephone. There are three basic systems,
each available in an almost unlimited
variety of intercommunication
arrangements. One basic system provides
up to 18 internal stations, any number
of which can have access to one central
exchange line. Another provides up
to 28 internal stations, with two central
exchange lines. A third offers more
than 28 internal stations, with up to
11 central exchange lines.
Communication systems for larger
businesses—including the largest: Series
50 PABX*—offers extremely rapid
turret operation, along with a full array
of services. System capacity is 50 lines,
10 trunks, 6 links. Speed of operation
comes from the unique TOUCH-LITE®
Turret, which permits extending calls by
a touch on a button. The turret is of
elegant design. Among the many
standard services are busy-station
number indication, executive override,
call transfer, attendant's busy override.
Many optional features are also
available.
Series 80 PABX*—an economical
system with capacity of 80 lines, 14
trunks, 14 links. Ideal for basic telephone
service. Available services of the
system include busy-station number
display, call blocking, conference
service, and many more.
,
FX PABX*—a system that meets the
need of any business or institution, no
matter how large. System capacity is
unlimited, but a system can be installed
with as few as 50 lines. Special services
can be added as desired. The TOUCHLITE Turret has lighted buttons that
signal the condition of calls from the
central exchange. Standard and optional

services available with the system cover
the widest possible range for efficient
telephone communication.
CENTREX PABX*—a completely
modern concept of PABX service
designed to meet the complex demands
of today's communications. CENTREX
provides direct inward dialing, direct
outward dialing, PABX intercommunication, identified outward dialing, call
transfer, and all standard PABX
services. The system can serve one or
more PABX users in an area from one
centralized switching system. Each user
can have one or more attendant's
turrets, which can be switched into
service to meet changing traffic
requirements.
TYPE H PABX*—an economical system
that is expandable to large capacities
in convenient increments. Circuit plates
and associated switches are added
without wiring changes. Circuit
components are mounted back to back
in standard bay frames to save floor
space and cabling. A wide range of
standard and optional services is
available with the system.
* These systems are marketed in the
United States of America under the
name XY® Dial Systems.

3. Dial central-office switching
systems:
COMPAK*— fully assembled system
ready for immediate service. It provides
facilities for 90 lines and 15 links,
including as many as 10 trunk lines.
Two trunk groups are provided. The
system, though physically small, provides
the operating services of a much larger
system, such as: universal-numbering
capability, frequency-selective ringing,
and more.
Larger central exchange systems*—
Stromberg-Carlson dial switching
equipment is available at low initial
investment. Maintenance requirement
for the system is minimal. The system
requires little space. Its reliability is
proven. Its capacity is unlimited.

Expansion is accomplished by plug-in
circuits. And the system is being constantly improved to keep pace with new
developments in switching techniques.
*These systems, marketed in the U.S.A.
under the name XY® Dial Systems,
are installed in over 4400 exchanges
and serve over 2,500,000 telephones
in that country.

4. Switching-system controls—two
types available to add common-control
capability to any step-by-step system:
Electromechanical Switching System
Control (EM-SSC)—ideal for central
exchanges of small to medium size.
It enables the step-by-step system to
provide universal numbering, alternate
routing, uniform service codes, and
multifrequency outpulsing within
junction networks. Pushbutton dialing
and improved selector-level utilization
can be provided for internal exchange
traffic.
Electronic Switching System Control
(EL-SSC)—ideal for exchanges of
medium to large size. The system enables
the step-by-step system to provide
uniform service codes for local
switching, universal numbering and
alternate routing for junction networks,
and register, sender and translation
capability for the long-distance network.
The system also provides for pushbutton
dialing, and up to 240 classes of service.
When you have a communication
switching requirement, talk to the
people who have been manufacturing
telephone equipment of superb quality
since 1894. For complete information,
write to International Department,
Stromberg-Carlson, 100 Carlson Road,
Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A., or call
(716) 482-2200.

Stromberg-Carlson
A Subsidiary of General Dynamics

ITT Telecommunications

Salzburg

Bischofshofen

Europe's first all-solid-state 12 MHz Coaxial Cable System
Operating in the Austrian trunk network between
Salzburg and Bischofshofen, this new 2700 telephone
circuit system handles not only national telephone
traffic but also a considerable volume of international
through traffic, particularly from' Western Germany
to Italy and Yugoslavia.
The system traverses a distance of 59 km and includes
12 repeaters, seven of which are in buried housings.
Installation of the line equipment was completed in
only six weeks, in spite of severe weather conditions.

Performance figures are well within the CCITT
recommendations—for example measured noise for
most of the channels was less than 1 pW/km
against the CCITT figure of 3 pW/km.
These and other interesting features make the commemorative brochure we have prepared well worth
reading.
To obtain your copy, write to: Standard Telephones
and Cables Limited, Microwave and Line Division,
Basildon, Essex, England.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited

ITT Telecommunications

You could be cutting
your operating and maintenance costs
right now with
STANFAST
the STC concept
of automated radio stations
Here's how
STANFAST Systems for automatic operation of radio stations
permit transmitting and receiving installations to be controlled
completely by one man from a central location.
STANFAST Systems provide high speed frequency changing,
automatic performance monitoring and rapid fault location affording optimum traffic handling capability and maximum revenue.
STANFAST Systems use the latest techniques in radio design,
demand smaller sites and require less maintenance than hitherto.
Initial capital cost is lower and return on investment is greater.
Features
•
•
•
•
•
%
•

Automatic tuning, loading and switching
Unattended operation of transmitter and receiver
stations
Control 'on-station' or remote from traffic centre
Reduced frequency change time
High reliability
Automatic restoration of interrupted services
Rapid fault location

STANFAST Systems may be integrated into existing installations, stage by stage, to expand services. New
projects can be based entirely on the STANFAST concept.

Advantages
•
+
•
•
•

Substantial savings in operating and maintenance
costs
Optimum traffic handling for maximum revenue
Lower capital costs for new installations
Expansion of services in existing buildings
Greater return on investment

For further details write, Standard Telephones and
Cables Limited, Radio Division, Oakleigh
Road, New Southgate, London, N.11.
# 7-1 OkW ISB AND GENERAL PURPOSE HF TRANSMITTER AMPLIFIER TYPE QT 3-A/4
This self-tuning linear amplifier, frequency range 2-5-28MHz, used in conjunction with external
drive equipment, is suitable for ISB and DSB telephony, and single or multi-channel telegraphy.
Applications include medium distance point to point communication, press, meteorological and
shore-to-ship broadcasts.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited

ITT Telecommunications

An ear to the ground

How to connect up new
subscribers when the cable
network is saturated

Communications cable used atseismological stations
must be immune to all forms of external interference.
Such a cable has been developed and produced by
Standard Telefon og Kabelfabrik A/S for use at
seismological stations
operated
by the U.S.
Advanced Research Projects Agency,(ARPA).
Special protection that has been provided for this
cable includes excellent screening against electrical interference, a high degree of resistance to
the permeation of moisture. The cables are tough
mechanically - especially suitable for direct burial
in rocky areas.
The cable consists of 1 2 pairs of 0-9mm conductors,
an inner PE sheath, a second PE sheath laminated
to a longitudinal 0-2mm AL tape, sheath tape
armouring and an outer PVC sheath.
For further information write to Standard Telefon og
Kabelfabrik A/S Cable Division, Post Box 60,
0kern, Oslo 5, Norway.

Order an L.M.T. C12. Concentrator using the
Pentaconta Crossbar multiswitch. This is a switching
equipment capable of multiplying by four the efficiency of subscriber lines. Providing a high degree
of flexibility to a network—rapid satisfaction of
demands and immediate returns. Investments can
follow the demand instead of anticipating it—no
idle investments. In many cases this is the most
economical permanent solution. For further information write to: Le Materiel Telephonique, 46 Quai
Alphonse Le Gallo, 92-Boulogne—Billancourt,
France.

Standard Telefon og Kabelfabrik A/S

Le Materiel Telephonique
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Deep down there
continents are talking
Just one fault —and
they'd stop
STC has never lost a
continent
... quite a record!

Almost half the world's submerged telephone
repeaters are ours; over 1,000, with a combined
service record of 3,500 unblemished years. And,
moreover, we've supplied enough cable to stretch
right around the world.
Two-way repeater techniques — now the world
standard—were pioneered by STC in co-operation
with the British Post Office. Our position as
the leading supplier of submarine cable systems
and as an innovator of new repeater and cable
techniques is now undisputed.
Current orders stand at over £32 million for
systems linking South Africa to Portugal, Portugal
to U.K., Italy to Spain, Italy to Sardinia, Germany
to Sweden and Sicily to Tripoli. Three of these
will incorporate our very latest development —
transistorised repeaters and terminal equipment
that permit up to 640 simultaneous two-way telephone conversations.
Locations: STC Submarine Cable Division, Southampton, Hampshire. STC Submerged Repeater
Systems Division, North Woolwich, London. STC
Testing Apparatus and Special Systems Division,
Newport, Monmouthshire.
All enquiries to: Standard Telephones and Cables
Limited, Submarine Systems Marketing, North
Woolwich, London, E.16, England.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
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The Pan-American Highway
at Alajuela, Costa Rica ...
This important locality situated in the direct line of
domestic and commercial communications between
the two American continents is now equipped with
a new 1500 line Crossbar Pentaconta* telephone
exchange.
CGCT is currently completing the installation of
Pentaconta* exchanges in 16 other towns of
Costa Rica.
Furthermore, Pentaconta* telephone installations
designed and developed by CGCT are now in
operation in 76 countries of the world.
The design of Pentaconta* Switching System is so
technically advanced and so flexible that it will be
"modern" for a long time to come.
Compagnie Generale de ConstructionsTelephoniques,
251, rue de Vaugirard, Paris 1 5e.
* Registered Trade Mark

Compagnie Generale de Constructions
Telephoniques

Standard Electrica - up with the latest in cable design
Alpeth and
different.

Stalpeth

cables

are

Most cables are sheathed in lead.
Alpeth and Stalpeth cables use a
sheath made of laminated metalplastic. This gives them more protection against moisture and all kinds
of corrosion.
What is more, Alpeth and Stalpeth

cables are lighter in weight and
therefore easier to handle. They are
available in longer lengths. They
have greater resistance to vibration.
They are easier to maintain.
Only Standard Electrica produces
Alpeth and Stalpeth cables with the
special machinery installed in its
Maliano factory. These unique cables

join the long list of outstanding products currently being exported by
Standard Electrica to 37 countries
throughout the world. Standard
Electrica is Spain's largest telecommunications company and the
largest exporter in the field. Standard
Electrica S.A., Ramirez de Prado 5,
Madrid 7, Spain.

Standard Electrica SA
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Standard Electrica is already
exporting equipment to Brazil,
Colombia, Chile, Ecuador, Mexico,
Panama, Peru, Puerto Rico,
Venezuela and Uruguay..,

and now Bolivia as well.

*

With increased sales to Latin America, Standard
Electrica gives further evidence of its strength as a
leading industrial and exporting company.
The recent sale of large automatic switchboards to
Bolivia, as a result of an agreement with the
Bolivian government, is proof again of Standard
Electrica's dynamic export programme.
The combination of this equipment with a new
communications centre will provide a completely
automatic telephone service for the whole of the
Santa Cruz de la Sierra area.
Based on the Pentaconta 32 design, these switchboards, together with more than a million lines in
use in 37 countries throughout the world, clearly
demonstrate the exceptionally high quality and technological advance of Standard Electrica's products.
Standard Electrica is both Spain's largest telecommunications company and the largest exporter
in the field. With products including a complete
range of switchboards, telephones, cables and other
telephone equipment currently exported to 11 countries in Latin America, Standard Electrica is playing
a key role in their communications development.
Standard Electrica S.A., Ramirez de Prado 5,
Madrid 7, Spain.

Standard Electrica SA

STC's Deltaphone glows
in the dark... with pride
The Deltaphone can have a luminescent dial. So
when the lights fail at the office, you can still see to
'phone. Or on bedside extensions at your home you
can dial without turning on lights and waking the
wife.
Nobody gets disturbed when the Deltaphone rings,
either. Mainly because it doesn't ring. It just warbles
at the volume you set. In fact the Deltaphone is a
very sociable instrument. People like it because it's
slim—at 4-3 inches it's only a fraction wider than
the dial. And the 4-ounce handset is only half the
weight of a conventional one. So it's twice as nice
to hold.
Add the Deltaphone's restrained colours, Vs elegant
shape—and its exacting technical specification—
and you have an irresistible telephone.
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, Telephone
Switching Group, Oakleigh Road, New Southgate,
London N.11, England.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
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Mexico 1968 via radio relay links of SEL
"Most impressive!" — the achievements of SEL
engineers and technicians currently setting up a
modern communications network in Mexico, which
will be completed in time for the Olympic Games.
More than 20,000 channel kilometers over routes
totalling 6,000 km to provide two way television and
telephone operation are under construction in this
country open to technical progress. These radio relay
routes which link Mexico City with the USA and Latin
America are the window permitting the whole world
to take part in the sports event of the year "Mexico
1968".
Heart of the installations is the radio relay system
FM 1800/TV-6000 developed by SEL in accordance
with the specifications of the German Post Administration and thus fully meeting the recommendations of

the CCIR. The performance of the work made it
necessary to construct new streets, buildings and
antenna towers or install power plants. Protection
switching equipments, in conjunction with remote
control and service channel equipments operated over
independent radio links, safeguard the required transmission security'. Manually and remotely controlled
program distribution switches permit rearranging of
the interconnections of circuits to meet traffic requirements at any particular instant.
Many of the installed equipments are part of the SEL
program "embracing all fields of telecommunication".
Please ask for information.
Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG, Transmission and
Navigation Division, 7000 Stqttgart-Zuffenhausen,
Hellmuth-Hirth-Strasse 42.

Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG
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PRICE
D O W N

You could use this telegraph system

FOR ON-LINE COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS, TELEPRINTER-TYPE
COMMUNICATIONS AND OFF-LINE
TAPE PREPARATION
Price Down The Envoy Electronic Dataprinter
costs just £800 for the complete machine.
The Envoy gives direct on-line communications
between distant locations and a central computer.
The Envoy gives Teleprinter-type communications
between locations.
The Envoy prepares paper tape off-line for subsequent transmission to a computer.
Performance Up Some cold facts.
8-bit, 96 character transmission/receiving at up to
10 characters/sec. Upper and lower case printing,
128 code combinations, two colour printing,
character recognition unit, integrated circuit construction that removes 70% of the conventional
moving parts.
Total Service You can buy or rent the Envoy. A
nationwide maintenance service is available.
Electronic techniques minimise on moving parts,
•maximise on reliability.
Plug-in units and a fault-finding program simplify all
maintenance operations.
Get the full story from:
Creed & Company Limited, Hollingbury, Brighton,
BN1 8AL, England.
A British subsidiary of ITT.

Or you could use a switching system
employing an STC exchange
The choice depends on the requirements but certainly
any STC Exchange will improve overall efficiency
and usefulness several hundred per cent. That's a
large consideration by modern standards and represents reductions in costs and increases in revenue
and income.
Talk to STC about your problem and you'll find we've
got the system to beat it. Cord or cordless—manual
or automatic—duplex or half-duplex working.
There's an STC system to bring the service you need
at the price you can afford. Drop us a line and we'll
talk telex economics. Anytime. Anywhere.
Standard Telephones & Cables Limited, Telephone
Switching Group, Oakleigh Road, New Southgate,
London, N.11.

envoy
DATAPRINTER

Creed & Company Limited

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
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New Generation SEL High-Power TV Transmitters
for Modern Networks
For more than a decade SEL television transmitters
have been synonymous with quality, reliability and
progress both in Germany and abroad. A new generation of transmitters has now been produced to meet
orders from a number of European countries and from
the U.S.A. Their essential features are:
Solid-state low-power stages with klystron highpower amplifier.
Frequency range from 470 to 890 kW.
High quality of transmission by reason of IF modulation,
for monochrome or colour TV in accordance with PAL,
NYSC or Secam standards.
Suitable for colour TV transmission in accordance with
CCIR, FCC and OIR standards.

Simple and flexible procedures for setting-up of
installations with stand-by stages provided by selfcontained functional groups.
Automatic and remote control operation.
The activities of SEL cover all fields of telecommunication: telephony: railway signalling; conveyors and
post office mechanization, transmission and navigation, teleprinter and data systems, cables and wires,
components, radio, TV and phono equipments.
Write for further information.
Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG, Transmission and
Navigation Division, 7000 Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen,
Hellmuth-Hirth-Strasse 42.

Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG
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The Pentaconta* 32 system:
the plug-in crossbar
telephone switching system
custom built for rural
exchanges
The Pentaconta* 32 system is specially designed for
small and medium local transit and toll exchanges.
For from.32 to 3,000 subscriber lines the Pentaconta*
32 system uses modern crossbar switches and will
interwork with all other crossbar and step-by-step
telephone systems.
And all equipment units are interchangeable because
the connections are simple plug devices.
Which makes the Pentaconta* 32 system one of the
most economical, easy-to-maintain units available.
So it's ideal for small rural exchanges.
For further information contact: Bell Telephone
Manufacturing Company SA, Switching Systems
Division, Francis Wellesplein 1, Antwerp, Belgium.
*Registered Trade Mark

Bell Manufacturing Company SA

Chosen good equipment?
Right...
Let STC put it in and keep it
that way
STC's I nstallation and Maintenance Services Division
lays cables, installs microwave and tropospheric
scatter radio equipment, designs antennae structures,
supplies busbar systems, and'keeps the lot working.
The Project Engineering Unit plans systems, rationalises installations, conducts surveys and can call on
the resources of over 150 associated companies in
53 countries—AND ...
Could you ask for anything more ?
You could, and STC could answer. With anything
and everything to do with installing and servicing
electrical, electronic and telephone equipment.
It's the way STC makes communications communicate,
STC Transmission Group Installation and Maintenance Services Division, Basildon, Essex, England.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited

ITT today embraces more than 150 associated companies with a total of 200,000 employees, it carries on primary
research, manufacturing, communication, sales or service activities in 53 countries, and maintains market outlets in
62 others. In addition, it operates a communication network of more than 1,000 cable, radio, and satellite circuits.
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TR0P0
The Most Modern Telecommunications
Network... in the Philippines
The most modern in telecommunications comes to the Philippines through Radio
Engineering Laboratories (REL).
For over a decade, REL has played a major role in providing improved commercial communications for the Philippines.
Now, the Clavecilla Radio System, the pioneer and leader in telecommunications
in the Philippines, has selected REL tropo-scatter equipment for a nationwide telecommunications system linking the islands of Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao. Spanning some
481 miles in two giant over-the-water leaps, the system will operate in the 1700 to
2400MHz range, with an immediate 60 channel capacity. The Clavecilla telecommunications network was engineered specifically to meet the country's present and future
needs for fast and accurate telex, facsimile, and data transmission services.
When installation is completed with technical assistance from REL, terminals for
the new commercial system will be located atTagaytay, Luzon; at Cagayan de Oro, Mindanao; and at the repeater site at Cebu, Visayas.
Yes, REL means experience and performance that gives an added measure of
assurance for every assignment...every time.
REL will welcome an opportunity to discuss your present and potential multichannel
requirements. We will also be pleased to send you technical data, plus the current issue of
REL's "Credentials in Tropo Scatter." Please write:

REL

RADIO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES DIVISION
Dynamics Corporation of America
Long Island City, New York, 11101

OCA
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World

Need

a

Frequency Independent Dipole
that Occupies Real Estate
only 71' Square.

For our LPH-1S, the last count was 322 inquiries
representing 152 locations around the world. Here's why:
Antenna Products LPH-15 is designed for transportable
applications where installation time is critical and a
highly reliable frequency independent antenna is required for short and medium range circuits. With coverage from 4.0 to 30.0 mHz, the LPH-15 radiates skyward using ionospheric propagation to overcome the
limitation of ground wave communication over rough
terrain.
At the lower frequencies, vertically incident radiation
assures efficient short range communications — even
in dense jungle environments. In the unique support
structure, all towers converge on the same base and
have adjustable guy lengths. In an area 71 feet square,
5 men can have the LPH-15 operational in 2 hours.

APC EXPERIENCE AND CREATIVE
ENGINEERING CAN SOLVE YOUR
COMMUNICATIONS PRORLEMS NOW.
MAY WE HAVE YOUR INQUIRY. . .

APC

ANTENNA
PRODUCTS
COMPANY

BOX 520 ■ MINERAL WELLS. TEXAS 76067
TELEPHONE AC817-325-3301

Complete
Earth Station
by Collins

The Overseas Telecommunications Commission
(Australia) selected Collins to provide the world's
first fixed ground station designed and built by
one manufacturer for satellite communications.
Collins' total systems approach, including specially designed modular building construction,
offers the most efficient solution available for
earth station needs — whether the station requires
limited movement antennas for use with synchronous satellites, or a horizon-to-horizon capability
for tracking medium altitude satellites.
In microwave—the basic mode for satellite communications—Collins offers superior capability
based on long experience as the largest independent microwave manufacturer in the United
States.
Collins' approach to earth station design includes
implementation of advanced communication/
computation techniques that provide automatic
control of a station's entire system.
Collins' unique worldwide organization offers
complete direction and control of all aspects of
providing an earth station —from design and
manufacture of computer-controlled communication systems, to architectural engineering, site
preparation, and facility construction.
More than half of the world's 85-foot-diameter
antenna ground stations have been installed by
Collins. The Company is currently providing the
worldwide Unified S-Band tracking and communication network for the United States Apollo
moon missions.
As a major producer of telecommunication systems in all environments, Collins has a proven
record of providing turn-key installations —on
time and to specification.

COMMUNICATION / COMPUTATION / CONTROL

COLLINS

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY / DALLAS, TEXAS • CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA • NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA • TORONTO ONTARIO
Bangkok • Beirut • Frankfurt • Hong Kong • Kuala Lumpur • Los Angeles • London • Melbourne • Mexico City • New York • Paris ® Rome • Washington • Wellington

SIEMENS

ESK

High-Speed
Relay
with
Noble-Metal Contacts

The Basic Unit
of the Siemens Crosspoint Technique
for Modern
Communications Systems
Combined into strips-of-five, ESK relays are ideal modules
for the switching systems of private and public communications networks. They are used to form cost-effective
crosspoint switching matrices in which each crosspoint
can be individually switched without the use of mechanical
links. Switching matrices of any desired size and crosspoint
arrangement can be formed.

Advantages:
ESK relays operate in less than two thousandths of a
second and may be directly controlled by
electronic logic circuits
ESK relays have up to 6 palladium-silver twin contacts,
each with a contact pressure of 20 p, which
ensure high-quality, noise-free connections
ESK relays are small, light and insensitive to ambient
influences - ideal modules for space-saving,
maintenance-free switching matrices
ESK relays operate without mechanical setting members,
the only moving parts being their springs
- weighing only 0.4 g - which are actuated
directly by the magnetic field

Millions of ESK relays are already giving excellent service.
Pace-setting and future-proof, they open the way to new
concepts

SIEMENS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
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editorial
address by Mr. Mohamed Mili,
secretary-general of the ITU,
to the United Nations conference
on the exploration and
peaceful uses of outer space
Vienna, August 1968

Mr. Chairman,
It is a great honour for the Secretary-General of the International
Telecommunication Union to address you in this remarkable
Hofburg Palace which is so rich in memories.
In this magnificient setting, a Space Conference as important
as this, which is organized under the auspices of the United
Nations and is presided by you, Sir, and which is attended by
such eminent personalities, such a conference, I would say,
cannot but be fully successful and meet the hopes vested in it
by so many nations.
But its success is ensured also by the host city—your beautiful
capital, Mr. Chairman.
Situated in the heart of Europe, Vienna is not only the city of
literature, art and music: it is also the city of peace. Its artistic
renown and the warm, kindly welcome of the population always
create a propitious atmosphere for the type of discussion that
brings understanding. Is not our very presence here fresh and
eloquent testimony of the miracle that a city and the spirit which
animates it can achieve?
The United Nations Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful
Uses of Outer Space is taking place in the centre of this centuriesold tradition. For we hope, we are determined, that everything
relating to outer space shall be a peaceful undertaking dedicated
to the welfare of humanity. This has always been the case in the
field of telecommunications where every conference has been
truly a Peace Congress. While the first of these conferences,
which established the International Telegraph Union, was held
in Paris in 1865, the second was convened three years later in
Vienna to revise the ITU Convention and adapt it to technical
progress. The delegations of twenty-two countries met in this
beautiful Palace from 12 June to 21 July 1868, exactly one hundred
years ago. For those who are interested, I would add that Article 1
of the revised Convention specified that" the cities between which
the exchange of correspondence is constant and voluminous
shall be connected by direct wires at least five millimetres in
diameter, which shall not be used for the operations of inter-
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mediate offices ". The same Conference also established very
precise tariff rules.
A century later, although much has been accomplished, we are
still confronted with the same kind of problem.
But Vienna did not stop after such a good start, and in 1965,
at the invitation of the Austrian Administration, an ITU Conference was held here which at the time received considerable
attention. I refer to the Conference at which colour television
was discussed.
You will remember that the Study Groups of the ITU International Radio Consultative Committee which are responsible
for sound and television broadcasting had to consider, among
other important matters, the choice of colour television systems.
We all know that, finally, the various delegations were unable
to agree unanimously to adopt the same colour coding system.
This apparent setback, however, should not be allowed to hide
the fact that the other basic parameters were nevertheless
standardized at this Conference, which thus helped to facilitate
the exchange of television programmes.
To-day for the third time we are meeting in the same Palace,
thanks to the kind invitation of the Austrian authorities, to seek
out the best methods of enabling all mankind to benefit by the
vast possibilities offered by the peaceful uses of outer space.
As we all know, the possibilities offered by the peaceful uses of
space are mainly those of space telecommunications. We are
therefore most grateful to the United Nations, and especially
to our highly esteemed Secretary-General, U Thant, for having
taken the initiative of convening this Conference, for it is
extremely timely. We are indeed entering fully into the space
age, and it is vitally important for an exchange of views to be
held in a forum such as this.
Space telecommunications represent the logical conclusion of a
series of developments which has been continuing for over a
century, a century of progress which is closely linked with the

history of the development of the ITU, as the international body
responsible for regulating and standardizing telecommunications.
The ITU has been and is still the effective instrument which has
enabled mankind to benefit from many of the discoveries with
which we are so familiar to-day. For example, messages of
distress on the high seas and, by extension, in the air and in
space are transmitted with absolute priority without regard to
nationality or telecommunication system. This seems perfectly
natural to us, but it was not always the case in the past.
Another characteristic example is that of international and
intercontinental telephony. This is a sphere in which the ITU
has done a vast amount of work, for it is indeed thanks to the
Union that in many countries no human intervention is now
required for telephone communication between one town and
another, regardless of the distance, separating them. This has
become so common that impatience is expressed wheiever
automatic long-distance systems do not yet exist. And so, in
the years to come, when subscribers will be able, with increasing
ease, directly to dial the numbers of their correspondents in
other countries, and even in other continents, they will hardly
be able to imagine the preparatory work which the ITU carried
out to make this development possible.
The same considerations will apply to space. The first sputnik
was launched in October 1957, and eighteen months later, in
the spring of 1959, the ITU set up a Special Study Group on
space research. Since then, the tasks of this Study Group have
increased commensurately with the dazzling development of
space techniques.
In this connexion, it will not come amiss to point out that space
radiocommunications have two aspects which differ very widely,
at least where their aims are concerned:
1. In the first place, it is well known that at the present stage
of technical development, the only means of establishing a
link with a satellite, whatever its purpose may be, is by radio.
These types of links are used for such various purposes as
tracking, telemetry, remote control, transmission of data
obtained by the satellite, transmission of pictures from
meteorological satellites, etc. ... in a word, of telecommunications in the most general sense of the word.
2. The second aspect is that of telecommunication satellites. In
this case, the satellite serves as a relay for sending telecommunication signals on their way, whether they be signals for
telegraphy, telephony, broadcasting, television, data transmission etc.. ..

In both cases, the problem is twofold, for it entails not only
the establishment of earth-satellite and satellite-earth links which
are satisfactory from the point of view of radio transmission,
but also ensuring that these links are fully usable in the general
telecommunication network; in other words, their technical
characteristics must be compatible with the existing network so
that they may be integrated in it.
The latter condition covers such complex and divergent questions
as siting of earth stations and the purely operational signalling,
which is associated, for example, with the transmission of
telegraph and telephone message signals.

Furthermore, for a satellite to be used to full advantage it must
permit the interconnexion of any pair of earth stations with
great flexibility, whatever the volume of traffic: this brings in
the problem of " multiple access ". Once this question has been
solved, it will be possible to link countries that are far apart
and exchange little traffic by direct connexions which would
otherwise be difficult to establish.
The ITU is extremely concerned with these highly complex and
diverse problems and is determined to solve them. For the Union
is the international organization which is responsible for all
questions affecting telecommunications, including space communication. As the specialized agency in this field, its exclusive
competence has been recognized by the United Nations'since
1947.
It must also be acknowledged that all of its Member countries,
which now number 134, see in the ITU an effective tool for the
satisfactory settlement of many complex problems before they
become so acute as to be practically insoluble.
Thus, the ITU very soon became involved in the problem of the
use of telecommunications as part of man's activities in space.
As early as 1959, the Administrative Radio Conference allocated
frequency bands for space research and radio astronomy. In
1963, an Extraordinary Administrative Conference concerned
exclusively with the regulation of space radiocommunications
adopted a set of regulations designed to ensure the harmonious
development of the space services.
As radiocommunications are essential for any form of activity
in space, it is vital to devise satisfactory solutions to the problem
of the availability of radio frequencies and, in general, to all the
problems connected with the radio spectrum.
The radio spectrum is an international natural resource which
cannot be divided up geographically either by natural frontiers
or by man-made barriers. Steps have to be taken therefore, to
conserve and organize the utilization of this resource.
The radio spectrum and space have one important feature in
common—they are both accessible . to everyone and can be
appropriated by no one. Utilization of either of these resources
involves acceptance of the laws of physics—the predominant
factor in both cases.
As far as the radio spectrum is concerned, the ITU was confronted more than forty years ago with the problem of the international regulation of the use of this resource, but it was not
until 1947 that the principle of dividing the frequency spectrum
into bands each allocated for a particular purpose was accepted
by the Plenipotentiaries, who thereby imposed a restriction on
their sovereign power to use the spectrum as they saw fit.
The principle adopted was that of dividing the spectrum into
frequency bands each allocated for a particular usage, or—to
use the accepted terminology—to a particular service.
But as the spectrum is limited while the needs are great, it has
proved necessary to group two or more services in a single band,
thus necessitating constant supervision of the use made of the
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spectrum to prevent two stations in the same service or different
services from hampering each other's operations.

on the earth's surface and limiting the power of terrestrial
transmitters operating on frequency bands shared with satellites.

The ITU body responsible for questions relating to the use of
the radio spectrum is the International Frequency Registration
Board (or IFRB).

As only one example to show you the complexity of the problems
involved, let us take the case of direct broadcasting from satellites.
It should be mentioned that in the present state of affairs no
bands are provided for direct broadcasting from satellites. The
next ITU Conference will undoubtedly remedy this lack. Meanwhile standards have to be fixed regarding, in particular, the
possibility for the satellite broadcasting service to share bands
with terrestrial broadcasting, and also regarding questions of
power, receivers, etc. The meeting of the specialized study group
of the CCIR next month will doubtless find answers to these
questions.

It is to the International Frequency Registration Board that the
Member countries of the Union send information on all radio
stations under their jurisdiction in order to ensure their international recognition.
The Board examines each notice of a frequency assignment
thus received, and decides whether the assignment is consistent
with the Radio Regulations and whether its use might present a
risk of harmful interference. For it is one of the basic principles
of the existing regulations that only stations not liable to cause
harmful interference are entitled to claim international protection.
The International Frequency Registration Board is also responsible for the technical preparation of administrative conferences.
Clearly the Board can only perform this task satisfactorily if the
technical data on which its work is based are internationally
recognized and accepted.
The working out of these technical data is the responsibility of
another ITU body: the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR). Study Group IV of this Committee, which has
been working on the problem of space radiocommunications
since 1959, is due to meet in Geneva next month. Following
this meeting, the CCIR will modify the existing recommendations
or will issue new draft recommendations to take account of the
progress achieved in space. This same Study Group will meet
again in 1969 and the Plenary Assembly of the CCIR will meet
in about eighteen months' time.
For physical reasons connected with the nature of the earth's
atmosphere, communications with satellites are only possible at
the present time on frequencies between a few tens of megahertz
(or megacycles per second) and about 10 gigahertz. It is within
this range that numerous terrestrial services, in particular radiorelay systems, are operating at the present time.
Consequently, almost all the bands which can be used by
satellites are also allocated to the terrestrial service. It is therefore
necessary to establish standards for the power, the antennae and
the geographical situation which will enable these two services
to work simultaneously without mutual interference. Moreover,
the terrestrial services have to conform to certain criteria as to
their position which are designed to give effective protection to
the equatorial orbit, of the importance of which you are undoubtedly aware.
Interference between space stations and terrestrial service stations
can be different in kind, and may be caused by the satellite to
receivers of the terrestrial services or by transmitters of the
terrestrial services to the satellites. Interference among different
satellite radiocommunication systems may also be expected.
Among the measures taken to avoid this interference, mention
may be made of limiting the power flux produced by satellites
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One problem is that sharing in the VHF and UHF bands
(frequency modulation broadcasting and television) would be
possible only on conditions entailing impairment of quality.
These conditions would prove as harmful to the satellite broadcasting service as to the terrestrial broadcasting service.
To summarize, it can be said that the use by satellites of frequencies hitherto reserved for terrestrial broadcasting raises delicate
technical problems which must be studied further. Moreover,
revision of the Radio Regulations and of the existing frequency
assignment plans would be required. Incidentally, if a satellite
broadcasting service were to be established in the VHF and
UHF bands, exclusive frequencies would have to be allocated
to it.
However, the developments nearest to fruition are undoubtedly
those in which satellites are used to distribute radio and television
programmes. To avoid any misunderstanding, a distinction
should be made between communication satellites passing
television programmes on from one earth station to another
(such as the Intelsat and, to some extent, the Molnya satellites)
and distribution satellites which receive programmes transmitted
by earth stations and radiate them to a large number of relatively
simply-designed earth stations, usually situated near conventional radio or television transmitters. These two types of satellite
transmission of radio or television programmes give rise to
appreciably different technical problems.
Finally, I should like to add that broadcasting from satellites
depends on the solution of a certain number of legal problems
which are not a matter for the ITU and I would like in passing
to pay tribute to UNESCO's efforts to deal with these.
Space is also of concern to two other important services, namely,
the aeronautical mobile service and the maritime mobile service.
The ITU is fully alive to the possibilities that space offers for
these two services and in fact the Aeronautical Conference of
1966 and the Maritime Conference which met in 1967 each
unanimously adopted recommendations on the use of satellites
to solve some of their problems and requested the CCIR to
undertake certain studies. I should mention in this connexion
the fruitful collaboration between the ITU, ICAO and IMCO
in settling questions concerning aeronautical and maritime radio
communication, and with WMO for meteorological questions.
It would, however, be remiss of me to omit reference to what
may be the most peaceful of the uses of outer space, namely,
radio astronomy. The protection of the extraordinarily weak

signals with which this service works undoubtedly sets some
particularly acute problems, and it therefore proved necessary
to allocate several frequency bands exclusively to radio astronomy. The next ITU Space Conference, planned for 1970 or
1971, will naturally study these problems.
To complete this brief survey, mention should be made of another
ITU organ, the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT), which is studying those aspects of
satellite communication which fall within its competence. Its
essential purview covers all aspects of telecommunications which
affect not only the quality of. the transmission of telephony,
telegraphy, data etc. . . ., but above all the possibility of integrating the new routes thus formed into the world telephone
network. Thus, the use of geostationary satellites raises certain
problems of propagation time in the case of telephone calls or
of the establishment of an automatic service via the satellite.
The CCITT is also responsible for tariff questions. Obviously,
the benefits of satellite communications will be all the greater
if in the long run they lead not only to an increase in the number
of circuits available, but also to a reduction of tariffs. There
can be no doubt that the forthcoming Plenary Assembly of the
CCITT, which is to be held in Argentina this October will have
to take important decisions on the various aspects of space
communications falling within its competence. Finally the CCITT
has undertaken or completed the drafting of handbooks which
are of great interest to the new or developing countries and some
chapters of which deal with certain aspects of space communications.
This rapid review of the activities of the permanent organs of
the Union would be incomplete without special reference to the
work done by the ITU Plan Committees. For the first time,
satellite links were brought into the world telecommunication
network by the World Plan Committee (Mexico, 30 October15 November 1967). Thus, intercontinental circuits, of which
the Committee estimated the number required to handle future
traffic, will be established partly by modern, large-capacity,
submarine cable and partly by satellite.
While the ITU is undertaking the planning of international
telecommunication networks on a world scale, it has not yet
been in a position to give active assistance to countries in
implementing these plans. We believe that it will be possible
to increase this assistance in future, for it is assured of receiving
effective aid from the United Nations Development Programme
and the support of the Regional Economic Commissions.
Resolution No. 1721 (XVI), which was adopted on 20 December
1961 by the United Nations General Assembly, unequivocally
defines the role to be played by the ITU in the peaceful utilization
of outer space by requesting it to promote international cooperation in this field in the interests of all countries and
particularly of the new and developing countries.

" The General Assembly,
believing that communication by means of satellites should
be available to the nations of the world as soon as practicable
on a global and non-discriminatory basis,
convinced of the need to prepare the way for the establishment
of effective operational satellite communication,

4. invites the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance
and the United Nations Special Fund in consultation with
the International Telecommunication Union to give sympathetic consideration to requests from Member States for technical and other assistance for the survey of their communication
needs and for the development of their domestic communication facilities so that they may make effective use of space
communication."

In view of the volume of work carried out by the ITU Consultative Committees and developments in technique since the Space
Conference in 1963, the ITU Administrative Council last May
expressed the opinion that the provisions of the Radio Regulations relating to space matters should be brought up to date
and recommended that a second Space Conference should be
convened for the purpose at the end of 1970 or the beginning
of 1971.
The ITU Administrative Council also recognized the need to
draw the attention of international organizations to Union
activities and responsibilities in outer space matters, with a
view to ensuring smooth collaboration and full co-operation on
both sides whenever one of these organizations undertakes
studies or work affecting space radiocommunications.
In one month's time, therefore, the Union will make a start on
a heavy programme of work which will no doubt culminate,
in 1970 or 1971, in the revision of those sections of the Radio
Regulations affecting outer space. I hope that many will participate, or at least collaborate more or less directly, so that the
Union may have the benefit of their skills and experience.
As for the future, we must henceforth see to it that space communications as a whole are introduced and developed in such
a way that they will be of lasting benefit to all peoples. The
possibilities offered by space communications are truly tremendous and immense hopes are placed in this new branch of
telecommunication.
When we try to analyze what development means, particularly
for the less fortunate countries, we must admit that it cannot
be divorced from communication. Everything seems to depend
on the facilities that exist for the exchange of information and
ideas.
It is a fact, however, that, with the advent of communication
satellites, man has acquired, for the first time, a technique which
will enable large quantities of information to be exchanged
between points on earth thousands of kilometres apart, without
having to accept the limitations imposed by natural obstacles
which so often have stood in the way of such undertakings in
the past.
But this means that the space communication service must be
able to develop unhampered.
Personally, I am convinced that it is through the widest possible
international co-operation, as practised by the United Nations
and the ITU, that we shall succeed in ensuring for mankind the
true benefits of such new conquests of science.
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union activities
Visit by
the Director-General
of the UN Office
at Geneva

Mr. Vittorio Winspeare
Guicciardi,
the new Director-General of the United
Nations Office at
Geneva, called on
the Secretary-General
of the Union on
16 July 1968.

Mr. V. Winspeare
Guicciardi

Visit by
the Director-General
of GATT

Meeting of CCITT
Study Group I

S

tudy Group 1 (Telegraph operation
and tariffs (including
telex)) met in Geneva
from 1 to 5 April
1968, under the chairmanship of Mr. R.
Vargues (France).
At its first meeting in
Melbourne (22 September—4 October
1966), the Study
Group had examined
various questions on
its agenda and agreed
Mr. R. Vargues
on amendments to be
proposed to the next Plenary Assembly.
However, some questions have since been
influenced by new developments which
have to be taken into account for the
preparation of draft recommendations.
The Geneva meeting dealt chiefly with the
following points:
a) Transferred accounts service
This involves the adoption of rules governing the use of credit cards of the various
telegraph services (telegrams, telex, phototelegrams). An initial text had been
prepared at Melbourne but drafting improvements and simplifications were subsequently proposed. A specimen card also
had to be prepared and this raised some
difficulties since the information to be
mentioned on it had to be drafted in at
least the five official languages of the
Union.

The Secretary-General welcomes Mr. Long

Mr. Olivier Long, the new DirectorGeneral of GATT, the Organization for
the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade, paid a visit to Mr. Mili, SecretaryGeneral of the ITU, on 10 July.
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New rules were drafted in the light of the
suggestions made. At the same time, the
form of the card was agreed upon and the
model to be prepared by the CCITT and
the General Secretariat of the ITU should
reconcile the requirement that several
languages must be accommodated with the
need for an acceptable format.
b) Revision of the Telegraph Regulations
A special Working Party had been set up
at Melbourne. After holding two meetings,
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under the chairmanship of Mr. S. R. V.
Paramor (United Kingdom), this Working
Party submitted to the Study Group a
draft revision of the Telegraph Regulations
and draft provisions for operating in
general.
In the course of its discussions, the Working Party had to deal with questions
affecting the substance of the existing
Regulations, on which the opinion of the
Study Group was necessary.
After a long and interesting discussion,
unanimous agreement was reached on the
definition of categories of telegrams and
on the optional facilities offered to senders.
It was agreed also to delete some service
indications and standardize the format for
page printers.
There is still some difference of opinion on
the interest of maintaining fairly detailed
provisions for optional categories (e.g.
letter telegrams) in the Regulations. But in
view of the complexity of the Telegraph
Regulations, the work done by the Working Party was very valuable and the spirit
of co-operation shown by its participants
was most commendable.

c) Recommendations concerning the phototelegraph service
Chapter XXV of the Telegraph Regulations, which relates to the phototelegraph
service, was studied by a Working Party
under the chairmanship of Mr. H. Bitter
(Federal Republic of Germany). The Study
Group adopted the drafts prepared by this
Working Party for the very short text
which is to remain in the Telegraph
Regulations, and for the draft recommendations on phototelegraph operation.
Provisions were also adopted for phototelegraph transmissions to multiple destinations.

d) Other questions
One of the other matters discussed was
Question 1, relative to the counting of
words. It has long been on the agenda
of the Study Group but no progress had
been made with it. A proposal made by
Australia to the Melbourne meeting enabled the Study Group to consider the
effect on revenue of the possible approval
of new rules for the counting of words. A
comparison of the results obtained and
some of the suggestions made enabled
common criteria to be adopted for further
study of the matter.
Question 2, which relates to new principles for telegraph tariffs, was likewise
discussed. The view was expressed that it

union activities

would be desirable to examine the repercussions of a new tariff in continental
relations on the one hand and intercontinental relations on the other. Comments
on the question will be amplified in this
respect.
R.V.

Meeting of CCITT
Working Party XIII/4

t will be recalled
that Working Party 4 (Operational supervision and maintenance), which was
set up by Study Group
XIII (Automatic and
semi-automatic telephone networks) at its
meeting in New York
in April 1966, was
given dual terms of
reference: the study
of service quality and
the organization of
Mr. J. Biot
international maintenance centres (IMC).
The Working Party first met in Geneva
from 30 January to 7 February 1967, and
the report on this meeting appeared in
the March 1967 issue of the Telecommunication Journal. It concluded by saying
that, despite the tangible results achieved
at the end of this first meeting, there was
no doubt that, on many problems, much
remained to be done and it had not been
possible to arrive at final conclusions or to
formulate valid recommendations. At its
Tokyo meeting in July 1967, Study Group
XIII shared this view and allowed Working
Party 4 fifteen additional days in spring 1968.
At the same time it asked Administrations
to contribute actively to the work.
From 20 to 31 May 1968, 32 delegates representing fifteen countries met, under the
chairmanship of Mr. J. Biot (Belgium), in
Brussels in premises specially equipped for
international meetings on the 6th floor of
the telex building of the Belgian Telegraph
and Telephone Administration.

I

From the outset it was clear that the Working Party's task was an extremely heavy
one, since it had not only to complete
the work begun at the first meeting but,
in addition, to take account of a new
development which had arisen in the meantime. In September 1967, a Joint Working
Party of members of Study Groups IV
(Maintenance) and XIII met in Geneva to
define a form of organization which would
be more suitable for international maintenance in the broadest sense of the word.
The new organization adopted on this
occasion was described in Volume 34,
No. 72, of the Telecommunication Journal.
It completely revised Recommendations
Q (M) 70 to 73 as approved by Working
Party 4 in January 1967 and urged Study
Group XIII to introduce a form of organization similar to the one which had already
proved so useful in the field of transmission.
Thanks to the co-operation and hard work
of all delegates, and despite a rather striking scarcity of contributions, it was possible to achieve extremely good results
in the form of a number of new draft
recommendations and proposed amendments in existing recommendations.
The Working Party, moreover, proposed
a number of new questions so that studies
which had been begun but had not yet
been completed could be pursued.
The new draft recommendations and existing recommendations which the Working
Party proposed should be amended are the
following:
a) Checking the international telephone
service
— amended Recommendations: Q60, 61
and 62;
— new Recommendations:
— Q60 bis: Monitoring of service quality,
— Q63 bis: Test calls (definitions and
conditions of application).
b) General organization of signalling and
switching maintenance
— four new Recommendations parallel
to Recommendations M7, 11, 12
and 13.
c) Organization of routine signalling and
switching maintenance tests and measurements
— amended Recommendations: Q72 and
163;
— new Recommendations:
— Q 76: General considerations,

— Q 77: Periodicity of routine tests
and measurements,
— Q139: Standard method for the
manual testing of circuits in
System No. 4.
It would be too long to list all the new
questions proposed. It is sufficient to mention here that one of them again refers to
the problem of standard methods for the
evaluation of service quality, and is intended to replace the first section of existing
Question 14/XIII. Three further questions
also deal with the same subject of service
quality:
— the first concerns the possible application
of automatic measurement
methods,
— the second discusses new monitoring
methods which might be introduced,
while
— the third envisages the central processing of monitoring results.
One question deals with new maintenance
methods that might be recommended; another concerns subscriber-to-subscriber
test calls for the purpose of locating faults,
while a final question has been proposed
regarding the new methods that might be
applied in the international service coordination centres.
Study Group IV had asked that service
quality be defined. The Working Party
felt unable to formulate such a definition
in present circumstances. This can only be
done when a reply has been provided to the
new question on standard methods for
evaluating service quality.
To conclude, it does seem that the Working Party was able to furnish satisfactory
replies with regard to both monitoring of
service quality and maintenance organization. It became clear during the meeting,
however, that the emergence of new concepts and the constant development of
ideas on these delicate subjects placed
many problems in a new light and demanded that studies be actively pursued.
It can be said without hesitation that the
new White Book will be distinctly more
explicit than the existing texts and that it
will enable better results to be obtained
both as regards the monitoring of service
quality and in maintenance. Nevertheless,
it is equally certain that in both fields much
remains to be done in standardizing
methods and in providing the subscriber
who uses international circuits with the
quality of service he is entitled to expect.
This will be the task of our successors.
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ods will be used in the future to provide a
continuing check on the quality of service
in fully automatic working on international
circuits.
3) Assistance to foreign visitors

Meeting of CCITT
Working Party XIII/1

Special questionnaires have also been
proposed to determine difficulties experienced in the various national networks
by foreign visitors. Comparisons of results
obtained by the various telephone Administrations will be used to develop recommendations for international standardization.
4) Subscriber confusion on audible tones

W

orking Party
XIII/1 (Human
factors in subscriber
international dialling)
met in Geneva, 6-10
May 1968, under the
chairmanship of Mr.
J. E. Karlin, American Telephone and
Telegraph Company
(AT&T).
The terms of reference of this Working
Party comprise the
study of Question 19/
Mr. J. E. Karlin
XIII. The detailed
matters to be studied,
and their order of urgency, are outlined
in Table I of COM XIII-No. 86, pp. 5-7.
All the " most urgent " items have been
investigated with the following results:

Laboratory studies have shown that simple
verbal instructions can be effective in helping the subscriber to avoid confusing most
ringing and engaged (busy) tones. Consequently there is no proposal at present
to recommend changing Recommendation
Q.35 in Vol. VI of the Blue Book. Work
will continue however towards suggesting
new standards for Q.35 for the future
long-term planning of the international
network.
J.E.K.

Meeting of CCITT
Study Group III

1) Symbols in telephony
A new recommendation is proposed for
standardizing the use and printing of symbols and separators in national and international telephone numbers. Symbols to
satisfy present needs and end the existing
state of confusion are described. Administrations are being asked to indicate their
future needs for symbols to provide a basis
for further recommendations by the Working Party which will avoid future confusion
(reference is made to Vol. VI of the Blue
Book, Question 4/XIII).

C

2) International dialling performance
Data show subscriber dialling errors on
international calls significantly exceed
those on national calls. Special questionnaire and service observation forms have
been developed to determine subscriber
difficulties on a uniform basis and suggest
means of reducing them. The same meth356

CITT Study
Group III (Automatic and semi- automatic telephone networks) met in Geneva
on 6 and 7 June 1968
under the chairmanship of Mr. P. F.
Eriksen (Denmark).
The most important
question before Study Group III during
the last period concerned the conditions
governing the leasing
of circuits. At its

Mr. P. F. Eriksen
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first meeting in 1966, Study Group III, on
the basis of present Recommendation D.l,
drew up a draft comprising four recommendations, each covering a particular field.
At the June 1968 meeting, a number of
proposals amending this draft were subN
mitted. The new draft Recommendation
D.2, on the conditions for leasing telegraph
—or telephone—type continental circuits,
proposes that the Plenary Assembly should
change the coefficient 4/3 to 1.25 in the
special cases where a telephone circuit is
used for services other than the telephone
service. It was proposed that the provision
forbidding the user himself to divide a
telephone circuit into telegraph-type circuits which Administrations can provide
should be deleted. Until now, charges for
leasing telegraph circuits were based on
the coefficient 0.4 (0.5 in countries which
could not accept the coefficient 0.4). It is
proposed that only one factor, namely, 0.4,
should henceforth be applied. For telegraph
circuits with frequency modulation at
100 bauds, it is proposed that the existing
factor 0.6 be reduced to 0.5 and, for circuits
with a modulation rate of 200 bauds, that
the existing factor 0.8 be reduced to 0.6.
In its study of general tariff principles, the
Study Group reviewed the documents of
the Addis Ababa meeting of the Plan
Committee for Africa and of the Mexico
meeting of the World Plan Committee.
The comments of Working Party II/1
on future methods and procedures for
international accounting likewise were
considered. The documents of the meetings
of the Regional Plan Committees led to
a thorough examination of the problem,
from which the following conclusions were
drawn:
— tariff studies on behalf of the developing countries should be carried out in two
distinct parts;
— in the case of national tariffs, the CCITT
cannot make any specific recommendations
on how they should be established, but it
will be able to furnish the necessary documentation, this being drawn up by the
Special Autonomous Working Parties
(GAS). Should certain Administrations
wish the CCITT to make studies of national
tariffs, this can be done during the 1968/
1972 study period by setting up a Special
Autonomous Working Party. This Working Party's task would thus consist in
determining the methods to be used as a
basis for fixing tariffs, in drawing up
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standard questionnaires for the assembly
of information required for costing studies,
and in collecting statistics on tariffs from
the Administrations of various countries;

a 52-month mission as instructor in outside plant and late Project Manager of
the Telecommunication Training Centre at
Baghdad.

— studies of international tariffs, on the
other hand, lie within the competence of
Study Group III. So far, the practice has
been to begin tariff studies by examining
costs. Although a Working Party on costing existed during the past period, it had
no work to do in 1964/1968 because no
request for studies was submitted to it.
This fully accords with past practice, under
which such studies have not been initiated
by the Working Party but are carried out
at the request of the group which fixes the
tariffs: for example, for telex rates at the
request of Study Group I (Telegraph operation and tariffs).

Mr. Eivind Ronnestad (Norway) has also
returned to Geneva for debriefing after
an 18-month mission as telecommunication engineering expert in the Telecommunication Training Centre at Baghdad.
Both Mr. Crutcher's and Mr. Ronnestad's
missions were part of an ITU project under
the UNDP/Special Fund.

At the next Plenary Assembly, a proposal
will be submitted to set up regional Working Parties on Costing (if desired) and at
the same time to appoint their respective
chairmen and vice-chairmen. If requested,
the possibility of appointing one or two
ordinary members of Study Group III as
experts and advisers to these regional
Working Parties also may be considered.
The regional Working Parties would not
merely be required to make costing studies
but would also formulate proposals on
tariffs. In the past, practical difficulties
have been encountered in organizing
meetings of such Working Parties. It is
proposed to surmount this problem in
future by suggesting that the Working
Parties meet at the same time and in the
same place as the Regional Plan Committees. Study Group III also examined a
number of questions proposed for study
during the next period. These include:
— preparation of a recommendation specifying the rules for leasing intercontinental circuits to private users;
— establishment at international level of
a service for direct connection to
a foreign exchange;
— conditions for leasing wideband channels (48 kHz, 240 kHz);
— conditions for the prompt re-establishment of leased circuits which are
out of order;
— rates for leasing circuits of different
quality for sound programme transmission.
___
P.F.E.

technical
CHpnNa

Departures on
mission...

...to Algeria
Mr. Claude Decerle (France) left for
Algeria in mid-June as instructor in telecommunication regulation and traffic in
the National Telecommunication School
at Algiers. This twelve-month mission is
part of an ITU project under the UNDP/
Special Fund.
...to Chile

Returns from
mission...

Mr. Jacques Raverdy (France) left for
Chile at the beginning of July as Project
Manager in the National Telecommunication School in Santiago. This mission
is part of an ITU project under the
UNDP/Special Fund.

...from the Democratic Republic of the
Congo
Mr. Ellioth Pierre (Haiti) has returned to
Geneva for debriefing after a mission of
approximately five and a half years as ITU
expert in the Congo. The first three years
of his assignment were under the United
Nations Special Programme for the Congo
and, during the last 30 months, he was an
instructor in telephony at the National
School of Telecommunications in Kinshasa — an ITU/United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) Special Fund
project.
...from the Republic of Iraq
Mr. Brian Crutcher (Australia) returned
to Geneva for debriefing from Iraq after

...to India
Mr. Robert Ch. Issler (France) left for
India at the beginning of July as instructor
in microwave radio equipment and technique at the experimental satellite communication earth station at Ahmedabad. This
four-month mission is part of an ITU
project under the UNDP/Special Fund.
...to Kuwait
Messrs. Fouad El Kaffas and Wadie Boulos,
both from the United Arab Republic, left
for Kuwait in mid-July as telecommunication instructors. These one-year missions
are part of an ITU project under the
Funds-in-Trust scheme.
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conferences nr meetings external tn the ITU
CISPR measuring apparatus and the
effects of that interference on various
types of communication systems (digital as well as analogue systems)
other than sound and television broadcasting;

Meeting of CiSPR
Working Groups
The International Special Committee on
Radio Interference (CISPR) held a meeting
of some of its Working Groups and its
Steering Committee in Delft (Netherlands)
from 10 to 20 June 1968, in preparation
for the plenary meeting to be held in
Leningrad in September 1970. Two more
meetings of the Working Groups are
planned for the interim period, one in
Montreux in 1969 and the other in
Yugoslavia, early in 1970.
The Delft meeting was presided over for
the first time by Mr. F. L. Stumpers
(Netherlands), who was elected to the post
at the Stresa meeting (September 1967) to
replace Professor Morren (Belgium). The
ITU was represented by Mr. P. Guillot.
Working
meeting

Groups

participating

in

the

GT1

Interference measuring equipment
(Mr. R. M. Showers)

GT2

Interference from ISM apparatus
(Mr. W. Nethercot)

GT3

Interference from power
(Mr. M. L. Paimbceuf)

GT4

Interference from ignition systems
(Mr. A. Warner)

lines

GT5

Interference characteristics of radio
receivers (Mr. C. Egidi)

GT6

Interference from motors, domestic
appliances, lighting apparatus and
the like (Mr. J. Meyer de Stadelhofen)

GT7

Impact of safety regulations on
interference suppression
(Mr. J.Ch. Rault).

Results
The Steering Committee noted that several
draft recommendations and study questions had been, circulated.
The following are of particular concern to
the ITU:
— the recommendation on limits for
radiation from sound and television
broadcast receivers;
— the study question on the effect of
interference on various communication
systems: correlation between measurements of interference made with
358

— the question under study on measurements of interference at frequencies
above 300 MHz (study of this question
is to be regarded as completed after
publication of a report on the subject);
— the question under study on the
correlation between the levels of interference measured with measuring sets
having different characteristics and the
subjective effect of the interference
on television reception;
— the question under study on the effect
of discontinuous interference on television.

radio interference measuring apparatus
for the frequency range 0.15 to 30
MHz ". This document contains details
of tests for apparatus which is normally
insulated and held in the hand;
— a second document amending the
CISPR publication " Specification for
CISPR radio interference measuring
apparatus for the frequency range 25
to 300 MHz ". The amendment consists
in adding a paragraph on a device
for measuring the interference power
of mains-fed apparatus especially for
measuring interference power of radiation from the mains lead;
— a third document relates to an international electro-technical glossary on
radio interference terminology.
P. G.

Mention should also be made of a study
on the establishment of a code for standardizing terminology, with a view to
achieving comparability of statistics in
lists of complaints of interference from
different countries.
Discussion on the advantages and shortcomings of V and A networks for measurements were continued, especially in Working Groups 1 and 5.
Among the more general drafts, mention
may be made of:
— the recommendation on limits of
interference from industrial, scientific
and medical RF equipment (indicating
levels and drawing attention to the
bands authorized by the ITU Radio
Regulations);
— the recommendation on measurement
of the radio noise voltage produced
by clicks of programme controlled
electrical appliances for household and
similar purposes;
— the detailed recommendation on the
measurement of interference from electric motors driving appliances for
domestic and similar purposes, portable
tools, recording apparatus and electromedical apparatus.
Documents which will lead to new publications or to the amendment of existing
publications
Three documents have been circulated for
approval under the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) six-month
rule:
— a document amending the CISPR
publication " Specification for CISPR
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International
Broadcasting
Convention
The International Broadcasting Convention will be held from 9 to 13 September
1968 in London (Grosvenor House, Park
Lane), and will include the International
Television Conference.
The Convention will include a comprehensive exhibition of the latest broadcasting
equipment. It is sponsored by: Electronic
Engineering Association; Institution of
Electrical Engineers-Electronics Division;
Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers; Institution of Electronic and
Radio Engineers; Royal Television Society;
Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers.
The scope of the technical programme will
include all aspects of television with particular reference to:
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Systems
Studio and origination equipment
Recording
Signal distribution including wire relay
Transmitters and transposers
Aerials
Receivers
Propagation
Films
Satellites.
IBC.

the development of
space communications
in 1967

a report
by the till

We publish below two important parts of the seventh Report by the
ITU to the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer
Space.
The first part surveys the work of the Union in space communications
in 1967.
The second is composed of the reports sent to the Union by the Administrations of 27 Member countries of the ITU on the development of
space research and satellite communications in those countries in 1967.

I - The work of the ITU

T

international regulation of radio
frequency assignments for space communications is carried out by a permanent organ of the ITU, the International
Frequency Registration Board (IFRB).
Technical studies related to the use of
telecommunications in outer space are
carried out by two other permanent
organs, the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) and the InterHE

national Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT).
In the technical co-operation field, an
experimental satellite communication earth
station has been constructed at Ahmedabad by the Government of India, with
assistance of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) for which the
ITU acted as executing agency.
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International Frequency Registration Board
(IFRB); International regulation of radio
frequency assignments for space communications
Since the publication of the Sixth Report*,
the International Frequency Registration
Board (IFRB) of the International Telecommunication Union has continued to
apply the relevant provisions of the Radio
Regulations annexed to the International
Telecommunication Convention, in connexion with frequency assignment notices
for space communications received from
Administrations. One hundred and fifty-six
such notices were received in the year 1967
(114 in 1966). The relevant notification
and registration procedures are defined in
Articles 9 (revised) and 9A of the Radio
Regulations, which form part of the Final
Acts of the Extraordinary Administrative
Radio Conference (EARC) to allocate
frequency bands for space radiocommunications purposes, Geneva, 1963.
The IFRB adopted and is continuously
keeping under review, taking into account
the conclusions of the Xlth Plenary Assembly of the CCIR (Oslo, 1966), the
technical standards to be applied for the
technical examination of frequency assignment notices for space communications.
These standards are based on Recommendation No. 1A adopted by the 1963
EARC Conference with respect to the
determination of the distances within
which the assignments to earth stations in
the communication-satellite service are
required to be co-ordinated with assignments to stations in the fixed or mobile
services in those frequency bands allocated
to these services with equal rights.
The frequency assignment notices dealt
with by the IFRB in 1967 concern mainly
the establishment or modification of space
systems, experimental programmes, or additional earth stations. They were received
from the following Administrations: Australia (Commonwealth of), Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Federal Republic of
Germany, India (Republic of), Italy, Japan,
Spain, Sweden, Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, United States of America.
Through the IFRB Weekly Circular, all
Administrations have been regularly informed of the detailed frequency assignment notices received by the Board, as well
* See the Telecommunication Journal, August
1967, pages 281-299.
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as of the notification of the proposed
establishment of communication-satellite
systems.
Furthermore, the ITU has published all
particulars of the earth and space stations
which were recorded in the Master International Frequency Register, in application of the provisions of Article 9A of the
Radio Regulations, in the " List of stations in the space service and in the radioastronomy service" drawn up by the
IFRB. The first edition of that list, dated
1 November 1966, and its first Supplement,
dated 1 May 1967, have been issued during
the year 1967.
The Board, in 1967, made a detailed study
of the international regulations on space
radiocommunications in order to show
their gaps and to put forward ideas on the
way they could be made good, taking into
account, in particular, the needs which
arise and which are not met by the present
regulations. The Board took an active part
in the meetings of the Inter-Union Commission on Frequency Allocation for Radioastronomy and Space Science (IUCAF)
and in the work of UNESCO relating to
broadcasting by satellites.

The work of the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR)
During 1967, CCIR studies continued on
the technical and operational aspects of
space communications, including radioastronomy and radar astronomy. These
studies were primarily pursued on the
basis of the texts adopted by the Xlth
Plenary Assembly of the CCIR (Oslo,
1966) and which were listed in detail as
Annex A to the Sixth Report.
During the year 1967, the period under
consideration, major emphasis continued
to be placed on satellites for point to point
relay purposes, that is, satellites which are
essentially radio-relay links and which
operate on microwave frequencies.
Particular attention was devoted in this
connexion by the technical staff of the
CCIR Secretariat, to the question of coordination distances—i.e. the physical distance required between earth stations of a
satellite system and microwave stations
operating in terrestrial services, in order to
avoid reciprocally harmful interference.
This study was prompted by certain
apparent discrepancies in the existing texts
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of the CCIR and a detailed paper on
the subject is being prepared for consideration by the next interim meeting of
CCIR Study Group IV, which is concerned with space services.
In addition to satellites for point to point
relay purposes, considerable interest has
been shown by various organizations in
the matter of specialized satellites. Thus, at
the Maritime Conference which took place
in Geneva in 1967, a great amount of
discussion centred on the use of satellites
for maritime navigational purposes, a
subject which, incidentally, is also of
importance to the aeronautical service
and, hence, to the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO). As a consequence, a new Study Programme (No.
2G/IV) proposed by the United Kingdom
and entitled: " Technical characteristics of
communication-satellite services to aircraft and ships ", was adopted by correspondence, in accordance with the provisions of the Convention and assigned to
CCIR Study Group IV.
An even greater interest was shown in the
possible development of broadcasting
(both sound and vision) from satellites, a
subject which is already on the programme
of the CCIR and which was given a great
deal of impetus by the inauguration of the
training centre at Ahmedabad (India),
further referred to in this report.
There is still much discussion on the
relative merits of three theoretically feasible ways in which satellites could be used
to facilitate the transmission of programme material for the broadcasting services.
These three approaches may be briefly
described as follows:
a) by means of a satellite for point to
point relay purposes, which implies the
existence of at least one advanced
ground station in the territory to be
covered and also the existence in that
territory of a well developed terrestrial
network consisting of cables or microwave relay systems, or a mixture of
both; this approach is already being
applied in a number of countries;
b) a distribution satellite system, whereby
a somewhat more powerful satellite
would transmit to a number of relatively simple ground stations, which
would relay programmes so received,
with the necessary frequency changes,
to domestic or collective receivers
within their area of coverage;
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c) a direct broadcasting satellite, whereby
a signal transmitted by the satellite
would be sufficiently strong to be
received directly by domestic or collective receivers which, however, would
have to be equipped with special
antennae and, depending on the frequency used by the satellite, with the
necessary frequency-changing equipment.
The approaches outlined above bring with
them the problem of mass producing
conventional domestic television receivers.
In this connexion it should be mentioned
that, following a proposal of the Economic
Commission for Africa (ECA), transmitted
through the Ethiopian Administration, the
CCIR has recently adopted a Question
13/XI entitled " Specifications for low-cost
television receivers ", which was on the
agenda of the interim meeting of CCIR
Study Group XI held in Palma, Majorca,
from 29 April to 10 May 1968.
It should be recalled here that performance specifications for low-cost sound
receivers, both for domestic and collective
use, were already adopted by the CCIR at
its Xth Plenary Assembly in Geneva, 1963.
Another general problem which has come
to the fore in the past year, is the potential
overcrowding of the geostationary orbit.
In fact, for many purposes, both general
and specialized, it now appears desirable
to place satellites in an orbit some 36 000
km from the surface of the earth, in the
plane of the earth's equator and in the
direction of its rotation, at which altitude
satellites will be stationary with respect to
the earth's surface. While the whole orbit
is some 265 000 km circumference, certain
parts of this orbit will be preferred for
satellites in view of the unequal distribution of the earth's population. It may
therefore be expected that a number of
satellites will be placed in proximity to
each other, so that the possibility of
discriminating between them, if they operate on the same frequency, will be determined by the resolving power of the
antenna systems of the satellite, as well as
of the corresponding earth station.
Experiments are under way to determine
the minimum angle of separation possible
under present conditions. As the frequency
ranges assigned to space communications
are rather limited, it is expected that
problems may present themselves in this
respect.

It should also be mentioned here that,
pursuant to Resolution No. 34 of the
Plenipotentiary Conference (Montreux,
1965) the CCIR Secretariat organized a
seminar on radiocommunications in Geneva, during November 1967, where the
technical staff of the CCIR Secretariat
introduced discussions on communication
satellites and space services in general.
Finally, preparations are now being made
for an interim meeting of CCIR Study
Group IV (Space systems and radio-astronomy) to be held in Geneva from 18
September to 8 October 1968 inclusive.
It may be recalled here that this Study
Group was constituted by the IXth Plenary
Assembly of the CCIR in Los Angeles,
1959 and that its first meeting, held in
Washington in 1962 was also the first
inter-governmental meeting on the technical aspects of communication satellites.
The interest in this work is evident from
the size of its output contained in Volume
IV (Part 2) of the findings of the Xlth
Plenary Assembly (Oslo, 1966), which
volume consists of some 400 pages. The
interim meeting scheduled for the autumn
of 1968 is likely to continue this trend as
some 100 documents are expected, containing proposals on further developments
in the use of communication satellites.
During the same period, the CMTT—a
Joint CCIR/CCITT Study Group on
sound and television broadcasting over
long distances—will also be meeting, as
well as CCIR Study Group IX which is
concerned with radio-relay systems, thus
ensuring the necessary co-ordination between the experts in the field of space
communications and those of the services
most likely to be affected by the use of
such communications.
In addition, by the time of the meeting of
Study Group IV, the conclusions of the
interim meetings on radio-wave propagation matters will also be available to this
meeting, as well as those of the broadcasting and television Study Groups which met
in Palma, Majorca, in the spring of 1968. It
would therefore appear that Study Group
IV will be in a position to draw up
proposals reflecting the present state of
communication satellite development,
both on the basis of the work of the other
CCIR Study Groups concerned and on the
contributions submitted by participants in
its work.

The work of the International Telegraph
and Telephone Consultative Committee
(CCITT)
The CCITT is studying the use of communication satellites for telegraphy, facsimile, telephone and data transmission
and for any signalling associated with
these different types of communication.
Several Study Groups have contributed to
this work.
Since the communication satellites now in
commercial operation are all of the highaltitude type, the problems raised by the
Doppler effect and interruptions (when
passage is effected from one satellite to
another) are not urgent. With such satellites the factors which have the most
serious effect on transmission quality are
transmission delay and echo. For this
reason, Study Group XII has proposed
retaining for the time being the Recommendation already issued on this subject in
1964. The limits given in the recommendation concerned are based on speech transmission quality. In data transmission with
high transmission delays error control may
raise difficulties and Special Study Group A
is studying the matter.
Study Group XVI has prepared recommendations which should be applied to
satellite telephone circuits to ensure that
the over-all limits fixed by Study Group
XII are not exceeded; for this purpose not
more than one high-altitude satellite may
be included in a connexion, except in
quite exceptional circumstances. As a
result of these studies, Study Group XIII
has introduced some supplementary rules
in the international routing plan and is
fully aware that the routing plan may have
to be adjusted within a few years if
demand-assignment of circuits becomes
common practice. It is proposed to study a
question in this respect during the period
1968-1972.
CCITT Study Group IV has under consideration the maintenance of satellite
circuits, which sets some new problems,
especially since the composition of such
circuits has not been defined in the same
way as for conventional systems.
Special Autonomous Working Party 3
(GAS 3) has already assembled some information on costs and in 1968-1972 will
probably be making an economic and
technical comparison of satellite systems
and other transmission systems.
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The new telex and telephone signalling
systems that have been recommended or
are under study take account of the special
features of satellite circuits.
Study Group II is considering the tariff
problems raised by the use of satellite
circuits for telephony.
The joint CCIR and CCITT Study Groups
managed by the CCITT likewise have to
deal with communication satellite problems.
Joint Special Study Group C, whose task
it is to co-ordinate all recommendations
relating to circuit noise, has proposed
noise objectives for satellite telephone
circuits which have been approved by the
CCIR Plenary Assembly.
At its meeting in Mexico City in November 1967, the World Plan Committee,
concluding the work of the Regional
Committees, made an inventory of existing
or projected communication satellites and
the corresponding earth stations. It is
possible to compare the total capacity of
these satellites and other intercontinental
routes (especially submarine cables) with
telephone and telegraph traffic requirements for 1970 and 1975. No request for a
permanent intercontinental circuit for television transmissions has been made as yet.

The General Plan for the Development of the
Interregional Telecommunication Network 19671970-1975 (Mexico, 1967)
(ITU)

Activities under technical co-operation;
the experimental satellite communication
earth station, Ahmedabad, India

The Special Fund contribution to the
project was of the order of 625 000 US
dollars.

The experimental satellite communication
earth station is a centre for research and
training in the technology of space communications. The centre provides training
to Indian engineers, scientists and technicians in all phases of the design, construction, operation and maintenance of a
communications satellite earth station, and
in the technology of communicationsatellite
systems. The Government of
India agreed to place the facilities of the
station for training at the disposal of
engineers and technicians from other
countries in the region.
The United Nations Development Programme (Special Fund) assisted the project
by providing the communications equipment for the earth station, by sending
international experts to help in the
establishment of the station and in the
initial training courses and by offering
certain fellowships for Indian engineers.
362

An instructor is seen here explaining to specialists the gearing system, assembly, installation
and repair of satellite antennae at the Ahmedabad (India) experimental satellite communication earth station
(United Nations)

The Government of India has provided
land, buildings, equipment, and personnel,
and will provide students' hostels. Its
contribution amounted to an estimated
value of 1.2 million US dollars.
An ITU system design expert was sent for
seven months in 1965 to assist the India
Project Committee in writing the technical
specifications for tenders and in advising
the Government on the construction of the
station. Contractual conditions were
drawn up and international tenders called
by the ITU during the summer of 1965, as
a result of which a contract for the supply
of the earth station equipment was awarded to the Nippon Electric Company
(NEC) of Japan at the beginning of 1966.
The equipment was installed during AprilJune and checked out in July 1967.
The site chosen by the Indian Government
for the earth station is at a distance of
approximately 12 km from the city of
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Ahmedabad. The geographical co-ordinates
are 72° 31' East, 23° Y North. The station
is being constructed as an entirely selfcontained entity with its own administrative and training buildings, students' hostel and, in due course, a housing colony
for the staff engaged in operation, maintenance and training.
To enable demonstration and other tests
to be conducted, the station is connected
by underground cable circuits to the
Ahmedabad carrier telephone centre, from
where it can be extended to the coaxial
cable system between Ahmedabad and
Delhi and Ahmedabad and Bombay.
Formalities have been completed for collaboration with the United States National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), for tests and experiments to be
carried out over the next few years with
the Application Technology Satellites
(ATS), some of which are expected to be
visible from Ahmedabad. The scope of the
experiments is to investigate the transmission of television, voice, telegraph, digital
data and facsimile on two separates modes
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of operation—frequency translation and
multiple access. At present, the station has
only TV/FM capability. However, SSB/PM mode may be introduced later.
A training course for Indian engineers
and technicians and foreign students commenced at Ahmedabad on 1 November
1967, for thirteen Indian and fourteen
foreign students. The ITU is providing
seventeen man-months of expert services

to assist the Indian Government in establishing training programmes and in conducting this first training course. Two ITU
experts were sent to Ahmedabad in
October 1967 for this purpose.
The course, which lasted for eighteen
weeks, covered various aspects of the
operation, maintenance, testing, siting,
layout, etc., of a satellite communication
ground station. The syllabus also covered

various types of ground station equipment
in general but with emphasis on details of
the Ahmedabad station equipment.
In order to facilitate the participation of
foreign students from the region in the
course, the Government of India offered
fellowships of Rupees 1000 per month for
each foreign engineer with post-graduate
qualifications, and Rupees 800 per month
for each foreign technician.

II - Reports by Member countries of the ITU
SAUDI ARABIA
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia decided to
establish an earth station for its international telecommunications via the INTELSAT satellite systems. An agreement was
negotiated with the French Ministry of
Posts and Telecommunications in February 1967, for the feasibility study
and technical assistance in the choice of
site and preparation of design for an earth
station.
In April 1967, a mission from the French
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications
visited Saudi Arabia and carried out field
studies as a result of which recommendation was made to select a site near Jeddah
for the earth station. It was decided to
carry out soil investigation studies before
its confirmation.
The preparation of the specifications for
tender for the earth station has been
achieved.
It is proposed that the Saudi Arabian
earth station will, to start with, communicate with the Atlantic Ocean Intelsat-III satellite.

ARGENTINA
Satellite communications

Buenos Aires, approximately 400 km from
the federal capital.
The technical specifications for the Argentine system were drawn up.
International public tenders were invited
for the supply, erection and putting into
service of the earth station, with all the
necessary equipment for linking it to the
national telecommunication network. The
date fixed for opening the bids was 5
October 1967.
Tenders submitted by eight firms were
studied and evaluated and, after thorough
analysis, the contract was awarded, on 29
December 1967, to the Consorzio per
sistemi di telecomunicazione via satelliti
(STSS.p.A).
All preliminary studies, the selection of the
site, the preparation of the documents for
the invitation to tender and the evaluation
of the tenders received were done by
Argentinian experts in the Secretariat of
State for Communications.
It should also be mentioned that Argentina regularly sent representatives to the
Interim Communications Satellite Committee (ICSC) meetings of INTELSAT, at
which Argentina proposed:
a) use of the demand assignment multiple-access system;
b) siting of a single high-capacity satellite
in the Atlantic area, capable of dealing
with all the traffic in that area.

By Act No. 17 359 of 19 July 1967, the
Argentine Government declared that it is
in the national interest to install an earth
station in Argentina for satellite communications.

Technical characteristics of the Argentine
systems

The Act fixed the site of the station in the
General Balcarce district, Province of

— it will be able to route the following
telegraph,
traffic: telephone, telex,

The most important are as follows:
General

—

—

—

—

—

facsimile, data and monochrome and
colour television;
the initial telephone capacity of the
station will be 72 channels, but with
possibility of extension to a total
capacity of 300;
the station will have the necessary
flexibility to allow for the addition of a
second antenna and possibly of equipment for programmed tracking;
the over-all reliability of the earth
station system will be greater than
99.9%;
the factor of merit of the system with a
clear sky at frequency 4 GHz and with
an angle of elevation of 5° will have the
guaranteed minimum value of 41.4dB;
the earth station will be connected to
the national telecommunication network by a microwave link to be set up
between Balcarce and Mar del Plata.
From there traffic will be routed to
Buenos Aires and vice versa via the
existing coaxial cable and, when the
use of that cable is inexpedient, the 300
telephone channels will automatically
be transferred to the radio relay link
between Mar del Plata and Buenos
Aires via Tandil. The Mar del Plata-toTandil section of this link is now under
construction while the rest of the
circuit is already equipped.

Antenna
— the antenna will be of the Cassegrain
type, forming a paraboloid of 29.9 m
diameter;
— the mounting will be of the azimuthelevation type and the angles of coverage are from +270° to —270° in the
azimuth and from —1.5° to +90° in
elevation;
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— the tracking accuracy with winds of up
to 95 km/h will be to 0.033°;
— the transmission gain is 63 dB and the
receiving gain 60.6 dB at frequencies of
6 GHz and 4 GHz in each case;
— the antenna will be able to operate
normally with winds of up to 90 km/h
but its mechanical design is such that it
survives without harm winds of up to
190 km/hour.
Transmitter
— will be redundant to ensure the high
degree of reliability demanded;
— the bandwidth of 500 MHz will be
obtained with progressive-wave tubes
in the final power amplifiers;
— the initial transmission capacity will be
three carriers with the possibility of
radiating five with all the station
channels in full occupation.
Receiver
— the low-noise amplifier used will be of
the parametric type in three stages all
cooled by a closed-cycle, gaseous helium low-temperature refrigerating unit
in two stages, the first to 77° K and the
other to 20° K approximately;
— all the equipment will be redundant
and can be automatically switched over
in the event of breakdowns;
— it is able to receive simultaneously
eight telephone carriers serving the
same number of correspondents, a
carrier for television pictures and a
carrier for television sound, service line
and commentary channels;
— all the components in this chain are
solid state and special attention must
be drawn to this characteristic in the
pumping generators of the parametric
amplifiers.

COMMONWEALTH
OF AUSTRALIA
International communications
In the field of commercial satellite communications Australia in 1967 continued
to participate in the International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium,
(INTELSAT) as an investor, a member of
the management body of the Consortium,
the Interim Communications Satellite
Committee (ICSC) and as a user of the
Intelsat-II Pacific satellite.
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Commercial satellite services began in
Australia on 4 February 1967 with the
opening of an earth station at Carnarvon,
Western Australia. This station was constructed primarily for the purpose of
providing a direct communications link
between Australia and the United States
via the Pacific Intelsat-II satellite, for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The Carnarvon earth
station is located at 113° 42' E, 24Q/ 52 S
and comprises a 12.8m Cassegrain horn
antenna with a receive system noise temperature of 90° K and is presently equipped to handle 15 voice/data circuits to
CCITT Recommendation M.89.
The Carnarvon ground station is at present being used for a significant portion of
the communications between the Carnarvon tracking station and the Network
Control Centre in the United States via
Intelsat-II. The major use is for data
transmission but voice and teletype are
also involved. Circuits into Perth from
Tananarive and the tracking ships will also
be routed via Carnarvon and Intelsat-II as
an alternative to the normal method of
routing across Australia to the United
States.
Work on a second and larger station at
Moree, New South Wales, is now nearing
completion; testing had commenced by the
end of 1967. The station is located at
29° 23' S and 149° 49' E and is scheduled
to commence operation by the second
quarter of 1968. It has been constructed as
a standard Intelsat earth station, incorporating a 27 m Cassegrain antenna and a
designed system figure of merit of 40.7 dB
or better. Currently under consideration is
the establishment of a second standard
earth station in the Western half of
Australia at a position which would enable
direct communication to Britain and Europe through the projected Intelsat-lII
Indian Ocean satellite.

Earth station at Moree, Australia
(Collins Radio)

Applications Technology Satellite (ATS-1)
Technical support for the NASA Applications Technology Satellite Programme was
continued during 1967.
Special use of the A TS-1 satellite over the
Pacific was made to transmit three special
television programmes from North America to the NASA earth station located at
Cooby Creek, Southern Queensland. From
Cooby Creek the 525-line signal received
from the satellite was relayed to Sydney by
an Australian Post Office dual microwave
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First Australian satellite, launched on 29 November 1967
(WRE)
link where it was processed into a " standards converter " to produce the 625-line
signal for distribution over the Australian
network.
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In addition to the telecasts from America,
the Pacific ATS satellite and the Cooby
Creek earth station were also used for a
number of transmissions from Australia.
These included a segment of the Our
World television programme, a coverage of
the memorial service for the late Australian Prime Minister, Mr. Holt, and live
telecasts to Italy and Spain of the visit by
the Italian President, Mr. Saragat, and
play in the 1967 Davis Cup final between
Australia and Spain. A notable event was
also the first direct telecast between Australia and Japan arranged in October 1967
to provide live transmissions of the visit by
the Japanese Prime Minister, Mr. Sato.
During November/December, the Australian Post Office accepted an invitation
extended by NASA to use the ATS-1
synchronous satellite for a series of satellite communication experiments. Three
experiments were carried out in which the
Post Office Research Laboratories in Melbourne were linked with the satellite via
the Cooby Creek earth station. The tests
which were carried out successfully provided valuable information on data transmission, signalling systems and computer
to computer communications.
Other tests carried out in 1967 included
successful ground to air VHF communications tests using Australian aircraft.
Orroral Valley—STADAN facility
During the year, NASA met problems
with the OGO-IV satellite which required
real time transmission of engineering data
back to the United States.
It was agreed that this data should be
transmitted via the ATS-1 satellite as this
was the only means of providing a channel
of sufficient bandwidth. A phase modulator was brought from Cooby Creek to
Orroral Valley to enable transmission to
ATS-1.
Domestic communications
The Australian Post Office has conducted
a feasibility study of the economics and
technical features of using communication
satellites for the possible provision of
internal trunk circuits and television relays
between selected centres.
These studies have indicated that for the
time being it would be more economical to
continue with the conventional terrestrial
methods of circuit provision, and expan-

sion of the Australian network is being
arranged accordingly.
The possibilities of using satellite communications for domestic purposes will, however, continue to be reviewed in the light
of future technological and associated
economic developments.
Meteorology

transmit at least three frequency modulated RF carriers at presently unspecified
frequencies located in the band 5.925 GHz
to 6.425 GHz.
The three transmitted carriers would be:
— one carrier for multi-channel telephony
on the basis of multi-destination network operation;
— one carrier for television video;

In the field of meteorology, Australia has a
satellite receiving station operating at
Werribee, Victoria, and others under construction at Perth and Darwin. The
Werribee station operates to track and
receive all available data from Nimbus and
ESSA satellites. The station also receives
spin-scan and mosaic photographs from
ATS-2, under the WEFAXexperiment, for
use and evaluation. All useful data is distributed to Melbourne, Darwin and Brisbane
Regional Offices by land-line facsimile.

CANADA
Communication earth stations
Mill Village earth station No. 2
A new Canadian Overseas Telecommunication Corporation (COTC) earth station
complex intended for commercial satellite
communication is presently under construction at Mill Village. This new earth
station will share the general site location
of the existing Mill Village earth station
and certain of the existing station's civil
works, property improvements and ancillary facilities as part of a co-ordinated
site development plan between the Department of Transport, Canada and COTC.
The new earth station complex is scheduled for completion in the latter part of
1968 and initial use of the earth station in
1968 and 1969 is planned to be in the
Intelsat-II or Intelsat-III satellite network,
with operating frequencies and other parameters being dictated by the requirements
for these networks which have yet to be
established for the period 1968-69. It is
envisaged that in-so-far as initial operation
of the COTC earth station is concerned, it
will be necessary to simultaneously receive
up to seven frequency modulated RF
carriers at various centre frequency allocations distributed throughout the band 3.7
GHz to 4.2 GHz and to simultaneously

— one carrier for television sound and/or
associated TV cueing and service channels.
The new station uses a fully steerable
Cassegrainian type antenna with a shaped
main reflector 29 m in diameter illuminated via a sub-reflector by a multi-mode
horn.
The antenna is exposed to the environment
on an elevation over azimuth mount and
has electric heating provisions for de-icing
of the reflector surfaces.
The new antenna is located approximately
232 m east and 714 m north of the existing
antenna and has tentative co-ordinate
64° 04'
values
of 44° 11/ 41.4" N,
00.1" W. Waveguide runs at 6 GHz and
4GHz provide transmit and receive path
interconnexions in respective 500 MHz
bandwidths between the antenna and a
central control building about 450 m
away, where all modulators, up-converters, down-converters, and demodulators
are located. Dual frequency conversion
with first IF frequencies in excess of
500 MHz ensures that all local oscillator
signals and image frequencies lie outside
the respective receive and transmit frequency bands.
Monopulse tracking facilities and precision encoders for antenna steering are
provided for acquisition and tracking of
synchronous or medium altitude satellites,
and for tracking of noise stars such as
Cassiopeia during antenna acceptance
tests.
The new COTC earth station is designed
to conform in all respects with international requirements as specified by the Interim Communications Satellite Committee
(ICSC) of INTELSAT and the relevant
ITU performance recommendations.
Bouchette, Quebec
The Bell Telephone Company of Canada
has commenced construction of an expe-
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7, 2.

rimental communication satellite earth
station at Bouchette, Quebec approximately 80 km north of Ottawa.

Antenna at various stages of construction, Canadian Plant, Montreal

The station has been designed to operate
in small communities in the Arctic and
sub-Arctic regions of Canada where severe
weather conditions and difficult logistics
prevail. It is intended that a number of
these stations will be located in the far
north during the 1970's to meet a growing
requirement for better communications to
these developing areas.

3.
An over-all view of the Bouchette ARCOM
ground complex awaiting installation of the
equipment hut
(Northern Electric)

The construction and testing of the experimental station will verify the design and
its suitability for practical and economical
operation in the far north.
Development of the necessary antenna and
electronic equipment is well advanced and
installation was to commence in April
1968. The complete station was to be
ready for experimental testing in July
1968.
This type of station is intended for
operation in a domestic communication
satellite system employing a geostationary
satellite. Technical and economic performance has been optimized for transponders
with 40 MHz bandwidth and an EIRP of
37 dBW. Receiving and transmitting may
employ any assignment in the 4 GHz and
6 GHz shared bands respectively. Initial
operation is planned with FDM/FM terminals and frequency division for the
multiple access mode in the satellite.
The station will use a 9 m diameter
Cassegrain antenna with automatic subreflector scanning to accommodate 0.5°
perturbations in satellite station keeping.
366
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Large changes in antenna pointing direction will be accomplished by manual
adjustment.

System availability objectives have been
set at 99.96 % including all outage causes.

The receiving system will employ an
uncooled parametric amplifier providing a
system noise temperature of 238° K at a
typical northern site with an elevation
angle of 11°.

Meteorological satellite earth stations

A station will typically be equipped to
receive one or two television channels and
transmit and receive 12 to 60 telephone
message channels. A low-power transmitter of no more than 40 watts output will be
adequate for all telephone message transmit carriers. Satellite transponder utilization will be in the order of a total of 260
one-way telephone channels when operating with ten equal carriers in the multiple
access mode. Utilization for television will
be one channel per transponder.
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The Automatic Picture Transmission
(APT) system on weather satellites permits
direct reception of weather information in
the form of photographs covering an area
of a radius of 3200 km around any given
receiving stations.
To investigate the capabilities of this new
system, the Canadian Department of
Transport installed two experimental direct receiving stations at Toronto and
Halifax. The concept of these stations was
developed jointly by the Meteorological
and the Telecommunications and Electronics Branches of the Department of
Transport and the Radio and Electrical
Engineering Division of NRC.
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Weather pictures are received from the
following satellites:
Satellite

Frequency

Nimbus-2
ESSA-2
ESSA-6
ATS-1
ATS-3

136.95
137.50
137.50
135.60
135.60

MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz

Transmissions from all the above satellites
are received at both Toronto and Halifax
except for ATS-1 which is outside the
reception range of Halifax.
The signal received from the satellites
consist of an RF carrier in the 135.0 to
138.0 MHz range which is frequencymodulated by a 2400 Hz sub-carrier.
This sub-carrier is in turn amplitudemodulated with sidebands of 1600 Hz
above and below the sub-carrier by the
video information.
The receiving equipment consists basically
of the following:
Antenna
At Toronto, use is made of a twin-skewed
Yagi antenna having an 18 dB gain over
isotropic. Its horizontal and vertical beamwidths are 16° and 34° respectively. The
polarization is circular, right-handed.
At Halifax, use is made of a crossed-Yagi
antenna having a 10 dB gain over isotropic. Its horizontal and vertical beamwidths
are 40°. The polarization is circular, righthanded.
Cavity filters
Use is made of one cavity filter per
frequency to minimize interference caused
by intermodulation products of air-ground
communications frequencies. These cavity
filters have 1 dB insertion loss at the centre
frequency and the attenuation is 30 dB at
750 kHz from centre frequency.
RF preamplifier
The noise figure of the RF preamplifier is
less than 4.5 dB.
Receiver
The receiver is crystal-controlled. The IF
bandwidth is 30 kHz and the video
bandwidth is 20 kHz. Its noise figure is
better than 6 dB.

Picture reproducing equipment
At Toronto, use is made of a kinescope,
photofax receiver and paperfax receiver.
The purpose of using three different types
of picture reproducing equipment is to
determine the optimum type of device for
operational use.
At Halifax, use is made of a kinescope
only.
Antenna programmer and analogue servo
system
The antenna programmer is used to
programme the satellite position at one or
two minute intervals. This is used in
conjunction with an analogue servo system
to remote control the antenna so that it
will track the satellite.
At Toronto, the antenna, cavity filters, RF
preamplifier and receiver are located at
Malton Airport. The antenna location is
79° 38' W—43° 40' N.
The picture reproducing equipment and
antenna programmer are located 3 km
away in the Satellite Data Laboratory.
At Halifax, the antenna, cavity filter, RF
preamplifier and receiver are located at the
aeradio remote receiver site. The antenna
location is 63° 29' W—44° 53' N. The picture reproducing equipment and antenna
programmer are located 1.5 km away in
the terminal building.

Attenuations of 1 or 2 dB have been
observed on several occasions during
moderately heavy rainfall. The maximum
attenuation observed to date has been
6 dB, at an elevation angle of 12°, during
very heavy rain. This drop of 6 dB lasted
only for a few minutes.
A second experiment uses aircraft borne
beacons at 4, 8 and 15 GHz. The aircraft
is flown at ranges and altitudes sufficient
to ensure that it is above regions of
precipitation.
Several flights have been made during
thunderstorm activity. On one occasion,
measurements were made with the aircraft
flying behind an intense rain cell. The
ground antenna elevation angle was about
8°. Little attenuation was observed at
4 GHz, but up to 16 dB was seen at 8 GHz,
and up to 43 dB at 15 GHz. Rainfall rate
on the ground reached 75 mm/h. Reasonable correlation was found between integrated radar backscatter power along the
path and the signal attenuation. It is
expected that these programmes will continue in 1968.
Upper atmosphere research
Alouette-f launched in September 1962
continues to operate and supplies about
two hours of useful ionospheric data each
day.
Alouette-II, launched in November 1965 is
operating perfectly.

SHF propagation studies
The Defence Research Telecommunications Establishment (DRTE) has a programme to study propagation effects at
frequencies of interest for satellite communications. Initial results were obtained,
in 1967, from experiments designed to
make measurements of attenuation
through the atmosphere at frequencies
between 4 and 15 GHz.
One experiment makes use of beacons, at
a frequency near 7 GHz, on board the
United States DCSP satellites. A memorandum of understanding between the
Department of the Army in the United
States and the Defence Research Board in
Canada permits DRB to make use of the
DCSP satellites for experimental purposes.
The beacon signals are monitored, during
periods of rainfall, using DRTE's 9 m
tracking antenna. Simultaneous measurements of radar backscatter, at 2.8 GHz,
from precipitation along the path to the
satellite are made.

IS IS-A, due for launch in 1968 is at
present in the integration phase.
Work has commenced on ISIS-B for a
launch in 1970.
Significant results from Alouettes-I and II
have been obtained and the large amount
of data has provided a description of the
spatial distribution of the electron number
density of the ionosphere. Also produced
is a measurement of the magnitude and
nature of the radio noise environment on
the YLF, MF and HF bands.
A statistical study of the occurrence of
ducting of HF waves along the earth's
magnetic field has been carried out. Studies of the ion composition, temperature,
and resonance properties of the ionosphere
continue.
A number of subsidiary resonances of the
Alouette sounding experiment have been
shown to arise from the non-linear behaviour of the ionospheric plasma. As a
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tions system be integrated into existing
radio relay microwave networks.
In addition a Report on the special study
on upper atmosphere and space programmes in Canada was published under
the auspices, of the Science Secretariat, and
the Science Council completed its own
study of a space programme for Canada.

The Canadian Alouette satellite during thermal
testing
(USIS/NASA)
result of these non-linearities the ionospheric resonances are excited whenever
the sounder transmitter is tuned to a
frequency that is harmonically related to
the resonance frequency. In addition if a
resonance is excited, then a beat frequency
between the excited resonance, and a
second resonance or a propagating wave
can be generated. These non-linear effects
are clearly shown in the many Alouette
recordings and they are relevant whenever
the operation, within the ionosphere, of a
high power transmitter at HF frequencies
is contemplated. In such a situation,
significant amounts of power may be
radiated at frequencies other than the
transmitter frequency. A further consequence is that a signal detected in the
ionosphere at a given frequency may not
have been radiated at that frequency.
Satellite communications studies
The study begun last year by the Northern
Electric Company Limited for the Department of Transport was completed. During
the course of the study Canadian common
carriers and the users and manufacturers of
telecommunications facilities were consulted. The report provided much valuable
information on the estimated growth of
telecommunications in Canada for the
next twenty years and on the amount and
kind of traffic that could be economically
carried on a domestic satellite communication system. It postulated two types of
domestic satellite systems that might be
suitable for Canada, and it reported on
interference problems that might arise
should a domestic satellite communica368

This work made it possible for the
Government to turn its full attention to
the important and varied implications for
Canada of satellite communications and in
July the Prime Minister announced the
formation of a special Task Force to
report and recommend to the Government
on the scope and nature of Canada's
future activities in the use of satellites,
including satellite communications. In discharging its mandate, the Task Force is
examining Canada's existing space programmes and commitments, and the future
needs and interests of Canadians in the
light of technological advances in the use
of outer space, it is also exploring avenues
for co-operation with European, American
and other interests. By the end of the year
considerable progress had been made and
the first report of the Task Force was
expected early in 1968.

CHINA
Earth station
Early in February, 1962 the Directorate
General of Telecommunications of the
Republic of China set up an ad hoc
Committee to consider the ways and
means of the establishment of an earth
station to participate in the global space
communications. A special contract was
conferred to the Electronics Institute of
the National Chiao-Tung University in
February, 1963 to study the various
aspects of space communications as well as
to carry out experiments on tracking and
receiving signals from satellites.
The Republic of China joined the International Telecommunications Satellite
Consortium (INTELSAT) on 17 February,
1965. In November, 1966 the Government
approved a project submitted by the
Directorate for the establishment of a
standard-type earth station in Taiwan with
an estimated cost of NTS 400 million (10
million US dollars). By the end of 1966, a
contract for engineering consultation ser-
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Model of the Chin Shan Li (China) station
(Chinese Government Radio Administration)
vices was signed between the Directorate
and the COMSAT. After exhaustive investigation and lengthy radio frequency
study, the site of the earth station was
selected in a valley which is about 12
kilometres north of Taipei. The detailed
technical specifications for the antenna
system and equipment as well as request
for proposal of the project were drawn up
and invitation to bid was issued on 17
October, 1967. Six bidders took part in the
international open tender. The contract
will be signed with the successful bidder,
some time in June, 1968 and the station
is scheduled for completion and operation
fifteen months after the signing of the
contract or in the latter half of 1969.
Training courses for technical staff have
already been organized.
The payment for the project will be on
credit term basis through annual installments in the course of seven years with the
initial payment of one-seventh of the total
amount to be made one year after successful operation of the station. Interest for
the unpaid portion is fixed at 6% per
annum.
Experiments on space radiocommunications
The Electronics Institute of the ChiaoTung University has continued its experiments on tracking and receiving signal
from a series of ESS A's satellites as well as
the Oscar-IH radio amateur satellite with
good results. For tracking signals emitted
from ESSA-IV which was launched on 26
January, 1967 a low-noise nuvister was
used as a preamplifier. Couple superheterodyne action was used to ensure
better FM reception. The picture signals
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were received and recorded on tapes, and
the weather pictures were reproduced
either on a Tektronix oscilloscope or on a
newly fabricated facsimile device. The
fabricated facsimile device was actually a
48 cm television picture tube electronically
synchronized with the transmitted signals
to reproduce the weather pictures. Clear
weather pictures were received by this
process.

COLOMBIA
The technical staff of the Ministry of
Communications and the National Telecommunication Undertaking made a joint
feasibility study to compare the advantages of installing a submarine cable and
an earth station for satellite communications. The proposed submarine cable is
between Bogota and Colon (Panama) to
connect up with the existing PanamaJamaica-Florida cable. The capacity offered is 25 channels to the United States and
4 to Panama.
The study showed that in a period of ten
years the earth station would be more
profitable. In addition to the economic
advantages, the satellite offers other
advantages—for example, it is multi-purpose, and, in the long term, offers greater
capacity for meeting international traffic
requirements.
Having opted for the earth station, the
Colombian Administration called for tenders with a view to obtaining the services
of a firm of consultants in space communications who could act as advisers to the
National Telecommunication Undertaking
on this programme.
The fifteen offers made by North American, European and Canadian firms are
now being studied.
It is estimated that, once the firm of
consultants has been chosen and operations are started, it will take 22 to 24
months to put the earth station into
service—that is to say it should be
completed by the end of 1969.
Colombia attended the Co-ordination
meeting for the Atlantic Region arranged
by INTELSAT, where the traffic of the
various countries was discussed. At the
present time there is a separate 10 MHz
band in the satellite Intelsat-III which will
be put in orbit at a later date.

DENMARK, FINLAND,
NORWAY, SWEDEN
The experimental activity at Rao has
continued during the first half of the year
1967 and thereafter closed on 1 July.
Interference studies have been performed
with the objective of determining the site
shielding effects of surrounding terrain by
experiments.
Another interference experiment has been
made in order to determine the gain
function of the earth station antenna
which shall be used in the calculation of
interference from a radio-relay station.
Measurements of antenna gain was made
by scanning within selected solid angles.
The gain function for a given solid angle is
represented by a statistical distribution.
Studies and experiments have shown that
it is possible to reduce sidelobe radiation
from a radio-relay antenna either by using
a diffraction screen or a secondary antenna
the phase and amplitude of which are
adjusted to produce a minimum in a given
direction.
Studies were also performed of the pointing accuracy of the antenna steering
system including angular calibration
against radio stars and tracking experiments with Relay-II.
Measurements of the statistical variation
of the atmospheric noise temperature have
also been carried out this year.
General view of the Buitrago (Spain) earth
station
(CTNE)

The co-operation in the field of space
radiocommunications has been widened in
the Northern countries. From 1 July 1967
Finland has become a member of the
Scandinavian Committee for Satellite Telecommunication.
This widened Committee has the task of
finding a suitable site for a possible commercial earth station somewhere in the
Northern countries and to draw up technical specifications for this station.

SPAIN
The first Spanish satellite-communication
earth station was brought into service on 7
April 1967. It is owned by the Compania
Telefonica Nacional de Espana (CTNE)
and situated at Maspalomas (Grand
Canary Island).
At present this station, in association with
the NASA tracking station, situated in the
same place, serves as a support for all
communications connected with the Apollo
project of the United States (putting a man
on the moon).
A total of six telephone and two telegraph
circuits operate along the following route:
capsule-NASA tracking station (Maspalomas) —satellite communication station
(Maspalomas)—Atlantic satellite Intelsat-II F3—satellite communication station
at Andover (United States)—NASA Control Centre. This connexion needs another
alternative route, that is to say either via
the Ascension earth station or the NASA
ship station.
For 99.8% of the time the station, with
full duplicated equipment (approx. 13metre antenna), fulfils the reliability standards demanded by NASA for this type of
connexion.
It is hoped that it will be enlarged in the
near future, not only to increase the
capacity of telephone and telegraph traffic
etc., but also to accommodate television
transmissions.
Eighty kilometres north of Madrid, on the
outskirts of Buitrago, the Telephone Company is completing its preparations for
putting a second earth station into service.
With an 26-metre antenna, it falls within
the " standard " group of stations and the
Interim Committee of INTELSAT has
already approved its access to satellites in
the Intelsat-III series.
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CoI ins satellite communication test equipment
installed aboard a Japan Air Lines DC-8. Tests
were conducted via the ATS-1 satellite on three
round-trip flights between Tokyo and San
Francisco, with stop at Honolulu
<
(Collins Radio)

Until the first Intelsat-III is put into orbit,
this station will accommodate 36 telephone circuits and a television channel via
Atlantic Intelsat-II-F3, with the Andover
station, on the east coast of the United
States, as collateral station.

Models of four generations of communication
satellites are shown at the Hughes Aircraft
Company, Culver City, California where they
were developed. In the foreground is Syncom,
the world's first synchronous communication
satellite, launched on 26 July, 1963, and still in
operation. One Syncom satellite is in orbit over
the Pacific and another one over the Indian
Ocean. From front to rear other satellites are:
Early Bird, in commercial service above the
Atlantic; Intelsat-II one in service over the
Atlantic and two over the Pacific; and ATS-1,
an Applications Technology Satellite in operation above the Pacific
y
(Hughes Aircraft Company)

UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
I. Satellite systems
Commercial communications satellite
system
1967 has seen the introduction of the
Intelsat-II series satellites. Three satellites
of this type are presently in operation.
Two of these serve the Pacific Ocean area
and one supplements the original Early
Bird (Intelsat-I) satellite serving the Atlantic Ocean area.
Each Intelsat-II satellite has a capacity of
some 300 telephony circuits and may also
be used for television transmission.
The radio frequency spectra used by the
Intelsat-II satellites are:
— earth-to-satellite 6283 to 6409 MHz
— satellite-to-earth 4058 to 4184 MHz.
As of the end of 1967, fourteen permanent
and two temporary earth stations were
operating with the Intelsat-I and II satellites while some forty are under construction or planned for use with these and
successor satellites in the 1969-1970
period.
The introduction of the Intelsat-II series
was a major step forward because, while
Intelsat-I can provide telephony communication between only one pair of earth
stations at a time Intelsat-II carries simultaneously the signals from and to several
earth stations. This multiple-access capability has proven to operate entirely in
accord with theoretical predictions and
augers well for the still higher access
capability of the later generation of Intelsat-Ill satellites planned for implementation in 1968 and 1969.
A further novelty in the application of the
Intelsat-II series is seen in the use of multidestination RF carriers. It has been shown
to be both unnecessary and undesirable for
an earth station to employ a separate RF
carrier to serve each destination; rather a
single carrier—or, at most, two—may be
used and selection of channels made at the
distant terminals.
370

Like their predecessor, Intelsat-I, the Intelsat-II satellites have been used successfully
for the transmission of all forms of input
material, ranging from telegraphy through
telephony to data and video, the latter
including colour.
Experience has shown it to be desirable
that, as far as possible, earth stations
should be equipped to be able to transmit
and receive at frequencies anywhere within
the RF bands mentioned above. This
stems from the following factors; expanded requirements for service, unforeseen
requirements, flexibility, and efficiency of
system use.
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Within the United States it has been found
practicable to effect frequency co-ordination over the whole of the above-mentioned frequency bands and, indeed, over the
whole of the 500 MHz wide bands in the
vicinity of 4 and 6 GHz allocated by the
ITU to the communication-satellite service
and to the fixed service.
It has been demonstrated that the existing
communication-satellite and the fixed services can share common RF bands without unacceptable mutual interference.
The Interim Communication Satellite
Committee (ICSC) of INTELSAT has
agreed upon the standards of performance
of earth stations to work with the Intelsat
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satellites. These have been widely distributed to all countries through the ITU.
The Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT) as manager for a consortium of United States earth station owners
now operates three earth stations with a
total of five antennas. Three more earth
stations and an additional antenna for an
existing station are now under construction.
These new earth stations are located near
Rowlesburg, West Virginia to provide
service between the United States mainland and Europe, South America, Africa
and other Atlantic and Carribbean stations; near Jamesburg, California for
service between the United States mainland and South America, Hawaii and
other points in the Pacific; and near
Cayey, Puerto Rico, for service to the
United States mainland, South America,
Europe and other Atlantic area locations.
Initially, it is intended that these earth
stations, which are scheduled for completion in the fall of 1968, will operate with
the Intelsat-II and -III satellites. Each of
the latter will have a capacity of at least
1000 telephony circuits or equivalent.
These stations will employ the frequency
band 5925 to 6425 MHz for transmission
to the satellites and will receive 3700 to
4200 MHz from the satellite.
During 1967, tests and demonstrations
were conducted using the Intelsat-I and II
satellites, for the advancement of communication satellite technology. These undertakings have been performed with the cooperation of other United Nations entities
and other members of INTELSAT.
Such tests include that of a double satellite
hop for the transmission of photo-facsimile transmission. The operation was
successfully conducted and the pictures
transmitted were of a high quality. Tests
were conducted using the Intelsat-I and II
satellites for the purpose of determining
the feasibility of providing a digital inquiry
service over communication satellite circuits with a 48 kHz bandwidth.
On 6 September 1967 COMSAT together
with several government agencies and
INTELSAT members participated in a
demonstration to determine the feasibility
of expediting the clearance of passengers
and cargo through United States Customs
by advance facsimile transmission of passenger and cargo information by means of
satellite communications. It is feasible that

satellite communications may substantially
relieve the delay and confusion associated
with the movement of passengers and
cargo through international terminals.
Present studies to help forward the progress of communication satellite systems
include the following:
1) means whereby a proportion of telephony channels may be pooled and
taken up on a demand basis to form
links on a call-by-call basis (demandassignment) ;
2) the use of the available RF spectra on
a time-division rather than a frequency-division basis;
3) the use of radio-frequencies above 10
GHz.
Studies 1) and 2) above are aimed
towards making more efficient use of
satellite capacity (frequency spectrum and
power); 1) may be of particular interest
for setting up links for which the demand
is insufficient to support full time dedicated circuits by a given earth station.

1

Although communication satellite systems
permit re-use of the bands, such as 5925—
6425 and 3700—4200 GHz by highlydirective earth station antennas, it is
apparent that these bands will become
saturated in the future. Study 3) above is
being undertaken so that expansion of
service can continue in higher bands after
the currently assigned bands are saturated.
United States Government communication
satellite system
During the past year the initial United
States Government communication satellite system has progressed from a development/test phase to use in handling
operational traffic.
Three successful launches to near-synchronous altitude (one in 1966, two in 1967)
provide seventeen dispersed satellites
which drift in a relative west-east direction
at a rate of about one degree per hour. A
system of earth stations of varying antenna
size and capability provides connexions
between desired locations. The system was
originally designed to provide two duplex
voice channels per link, using 12-metre
antenna reflectors at the earth terminals.
These earth terminals have recently been
modified to increase the capability to five
duplex voice channels. Further modifications will be made to these earth terminals

2

1

United States
satellite

Government

communication
(Philco-Ford)

2

The LES-5 satellite launched on 1 July 1967
(LES = Lincoln Experimental Satellite)
(MIT, Lincoln Laboratory)
within the next year so that eleven duplex
voice channels can be used in portions of
the system. Lower capacity communications in the system will be obtained with
other earth terminals using equivalent
5.5 m and 1.8 m diameter antennae. The
spin stabilized satellites were designed to
have a minimum average life of 1.5 years.
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On the basis of experience to date, it is
calculated that this will be exceeded by at
least 100 per cent.
The two experimental satellites launched
concurrently with these communication
satellites have provided test data on two
different methods of pointing a stabilized
earth coverage antenna:
1) the first, reported on last year, uses a
gravity gradient technique. No communication provisions were included in
this satellite. The objective of the
experiment was to determine the pointing accuracy and stability of this design
at synchronous, or near-synchronous
altitudes. Stabilization was achieved
within the predicted time and the
technique was successfully demonstrated. This satellite was automatically
turned off in November 1967;
2) the second experimental satellite is

similar to the first communication
satellite design except that the antenna
beam is earth-pointed by an electronic
means using phase-shifters under control of earth-limb sensors. Test results
have shown that this design approach
can provide the desired gain and
pointing accuracy.
A third experimental satellite was launched in July 1967 to evaluate a different
gravity gradient stabilization system which
would be applicable to synchronous or
near-synchronous orbit satellites. This satellite uses extendable booms and magnetic
damping techniques to achieve three axes
stabilization at near-synchronous altitude.
The follow-on communication satellite
planning reported previously has progressed
to the point at which a system design has
been proposed to provide increased capability and flexibility.

weighs approximately 100 kg. The satellite,
solar cells around its periphery, is travelling slowly around the earth from west to
which obtains its power from two bands of
east at a drift rate of approximately 32°
per day. In its present drift orbit, the
satellite permits extended communications
testing between points on the earth's
surface separated by approximately 9000
nautical miles. The programme emphasizes
research and development and the technical testing of FM voice, data and
teletype communications for vehicular,
fixed, aeronautical and maritime mobile
services. Communications using the satellite relay successfully demonstrated the
technical feasibility and practicability of
supporting these types of service in the
VHF spectrum range. The signal structure
employed, using frequency diversity, proved that multipath effects from aircraft
terminals can be minimized. The modulation technique also proved effective in
suppressing moderate power level interfering signals from other transmissions
within the spectral view of the satellite.
Further experiments in the VHF, UHF
and SHF bands are planned for 1968 and
1969 in order to compare these portions of
the spectrum for the classes of service
desired. Research and development activities in the 7-8 GHz region have been
intensified with the goal of providing
practical space relayed communications to
a wider range of potential users.
Radio-navigation satellite system
The Doppler/range rate radio navigation
satellite system has continued in operation
using the frequency bands of 149.9—
150.05 MHz and 399.9—400.05 MHz.
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Design information on shipboard receiver
equipments has been released for commercial production. This equipment will be
particularly useful in ships which require
precise navigation, such as commercial
fishing vessels, off-shore oil exploration
ships, and oceanographic research ships.
Tests of aircraft user equipments are
continuing with highly satisfactory results
in those cases where an infrequent inertial
update is an effective method of providing
aircraft position information.
Satellite reliability has increased somewhat
as a result of a minor improvement
programme primarily associated with circuitry. Three operational satellites are
currently in orbit.
Plans are continuing for the development
of a satellite which will incorporate
additional features to provide a high
degree of reliability with the aim of
providing a five-year useful satellite life.
Meteorological satellites
The United States meteorological satellites, the Tiros, the Tiros Operational
Satellites (TOS) and the Nimbuscontmue
to provide global weather coverage in the
form of cloud pictures and infra-red data.
The Tiros and Nimbus series satellites are
considered research and development vehicles while the TOS, as the name implies,
are in operational status. These latter,
under the Environmental Science Services
Administration, are referred to as ESS A
satellites.
There are two Command and Data Acquisition stations, located at Wallops Island,
Virginia and Fairbanks, Alaska, which
monitor the status of the spacecraft systems through telemetered data. These data
transmissions and the Automatic Picture
Transmission (APT) system use frequencies in the 136-138 MHz band.

Syncom-H and III satellites and earth
stations continue to be used for test,
evaluation and intermittent operational
use.
Research and development is continuing in
frequency bands with a potential interest
for space radiocommunications. On 1 July
1967, an additional experimental VHF
communication satellite, using applications and techniques obtained from the
previously reported VHF satellites, was
launched into an 18 200 nautical mile
near-synchronous orbit. The all-solid state
repeater satellite (LESS) is cylindrical in
shape, 1.67 m long, 1.21 m in diameter and

Interference from established radio services in the same and adjacent frequency
bands has not been experienced as a
problem to date.

One of the three United States Navy navigational satellites currently circling the earth
(US Navy)
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The frequency 136.95 MHz is used by the
Nimbus satellites and 137.50 MHz by the
ESSA satellites for the APT system.
Beginning with an ESSA satellite to be
launched in 1968 the frequency of 137.62
MHz will be used for the APT System.
Thereafter the ESSA spacecraft will alternately use the two frequencies 137.50 and
137.62 MHz for APT. This system, during
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1

Artist's conception of the Nimbus weather
satellite in earth orbit
(NASA)
2

The Tiros-IX satellite

The frequency 235.0 MHz is used in the
Tiros and TOS satellite programmes for
the transmission of wideband data (video)
from the satellites on command from the
Command and Data Acquisition stations.

(NASA)

The improved TOS will use the 1690-1700
MHz band for this transmission. The first
of this series of satellites, which replaces
the present TOS series, is expected to be
launched in 1969.

4
Check-out of the OGO satellite (Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory)
(USIS/NASA)

The band 1700-1710 MHz is used by the
Nimbus meteorological satellite for the
transmission of data on command from a
Command and Data Acquisition station.

5
Italian San Marco-2 satellite
(Italian Space Research Committee)

A weather data communications experiment, called WEFAX (WEather FAcsimile
experiment) was begun on 14 December
1966 to explore the feasibility of transmitting meteorological data directly from a
central source to widely scattered remote
weather stations via the Applications
Technology Satellite ATS-1. Use of the
VHF communications facilities of the
ATS-1 spacecraft permits the transmission
of data originating at the National Environmental Satellite Center (NESC) and the
National Meteorological Center (NMC) to
APT stations within reception range of the
satellite. Weather charts, selected cloud
cover photographs taken by an experimental spin scan camera on the ATS-1
satellite and selected pictures and composites from ESSA satellites, processed by
computer at the National Environmental
Satellite Center, are transmitted in facsimile format to the ATS-1 ground station
at Mojave, California, for retransmission
to the satellite.

(NASA)
3
The ESSA-II spacecraft

1

2

4

II. Research and development
Use of frequency spectrum in research
and development satellites
a) below 136 MHz

3

5

the daylight portion of the orbit, takes a
picture and then automatically transmits it
in a slow scan format compatible with
facsimile type recording devices. The APT
system was designed to provide up-to-theminute cloud cover information to meteorological stations equipped with relatively

inexpensive receiving and recording equipment. About 300 such stations in 45
countries are now in existence. An experimental night-time APT system called
DRIR (Direct Readout Infra-Red) is also
on the Nimbus satellites and transmits on
136.95 MHz.

Space Research is afforded only a secondary status on frequencies below 136 MHz
in the United States. However, a number
of satellites are using or are planning to
use these bands 7 and 8 frequencies for
physics and astronomy measurements. Typical of this use is the Beacon Explorer
Programme as represented by ExplorerXXII launched 29 April 1965 and still
giving useful data. Emissions include
20.005 MHz, 40.01 MHz and 41.01 MHz
all at A0, 0.25 watts for ionospheric
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expected that there will be no space
research spacecraft using the 138 to 400.05
MHz spectrum.

soundings. Other satellites in this HF and
low VHF spectrum area include:
IS IS-A, International Satellite for Ionospheric Studies

d) 400.05-402 MHz

OGO-I, II, III, IV and OGO-E, F, G,
and H the Orbiting Geophysical Observatories ;

Space researchers use this band for widetelemetering requireband (300 kHz)
ments. Long life observatory-type satellites, listed below, completely fill this band.
Each represents a series of satellites.

BE-B and BE-C (the Beacon Explorers)
and San Marco, Ionospheric ducting
and electron content experiment (cooperative with Italy).
Signal levels on the earth's surface are not
sufficiently strong to cause interference to
conventional services.

The OAO satellite
(USIS/NASA)

b) 136-138 MHz
The United States has found great use for
the 136-137 MHz band and 137-138 MHz
Geneva 1963 allocation. The number of
active satellites described by Geneva 1963
CCIR Recommendation 364 as twenty to
thirty in orbit has been exceeded and
if the growth continues it is feared there
may not be enough VHF radio spectrum
allocated for space research, telemetering
and tracking services through the 1980's.
Field reports from the US National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) Satellite Tracking and Data
Acquisition Network terrestrial stations
indicate steadily increasing interference
from satellites radiating in the crowded
136-137 MHz and 137-138 MHz space
research bands. For example, about 300
interference events occurred of this type,
involving 2 % of the satellite passes during
a typical month in 1967, against only 70
events for a comparable month in 1966. A
computer-controlled satellite interference
prediction programme has been developed
to reduce interference of this type through
appropriate terrestrial station rescheduling.
Aeronautical mobile aircraft voice transmissions, in the 132-136 MHz allocation,
at times caused interference with the
adjacent 136-137 MHz space research
band, received by NASA-earth stations. A
high-<2 preselector filter has been developed for receiving equipment and shows
promise in rejecting the aeronautical mobile signals.
c) 138 MHz to 400.05 MHz
Spectrum occupancy by other services in
the United States limits the space research
service to a secondary status for any
374

The INJUN satellite
(NASA)
requirement. However, aeronautical and
rocket telemetering needs had been satisfied in this spectrum area prior to the
coming of space research, consequently
space research adopted some of the already developed, reliable equipment for
use in space programmes. A number of
earth-orbiting satellites has used telemetering transmitters or ionospheric sounding
A0 emissions in this part of the spectrum
and some will continue such use until the
end of their useful life. Tiros, TOS and
ESS A Meteorological Satellites use 235
MHz as a principal telemetering and video
channel.
With the advent of suitably developed
equipment for the 2000 MHz spectrum
area, there will be a gradual changeover to
this new telemetering band. By 1975 it is
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— Nimbus Meteorological Observation
Satellite (s)
401.5 MHz, 300F9, 25 watts
— meteorological data on
command;
— ISIS

International Satellite for
Ionospheric Studies
400.75 MHz, 500F9, 4 watts
— PM/FM telemetering on
command;

— OA O

Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (s)
400.55 MHz, 300F9, 8 watts
FM/FM, PCM/FM (Slow
Digital) or PCM/FM (Fast
Digital telemetering on command) ;

— OGO

Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (s)
400.25 MHz, 300F9, 4 watts
400.85 MHz, 300F9, 0.5 watts
PCM/PM or FM/PM telemetering on command, respectively ;

— INJUN Atmospheric Physics, Particle
Energy
400.65 MHz, 100F9, 5 watts
PCM/PM telemetering on
command.
e) 402-1700 MHz
Scientific satellites have employed very few
frequencies in this spectrum area; the
major exception being the IRLS (Interrogation, Recording, Location System)
system employed by the Nimbus meteorological observation satellite. This system
automatically interrogates platforms floating on the ocean near the satellite-ground
track, collects the data, and measures the
distance from the spacecraft to the platform. The data accumulated during each
satellite orbit are relayed to a data
acquisition station for final processing and
dissemination.
A so-called rendez-vous radar was developed for the purpose of obtaining rendez-
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vous between two orbiting spacecraft. The
two space bands, 1427-1429 MHz and
1525-1540 MHz, are employed in this
rendez-vous system.
In this area of the band, there will also be
a use by the Department of Defense
(DOD) for space telemetering (1435-1540
MHz).
f) Space research band 1700-1710 MHz
As this band is adjacent to the operational
meteorological bands immediately below,
and offers a bandwidth of 10 MHz, it is
the obvious research band to develop
meteorological satellite telemetering and
video equipment. Consequently, NASA
uses the band for transmissions for meteorological research from the Nimbus
series of satellites. The wideband telemetering and video principal read-out
stations are in Alaska, Virginia and North
Carolina. In addition, an experimental
Range and Range-Rate system uses the
band for the downward transmissions.
g) 1710 MHz to 2290 MHz
World-wide this spectrum area is used
mostly by terrestrial services for fixed
communications employing directional antennas for both transmitters and receivers.
This type of use has proved to be highly
compatible for sharing with space systems,
which have earth terminals also using
highly directional antennae. The antennae
of the terrestrial systems are directed in
general along the horizontal while the
space system antennae are directed at
elevations above 3 to 5°, thus no interference results between systems.
Uses of this spectrum area for scientific
satellites include a precise range and
range-rate system with up-data centered at
1800 MHz and down-data centered at
2250 MHz. Also a data relay satellite
system is being actively studied. This
system is to relay communications between
low earth orbiting spacecraft and control
centres.' The relay satellite would be
located at a synchronous orbit altitude.
Widebands in the following spectrum
areas would be employed:
— earth control to synchronous relay
8 GHz
— synchronous relay to low orbit spacecraft 1.8 GHz
— synchronous relay to earth control
7 GHz

— low orbit spacecraft to synchronous
relay 2.25 GHz.
Several simultaneous missions would have
to be accommodated, each with 10 MHz
bandwidth requirements in each of the
four links. The studies indicate that the
only link which might be troublesome
from an interference standpoint would be
the synchronous relay to low orbit spacecraft. Sufficient power, directed earthward
from the relay satellite, to give ample
signal to a low-gain spacecraft antenna on
the low orbit spacecraft would give a high
signal level on the earth's surface.
Lunar orbiting spacecraft and other deep
space vehicles use the frequencies in the
2100-2120 MHz area for their earth-tospacecraft links. This use will be described
more fully in the discussion of deep space
research.
h) Space research band 2290-2300 MHz
In Region 2 this band is exclusive for deep
space research. It will be discussed in that
section.
i) Spectrum area within space research
bands between 2300 MHz and 8400
MHz
A principal objective of space research is
to investigate practical applications of
space technology to operational systems
beneficial to mankind.
In addition to the well known NASA
developed meteorological satellites, now
giving weathermen throughout the world
maps and pictures to aid their weather
predictions, space researchers continue the
development and the technical refining of
communication satellites. The Applications Technology Satellites (ATS) series
using the 4 GHz and 6 GHz communication satellite bands are conducting experiments relative to multiple-access (many
earth terminals simultaneously operating
through a communication satellite), experiments with different types of modulation
and multiplexing, accurate determination
of needed power levels at the satellite,
measurements of flux density at the earth's
surface, interference tests including cochannel frequency use with other communication satellites, etc. In addition the ATS
programme is to determine the relative
merits of different antennas, transponders,
stabilization systems, and satellite equipment in general. Final ATS vehicles will

experiment with the millimetre wave spectrum area, using the space research bands
in the 15 GHz and 31 GHz spectrum
areas.
DOD will use the band 1762-1842 MHz
for up-link telecommand and the band
2200-2290 MHz for down-link telemetry.
j) The United States is also experimenting
with higher frequencies, including lasers
To illustrate this higher bands experimentation, the following descriptions
apply:
1) Antenna-plasma interaction research
a) a new cylindrical plasma discharge
tube has recently been developed and put
in operation. This tube is constructed in
a coaxial configuration to permit studies
of the interaction between plasmas and
the near zone fields of antennas. A new
type " brush " cathode utilized in the
tube has resulted in the generation of
stable, uniform plasmas with electron
densities of the order of 1010 to 1012
electrons/cm3;
b) the attenuation of electromagnetic
waves propagated from spacecraft antennae during atmospheric re-entry has
been the subject of considerable attention and concern in recent years. In
addition to the propagation losses associated with the radiated wave, it has
been shown that there can be a large
amount of power dissipated in the near
field and that the amount of power
delivered by an antenna to a surrounding
plasma can be altered appreciably due
to impedance changes at the antenna
terminals. The exact physical phenomena
of the antenna-plasma interaction are
not, as yet, well understood. Research
which will be conducted with the new
plasma facility will be directed toward
the development of an acceptable theory
which can be used to predict the performance of practical spacecraft antennas
when surrounded by plasma, and also
to determine the suitability and utility
of such antennas as plasma diagnostic
tools.
2) 8.4-8.5 GHz telemetry
Development work has been undertaken
to provide suitable telemetry equipment
for utilization of the 8.4-8.5 GHz space
research band. Advantages of this band
include its exclusive (in Region 2) allocation to space research, narrower beam-
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widths for a given antenna size, and ability
to penetrate higher density plasmas than
possible with lower frequencies. A 1-watt
all solid state transmitter has been constructed and tested. Occupying a volume
of only 900 cm3 with a weight less than
1600 g it is capable of accommodating all
frequency modulation deviations and formats presently used at VHF frequencies,
and also provides increased bandwidth
capability by a factor of eight. The modulation compatibility permits maximum use
of present VHF and S-band equipment in
instrumenting short-range re-entry probes.
For longer range or deep space applications a 20-watt, 35 per cent over-all
efficiency, travelling wave tube amplifier
has been developed.
3) 2.2-2.3 GHz RFpower amplifier
Efficient RF power amplifiers in the 2.22.3 GHz region are important in space
communication systems for the reduction
of battery and solar panel requirements
and heat dissipation problems associated
with thermal balance. The development of
a small lightweight travelling wave tube
(TWT) with a high efficiency has been
accomplished. This TWT has a 38 per cent
over-all DC to RF conversion efficiency
at a 20 watt output power level and has
been utilized in the Saturn programme.
By use of a positive taper helix section at
the output end of the TWT, the efficiency
has been increased to 42 percent.
Developments in the use of frequency
bands above 8 GHz for earth-space and
space-space communications
a) Laser propagation studies
1) In order to evaluate the potential of
earth based optical communications systems, an understanding of the atmosphere as a noise source is required. In
the past several years, theoretical work
has appeared which attempts to define,
both qualitatively and quantitatively,
the effects of a turbulent atmosphere
on the propagation of optical waves.
NASA is initiating a contract for a
controlled series of measurements of
fluctuations induced by the atmosphere
on optical frequency signals. The goal
of the contract is to provide data for
the development of a suitable theoretical
model of atmospheric effects for use in
predicting system performance. The
model should properly relate system
376

parameters and meteorological conditions.
2) Measurements of amplitude and
phase fluctuations induced by the atmosphere on lasers operating in the spectral
region from 15 to 11 microns, will be
made over a horizontal path of relatively
uniform turbulence conditions. Measurements will be made of the meteorological
conditions existing during the laser propagation tests.
b) Millimetre
lengths

and submillimetre

wave-

Improvements due to highly collimated
beams and large bandwidths make millimetre and submillimetre wavelength radiation attractive for space communication
applications. In order to determine the
potential usefulness of this spectral region,
a programme is under way to determine
some of the limitations imposed by nature.
For example, the granular properties of
radiation give rise to a " photon noise "
which, although insignificant in conventional microwave systems, can affect millimetre and submillimetre systems. Interaction of the earth's atmosphere with
radiation at these wavelengths degrades
signals received from outer space. The
achievable stability of radiation sources
directly limit the potential information
capacity of a communication link. Through
theoretical and experimental studies, such
limitations are being defined quantitatively. Under the constraint of natural
limitations, optimum choice of operating
frequencies of various mission requirements is being studied.

1

2

Developments in deep space communications
during calendar year 1967
During calendar year 1967 radiocommunication was maintained with thirteen
unmanned lunar and planetary spacecraft:
Pioneers-IV, VII, VIII, Lunar Orbiters-II,
III, IV, and V, Mariner-IV and V, and
Surveyors-Ill, IV, Vand VI. Of this group
five are planetary/interplanetary spacecraft
and eight are lunar spacecraft. All transmissions to and from these spacecrafts
were handled in the frequency bands
allocated to deep space research:
— down link

2290-2300 MHz

— uplink

2110-2120 MHz.

All spacecraft contained transponders
which converted the down-link frequency
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and receive in the 2110-2120 MHz band.
Two spacecraft will be launched, and both
spacecraft will require 3 MHz transmission bandwidth under the following conditions :
— precision ranging
— high-rate (16.2 kbps) telemetry.
The high-rate telemetry is coded such that
the symbol rate is approximately 90 000
symbols per second and the coded message is placed on a 260 kHz square-wave
subcarrier. The third and fifth harmonics
of the subcarrier must be recovered to
provide the necessary signal-to-noise ratio.
High-rate telemetry and precision ranging
will not be transmitted simultaneously.
The space communications research band
of 8400-8500 MHz continues to be investigated for lunar television and for precision ranging with an 0.1 microsecond
range gate (30 MHz transmission bandwidth). The gains of the 24.5 m and 63 m
antennae are being measured using radio
stars, and estimates of telecommunication
system performance at these frequencies
are continually being updated as the stateof-the-art progresses.

4

1

The Pioneer satellite
(NASA)
2

One of the supports of Surveyor resting on the
surface of the moon. Photograph taken by onboard camera
(USIS/NASA)

A precision (5 microseconds) time synchronization experiment was completed
utilizing frequencies in the 8400-8500
MHz band. Time was transferred using
the moon as a reflector from Goldstone,
California, to Canberra, Australia, and
also to Boulder, Colorado. This technique
in space radiocommunication is being
evaluated jointly by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) and the National Bureau of Standards (NBS).

3
The Venus probe Mariner-V
(NASA)
4
Lunar Orbiter check-out
(USIS/NASA)
5
The Goldstone antenna
(NASA)

5

to 240/221 of the up-link frequency. All
spacecraft required precision two-way
doppler for trajectory computation and six
of the spacecraft (Lunar Orbiters, II
through V, Mariners-IV and V) required
precision ranging. The ranging modulation
provided a one microsecond range gate
and required approximately 3 MHz transmission band width.

acquisition of a Lunar Orbiter spacecraft
transponder, the up-link frequency was
generally offset a few hundred hertz to
minimize possible interference with the
other Lunar Orbiter spacecraft. By utilizing special effort major interference problems were avoided; however with this
number of spacecraft it is evident that the
deep space band is crowded.

Many of the spacecraft signals overlapped
in time and frequency. For example, all
Lunar Orbiter spacecraft used the same
carrier frequency but different command
codes. This decision was made by the
Lunar Orbiter project to conserve bandwidth in the 2290-2300 MHz band in spite
of the fact that this caused some difficult
operational problems. For example, after

The Apollo programme utilizes frequencies just below the deep space band:
— down link

2270-2290 MHz

— uplink

2100-2110 MHz.

During 1967 the design of the telecommunication link was completed for the Mariner Mars 69 spacecraft. This spacecraft
will transmit in the 2290-2300 MHz band

NASA manned space programme, 1967
During 1967 the design of the telecommunication system for the Apollo Lunar
Surface Experiments Package (ALSEP)
was completed and is being integrated into
the Apollo programme. Three different
downlink frequencies (2275.5, 2276.6 and
2278.5 MHz) will be used to permit
simultaneous operation of up to three
separate ALSEP systems deployed and
operating on the lunar surface. A single
uplink frequency of 2119 MHz provides
for remote control of all ALSEP command functions. Different vehicle identification command codes will be utilized to
eliminate command overlap when simultaneous support is required for more than
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pler bandwidth. A frequency dependent
electro-optical material within the cavity
would code information as the deviation
in frequency between these two modes.
This system will operate at a frequency of
3 X 1013 Hz. However, bandwidth has not
yet been determined.

one ALSEP deployed on a lunar surface.
The ALSEP system consists of a series of
scientific instruments to be emplaced on
the lunar surface by the Apollo astronauts. The instruments will sense lunar
environmental characteristics and transmit
results to earth receiving stations over a
period of approximately one year.
Further Apollo programmes planning, i.e.
Prime Apollo, Advanced Apollo projects
and ALSEP, indicates that considerable
overlap of missions will be experienced.
Data management systems will be able to
handle a majority of the problems of space
communications, however, some additional uplink and downlink transmission
frequencies are considered a necessity to
handle those areas where data management systems are not applicable. For
example, the deployment of several additional ALSEP systems on the lunar surface would require an additional frequency for each system. As evident by the
Apollo planning in the 2270 to 2290 MHz
and 2100 to 2110 MHz bands, the
presently allocated deep space bands 2290
to 2300 MHz and 2110 to 2120 MHz may
not be adequate to handle the large
contingent of planned manned space flight
missions. The Manned Spacecraft Center
is presently investigating the possibilities
of modifying the existing space borne
equipment and earth support systems to
utilize 2250 to 2290 MHz and 1800 to 1844
MHz in order to satisfy the planned
manned space flight requirements. In view
of the above, there may be a need to
increase the size of the bands allocated for
deep space communications. Sharing with
present fixed operations is feasible.
NASA's Manned Space Center (MSC) is
also evaluating two other unified carrier
systems, a C-band (4.4 to 5 GHz) and an
X-band (8 to 10 GHz) communication
systems in support of manned space flight.
Presently, systems utilizing 4.8 GHz and
9.6 GHz for transmitter frequencies and
4.420 GHz and 8.840 GHz for receiving
frequencies are undergoing testing at the
MSC. The results of these tests will 1)
determine the feasibility of using a unified
carrier C or X-band system in support of
manned spacecraft communications, 2)
provide tradeoff information to assist in
making a selection between the C or Xband system, and 3) generate data to aid in
the final transponder design.
An optical deep space communications
system, capable of transmitting television,
378

Detailed discussion of the use of the deep
space band by the Lunar Orbiter

Cabin of Apollo spacecraft (command module)
and service module
(USIS/NASA)

telemetry and voice is being developed,
and qualified for space flight by MSC.
Three types of optical communications
systems, a digital system, an analogue
system, and a coherent detection system
have been under study testing.
The digital system is based on the scheme
of coding the sense of rotation, right hand
or left, of a circular polarized wave to
correspond to a zero bit or a one bit of
information. This system operates at
6X 1014 Hz with a bandwidth of 50 MHz.
Testing of this system has indicated a data
transfer rate of nearly 30 million bits per
second.
The analogue system is based upon using a
helium neon low power laser and modulation with an intracavity technique. This
technique codes information on the output wave by the rotation of plane or
polarization through an angle proportional to the deviation from centre frequency
of the modulating signal. This system
operates at 1 X 1014 Hz with a bandwidth
of 50 MHz.
The coherent detection technique allows
the simultaneous lasing of two perpendicularly polarized modes separate in frequency but within the same natural dop-
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The space research band, 2290-2300 MHz
noted in the Radio Regulations as being for
telemetering and tracking in deep space,
has been utilized extensively during 1967.
One use, to illustrate, is the recently
completed Lunar Orbiter project. In this
project, five spacecraft were placed in
orbit about the moon during the period
August 1966—August 1967. These spacecraft provided photographic coverage of
about 99.5 per cent of the total surface of
the moon for the purpose of assisting in
selecting a landing site for the manned
Apollo mission and for providing increased scientific knowledge of the moon.
The most critical telecommunication requirement of the programme was the
transmission of the photographic data
from the spacecraft. The system which was
evolved utilized a vestigial sideband/
AM/PM modulation approach for the
transmission of the photographic data in
analogue form. As a result of the needed
modulation index, about 3 1/3 MHz of RF
spectrum was occupied. Perhaps the best
indication of the quantity of photographic
data which had to be handled can be
obtained by expressing it in digital terms;
the equivalent of a total of 5 X 1012 bits of
photographic data was transmitted from
the five spacecraft.
The down-link and up-link frequencies
used were in the 2290-2300 MHz and
2110-2120 MHz international space bands,
respectively. Two RF emission levels were
available from the spacecraft—0.5 watt
radiated through an omnidirectional antenna or 10 watts radiated through a 0.9 m
diameter parabolic antenna. The system
also had the capability of operation in
either a coherent or noncoherent mode.
In the coherent mode, the spacecraft
radial velocity could be determined from
doppler data with an accuracy of about
0.002 metre/second, and by using a
pseudo-noise ranging system the distance
between the spacecraft and the interrogat-
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ing earth station could be measured with
an accuracy of better than i 15 metres.
The Lunar Or biter was the first United
States programme to utilize the pseudonoise ranging system, which also offered
the additional capability of being able to
make measurements of the synchronization error between clocks at the NASA
Deep Space Receiving Stations with an
accuracy of about ± 5 microseconds.
That represented an improvement of
about three orders of magnitude over the
clock synchronization accuracy previously
available using time standard broadcast
stations such as WWV.
Although no interference to either the
down-link or up-link transmission was
experienced in the programme, there was
a frequency sharing problem. The sharing
problem arose because the United States
assignment of frequencies within the
2290-2300 MHz space band could provide
for only one 3 1/3 MHz bandwidth channel
for the Lunar Orbiter programme. As a
result, all Lunar Orbiter spacecraft operated on essentially the same frequency and,
since as many as three operating spacecraft
were in lunar orbit at one time, time
sharing had to be employed.
To permit time sharing and to provide for
ultimately silencing the spacecraft, an
earth command turnoff capability was
incorporated in each spacecraft. To provide additional assurance against the possibility of future uncontrolled RF emissions from a malfunctioning spacecraft,
the policy has been to impact each
spacecraft on the lunar surface at the end
of its useful life, which is determined by
the exhaustion of the supply of nitrogen
gas used for spacecraft attitude control.
As of this date, only Lunar Orbiter-V
remains in orbit. Although the spacecraft
completed its photographic mission in
September 1967, it is still serving a very
valuable function. Tracking of that spacecraft by the stations of the United States
Manned Space Flight Network is being
performed in order to qualify those recently completed stations and to provide
training in preparation for the manned
Apollo missions.
Other research and development projects
a) Effects of thunderstorms
Effects of thunderstorms on space radiocommunications have been studied by

passive means. The thermal noise emission
from Colorado thunderstorm cells has
been measured using a radiometer at
10.7 GHz in an 18-metre antenna. The very
narrow antenna beam scans the convective
cells so that contours of noise emission can
be plotted in an elevation-azimuth angle
diagram. Properties of the radiating cells
are reduced which are of interest to both
radio system designers and cloud physicists. These include noise added to sensitive earth-terminal receiving systems, total
attenuation along the radio ray path, and
integrated water content along this path.
b) Response of high-gain
interference

antennae to

Further study has been made of methods
for estimating the response of high-gain
antennas to signals arriving from directions other than that of maximum response, such as interfering signals reflected
from aircraft and satellites, or scattered by
precipitation. A model was developed and
computer methods programmed to compute interference from precipitation-scattered microwave power, and to estimate the
probability of occurrence of various levels
of unwanted signal power. A crosspolarization component was added to the
previous model of antenna pattern, which,
together with a consideration of the relative
gains of the main beam and first sidelobe,
gives a very realistic antenna pattern. A
model of antenna directivity for arbitrary
directions is being developed.
A new model is being developed for predicting tropospheric scatter. The model is
based on the bistatic radar equation and
the angle and frequency dependence of
radar reflectivity, and is designed to predict the amount of radio energy scattered
by precipitation into and out of the main
beams of narrow-beam, high-gain antennas.
Such a model should provide a better basis
for predicting forward scattering of radio
energy over long tropospheric paths and
permit improved estimates of the sharing
possibilities between the space and terrestrial services.
c) Satellite air traffic control
An analysis of frequency sharing problems associated with simultaneous operation of a satellite air traffic control system
and conventional VHF aeronautical mobile service facilities was completed. This
analysis deals with laboratory tests to

determine wanted-to-unwanted signal ratios required for satisfactory service with
different potential system configurations.
In connexion with ATS-1 and ATS-3
operations, extensive theoretical studies
and operational tests have been conducted
to determine if transmission on 135.6
MHz from these satellites will cause
interference to the conventional aeronautical mobile air-ground operations on the
same and adjacent channels. All of these
tests and studies reveal that no interference is caused or is expected to be
caused to the conventional aeronautical
environment.
Curves showing hourly median basic
transmission loss versus the elevation
angle of a synchronous satellite are being
developed for frequencies between 125
and 15 500 MHz, and terminal elevations
between 15 metres and 45 km.
d) Satellite signal fading studies
A study has been initiated to determine
potential interference problems between
microwave transmissions from a satellite
and terrestrial system by experimental
investigation of the fading characteristics
of the signals originating from the satellite. Specifically, it is planned to record
simultaneously signals from Pacific
Intelsat-II and from a terrestrial source
where those portions of the transmission
paths coincide which pass through the
lower atmosphere. Receiving equipment
for this purpose is being prepared, and a
site for operations has been selected in
central Colorado, where the horizon angle
of the satellite is sufficiently low to
produce fading signals.
e) Terrain effects in estimating interference
probability
A computer method for calculating
diffraction fields between low antennas
over irregular terrain has been recently
completed. This method provides good
estimates of the shielding provided against
unwanted signals. Allowances for prediction errors, including path-to-path variability, make it possible to estimate interference probabilities for real situations.
Data recorded at frequencies above 1 GHz
in various countries and geographical
areas have been accumulated, tabulated,
and plotted to provide a data base that is
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useful in planning suitable procedures for
predicting interference probabilities at
deep-space research stations.

Frequency utilization: 136.29 MHz for
continuous radiation of narrow-band realtime data; wideband stored data on
command from earth stations.

f) Hydrological communications

Current status: operational.

An experiment was begun on 1 August,
1967 to determine the economic and
technical feasibility of using satellites to
relay hydrological data from relatively unattended remote sites. River and rainfall
readings will be collected experimentally
from hydrological gauging stations by VHF
relay through the ATS-1 satellite. Stations
report when interrogated by a command
sent from the ATS-1 command station
through the satellite. The response from
the station is received at Washington and
recorded on a teleprinter.

Typical space research satellites of 1967
Some of the 1967 scientific satellite launches which are associated with telecommunications research projects are:
ESSA-4 (1967-06A): Meteorological observation satellite. Launched 26 January
1967. Orbit includes 101.97° inclination,
1438 km apogee, 1324 km perigee.
Mission: to provide meteorological data
on a global basis for weather analysis and
prediction. Transmits real time video data
of cloud coverage to over 180 weather
centres located in fifty nations.
Frequency utilization: 136.77 MHz for
spacecraft housekeeping data; 137 MHz
for meteorological data.

The OSO satellite
(NASA)
— to measure the intensity of the nuclear
component of primary cosmic radiation;
— to measure the intensity of solar Xrays between 8 A and 14 A;
— to detect X-rays with energy levels
between 7 kev and 190 kev and anticoincidence events of 100 kev and 2.5
Mev levels;
— to measure long-term radiation effects
on selected surfaces;
— to determine spectral distribution of
earth's reflectance between 3200 A and
7800 A;
— to measure direct radiation from the
earth in the range of approximately 1
to 30 microns.
The ATS-2 satellite has been used for certain
experiments although it is not in the scheduled
orbit
(NASA)

Current status: operational.
OSO-3 (1967-20A): Orbiting Solar Observatory. Launched 8 February 1967. Orbit
includes 32.86° inclination, 568 km apogee,
538 km perigee.
Mission: to study solar X-rays, gamma
rays, ultraviolet radiation, and other phases of solar activity. Specific objectives
include:
— to perform analysis of solar soft X-ray
spectrum in the range between 1 A and
400 A;
— to monitor solar radiation in the range
between 225 A and 1300 A;
— to dectect gamma rays with energy
levels in excess of 100 Mev;
380

ATS-2 (1967-31A): Applications Technology Satellite. Launched 6 April 1967.
Orbit includes 28.39° inclination, 9762 km
apogee, 194 km perigee.
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Mission: to advance specific areas of
technology which may have application to
future satellites. Specific objectives include :
— to determine the feasibility of gravitygradient stabilization systems;
— to provide information concerning performance and life of spacecraft power
supply and control systems;
— provide data for design parameters
for future gravity-gradient stabilized
spacecraft;
— provide information for evaluation of
gravity-gradient boom system in a
space environment;
— to provide information to advance the
state of the art of earth-space microwave communications by measuring
the performance of experimental communications transponder components;
evaluation of techniques for simultaneous transmission of voice, television,
telegraphic and digital data; and provide data for improved range and
range rate measurement systems;
— to determine the feasibility of using
gravity-gradient stabilization systems
for a meteorological satellite by evaluating the effects of perturbations
induced by camera systems and a tape
recorder. The influence of pointing
accuracy and perturbation recovery
time is also evaluated;
— to provide large earth coverage and
high resolution cloud cover pictures
from medium altitude to provide correlated data between gross weather
patterns and local events. Such data is
important in developing recognition
and classification technology applicable to synchronous meteorological
satellite (SMS) concepts;
— to determine the extent of damage to
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various types of solar cells having
shields of different thickness;
— to measure the thermal effect on
spacecraft coatings and to evaluate
laboratory measurements made under
simulated conditions;
— evaluation of the whistler noise between 5 kHz and 45 kHz;
— evaluation of cosmic radio noise
between frequencies of 250 kHz and
2.5 MHz;
— evaluation of the electrical fields in the
magnetosphere;
— measurement of the electron flux in the
energy intervals 45 kev to 150 kev, 150
kev to 500 kev, and 500 kev to 1.0
Mev;
— measurement of protons of energy
level greater than 0.5 Mev and 12.0
Mev, and of electrons of energy level
greater than 1.0 Mev.
The ATS spacecraft system has developed
a space communication system which
provides optimum utilization of the frequency spectrum as well as a method of
providing multiple access telecommunications through a spacecraft without resorting to time sharing. The multiple access
system consists essentially of the subscribers simultaneously frequency sharing
the spacecraft bandwidth. Optimum utilization of the available spectrum is
obtained by using SSB transmission to the
spacecraft and phase modulation from the
spacecraft to the ground. The problems of
equal power distribution and frequency
stability are solved by control loops which
control the SSB transmitter output power
and the frequencies of the individual voice
channels. The frequency control loops
correct for such things as Doppler shift
and oscillator drift, both in the spacecraft and on the ground. The results of
this type of communication system are
that many stations have access to the
spacecraft simultaneously and that optimum utilization is made of the available
spectrum, i.e. 1200 voice channels in 5 MHz
of spacecraft bandwidth.
Another major development of the ATS
programme that may have a major effect
on future spacecraft telecommunication
systems is the use of a directional antenna
on the spacecraft. The ATS-2 spacecraft
obtains a de-spun directive antenna with a
15 dB gain over an isotropic radiator by

electronically phasing a group antenna
array. ATS-C (or ATS-3) has a mechanically de-spun directive antenna.
Starting in February 1967, voice-data
communication tests began with the
ATS-1 VHF experiment between aircraft
in flight and the three ATS earth stations.
This experiment uses 149.22 MHz as the
main carrier frequency to the spacecraft
and 135.6 MHz as the corresponding
carrier from the spacecraft. Most of these
tests have been conducted with commercial airlines as coordinated by the ARINC
(Aeronautical Radio Incorporated) organization. Other tests have been conducted
with aircraft from the FA A (the United
States Federal Aviation Administration).
Another series of tests which was designed
to acquire quantitative and qualitative
data on the problem of multipath propagation as it relates to a moving aircraft
was also conducted with commercial
airlines. In addition many hours of tests
using the spacecraft transponder have
been spent in acquiring pattern data on
various aircraft antennae while they were
mounted on mock-up aircraft at various
ground locations. The results of these tests
have been very satisfactory. Detailed data
from these tests have been published in the
ATS technical data report as well as in
various reports by the ARINC organization. Similar tests will be conducted on
ATS-3.
Since March 1967 voice-data communication tests have been conducted via the
same ATS-1 VHF experiment between a
United States Coast Guard cutter at sea
and the three ATS earth stations. Several
cutters were involved at different times.
Tests were conducted while the cutter was
operating in the mid-North Pacific, while
the cutter was south of Alaska and while
the cutter was north of Alaska. This series
will be continued with a cutter while it
operates in the South Pacific and into
the Antarctic waters. Also, starting in
January 1968 a series of tests will be
conducted with a Maritime Administration Ship.
NASA Advanced Technology has developed millimetre wave transponder hardware
for incorporation in the experiments on
the ATS-E Gravity Gradient Stabilized
Spacecraft (synchronous altitude) which
will be launched in mid-1969. The uplink frequency is 31.65 GHz and the
down-link frequency is 15.3 GHz.

Ground terminals will be located within
mid-western and western areas of the
United States and points within areas of
several non-United States participants in
the Pacific area. Primary consideration for
location of stations is extensive rainfall
and elevation angle to the spacecraft
between 15° and 65°. Determination of all
factors concerning propagation at these
frequencies is the basic criterion for this
experiment.
Frequency utilization: 136.47 and 137.35
MHz for transmission of real-time or
stored data on command from earth
stations. 4 GHz band (receive) and 6 GHz
band (transmit) for experimental microwave communications.
ESSA-5 (1967-36A): Meteorological Observation Satellite. Launched 20 April 1967.
Orbit includes 101.92° inclination, 1421 km
apogee, 1352 km perigee.
Mission: to provide meteorological data
on a global basis for weather analysis and
prediction. Transmits stored television data of cloud cover of remote or inaccessible
areas.
Frequency utilization: 136.77 MHz for
spacecraft housekeeping data; 235 MHz
for meteorological data.
Current status: operational.
SAN MARCO-2 (1967-38A): Joint Italian-American space research satellite.
Launched 26 April 1967. Orbit includes
2.9° inclination, 494 km apogee, 197 km
perigee.
Mission: to investigate the earth's atmospheric characteristics. Specific objectives
include:
— to measure the air density in the range
of approximately 200 to 350 kilometres
in altitude;
— to measure the total electron content
from the spacecraft to earth and to
investigate the local electron density
irregularities, and the guided propagation phenomena (ducting) particularly
around the geomagnetic equator.
Frequency utilization: 136.74 MHz for
transmission of stored data on command
from earth station; 20.005 MHz for
ionospheric sounding and electron density
measurement.
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Current status: inactive (spacecraft was
designed for six months maximum lifetime).

Mission: investigation of atmospheric, ionospheric and space phenomena. Specific
objectives include:

moving charged particles, and the propagation of VLF signals from low frequency
earth stations;

ERS-27 (1967-40E): Environmental Research Satellite. Launched 28 April 1967.
Orbit includes 34.43° inclination, 110 536
km apogee, 9 196 km perigee.

— measurement of electron density and
electron temperature (Birmingham
University);

— the effects of the ionosphere on the
propagation of whistlers and other audiofrequency (200 Hz to 17 kHz) electromagnetic waves of natural origin;

— mapping of large-scale radio galactic
noise sources (Manchester UniversityJodrell Bank);
— measurement of the vertical distribution of atmospheric oxygen (Meteorological Office, Bracknell);
— measurement of terrestrial radio noise
(Radio and Space Research Station of
the Science Research Council);
— measurement of VLF effects (Sheffield
University).
— All institutions listed above are British.
Frequency utilization: 136.56 MHz for
continuous radiation of real-time data;
stored data on command from earth
stations.

The ERS-27 satellite with solar panels removed.
View of the internal equipment and structure
(TRW Systems)
Mission: to monitor soft X-rays (8-14 A)
and bremsstrahlung (20-100 kev) emanating from the sun, and to measure solar
protons resulting from solar flares. These
data provide a basis for real-time prediction of solar activity. Secondary objective
is to measure energy particles in space over
a broad energy range of approximately 1
to 80 Mev protons and approximately 0.04
to 3.3 Mev electrons. These measurements
provide data for detailed mapping of the
radiation belts and energetic solar particles.

— a study of the behaviour of cosmic rays
in the earth's magnetic field;
— low energy proton-alpha measurements:
a) to search for an extension of the spectra
of untrapped portions and helium
nuclei to a very low energy and low
intensity during the period of minimum
solar activity and to provide evidence
of whether the radiation is of solar or
galactic origin;
b) to examine the spectra in the above
energy ranges during solar flare events;

OGO-4 (1967-73A): Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory. Launched 28 July 1967.
Orbit includes 86.01° inclination, 890 km
apogee, 409 km perigee.

c) to determine, from the time variances
of the parameters in a) and b), above,
the characteristics of storage and propagation of particles as modulated by
the interplanetary magnetic fields during a relatively quiet sun;

Mission: primary objective of the OGO
programme is to conduct a large number of
significant and diverse geophysical experiments for obtaining a better understanding
of the earth-sun relationships and of the
earth as a planet. Specific objective of
OGO-4 is to carry experiments over the
polar regions, where a number of special
phenomena, such as auroras and low
energy solar particles, can be observed.
The experiments provide data covering the
complete range of latitudes, from the
equatorial to the polar. The twenty scientific experiments on OGO-4 include:

Current status: operational.
ARIEL-3 or UK-3 (1967-42A): United
Kingdom Satellite (co-operative United
Kingdom/United States effort). Launched
5 May 1967. Orbit elements include 80.18°
inclination, 593 km apogee, 492 km
perigee.

— VLF propagation, properties of the
ionosphere, origin of VLF ionospheric
noise, and a synoptic survey in the
frequency range 0.03 to 100 kHz. Phenomena studied include terrestrial noise
produced from atmospherics such as lightning noise, VLF emissions generated from
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— detailed survey of the earth's magnetic
field;

Current status: operational.

— radio-astronomy to map the brightness
distribution of 2.5 MHz cosmic radio
noise under conditions of strong ionospheric focusing;

Frequency utilization: 136.38 MHz transmission of real-time experimental data.

— investigation of the naturally occurring
magnetic field fluctuations in the lowaudio and subaudio frequency ranges;
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d) to measure radiation belt proton and
alpha fluxes at low altitude and to
determine the geomagnetic cut-offs in
the polar region;
e) to explore auroral protons in the
energy range of the detectors;
— galactic and solar cosmic ray measurements to determine the energy spectrum of
both galactic and solar protons over the
energy range from 40 Mev to 1 Gev as well
as other particle influx. This experiment
functions as a high counting rate monitor
for all radiation capable of penetrating the
detector shield;
— a trapped radiation experiment to measure the differential energy spectrums of
protons and electrons over the range of 75
ev to 70 000 ev within the earth's magnetosphere; and to measure the number, flux
and energy spectrum of protons and alpha
particles over the energy range 0.3 Mev to
10 Mev in four energy intervals within the
earth's magnetosphere;
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— an auroral particles experiment to investigate charged particles, both protons
and electrons in the energy range of 0.5 to
20 kev with improved angular resolution;
— observation of airglow and auroral
activity at the following visible and ultraviolet wavelengths:

Line
2630 A (UV)
3914 A (blue)
5577 A

Nomenclature

AMU, to obtain a synoptic, high-resolution investigation of the earth's lower
ionosphere, particularly in the unexplored
polar regions; to identify and study suspected transition regions in the ionosphere
where the predominant constituents may
change; and to investigate the influence of

Area of interest

ultraviolet airglow

world wide distribution;

molecular nitrogen ions

auroral forms
visible aurora

green atomic oxygen

airglow and aurora

sodium airglow

patchiness; polar cap values; northern
and southern hemisphere variations

hydroxyl radiation

background level of 6300 A line

(yellow)

a) charged particle density;
b) ion composition;
c) ion temperature;
d) electron temperature.
— monitoring the radiation intensities in
the 170 A to 1700 A portion of the solar
spectrum;

(green)

5892 A

wavelength, an to provided data on the
following parameters:

— measuring the solar X-ray energy input
to the earth and its variations in order to
understand the geophysical parameters of
the upper atmosphere. Four bands are
monitored by four ionization chambers:
0.5 A to 3 A, 2 A to 8 A, 8 A to 16 A, and
44 A to 60 A.

equatorial zones; Intensification at the
polar caps; magnetic anomalies

Frequency utilization: 136.2 MHz for CW
tracking beacon; 400.25 and 400.85 MHz
for transmission of scientific data as
programmed by earth station command;
1700-1710 MHz band for range and range
rate links.

— Lyman-alpha and ultraviolet airglow
measurements to measure the flux of
scattered hydrogen Lyman-alpha radiation
(1216 A) incident upon the earth; and to
measure the earth albedo (ratio of reflected to incident radiation) over the entire
surface of the earth at 1216 A, 12301350 A, and 1350-1550 A;

the earth's magnetic field upon the distribution of ions in the polar regions;

Current status: operational

— measure the neutral particle temperatures and densities and to observe the
variance of these parameters with longitude, altitude, day-night and seasonal
changes;

ATS-3 (1967-11A): Applications Technology Satellite. Launched 7 November 1967.
Placed in synchronous orbit over 47° West
longitude * with 0° inclination and 35 968
km altitude.

— measurements of the ultraviolet spectra
of the earth's upper atmosphere from
1100 A to 3400 A. These spectra provide
a study of the following atmospheric
phenomena:
a) aurora—the nature and energy of the
exciting particles;
b) dayglow—the abundance and distribution of the molecular constituents;
c) twilight—the abundance and distribution of the atomic constituents;
d) ozone absorption—the abundance and
distribution of ozone;

— micrometeorite (dust particles) measurements with the following scientific objectives:

Mission: to advance existing and new
areas of technology which might have
application to future spacecraft. Specific
objectives are to provide information
concerning:

6225 A (red)
6300 A (red)

red atomic oxygen

— neutral particle and ion measurement
experiment to measure the ambient neutral
gas and positive ion composition (1 to 50
Atomic Mass Units (AMU) of the atmosphere as a function of altitude and
geographical position. Of prime interest is
the dissociation and diffusive separation of
the constituents of the atmosphere and
verification of a protonosphere;
— survey of the atmospheric positive ion
composition in the range from 1 to 45

altitude; occurence in mid-latitude and

a) measurement of the velocities and
masses of dust particles in the mass
range of 10~13 to 10~9 grams, at
altitudes below 1000 km;
b) determination of the orbits of these
particles;
c) measurement of the spatial density and
mass distribution of the particles, together with the temporal variations in
these quantities;
d) the determination of dust particles
streams, if such exist;
e) investigation of the importance of
geomagnetic control on the dynamics
of the dust particles, and correlation of
the various measurements with geophysical, geomagnetic and solar phenomena ;
— measurement of the solar ultraviolet
radiation intensity, specifically the number of incident protons as a function of

— performance and life of spacecraft
power supply and control systems;
— provide geodetic data that will improve
knowledge of the location of the stable
points of a stationary orbit;
— suitability of low-thrust reaction control systems for station-keeping;
— performance and life of a mechanically-despun, earth-oriented antenna system;
— durability in space of specular reflection surface materials applicable to the
design of spacecraft solar supply systems and other reflective optical systems;
— performance of self-contained spacecraft navigation system;
* Moved to another position later: 95° West
longitude.
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— performance of a sensor for providing
three axis attitude data;
— performance and life of microwave
communications transponder components;
— improved range and range rate measurement systems;
— multiple-access capabilities of an SSB/
FM system;
— evaluation of data collection and distribution via synchronous satellite;
— satellite communications with aircraft,
and use of satellite for aircraft/ground
and aircraft/ship-at-sea communications relay;
— data on radio propagation through the
atmosphere under 10 GHz;
— the nature of short-lived meteorological phenomena from continuous
observation of the earth disc;
— the movement, development, time variation and effects of clouds and
associated meteorological data;
— observations from an earth oriented
synchronous spacecraft with higher
resolution cameras having three-colour
capability;
— the performance of a synchronous
spacecraft as a signal relay point
between a control centre and remotely
deployed electronic platforms.
Frequency utilization: 136.47 and 137.35
MHz for transmission of real-time or
stored data on command from earth
stations; 135.6 MHz (transmit) and 149.22
MHz (receive) for relay of aircraft and/or
remotely
deployed electronic platform
communications; 412.05 MHz for electron
density measurements phase coherent with
137.35 MHz signal; 4 GHz band (receive)
and 6 GHz band (transmit) for experimental microwave communications.
TOS-D (1967-114A): ESSA-6 Meteorological Observation Satellite. Launched
10 November 1967. Planned orbit will be
circular at 100° inclination and 1460 km
altitude.
Mission: to provide meteorological data
on a global basis for weather analysis and
prediction. Transmits real-time video data
of cloud coverage to over 180 weather
centres located in fifty nations.
Frequency utilization: 136.77 MHz for
spacecraft housekeeping data; 137.5 MHz
for meteorological data.
384

FRANCE
Satellite communications
As a member of the INTELSAT Consortium, the French Administration has
played an active part in the work of the
Interim Committee for Satellite Communications (ICSC) and its Sub-Committees.
The station Pleumeur-Bodou, in co-operation with the stations Goonhilly Downs
(United Kingdom) and Raisting (Federal
Republic of Germany), participated in the
operation of transatlantic circuits via Intelsat-I (Early Bird).
Pleumeur-Bodou has also been used for
multiple-access tansmission tests and then
for the transmission of telephone and
television circuits via Intelsat-II-F3, a
satellite stationary over the Atlantic. It
also continued to participate in black-andwhite and colour (SECAM) television
transmissions via Molnya-1 with the station Chelkovo in the USSR.
The construction of the station PleumeurBodou-2 has begun; it is due to come into
service at the beginning of 1969 and will
work with the Atlantic satellite Intelsat-Ill.
At the same time, a study has been made
of changes to be made to the station
Pleumeur-Bodou-1 to enable it to work
with the Atlantic satellite Intelsat-III as
soon as it is brought into service in 1968.
France has also taken part in the study of
a European satellite with the countries of
the European Satellite Communication
Conference.
On 6 June 1967, the French Government
signed an agreement with the Federal
Republic of Germany on an experimental
communication satellites programme. Under this programme, which is known as
1

St. 1 — Telemaque-II: antenna of the Iris
satellite telemetry and command network at the
National Space Research Centre (CNES),
France. Steer able in elevation and azimuth.
Receives telemetry signals from satellites in the
136-138 MFlz band and transmits telecommand
signals in the 148-150 MHz band
2

Mock-up of the D-2 satellite with solar panels
folded
3
The Diademe satellite
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Symphonic, it is planned to launch two
geostationary satellites in 1971 for experimental sound and vision (black-and-white
and colour) broadcasting as well as for the
transmission of multiplex telephone and
digital data signals.
The specifications of the Symphonie satellites were prepared at the end of 1967, and
the specifications of the associated earth
stations will be defined in 1968.
Space tracking
Operation of the space tracking station
Diane at Pretoria (Republic of South
Africa) has continued. The Diane station,
originally installed at Hammaguir (Algeria), was transferred to Kourou (Guyana)
where it began work at the end of 1967.
The tracking experiments with coherent
light pulses emitted by a laser were also
continued.
Telemetry and telecommand
Operation of the stations Iris at Bretigny
(France), Ouagadougou (Upper Volta),
Brazzaville (Congo) and Pretoria (South
Africa) continued. The station originally
installed at Hammaguir (Algeria) was
transferred to Sardina del Sur (Grand
Canary).
Space research
a) The processing of data collected in
1966 by the satellite FR-1 was begun in
1967 at a laboratory for the automatic
processing of telemetry signals. It was also
planned to resume, from March to December 1968, reception by the satellite FR-1 of
the very low frequency waves (16.8 kHz)
emitted by the station FUB (Sainte Assise,
France).
b) Work continued on the construction of
the scientific satellite D-2; this satellite is
due to be launched in 1969 from the
launching pad at Kourou (Guyana) by
means of a Diamant-B rocket.
c) A project was studied for a satellite
with an eccentric orbit to explore the limits
of the magnetosphere. This satellite,
known as Roseau, is to be launched by a
Soviet rocket under the Franco-Soviet
space agreements.
Geodesy by satellites
The geodesic experiments with the satellites Diapason, Diademe and Geos were
continued. Use was made both of radio
signals transmitted from these satellites

and of data obtained from laser pulse
echoes bounced off these three satellites.
The optical observations of the satellite
Pageos were also used for geodesic experiments.
Radionavigation by satellite
A study was made of a project for
radionavigation by satellite which offers
both accurate radionavigation and air
traffic control possibilities. This system
could satisfy air navigation requirements
above the North Atlantic towards 1975.
The project, which is known as Dioscures,
involves the use of at least two geostationary satellites from which distance measurements may be made by radio waves in
the 1540-1660 MHz band.
Satellite meteorology
Work continued on the production of
fixed-altitude balloons and of the satellite
to be used in the Eole project. The purpose
of this project is to determine the general
movement of atmospheric masses in the
troposphere. The satellite is due to be
launched by an American Scout rocket
under the FR-2 co-operation programme.

INDIA
Experimental satellite communication earth
station, Ahmedabad
The progress of work on the establishment
of the experimental satellite communication earth station continued as scheduled
during the year. The technical and operational building was completed in the early
part of the year. The main equipment for
the station supplied by M/S Nippon
Electric Company (NEC), Japan, arrived
at the site in April 1967 and was installed
under supervision of the suppliers. After a
successful acceptance of the equipment by
an ITU expert (see page 362) the station has
become technically operational. The
ground station tracked the ATS-2 satellite
and qualitative loop tests for multiple
and television work were successfully
performed.
The first training course in the field of
satellite communication technology commenced at the station on 1 November
1967. Several foreign countries have named
candidates for participation in these training courses. Amongst them are Afghanistan, Indonesia, Kenya, Sudan, Syria and

Antenna of Ahmedabad (India) experimental
satellite communication earth station
(United Nations)
Turkey. Suitable fellowships and scholarships have also been awarded to these
candidates.
Commercial satellite communication earth
station
India is a member of the International
Telecommunications Satellite Consortium
(INTELSAT), the joint owners of the
space segment, with a capital participation
of 0.5 %. India is also a member of a group
of Asian countries known as the AsianPacific Group (comprising India, Indonesia, Malaysia, New Zealand, Philippines,
Singapore and Thailand) which has been
allotted a seat on the Interim Communication Satellite Committee (ICSC).
Land measuring about 92 hectares has
been acquired at Arvi (longitude 73° 57'E;
latitude 19° 09'N) about 80 kilometres
north of Poona in Maharastra State.
Boundary fencing and construction of
approach road are in progress. Construction of technical building and staff quarters will be taken up soon.
Tenders for the earth station equipment
have been invited. The station is expected
to be operational by early 1969, by which
time the Indian'Ocean satellite would be in
orbit.

ITALY
During 1967, the construction of the new
antenna of 27.4 metres and the installation
of the related equipment was continued in
Italy. Their technical specifications have
been illustrated in the 1966 Report. Until
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rangements necessary for commercial communications to be operated with this
installation, a commercial communication
service was opened with the United States
on 27 January 1967.
To cope with increases in traffic and to
achieve improvements in operation, KDD
decided to install Communication Centre
No. 2, in addition to No.l, at its Ibaraki
Satellite Communication Centre in May,
1966. At the 27th meeting of the ICSC,
approval was given for No. 2 to act as the
standard earth station for access to Intelsat-II and III satellites. Construction work
was started in September, 1967, with the
aim of completion by February, 1968.

New antenna of the Fucino (Italy) earth station
(Telespazio)
16 August the 13.4 metres antenna was
used with its apparatus for the joint
operation through Intelsat-I with the European earth stations at Goonhilly Downs,
Pleumeur-Bodou and Raisting.
On 17 August 1967, the new station
became operational and the Fucino station
activated an independent link with the
Andover station through Intelsat-II-F3.
The working schedule, initially limited to
16 hours per day, has been extended to 24
hours, effective 16 October.
From the point of view of traffic, on 1 December 1967, the telephone circuits routed
via Fucino were 40, i.e. Italy-United
States 33; Italy-Canada 3; Greece-United
States 3; Switzerland-United States 1.

At the 28th meeting of the ICSC, approval
was given to the Yamaguchi Satellite
Communication Centre (tentatively named; near the western end of Japan proper)
to act as the standard earth station for
access to the Intelsat-III satellite. Its
construction work began on 4 December,
1967. This station is expected to be
completed by the end of 1968. It will play
a major role as a base of satellite
communications with countries in Europe,
the Middle and Near East, and South-East
Asia mainly via the Intelsat-III satellite
over the Indian Ocean.
The 26th meeting of the ICSC, Tokyo,
1967
The meeting of the ICSC was held, for the
first time in the Asian region, in Japan
(Tokyo) from 18 to 24 May 1967.

The principal events of the meeting were:
— the election of Mr. Eric Esping (Sweden) as Chairman, ICSC, for the year
1967-1968. Mr. Esping, who is the
representative of three Scandinavian
countries was previously Vice-Chairman, ICSC. He took over his new
functions on 1 June 1967;
— the decision to launch the satellite
Intelsat-II-F4 as an " in-orbit spare "
above the Pacific Ocean, in the autumn
of 1967.

Experiments of applications technology
satellites (ATS)
The Radio Research Laboratories, the
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications, in co-operation with the Meteorological Agency, the Ministry of Transportation, the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
Public Corporation (NTT), the Japan
Broadcasting Corporation (Nihon Hoso
Kyokai, NHK), KDD, Japan Airlines,
etc., participated in the United States
NASA's ATS experiments and carried out
experiments on various problems at the
Kashima earth station:
Measurement of orbit and attitude of ATS
1-3 satellites
The R & RR system was used for the
orbital measurement, and the error in
measurement being less than 60 cm (range)
or 20 cm/s (range rate) the automatic
tracking was very precise. The measure-

The Ibaraki, Japan, earth station

JAPAN

Commencement of commercial communication
The installation No. 1 at the Kokusai
Denshin Denwa Company Limited,
(KDD) Ibaraki Satellite Communication
centre was developed as an experimental
earth station, using the United States
satellites, Telstar or Relay, but later at the
21st meeting of the Interim Communications Satellite Committee (ICSC) approval
was given for it to have access to the
Pacific Satellite (Intelsat-II). After completion of the improvements and rear386
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ment of attitude was done using the
Polang system, with results about the same
as the predicted value.

autumn of 1967. The estimated date of
completion was March, 1968.

As to experiments in communications at
SHF, the basic pulse-code modulation
experiment in co-operation with NTT and
transmission in frequency-modulation
mode were carried out for several hours at
three week intervals, with the result that
considerable amounts of data were obtained. Japan participated in the world-wide
television relay programme Our World
sponsored by the European Broadcasting
Union (EBU) for a demonstration. On 26
June satellite-relay broadcasting was provided, making use of the Kashima and
Ibaraki earth stations. It won considerable
popularity, having been broadcast all over
Japan from NHK. Television relay broadcasting between Japan and Australia took
place with ATS-1 satellite on 12 October
and 22 December. Further, to assist in the
establishment of an earth station at Ahmedabad, India, experimental transmissions
of test patterns were conducted between
India on one side and Japan and Australia
on the other with the ATS-2 satellite.

Research into satellite communications

For experiments in communications at
VHF, Japan took part in the aeronautical
mobile experiment using the ATS-1 satellite, and made tests, in co-operation with
Japan Airlines, on the air route over the
Pacific in June and September. In addition, as meteorological experiments, reception of facsimile transmissions was tested,
in co-operation with the Meteorological
Agency.
For experiments on ATS, the paraboloidal
antenna 30 metres in diameter at the
Kashima earth station, was remodelled
and adjusted for use at 4 GHz and 6 GHz.
This year, construction has commenced of
a new paraboloidal antenna 26 metres in
diameter, of higher accuracy for 4 GHz
and 6 GHz. It is expected to be completed
in September, 1968.

Construction of tracking stations
The Science and Technology Agency of
the Prime Minister's Office, in preparation
for the launch, in the near future, of
satellites of Japanese make, decided to
establish tracking stations at Katsura (in
Chiba Prefecture adjacent to Tokyo Metropolis) and in Okinawa. Construction of
both stations was commenced in the

With regard to the equipment in the earth
station, research work has been initiated
into the development of low-noise receivers, high-efficiency low-noise antennae,
self-tracking devices and telephone terminal equipment, on the ^introduction of an
echo-suppressor system etc. Also, in regard to communication satellite systems,
research is being conducted on MA
mode (multiple access using single sideband
emissions) and pulse-code modulation
transmission systems. There is a plan to
begin experiments on multiple access on
both systems in 1968, in co-operation with
the United States. Preparations are under
way in both countries.

— the East Africa earth station will
radiate one multi-destination carrier
which has tentatively been assigned
6200 MHz, the bandwith being 10 MHz
with a baseband 12 to 252 kHz;
— 32 channels will be activated in the first
instance assigned as follows:
1 channel to Hongkong
9 channels to India
1 channel to West Pakistan
21 channels to United Kingdom
there are therefore four receive carriers;
— the elevation of the antenna, anticipated as a 27.5 m diameter dish will
be about 60°. Full or limited steerability may be specified. No radome is
specified;
— although a reversible one-way television facility is envisaged as a possible
development, no firm plans have been
made for this facility to be available
upon activation in 1970.

KENYA, UGANDA,
TANZANIA
LEBANON
Following a feasibility study in 1966 by the
East African Posts and Telecommunications Administration, in conjunction
with the East African External Telecommunications Company Limited, it has
been decided to erect an earth station in
the Kenya Rift Valley region:
— the station will operate to the Indian
Ocean (Intelsat-III series) satellite and
the ready for service date is scheduled
for early 1970. Pre-service tests are
expected to commence in December,
1969;
— the station will be in the Kenya Rift
Valley region in the vicinity of Mount
Margaret and the approximate location
will be 0° 25' South, 36° 31' East at an
elevation of approximately 1850 m
above sea level;
— noise tests and radio interference
checks completed in November, 1967,
indicate that the site will be satisfactory, there being no signals in the 60 to
80 MHz range of sufficient level to
warrant further consideration and in
the critical receiving band 3500 to 4500
MHz, no signals were observed
throughout 144 hours of continuous
observation;

Earth station
For its very long-distance intercontinental
connexions, Lebanon has decided to install
an earth station capable of communicating
via Intelsat-III. This station is due to come
into operation by 1970.

MEXICO
Tulancingo station
A Mexican station for transmission and
reception via satellite Intelsat-III is under
construction at Tulancingo, Hidalgo.
Technical information
— geographical co-ordinates of proposed
station (approximately ):
— latitude: 20° 10' N
— longitude: 99° 30' W
— estimated date for the commencement of
operation of the station: August 1968;
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— geographical areas intending to obtain
access to the space segment through the
station:
— North America
— Central America
— South America
— Europe
any other area within the coverage zone
of available Atlantic satellites in the
future;
— the low-noise receiving equipment is
designed to receive any carrier in the
band of 3700 to 4200 MHz (500 MHz
band);
— transmitters are tuneable to any frequency within the bands 5930 to 6155
and 6195 to 6420 GHz:
— transmitting system bandwidth: 500
MHz;
— there will initially be three transmitter
carriers: one for telephony, one for television, one for sound.

co-ordination areas. The analysis has
shown that all the known existing and
proposed 6 GHz line-of-sight microwave
stations within the co-ordination distance
are protected from potential interference
from the satellite earth station.
In addition to services in the 4 GHz and 6
GHz bands, all radio systems in the coordination area were also examined for
possible interference to the earth station.
The results proved favourable.
Antenna
The first antenna to be constructed will
have a diameter of 29 metres and will be
fully steerable on an x/y axis mount. It will
be utilized to gain access to the Intelsat-III
satellite in the Atlantic area. A second
antenna of similar construction will be
provided in the very near future to gain
access to the INTELSAT series satellite in
the Indian Ocean area.
Microwave link

NIGERIA
Participation in global commercial communication satellite system
Nigeria is a member of INTELSAT and
plays a very active role in the work of its
Sub-Committees responsible for the coordination of global commercial communication satellite systems.
Earth station

A 4-hop 2 GHz microwave link utilizing
space and frequency diversity technique
will connect the earth station to Lagos,
from which point international circuits will
be distributed throughout Nigeria, via the
trunk network of the Department of Posts
and Telecommunications.
Conclusion
After completion of detailed specifications
for the construction of the station bids
were to be invited on a world-wide basis*.
It is expected to have the station in operation by early 1970.

Lanlate: 7° 36' 10" N, 3° 27' 20" E, aproximately 150 metres above sea level.
The earth station site is at Lanlate, about
173 kilometres north of Lagos, in the
Western State. The area of the site is 140
hectares and the building complex will
include the station building, support
facilities buildings and staff quarters.
Co-ordination areas for the Lanlate site
Co-ordination distances were computed
for each measured horizon point at the site
for the antenna location.
Interference evaluation
A detailed analysis has been made of all
terrestrial microwave stations within the
388

FEDERAL REPUBLIC
OF GERMANY
Communication satellite service
With its earth station at Raisting the Deutsche Bundespost participated also in 1967
in telecommunications traffic between Europe and North America via Intelsat-I.
Since 23 March 1967, television transmissions are made also via the new telecommunication satellite Intelsat-II-F3.
The introduction in 1968 of the Intelsat-III
* See "Tenders" on page 434.
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satellites will make it necessary to adjust
the installations of the earth station to
the operating features of this system and
to the newly established additional circuits.
New equipment for television transmissions will be installed. The necessity of
receiving the 500 MHz frequency band
of the satellites involves the use of
new wideband pre-amplifiers. The parametric pre-amplifiers newly developed in
the Federal Republic of Germany are
cooled by liquid helium and have a noise
temperature of about 10° K and a gain of
40 dB at a bandwidth of 500 MHz (3700 to
4200 MHz).
For the opening of new traffic relations in
the eastern direction the construction of a
second antenna installation was started in
September 1967. This second antenna
installation has been designed on the basis
of the requirements of the global system
and is scheduled to start operation via
Intelsat-III satellites in the summer of
1969. Essential features of the antenna
installation are: fully controllable Cassegrain antenna with stationary operating
rooms, diameter of antenna 28.5 m,
installation without radome, antenna surface with defrosting device, unmanned
operation to a large extent, remote control
from the central building.
Investigations have revealed that in consideration of the climatic conditions existing at Raisting, the CCIR recommendations regarding the quality of transmission
can best be met by an antenna installation
without radome at reasonable costs. The
air-supported radome causes, even in the
case of average amounts of rain, a very
high noise increase (4.5 dB noise increase
at 6 mm/h rain, which falls in Raisting
during 0.35% of the period of a month),
the effect of which could be eliminated
only by an essentially enlarged antenna
aperture. The first rigid radome proposed
in the last years has not yet been used as
protection for earth station antennae used
for telecommunication circuits. The necessary supporting structure causes a somewhat higher noise level but the effect of
precipitation is not so great as in the case
of an air-supported radome. The rigid
radome costs at present approximately
four times the amount for the air-supported radome. This means that both
possibilities of protection have to be
disregarded, the air-supported radome
mainly for technical reasons, the rigid
radome for economic reasons.
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Antenna of Raisting (Fed. Rep. of Germany)
earth station
(Bundesministerium fur das Post- und
Fernmeldewesen)
The narrow-band installation of the Raisting earth station (9 metres parabolic
antenna) was taken out of operation and
dismantled after completion of the tests
with the satellites Telstar and Relay in
April 1967.
The Azur satellite

At the Raisting earth station some basic
studies were made in 1967 with the
antenna installation I, in addition to the
daily performance measurements made
during shutdown periods. With the aid of
the known radiation density of the radio
star Cassiopeia A, the antenna gain at 4.16
GHz was defined to be 58.3 ±0.15 dB, a
value which is more accurate than any
so far known. The figure of merit of the
earth station, i.e. the ratio of the gain to
the system noise temperature, was also
defined with the aid of radio stars. Under
clear sky conditions a value of G/T = 42.4
± 0.2 dB was obtained for 4.16 GHz at an
elevation of 20° (medium operating elevation for Intelsat-I). The tracking of radio
stars proved to be useful even for recalibration of the indicator for the antenna
position. The long-term studies on the
statistical distribution of the received noise
as a function of the meteorological parameter were continued also in 1967.
On 6 June, 1967, an agreement was
reached with France which provides for
joint planning, construction, start and use
of a telecommunication test satellite bearing the name of Symphonie. This satellite is
to be used for the tentative transmissions
of sound and television programmes,
telephone calls, teleprinter messages and
data, and to offer the industries of both
countries the opportunity to increase their
capacity in this field.

(ITU)
Aeronautical and maritime satellite service
The Federal Republic of Germany will
participate in the planned transmission
tests to be made within the framework of
the NASA ATS programme. Preparations
are being made to equip the research vessel
Meteor and a Lufthansa aircraft with a
sending and receiving installation each.
Meteorological satellite service
The Central Office of the German Meteorological Service in Offenbach receives
pictures of clouds from the American
meteorological satellites ESSA-2, Nimbus-2
and ESSA-4. About 8 to 12 photographs
of clouds, the majority from the satellite
ESSA-2, are received daily for analysis.
Radio astronomy service
Routine registrations of solar radio radiations were made on the frequencies allo-

cated to the radio astronomy service. The
university of Kiel, for example, operates
an 8-metre parabolic reflector with receiving frequencies of some hundred MHz for
research into the micro-structure of solar
radiation with respect to time; start and
follow-up of this reflector is done automatically.
For studies of the galactic and extragalactic systems, the radio telescope on the
Stockert (Eifel) with its 25-metre parabolic
antenna is used. The frequency range of
the receiver lies between about 1 GHz and
40 GHz.
The Max Planck Institute for radio astronomy in Bonn has completed the planning
work for a radio telescope with a 100metre parabolic antenna. The construction
work for this installation situated near
Miinstereifel (Eifel) has been started. It is
expected that the installation will be
completed in 1970.

Space research service
In 1967, some of the frequencies allocated
to the space research service were used for
tests with high altitude research rockets.
These frequencies will also be used for
communications with the German research
satellite Azur which will be brought into
orbit by NASA probably in 1969.
It is planned to use a central German
ground station to perform the tasks of the
space research radio service. Telecommand, remote control and orbital tracking
of the satellites Azur and Symphonie and
their successors will be carried out by this
ground station. A depression some few
kilometres from the Deutsche Bundespost
Raisting installation was regarded as the
most favourable site and selected; and
the construction of the station has already
been started. The most important part in
the initial stage of construction is the
newly developed flat-top antenna with a
diameter of 18 metres and with 48 turnstile
dipoles. The antenna is fully hydraulically
controlled. Telemetry in the band 136-137
MHz can be received under the polarization diversity principle. At the same time
the direction towards the satellite is measured with the antenna under the autotracking procedure based on the monopulse principle. It is hoped that it will be
possible to obtain a better accuracy of
angle measurement than that usually obtained so far.
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UNITED KINGDOM
Satellite communications
1967 has again been a period of intense
activity in planning the development of the
INTELSAT global satellite system. The
United Kingdom has contributed by full
participation in the work of the Interim
Committee
Satellite
Communications
(ICSC) and its Sub-Committees and in ad
hoc bodies concerned with various aspects
of the growing network.
The Goonhilly Downs earth station has
collaborated with other European earth
stations throughout 1967 in providing
regular telephone, telegraph and television
circuits via the Intelsat-I satellite to United
States and Canada. The transmission of
colour television signals from the United
States and Canada via Intelsat-I and the
Mill Village and Goonhilly earth station
was successfully demonstrated during
August/September 1967.
The construction of a second earth terminal at Goonhilly earth station is in
progress and by mid-1968 the terminal
should be ready for service in conjunction
with the Atlantic zone Intelsat-1II satellite.
It is intended that the existing earth
terminal at Goonhilly should then be
withdrawn from service for a few months
so that it may be modified for operation
with the Indian Ocean Intelsat-III satellite.
More general studies of various aspects of
satellite communications system design are
also in progress, particularly in relation to
multiple access satellite transponders using
frequency division and time division techniques. These studies involve extensive
laboratory investigation of the multicarrier behaviour of travelling wave tubes
such as are used in satellite transponders
including the use of carrier energy dispersion, a technique consistently advocated
by the United Kingdom as an essential
means of minimizing interference between
radio services. The results already obtained have contributed to the determination
of the technical basis of operation of
satellites of the INTELSAT global satellite
system.
Training in the United Kingdom of engineers from overseas has continued throughout 1967 and during December a two weeks
course, held in London, on satellite communications and earth station techno390

logy was attended by seven engineers from
overseas. Plans were announced for an
eight weeks course commencing in June
1968, for the training of technicians
employed at earth stations, the course was
open to overseas participants.
A Seminar on communication satellite
earth station planning and operation, was
held in London in May, 1968; it was
organized by the United Kingdom Post
Office in conjunction with the Ministry of
Technology and United Kingdom industry. Very careful thought has been given
in the planning of this seminar to the ways
in which the knowledge and experience
gained in the United Kingdom can be
most effectively transmitted to other countries now preparing to build and operate
earth stations. Invitations to participate in
the seminar were extended via the International Telecommunication Union to all
Administrations Members of the Union.

A full-scale model of UK-3, the first all-British
space research satellite, mounted on a dummy
4th stage of the Scout launch rocket
(BAC)

the intensity, distribution and occurrence
of naturally occurring VLF emissions and
transmissions from GBR (Rugby).
As in previous years. United Kingdom
experiments have been launched in the
European Space Research Organization
(ESRO) rockets with the aim of measuring
physical phenomena which have a bearing
on the characteristics and formation of the
ionosphere.

SUDAN
Space research relevant to radiocommunications
In addition to the work directly concerned
with telecommunications satellites, the
United Kingdom is carrying out as part of
its space research programme a number of
experiments which produce information
relevant to problems of radiocommunications. The data obtained are in two main
fields; firstly, in that of radio-wave propagation by the measurements of the characteristics of the ionosphere and of the
external factors influencing them; and
secondly, in that of radio noise emissions.
The measurements which have been made
in the sounding rocket and satellite programmes, and the progress in the preparation of future experiments, are detailed
below.
Four Skylark sounding rockets have provided in situ ionospheric measurements
using probe and wave propagation techniques. In addition, detailed measurements
of solar emissions in the X-ray and
extreme ultraviolet regions have been
made by spectrographs and spectrometers
and carried on three stabilized Skylark
sounding rockets.
Ariel-Ill was launched on 5 May 1967 as
part of the Anglo-American co-operative
space research programme. This satellite
contained experiments to measure the
density and temperature of electrons in the
ionosphere, the emission of radio noise
from terrestrial and galactic sources and
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This Administration is seriously considering setting-up a ground station for satellite
telecommunications and has made various
contacts to obtain the technical aid of
more advanced Members of the Union to
help in the survey and study of the
problem.

THASLAND
General
The Post and Telegraph Department,
Ministry of Communications, Thailand's
international telecommunication agency is
interested in a global satellite communication system in order to open up avenues
for high quality communication channels
to serve its ever increasing international
traffic demand.
Having no direct access to any existing
cable route of the world, satellite communication offers the Posts and Telegraph
Department the opportunity it was looking for. The decision to join the International Telecommunication Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT) of nations in May 1966
was the major step that the Post and
Telegraph Department has taken for over
a decade.
Thailand became the 49th nation member
of INTELSAT with the share of 0.1 per
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cent and the Post and Telegraph Department has been named the entity representing the Government of Thailand in this
world-wide partnership for satellite communication.
A certain foreign government communication agency requirement of reliable communication channels to this part of the
world prompted the Post and Telegraph
Department to explore the possibilities and
to sign a service agreement with COMSAT
on 17 October 1966 to provide 10 voice
grade circuits for a minimum period of
three years, commencing the service on
1 April 1967.
During the interim period while the
permanent communication satellite earth
station is being built, a transportable
station is leased from RCA Communications by the Post and Telegraph
Department to provide the ten leased
circuits.
Commercial services to be made available
to the public were scheduled for April 1968
when the permanent installation featuring
a 29 m antenna system was completed
by General Telephone and Electronics
International Inc. (GT&E) for the Post
and Telegraph Department.
The station site is in Sriracha district,
Province of Cholburi, some 125 km southeast of Bangkok. Sukumvit Road, the
nation's main highway to the south-east
region links the communication-satellite
earth station with the capital.
The 130 hectares station is situated in a
natural bowl surrounded by hilltops of
varying heights; this affords the station
with a certain degree of natural protection
from harmful interference in all directions; while the azimuth direction of 93.5°
from true north of the station to the
Intelsat-II-F2 satellite over the Pacific
Ocean is relatively clear from obstruction.
This particular feature of the site is of
importance to the successful operation of
the station due to the low elevation angle
of 6 to 7° above the horizon which the
station has to use with Intelsat-II-F2
satellite.
Studies of frequency co-ordination between the satellite station and terrestrial
facilities show no existence of a serious
interference problem which is confirmed
by the operation of the transportable
station.

The site is by no means an ideal one but it
is considered the best under the circumstances from both the viewpoints of technical necessity and supporting requirements.
Its easy access to the main highway,
water supply, commercial power, terrestrial hook-up, a small town situated not
too far away and perhaps the overall
economic feasibility to develop the site
more than justify its choice despite its
inherent minor drawbacks. The proximity
to the busy naval air base at Sattaheep
(approximately 60 km) and the possible
future establishment of a deep sea port in
the vicinity represent the most prominent
of these salient unfavourable situations
which the present site has to tolerate.

Transportable earth station
The transportable earth station leased
from RCA Communications Inc. is designed and built by Page Communications
Engineers Inc. and identical to Page's other
stations sold to COMSAT for the Apollo
global communications system.
The station is designed to provide 4 kHz
14 voice/data channels utilizing a 3.9 m2
aperture Cassegrain fed folded horn.

Permanent communication satellite earth
station

channels are provided for the transmitting
side and 96 channels for reception.
The station is fully redundant utilizing a
high power Hughes TWT for the PA
system and an Italian Merreli Lenkurt parametric low noise amplifier with its solid
state pump source.
The station is equipped with television
transmission and reception capability.

USSR
The fiftieth anniversary of the October
Revolution and tenth anniversary of the
launching of the first Sputnik were marked
by further important successes of Soviet
science and technique. These successes
contributed both to the development of
the existing communication system making
use of Molnya-I satellites, and to the
establishment of new systems.
Further successful launchings of Molnya-I
satellites permitted the completion of the
communication system consisting of several satellites placed on 12-hour elliptical
orbits which provide communications bet-

The Molnya satellite with solar panels folded
(ITU)

General Telephone and Electronics International Inc. has been awarded the contract to build the communication satellite
earth station for the Post and Telegraph
Department on a turnkey basis.
The station was scheduled to be fully
operational by April 1968.
The antenna system is of the fully steerable type, wheel and track AZ-EL mount,
Cassegrain fed reflector of 29 m in
diameter supplied by Rohr with transmitting gain of 62.2 dB at 5925 MHz and
receiving gain of 59.5 dB at 4000 MHz
using five element dielectric rod feed
assembly.
With the system effective noise temperature of 63° K, the system figure of merit
(G/T) at 5° elevation under clear sky
condition is 41.3 dB at 4000 MHz.
The station is capable of wide band 500
MHz operation and equipped initially for
two simultaneous carrier transmissions and
receiving up to six different carriers. 72
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ween any points in USSR territory. The
establishment of this system has cons:derably increased the coverage and relative
importance of satellite communications in
the Soviet Union.
The network of Orbit earth stations was
likewise brought into operation; these
stations are reception points for television
programmes relayed by Molnya-I satellites. The building and bringing into
operation of more than twenty Orbit
stations in the record time of less than two
years in remote areas of Siberia, the Far
North, the Far East, and Central Asia
(see figure 1), constitutes an outstanding
achievement of Soviet science, technique
and industry.
Technical and economic studies show that
satellites are very well suited for use in the
one-way (radial) transmission of information in the form of sound and television
programmes, newspaper texts, weather
maps, etc. since the satellites can beam
transmissions simultaneously over a very
large area, while the construction of new
receiving stations increases the system's
coverage without involving further expenditure on the satellites and transmitting
centres. In this context, the radial transmission of information to remote areas,
over natural obstacles such as oceans,
mountains and thick forest, offers great
economic advantages; this is true even if
the reception points are as distant as 300500 km from the transmitting centre.

Figure 1 — Map of the Orbit network earth stations

Several Molnya-I satellites, placed on 12hour elliptical orbits with an apogee of
40 000 km and a perigee of 500 km
provide round-the-clock coverage of the
whole of the USSR. This orbit has been so
chosen that the whole of the USSR is
covered by each satellite in turn for about
8-10 hours during each 24-hour period,
while the angular velocity with respect to
the earth is very small, thus making it
simpler to steer the antennae at each
reception point. The Molnya-I satellite has
a directional antenna pointed at the earth,
and a 40-watt transmitter—the most powerful of any existing communication
satellite.

Orbit network
The Orbit station system is thus basically a
network for the reception of television and
other radially transmitted programmes,
though it can also be used to provide
telephone and telegraph connexions.
To establish this extensive television network via satellites new technical solutions
had to be evolved which would provide
high quality at the lowest possible cost; a
particular example is the use of smalldiameter antennae.
The Orbit network functions as follows:
an earth station, specially built for the
purpose near Moscow, equipped with a
transmitter of several kilowatts and a large
parabolic antenna, beams FM television
signals in the direction of a satellite
(figure 2).
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All the component parts of the radio chain
work in the 800-1000 MHz range.
The signals received by the Orbit stations
are sent via land lines to the local
television centres, which then retransmit
them in the normal way for reception by
domestic television sets.

Orbit stations network
Each station is housed in a round building
of reinforced concrete, which supports the
antenna system. The receiving, tracking,
and land line equipment is all housed in a
central room, around which are grouped
compartments containing the ventilation
and air-conditioning plant, the electric
system to steer the antenna, power units
and voltage stabilizers for the feeder
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Figure 2

network, and laboratories equipped with
measuring instruments.
All the Orbit stations are connected to the
control centre by service lines.
A block diagram of an Orbit receiving
station is shown in figure 3.
The low-noise parabolic antenna with its
reflector 12 metres in diameter and with a
focal length of 3 metres is mounted on a
special rotatable support. The antenna is
steered by an electric tracking system.
Control is automatic (programmed control), semi-automatic (for speed) or manual (for angle of elevation). The antenna
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Figure 4
1 Line sync impulse
2 Line blanking impulse
3 Video signal
4 Sound impulse

Figure 5
1 Signal input (70 MHz)
2 Phase detector
3 Video amplifier
4 FM generator
5 Output No. 1 to amplifier panel
6 Output No. 2 to conventional frequency
detector

Figure 3 — Block diagram of an Orbit network station

is capable of normal operation in the
severe climatic conditions prevailing in
Siberia, the Far East, the Far North and
Central Asia without the need for a windspoiler (although the wind may reach
speeds of 25 metres per second while the
temperature ranges from — 50° to +
50° C).
The antenna has been so designed that the
mean use factor of the antenna surface in
the working frequency band is 0.65 to 0.7
while the inherent noise temperature of the
antenna—including the feeder and waveguide filter—does not exceed 30° K when
the antenna beam is directed to the zenith.

The reflector has been so accurately
constructed and is so rigid that in normal
operating conditions the rms deviation of
its surface from a paraboloid as a result of
working accelerations is not more than 1.5
mm. This is adequate to maintain the
efficiency of the antenna both in the
frequency range used at present and
in the intermediate frequency range
(4-6 GHz).
Thanks to its speed, azimuth elevation
mounting of the antenna enables satellites
to be tracked in all parts of the sky,
including when they pass at the zenith.
The high precision of the electric tracking

device is due to the use of an original
circuit to drive the generator which supplies its motor.
The signal picked up by the antenna is sent
to the receiving equipment via a directional coupler.
The low-noise input amplifier, which was
specially designed for the Orbit earth
stations, consists of two stages. To increase the sensitivity of the system, the first
stage is cooled to the temperature of liquid
nitrogen ( — 196°C). The second stage is
of the regenerator type with frequency
conversion. The arrangement with double
frequency conversion is insensitive to the
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frequency variations of the pump generator and needs only a small degree of
regeneration, so that the amplifier stability
is enhanced.
The overall rms noise temperature of the
two-stage parametric amplifier is of the
order of 60-80° K, with a total amplification factor of about 30 dB and a wide
passband.
To cool the parametric amplifier, a cryogenic device has been developed which
maintains the temperature of liquid nitrogen for a long time without the need to
add more liquid. Special materials of low
heat conductivity have been used for the
reflecting screens placed in the neck of the
cryostat and fixed on the SHF transmission lines to provide a cryogenic system
capable of functioning uninterruptedly for
about twelve to fourteen days without
topping-up.
Apart form a standard frequency detector
which discriminates the television signal,
the receiving equipment includes a specially disigned noise-proof synchronous phase
detector using frequency feedback (figure
5), which improves the threshold characteristics of the receiver when there is
fluctuation noise and suppresses impulsive
noise from neighbouring channels.
The receiving equipment includes an internal monitoring unit consisting of a lowpower transmitter which simulates the
signal received from the Molnya-I satellite
and measures the various characteristics of
the receiving equipment with an adequate
degree of accuracy.
The usual television procedure of transmitting the sound on a separate channel does
not prove to be the best for satellite
communication systems since it requires a
wider frequency band for the satelliteborne equipment and does not permit
optimum use of the satellite's power
resources. For these reasons, a pulse
technique has been used for the transmission of sound in the Orbit system; it is
based on the use of television signal
redundancy and does not require widening
of the radio frequency band.

device. At the same time the received
television signal is regenerated (i.e. the
normal shape of the synchronizing pulses
is restored). A compandor is then used to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio in the
sound channel.
As shown by calculations (confirmed by
measurements), the video and sound signals received by the Orbit stations from
the satellites are of adequate quality: the
picture definition is no less than 450 lines,
non-linear distortion of the signal is about
10 %, and the weighted noise level — 45 dB,
the sound signal is transmitted with a
relative noise level of — 52 dB and nonlinear distortion amounting to about 3 %.
To reduce the noise level in the video
channel of the Orbit network still further,
an original system for the linear and nonlinear processing of the video signal has
been installed at the transmitter modulator
input. In the simplest case, only the inverse
linear component of the signal is restored
at reception. This increases the rms signal
deviation and reduces the noise level at
receiver output by 3 to 6 dB.
Space communications have now become
part and parcel of everyday life in the
Soviet Union. During celebration of the
fiftieth anniversary of the October Revolution, millions of televiewers were able to
watch the parade and workers' march past
in Red Square.
An international satellite network
In 1967 the Soviet Union continued work
on the international satellite system, in cooperation with other socialist countries
(Bulgaria, Hungarian People's Republic,
German Democratic Republic, Cuba,
Mongolia, People's Republic of Poland,
Roumania, Czechoslovakia). This system,
which permits the transmission of television programmes, multi-channel telephony
and other types of information, will be
open to all countries which wish to join it.

1

View of the Novosibirsk earth station of the
Orbit network

The sound signals are transmitted by
width modulation of pulses emitted in the
intervals when there is no picture transmission (line blanking intervals, see figure 4).

2
Interior of the Novosibirsk earth station. In the
centre, the waveguide from the antenna

At the receiving end of the satellite
communication link these pulses are extracted from the television signal and
converted into sound signals by a special

3
Interior of the Novosibirsk earth station, the
cooling equipment is shown in the left foreground
(APN)
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looking ahead
T

Telecommunication Journal has already devoted several articles to the Intelsat
and Molnya* operational communication satellite systems. The former was established by a Consortium which is now composed of 62 States. The latter, a major purpose
of which is to relay television programmes in the USSR, is also used to set up telephone
and telegraph connexions; in 1967 its use was extended to international links.

national and
regional
communication
satellite projects

HE

Apart from these two systems, studies have been under way for several years in a number
of countries with a view to establishing communication satellite systems for their national
or regional requirements. Some of these projects are already in course of execution and
will probably become operative in the next few years. It may therefore be of interest
to present some of them in this special number of the Telecommunication Journal devoted
to space radiocommunication. Admittedly, not all the projects under study** can be
mentioned here, but we think that the technical accounts published will enable the reader
to discern the general trends that are beginning to emerge as regards the integration of
satellites into national or regional systems.

* Concerning the Intelsat system, see " The organization of Intelsat ", by E. J. Moulton, Telecommunication Journal, December 1967, pp. 478 to 480. For the Molnya system, see " Satellite
radiocommunications in the USSR ", by V. Lustiberg, Telecommunication Journal, December
Tele1966, pp. 425 to 427; " Towards the introduction of an international operational system
communication Journal, August 1967, pp. 296 to 299; in this number, see pp. 391 to 394.
** For example, the project of the Comissao Nacional cle Activiclades Espagiais (CNAE) of
Brazil, details of which we have previously published (see Telecommunication Journal,
March 1968, page 132).
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CANADA
a Canadian
domestic satellite
communication system
by
D. A. CARRUTHERS,
Manager, Satellite Systems Engineering,
Northern Electric Laboratories, Ottawa

Plans for a satellite communication system for domestic use in Canada are proceeding at
a rapid rate. Based on various proposals and internal studies, the Government of Canada
has concluded that a domestic satellite communication system is of vital importance for
the growth, prosperity and unity of Canada and should be established as a matter of priority
In arriving at this conclusion detailed studies have been made of the present communication
network in Canada, the growth expected , the need to provide service to remote communities
in Canada"*s north and the social-educational needs for expanded television coverage across
the country.
r

Present communication network

T

major centres of population and
industry in Canada are situated
generally in the southern sector of the
country. Linking these populous centres
are two major microwave radio-relay
systems as shown in figure 1, spanning the
breadth of the country from the Atlantic
to the Pacific. These broadband radio networks handle most of the inter-city longhaul telephone, telegraph, data and television communications in Canada. Sizeable
trunk routes connect the Canadian system
to the continental United States and to
Alaska.
HE

Because of the need to serve territory
through which the original routes do not
pass and the need to diversify for service
continuity, additional radio-relay routes
396

are being constructed. It is probable that
sometime in the future, additional microwave facilities or possibly broadband
coaxial cable systems may extend across
the southern sector of the country to form
a third transcontinental communication
route.
In northern Canada, communications to
far flung communities are being supplied
by a variety of facilities. By far the most
common type is high-frequency radio
because of its relatively low cost. A few
locations are served by higher quality
facilities such as wire line, microwave radio
relay and tropospheric scatter.
Figure 1 illustrates the extent of highfrequency radio application in the Canadian
north. Unfortunately due to the propagation characteristics of the high-frequency
radio bands, the quality of telephone
service provided by this transmission
medium can only be considered marginal,
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even under the best of conditions. In fact,
during periods of extreme solar storm
activity, communication over high frequency radio links is often impossible. In
addition, shortage of clear space in the
frequency spectrum limits the expansion
of high-frequency radio to meet increased
traffic requirements.
Although wire line and tropospheric scatter
radio systems have been used to provide
higher quality telephone circuits to remote
northern communities, these media and
high-frequency radio do not have the
capability for transmission of television
channels.
As industry and population in northern
Canada grow, the demand for improved
communications increases. Telephone, telegraph and data communication services of
good transmission quality and reliability
are required. In addition there is a strong
desire to extend network television and

america I canada

radio programme services to the northern
communities. Unfortunately for many of
these locations, the need to span vast
distances of rugged, uninhabited territory
results in an almost prohibitive expense
to construct and maintain adequate terrestrial transmission facilities.

The need for satellite communication
systems

It is perhaps evident that the satellite
communication system could provide an
attractive alternative for the provision
of improved communication service to
Canada's remote north. The location of
relatively inexpensive earth stations in
northern communities as part of a domestic
satellite system could meet the traffic
requirements for television distribution and
for telephone, telegraph, data and other
trunk communication needs.
In southern Canada the forecast growth of
long-haul telephone circuits in the order
of 15 to 20% per year indicates the need
for continuing major increases in the
capacity of the existing communication
network. It is foreseen that a communication satellite system as well as augmented
terrestrial facilities, will be required to
provide the necessary capacity and also
to provide additional route diversity in
southern Canada.
The distribution of network television
service to broadcasting outlets in Canada
has been provided by the terrestrial microwave systems. Although this service has
been satisfactory the television networks
have expressed strong interest in providing
additional service and flexibility in acrossCanada distribution. Essentially the additional service could involve extension of
the French speaking television network
from eastern to western Canada and general
expansion of all network television distribution to the many communities in Canada
not served by the existing terrestrial microwave network. Furthermore the television
interests wish to provide alternately separate distribution of television to each of
the six time zones existing in Canada or a
common simultaneous distribution to all
time zones in Canada for real time coverage
of events of national interest.

Although there is a definite need for expansion of television distribution service, the
ultimate degree of expansion is limited by
the cost and availability of transmission
facilities. Television interests in Canada
have expressed considerable interest in the
use of a domestic satellite system as a
possible alternative to terrestrial networks
to provide an expanded distribution capability at reasonable cost. Indeed, the application of low-cost television receive-only
earth stations across Canada could make
the satellite system an attractive means of
providing a flexible distribution service to
many communities in Canada which cannot
be served economically by any other means.
Therefore, a domestic satellite communication system, possibly integrated with a
terrestrial network could provide a feasible
means of economically expanding television distributions in Canada to meet the
needs of a growing population.

Satellite communication system

In visualizing a satellite communication
system to meet Canadian domestic needs
it is apparent that a significant number
of small capacity earth stations will be
required, located in remote sections of the
country. The need for improved and
expanded communications to the far north
has dictated a potential need for ten to
fifteen earth terminals suitable for transmission and reception of 12 to 24 voice
circuits and reception of possibly two
television channels. In addition the possible
expansion of network television to remote
areas of the country could involve a need
for up to forty low-cost earth terminals
each receiving one or more television
channels. As these earth terminals will be
located in communities where skilled maintenance personnel are not expected to be
available, it is necessary to design and
build stations that can operate in an
unattended mode.
To meet systems objectives for low-cost
remote earth terminals operating without
full-time maintenance personnel, a system
using an earth synchronous satellite has
been selected. Such a satellite if located
between 80 and 100° west longitude could

cover most locations in southern Canada
with earth stations antenna elevation angles
of 20° or greater. Sharing of the 4 and
6 GHz frequency bands with existing and
planned terrestrial radio-relay systems is
contemplated.
In addition to the small transmit-receive
earth stations required for the far north
applications and the minimum cost receiveonly terminals which extend network and
educational television to remote communities, two further earth station types are
foreseen for the Canadian system. One of
these will be a heavy route transmit-receive
station situated reasonably close to the
major population centres in southern
Canada. About six stations of this type
are foreseen stretching from Vancouver on
the Pacific coast to Saint Johns Newfoundland on the Atlantic coast, a distance of
some 6700 km. These stations would be
capable of transmitting and receiving any
of the communications services that might
be routed via the satellite.
The fourth earth station type is planned
as a high-quality receive-only station for
television service. The general application
of this station would be for use adjacent
to population centres in southern Canada
not served by the heavy route transmitreceive earth terminals mentioned previously. As this type of station could
compete directly with existing broadband
terrestrial radio-relay systems for distribution of quality television service, the
number of stations foreseen is difficult to
estimate. One source within Canada has
indicated a possible need of up to nine
of this type of station for the initial satellite
system.
A representative geographical layout of
earth stations in a domestic satellite system
for Canada as shown in figure 2 has been
suggested by the Canadian telephone companies in reference 1.
A more detailed discussion of the proposed
Canadian domestic satellite communication system can be sub-divided into five
major areas which cover the satellite and
each of the four proposed earth stations
types. Although design parameters for each
of these major sub-system items are still
under study by Northern Electric (particularly from the aspect of economic tradeoff between the satellite and earth stations)
a general system outline can be foreseen.
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Satellite

From estimates of traffic needs it has been
concluded that there must be a high
priority placed on at least one satellite
transponder to serve the remote transmitreceive station in Canada's north. This
channel would be shared by each of the
northern stations on a pre-assigned, multiple access basis.
The next priority would be placed on the
need to expand network television coverage
in two languages to provide maximum
coverage throughout the entire country.
Estimates of the number of satellite
channels for this requirement vary, but a
minimum allocation would be two; one
French and one English channel to cover
the entire country. A maximum requirement considering a fully developed system
of localized time zone coverage, reverse
feeds and educational television could
involve a total of 14 to 20 satellite channels.
To complete the picture a minimum of
one, or possibly two satellite channels might
be allocated to east-west voice circuits in
southern Canada. The requirement for
voice circuit facilities might be expected to
grow substantially in future years.
The number of channels in the satellite
that are ultimately used will be a function
of the rates that are charged. Therefore
there must be a reasonable balance maintained between number of channels and
cost of those channels in relation to both
the satellite and earth stations envisaged.
An important factor concerning the satellite
size is the cost and availability of launch
facilities. As it does not seem economical
for Canada to develop and build a launch
capability of the size necessary to place a
communication satellite in a synchronous
position in the equatorial orbit, most
Canadian experts foresee that the facilities
of some other country would be used.
Availability of launch facilities at reasonable cost seems to favour a satellite weight
in the final orbit of around 180 to 270 kg.
Current studies are examining the question
of satellite design trade-off to determine
the maximum number of channels that
might be provided. Consideration is being
given to other necessary parameters such
as battery capability to maintain operation
during periods of eclipse of the sun by the
398

1

earth, amounts of station-keeping propellant required to control satellite inclination and the need for equipment redundancy to maintain service throughout the
design life.
Typical design objectives for the Canadian
domestic satellite now under study are
indicated in table 1. A sketch of a possible
Canadian satellite of the spin stabilized
type is shown in figure 3.
The problem of station outage as the sun
moves behind the satellite for certain
periods each day during certain times of
the year is an important system design
problem. In the Canadian system sun
transit outage cannot be tolerated for
high-quality television and voice circuit
trunking in southern Canada. Accordingly
a second satellite is proposed to operate

Table 1
Design objectives of
Canadian domestic satellite
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with second antennae located at each of
the heavy route transmit-receive and
high-quality television earth terminals in
southern Canada.
For northern transmit-receive stations and
also for the remote, minimum cost, receiveonly terminals for television, the present
plan foresees single antenna installations
at least for the initial system, hence the
sun transit outage must be tolerated. The
time and duration of the outage is a function of the longitude of the satellite relative
to the earth station, the latitude of the
earth station, the sun condition, the antenna beam width and the time of year.
A typical station in Canada might experience an outage of up to nine minutes per
day spread over a 21 day period during
both the spring and autumn equinoxes. As

transfer orbit weight
number of RF channels
EIRP per channel
antenna coverage
antenna beam pointing accuracy
orbit inclination control
longitudinal drift control
satellite life
type of eclipse operation

430 kg
4 minimum
39 dBW maximum
8° x4°
±0.5°
±0.2°
±0.1°
5 years minimum
50 % of capacity,
minimum
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Figure 1
Map of Canada showing the present major
terrestrial facilities. The southern routes are
microwave radio while most northern routes are
high-frequency radio (solid lines) and scatter
systems (dotted lines)

Figure 2
A graphical layout of ground stations for a
Canadian domestic satellite system

LEGEND
# heavy route transmit-receive earth station
O network television receive-only earth station
■

remote transmit-receive earth station (existing or projected)

A

remote television receive-only earth station

2

the sun moves from east to west, outages
with respect to a particular satellite could
occur at some earth station in the system
over a period ranging up to 46 minutes.

south. Also, the physical location is
expected to produce environmental conditions close to those that might be expected
in Arctic regions. Figure 4 illustrates an
artist's sketch of the complete site at
Bouchette while figure 5 and figure 6 show
actual stages of construction of the prototype terminal.

Remote transmit-receive earth station

Designed to operate in the severe climatic
conditions of the Arctic and sub-Arctic
without radome protection, the station's
Cassegrain-type antenna system consists of
a 9-metre diameter main reflector, a 91 cm
diameter sub-reflector, and a horn feed.
Although the main reflector is adjusted
manually to each satellite position, the
antenna beam can be steered by automatic
sub-reflector scanning to follow daily variations in satellite position. This arrangement, which is unique, provides economically high performance and reliability in
an unattended mode of operation. Fullrated performance of the antenna is specified with a wind speed of 50 km/h and
1.25 cm ice loading (12 700 kg), and it will
survive winds up to 225 km/h with ice
loading. A G/T ratio of 26 dB for 4.2 GHz
at 10° elevation is given for the system.

Recognizing the need for improved communications to Canada's northland, the
Northern Electric Laboratories in conjunction with Bell Canada (a member of
the Telephone Association of Canada) have
designed and constructed a prototype
satellite earth station suitable for use in
Arctic and sub-Arctic regions of Canada.
This project has been given the code name
ARCOM standing for the first letters of
the words ARctic COMmunications.
The prototype of a typical ARCOM station
has been constructed at a site some 110 km
north of Ottawa near Bouchette, Quebec.
This location was chosen with a long range
view to further development—being close
to the communication centres of Montreal
and Ottawa, but relatively well shielded
against interference from terrestrial microwave radio-relay systems situated to the

The electronic equipment of the terminal
(excluding the emergency power source), is
located in an insulated, heated hut mounted
directly on the antenna support structure.

The transmitter output stage is a TWT
power amplifier feeding into the duplexer,
the receive port of which is connected to
a broadband, uncooled parametric amplifier. Transmit-receive facilities are provided
only for the duplex voice channels; reception-only equipment being provided for
two colour television channels and two
radio programme channels. Cables provide
flexible connexions between the equipment
hut and the power source and the terrestrial
communication systems. Power requirements would normally be met from the
local 120/208 V, 60 Hz supply or an
emergency power source located in an onsite building.
Voice and data intercommunication
through the satellite can be maintained
between several remote ARCOM stations
in conjunction with a control station, which
would normally be located in southern
Canada, and which would possess the only
television and programme channel transmitting facilities. The number of duplex
voice channels per station is determined by
the requirements and by the space available
in the equipment hut — 24 channels have
been used as an average working figure.
The voice channels can be assigned in
groups to any of the linked stations, and
each channel can be used for one data
circuit, or for a facsimile circuit, or for a
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number of narrow-band tone channels for
teletypewriter, or for voice communication
The ARCOM terminal is designed for
maximum reliability in an unattended mode
of operation. Equipment redundancy, automatic switching, and remote monitoring
and control provide an equipment availability figure of 99.99% when supported by
periodic maintenance visits.
A summary of some of the electrical
characteristics of this satellite earth station
is provided in table 2. Reference 2 provides
further information on the station features.

Remote television receive-only terminal

The remote television receive-only station
is to be of simple design, low cost and
provide reliable unattended service receiving from one up to a total of five separate
colour television channels. The antenna
of diameter ranging from 7.6 to 9 metres
would have a directional stability peak
deviation of less than 0.1° in a 72 km/h
wind and would survive without permanent
damage in winds of up to 160 km/h.
A sketch of a typical television receive-only
station is shown in figure 7. Fitted to the
back-up structure of the antenna is an
equipment enclosure containing the radio
frequency polarizer and amplifier subsystems. Coaxial cable links the antenna
enclosure with other equipment located in
a nearby building.
Essentially the station uses an uncooled
parametric amplifier with a system noise
temperature of 215° K. The antenna gain
would be of the order of 48 dB at 4 GHz.
The G/T ratio at 4 GHz and 13° antenna
elevation is 25 dB.

capable of operating with both satellites
to provide service continuity during periods
of equipment failure or sun transit outage.
One of these stations would provide the
control function for the remote ARCOM
network serving Canada's north.
Provision of east-west voice circuit trunking in southern Canada would be a function
of the heavy route station. If only one
satellite channel is allocated for this purpose, circuit groups between the heavy
route stations would be assigned on a
multiple access basis.
Diameter of the dual antennae used might
range from 13.7 to 18.3 metres and the
design would allow high performance without radomes in even the extreme weather
conditions that might be experienced in
southern Canada. The antennae would be
equipped with a sub-reflector steering
mechanism allowing the antenna beam to
follow daily inclinations of the synchronous
satellite in the equatorial orbit.

high performance, reliability, flexibility,
and ease of maintenance are primary
technical objectives for this earth station
design.

High-quality television receive-only station

This terminal is a direct extension of the
remote television receiving terminal. Higher
quality is achieved by adding a second
antenna to maintain service during periods
of sun transit outage. In addition, larger
size antennae or perhaps cooled parametric amplifiers might be used to improve
system performance.

As with all of the earth station antennae
proposed for the Canadian system, the
main reflector will be capable of being
adjusted manually to operate with any
synchronous satellite in the equatorial
orbit arc visible to Canada (roughly 80°
to 120° west longitude). Once the antenna
has been oriented to a particular satellite
location, the automated sub-reflector adjustment can be used for fine steering of
the antenna beam to follow satellite inclination. The semi-fixed main reflector
design has been considered as a reasonable
minimum cost approach on the basis that
the need to re-orient the antenna to another
satellite will rarely occur.

It is intended that the Canadian satellite
system be designed to meet the transmission
objectives established in Canada for all
internal long-haul communication systems.
Generally for long-haul trunk television
and voice circuit transmission, these objectives meet or exceed similar objectives
recommended by the International Radio
Consultative Committee (CCIR) and the
International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee (CCITT) for international communications links.

Final details of the heavy route station are
still under study but economical design,

The greatest transmission problem with
the synchronous satellite system is the effect

Transmission restrictions

— type of modulation
— receive multiplex baS'
bands
— receive input amplifier
— system capacity
Table 2

Heavy route transmit-receive station

ARCOM terminal
specifications
Electrical characteristics

The heavy route transmit-receive station
provides the backbone capability in the
Canadian domestic system. This station
can transmit to, or receive from any
channel in the satellite. With a dual
antenna installation, the station would be
400
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— IF bandwidth
— frequency band
— transmit
— receive
— transmitters
— transmitter power
— antenna gain
— G/T
— polarization
— frequency stability

FM (CCIR pre-emphasis)
one at 8 to 264 kHz
four at 8 to 56 kHz
uncooled paramp
24 duplex voice channels
2 television channels (receive
only)
40 MHz
5.925 to 6.425 GHz
3.700 to 4.200 GHz
TWT
65 watts
4.2 GHz, 49.4 dB
6.425 GHz, 52.7 dB
26 dB (4.2 GHz, 10° elevation)
linear or circular
±0.0005%
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Figure 3
A sketch of a suitable spin-stabilized communication satellite, showing large antenna on top
Figure 4
An artist's sketch of the completed prototype
ground complex at Bouchette, Quebec
Figure 5
Construction crews prepare to lift the first
antenna dish petal, weighing some 360 kg, on
to the massive steel structure
Figure 6
By June, 1968, the 91 cm sub-reflector was
positioned in front of the dish. Feed horn is
shown in the foreground
Figure 7
An artist's rendering of a remote television
receive-only ground terminal
TELECOMMUNICATION JOURNAL - VOL. 35 - VIII/1968
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of a long round trip delay time on telephone
circuits. This problem has been well documented by the CCIR (reference 3) who
recommends that not more than one hop
via stationary satellites be included in
one connexion. Furthermore provisional
CCITT Recommendations summarized in
reference 3 would indicate that even one
hop of a stationary satellite in a connexion
could be a source of difficulty to some
subscribers, particularly when echo sources
exist and echo suppressors are used.
The problem of transmission delay is
affecting the application of the satellite
system in Canada for domestic long-haul
circuits. First, suitable control on the
assignment of voice circuits to the satellite
system must be exercised to prevent tandem use of more than one satellite link in
any connexion. This problem could be
acute when interconnexion between a longhaul domestic and an international circuit
is required. One solution under consideration by the Canadian telephone companies
is to assign to the domestic satellite system
only certain trunk groups that would never
be connected in tandem with an international satellite circuit. This solution
might be feasible in southern Canada where
alternate routes via terrestrial facilities will
always exist. In the case of northern
Canada however, the satellite system may
well be the only means of providing
telephone service to some remote communities and it may be difficult to restrict
tandem connexions if an international
connexion is required to some country
served only by satellite facility.
In addition to the restriction of tandem
satellite connexions, the transmission delay
problem could affect the use of the satellite
system in Canada for telephone circuits in
another way. To minimize impairment to
the subscriber on domestic circuits where
the telephone companies wish to maintain
a high standard of transmission quality, it
has been stated by the carriers that only
one direction of any telephone circuit would
be routed via the satellite facility. This
again is possible in southern Canada where
terrestrial facilities are available for the
return half of the circuit. In the case of
remote northern locations, it would be
necessary to assign both directions of each
circuit to the satellite.
Discussion of transmission restrictions
must also include the problem of sharing
frequency bands with terrestrial radio-relay
systems. Use of the bands 3.7 to 4.2 GHz
402

and 5.925 to 6.425 GHz by both the satellite
system and microwave radio-relay systems
requires that site selection and transmission
layout of both system types be co-ordinated. Although it is expected that both
systems can operate together in Canada,
the problem of minimizing mutual interference could have a significant effect on
the application of both satellite and terrestrial microwave systems in the future.

Canadian Government activity

In July 1967 a task force was appointed
by the Government of Canada to study
and advise on the question of satellite
communication in Canada. After study
and consultation with many Government
and private interests in Canada, the task
force made a number of recommendations;
after considering these recommendations,
the Government made known its policy in
a White Paper in March 1968 (reference 4)
stating, in particular, that a domestic
satellite communication system is of vital
importance for the growth, prosperity and
unity of Canada and should be established
as a matter of priority. Furthermore, the
Government has proposed that a corporation be organized to own and operate both
the satellites and earth stations of the
system. Although regulatory control of tho
corporation is to remain with the government, private participation is being encouraged.
One objective of the proposed corporation
is to encourage continued participation of
Canadian industry in the design and
production of space systems. Also, it is
the Government's intention that Canada
will co-operate through the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) in the
co-ordination of radio frequencies and
orbit positions to be used by communication satellites.
In line with the recommendations of the
task force, the Canadian Government has
asked Northern Electric and other private
industry to proceed with the detailed
studies necessary to define the technical
parameters, schedules and costs for the
space segment of the proposed satellite
communication system. Plans are proceeding on the basis that a launch during 1971
might be realistic.
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View to the future

The initial satellite system for use in
Canada is being designed to fulfil a traffic
need for additional communication services
of all types during the years 1971 to 1976.
Beyond this time period, there will be need
for additional satellite facilities, not only
to replace the original system but to provide
additional channels for expanded regional
television distribution and possibly for eastwest voice circuit groups in southern
Canada. Visualizing the need for this future
expansion is a factor which is influencing
the extent of flexibility to be designed into
the first satellite system.
In later years perhaps beyond 1980, the
growth of long-haul telephone circuits in
an east-west direction across Canada could
influence the need for even more satellite
channels. At this point in time, difficulties
concerning the availability of frequency
spectrum in the orbit as visible to Canada,
which are likely to be shared by other
countries in the western hemisphere, together with problems of frequency coordination with terrestrial radio-relay
systems in Canada, could result in the need
to use other frequency bands possibly in
the range above 11 GHz.
(Original language: English)
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proposals for
domestic satellite
operation
in the
United States
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Federal Communications Commission's (FCC) study of the system of
domestic satellite operation was initiated
in a Notice of Inquiry adopted on
2 March 1966. The purpose of the study
was to determine the extent and nature of
regulation by the Commission, the effect
of a domestic satellite system on a global
satellite communications network, spectrum space allocation, availability of facilities and technical feasibility for such a
system and benefits expected to result from
the operation.
HE

The Commission's inquiry followed submission of an application by the American
Broadcasting Companies, Inc. (ABC), proposing establishment of a domestic television programme distribution system via
satellite. ABC proposed to transmit programmes from earth stations in New York
City and Los Angeles to ABC owned and
affiliated stations in the United States,
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. The
proposals also included facilities for interconnexion with non-commercial educational television stations in these areas.
The Commission returned the ABC application for technical reasons, permitting
ABC to file again following action on the
inquiry instituted by the Commission.
Noting that private proposals for construction and operation of communication

satellite facilities raised questions as to
the compatibility of such proposals with
the Communications Satellite Act of 1962,
the Commission stated that the public
interest would best be served by obtaining
comments of other parties in order to
assist in determining what further steps
should be undertaken.
A wide range of comments were received
from a total of 34 respondents during the
period 1 August 1966 to 18 September
1967.
Generally, comments by common carriers
tended to oppose non-carrier operation of
communication satellites because of what
they felt would be basic inefficiencies
resulting from multiple operations, while
such groups as broadcasters, manufacturers and various service and trade
organizations representing these companies
argued for the greater flexibility of noncarrier operations. The following comments are generally representative of these
views:
• ABC, pressing its proposal for its own
communications satellite, emphasized that
present facilities were inadequate for ABC's
purposes, that networking by land microwave is expensive and may only be used
for 14 hours daily and that multi-purpose
satellites, as proposed by the Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT),

would be costly and involve further delay.
ABC said its plan would permit an entirely
interconnected system, available 24 hours
a day at approximately half present costs.
• COMSAT responded that the ABC plan
would seriously hinder COMSAT service
capabilities. It said that it would result in
wasteful duplication and that an integrated
multi-purpose system would be the best
way to cut costs and make the service
equally available to all.
® The Ford Foundation submitted a proposal calling for creation of a non-profit
corporation with members from the broadcasting industry—commercial and educational—to operate a satellite for radio and
television transmission. The profits from
operation" of this satellite system would be
used for the assistance of educational
television.
• Both Ford and COMSAT also proposed,
as alternatives to their own proposals, that
a pilot or experimental system be authorized.
• The American Telephone and Telegraph
Company (AT&T) opposed use of satellites
by non-carrier interests, contending that
the limited amount of frequency space
could best be allocated on a national and
international basis through a completely
integrated earth and space system.
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• The Columbia Broadcasting System
(CBS) defended the concept of non-carrier
operation of domestic satellite communications, asserting that COMSAT, as the
United States instrumentality in the international area, should not have a monopoly
in the domestic area.

authorizations would provide the greatest
versatility in operation, allow for reaching
smaller professional and public groups,
permit individual approaches to various
situations and continuing experimentation.
—FCC.

• The Department of Health, Education
and Welfare recommended authorization
of non-government entities to construct
and operate satellite facilities. The multiple

Besides a resume of the principal characteristics of the Ford Foundation and AT&T
projects, we present below a study of the
system advocated by COMSAT.

Characteristics of the earth segment of the
programme are given in table I. It should
be emphasized that the number, types, and
location of earth segment facilities that
are projected in this filing are based upon
the present indications of the requirements
of users of the system. If theses indications
should change, the particulars of certain
facilities may change accordingly. No
facility will be constructed without a
reasonable assurance of economical utilizations. Changes in the particulars of the
facilities, however, will not substantially
affect the scale, purpose or viability of the
proposed pilot model.
Satellite and earth stations will employ
redundancy of critical sub-systems to
obtain a design objective for continuity of
service of 99.99 per cent. The investment
costs required, including the necessary
research and development for each of the
separate components of the project are
estimated at 57 700 000 US dollars.

COMSAT
pilot domestic
programme

Satellites
The basic parameters for the pilot programme satellites are given in table II.
The system to be implemented permits a
minimum of 6° orbital spacing between
adjacent satellites. Signal spreading will be

HPHE pilot programme includes two
satellites- in synchronous orbit. In the
normal configuration, full time and occasional services will be provided through
both satellites. However, all full-time services can be handled through one satellite
in the event that the other fails.
Each satellite has the following capability
when working with the appropriate type
of earth stations:
— 12 colour television channels (into earth
stations with 7.6 m or larger diameter
antennae); or

Number Type
of anof antennae
tenna

Table I
Characteristics of
earth segment

— 21 600 trunk message channels (into
earth stations with approximately 26 m
diameter antennae); or
— 9600 multi-point message channels (into
earth stations with approximately 12.8
or larger diameter antennae); or
— combinations of the above in multiples
of 1/12 of each.
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Service

Area
location

4

26 m

receive and transmit 12 colour television channels or
equivalent message channels or combinations

Los
Angeles (2)
New York (2)

2

12.8 m

receive and transmit multipoint message channels
colour television

noth-west
south-east

30*

7.69.7 m

receive colour television**

Pacific
Time Zone
Mountain
Time Zone

►

Note: All stations can also receive the programme audio and other broadcast
services (radio, press, etc.).
* Dependant on service requirements of television broadcasters.
** Design of some of these stations will be such as to incorporate future
limited colour television transmit capability.

america/ united states

Description

Item

Launch vehicle type

capable of placing approximately
900 kg into a transfer orbit with
apogee at synchronous altitude
over the equator. Capability comparable to Atlas-Agena or TitanAgena

Satellite position

approximately 100° W

Table II

M

Preliminary details of
satellite

Satellite attitude
stabilization

±0.2°

Station keeping

±0.1°

Orbital inclination

±0.1°

Power source

Solar array
storage batteries to permit operation during eclipse periods

Antenna coverage

Single beam—continental United
States and portions of Canada and
Mexico

Polarization

circular — both LH and RH used

Number of transponders
per satellite

12

Transmit frequency
range

3700-4200 MHz

Receive frequency range

5925-6425 MHz

EIRP per transponder

37.5 dBW — on axis

Usable RF bandwidth

35-40 MHz per transponder

Useful life

5 years

employed to avoid satellite interference
with terrestrial facilities; earth station
co-ordination with terrestrial microwave
facilities is provided for in the system
design and siting. The resulting,flux density on the earth produced by the satellites
will not exceed the International Radio
Consultative Committee (CCIR) Oslo,
1966 Recommendation.
The satellites will employ one receive beam
and one transmit beam whose beamwidths
encompass the continental United States,
Southern Canada and Northern Mexico.
Either one or two reflector type antennae
would be used to provide these beams.
The useful lifetime of the satellites is
estimated as being five years.
The orbital positions between approximately 70° and 120° W longitude and a

minimum spacing between adjacent satellites of 6° are technically acceptable. Planning is currently based on two locations
at 97° and 103° W longitude. As stated, at
these or other locations, some energy
radiated by the satellites proposed for
the pilot programme would be received
within the area of illumination outside the
continental United States. However, such
radiation outside of the United States
would not be at a level that would cause
harmful interference with the operation
of radio facilities in the illuminated area.
In addition the Communications Satellite
Corporation (COMSAT) does not anticipate any difficulties in appropriately
co-ordinating the proposed operation of
such satellites on an international basis so
as to avoid conflicts over particuler orbital
positions.
Since each satellite illuminates the total
service area, there is full flexibility with
the proposed earth station configuration

Earth station type
Item
26 m

Table m

►

12.8 m

7.6-9.7 m

Antenna
tracking

automatic
feed tracking

no
tracking*

no
tracking*

Receive G/T

40.7 dB/°K

29.5 dB/°K

24.5/
25.6 dB/°K

Low-noise
receiver

cooled parametric
amplifier

un-cooled
parametric
amplifier

un-cooled
parametric
amplifier

500 MHz

500 MHz

500 MHz

75.4 dBW

75.4 dBW

—

86.8 dBW
(1800 chls/
carrier)

71 dBW**

—

Receiver bandwidth
Transmit EIRP

Preliminary characteristics
of earth stations

Television
Message

Transmit antenna gain

61 dB

55 dB

—

Transmit bandwidth

500 MHz

500 MHz

—

* Coarse angular changes accomplished by pre-set pointing positions.
** Based on the use of TDM (Time Division Multiplex) with 4-phase PSK.
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larger antenna. The receive-only station
would be designed so that full time attendance is not necessary.

Interconnexion

The interconnexion between an earth
station and broadcaster or user would be
provided by the common carrier furnishing the service to the customer or by the
authorized user.

Earth stations (1970 Model)

to distribute the services through either
satellite or both satellites in any combination which optimizes operational efficiency.

The receive-only stations for the pilot
programme have been chosen in the Pacific
and Mountain Time Zones for the reason
that the advantages of satellites are greatest
where the distances are greatest. Several
transcontinental microwave channels now
used for television can be terminated in
mid-country. Also, the television stations
in the Pacific and Mountain Time Zones
are widely separated, so that in these areas
the mileage of interconnecting microwave
routes that can be replaced by a satellite
receive station is greatest.

Earth stations

The basic parameters of the three types of
earth stations shown in table I are given
in table III.
Transmit I receive earth stations
The two transmit/receive earth stations
will serve the New York and Los Angeles
areas for the pilot programme. As far as
radio frequency characteristics they would
be similar to the existing earth stations in
West Virginia, California and Puerto Rico.
However, the pilot programme earth stations would require less equipment and less
complexity in certain technical areas than
those recently applied for and, consequently, should also require less capital
investment. For example no continuous
mechanical movement of the main reflector
will be needed.
These two large transmit/receive earth
stations will be located as closely as possible to New York and Los Angeles. The
reasons for this are that implementation
and operating costs of the required tie facilities would be minimized and, perhaps of
406

For example, in the larger metropolitan
area, the connexion between the earth
station and a centralized distribution
facility (e.g., a technical operating centre)
would be by microwave and/or coaxial
cable facilities. From this facility the users
could be interconnected in the normal
fashion using existing facilities.

Typical satellite configuration
Control of space segment
more importance, the required spectrum
usage, if such tie facilities comprise microwave links, would also be minimized.
The selection of station sites will be done
jointly with the domestic carriers in order
to achieve minimum combined costs of
station and connecting terrestrial facilities.
Receive-only earth station
Thirty receive-only earth stations will be
built and can be compared, except for
working elevation angles, with certain
troposcatter facilities having antennae in
this size range or with certain microwave
relay facilities having a low tower and a
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The control of the space segment including
those functions relating to the earth stations will be at a COMSAT facility on the
east coast with technical operating, telemetry and command equipment located at
the New York and Los Angeles area earth
stations. Appropriate performance monitoring equipment for determing service
quality will be provided at all earth stations. The COMSAT facility on the east
coast will be responsible for spacecraft
control, system scheduling, system management and associated matters such as
restoration in case of major outages. —
COMSAT.

america/united states

broadcasters' non-profit
satellite system

(BNS-3, early 1970's)

Earth terminals:
Television distribution:

Proposed by Ford Foundation
Total channel capacity

48 television
channels

major

Typical services provided
— Full-time television channels
28
— Occasional television
channels (also used for
reserve and instructional
purposes)
20
System components
— Satellites

receiving voice instructions. Each terminal has
a 4.6 m antenna

2, each with a capacity
of 24 channels of colour
television

4, each capable of receiving on 18 channels and
transmitting on 21. Each
terminal has 10.6 m antenna

secondary 219, each capable of receiving on 6 channels. Of
these, 46 are also capable
transmitting on 3 channels. Each terminal has
a 7.6 m antenna
mobile

10, each capable of transmitting on 1 channel and

— Communica- connecting earth termition links
nals to broadcasting stations and instructional
television facilities
— Operations
control
centres

2, each capable of providing the switching and
testing functions for network operations

For its expanded service (late 1970's) the
Broadcasters' Non-Profit Satellite System
would use 3 satellites, each with a capacity
of 24 television channels.

AT&T system

Proposed by the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company

(1969 - 2 satellites)

24 television or 19 200
telephone channels

(1970 - 3 satellites)

36 television or 28 800
telephone (two-way)
channels

— Occasional television channels (also used for reserve
and instructional purposes)
— Telephone channels

— Satellites

2, initially identical in
characteristics to COMSAT
1970 model

— Earth terminals:

Total channel capacity

— Full-time television channels

used for telephone traffic
and television origination.
Each has a 25.6 m antenna

System components

(early 1970's)

1969

1970

8

12

12

12

3200

9600

television
distribution

73, each capable of receiving
on several channels. Each
has a 7.6 m antenna. None
of these would be located
in the north-east (a region
extending from Illinois and
Wisconsin around to
Maine). Broadcasting stations in this region would
be served by cable and
microwave relays

2, in 1969 (Los Angeles,
multipurpose New York City), 2 more in
1970 (Chicago and second
in New York City), each

mobile

not indicated in proposal

— Communi- connecting earth terminals
cation
to broadcasting stations and
links
instructional television
(ITV) facilities
— Operations not indicated in proposal
control
centres
For its advanced system (first launchings
in 1972), AT&T would use 4 satellites, each
having a capacity for 12 television channels
and about 30 000 two-way channels. The
number of earth terminals for television
distribution would be 73 (as before); the
number for multipurpose uses would be
increased to 26 (by 1976).
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INDIA

satellite communication
for national
development purposes

UNESCO study for a pilot project in India

1.

Introduction

1.1 The potentialities of television broadcasting as a powerful mass communication
medium are well known: the use of artificial satellites for international exchange of
television programmes was successfully
demonstrated in 1963. It has now become
routine in advanced countries. Use of space
radiocommunication technique as an economical means of providing a national
television coverage was the subject of a
recent study conducted by an expert mission of UNESCO. The mission visited
India, to study the possibility of a pilot
project in the use of satellite communication for educational and national development purposes. India was chosen for the
study for the following reasons:
— it has a sufficiently large and heavily
populated area;
— it fully realizes the needs of education
and development, but
— its efforts to date to harness the available
manpower and resources to the task
of national development have been
hindered by the lack of effective mass
communication media.
1.2 The mission visited India in November-December 1967 and during its stay of
three weeks it studied the various aspects
of the problem in consultation with a
counterpart team constituted by the
Government of India as well as with the
officials of the governmental and other
agencies concerned. The International
408

Telecommunication Union (ITU) was
represented on the mission by a representative of the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR). In view of the
usefulness of the contents of the report to
new and developing countries in their
effort towards rapid economic development, a summary of the mission's report
is given below.

2.

Background

2.1 The Scientific and Technical SubCommittee of the United Nations Committee on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
recommended at its Fourth Session in
April 1966 that a study be made of the
application of space technology in the
fields of meteorology and for the improvement of mass television communications
which may help to alleviate the problems
of growing population and of providing
food for large populations in many parts
of the world. The Sub-Committee recognized that the Indian Ocean region is one
such area in which the problem is especially
severe and the opportunity of demonstrating the technical and economical feasibility
of the effective application of space technology is correspondingly great. In response to this recommendation the Government of India presented a document
to the UN Committee on Peaceful Uses
of Outer Space, entitled " Satellite communication: an Indian study ".
2.2 In the light of the interest expressed
by the Government of India and as a part
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of UNESCO's programme to promote
educational and mass communication facilities, UNESCO decided to undertake a
study of the feasibility of launching a pilot
project in the use of satellite communication for educational and economic development purposes. The expert mission constituted by UNESCO for this purpose consisted of five experts, one each from UNESCO
and ITU and three from France, the Soviet
Union and the United States of America.
Between them together, they combined
expertise in telecommunication techniques,
education and mass communication techniques, plus an intimate knowledge of
Indian conditions and an insight into the
best means to overcome the problems presented by such conditions. The Indian
counterpart team consisted of six members
who were high level officials from the
governmental agencies charged with the
tasks of development in broadcasting, communication, education and space research.
Besides, the mission had access to all
other agencies directly or indirectly related
to the problem under study.

3.

Present conditions, plans and achievements

3.1 India is a large country with the
seventh largest land area (over 3 million
km2) and the second highest population
(over 507 million) in the world. Over 70 per
cent of its population is illiterate and
40 per cent of the population is under
fifteen years old. Twelve million people

asia / india

Mrs. Indira Gandhi, Prime Minister of India, interviewing the UNESCO mission. From left to
right: Mrs. Gandhi, Dr. N. I. Tchistiakov (USSR), Mr. N. V. Gadadhar (ITU), Mr. Palar
(UNESCO, India), Mr. E. Ploman (UNESCO), Mr. R. Lefranc (France) and Mr. R. B. Hudson
(United States)

are added to the population every year.
Eighty per cent of the population lives in
rural areas. There are fourteen national
languages and several hundred dialects
spoken in the country. Several of these
languages have a common script but many
others have different scripts making the
problem of intercommunication difficult.
Schools are provided everywhere except
in villages having a population less than
300. But the " drop-out" rate at higher
educational levels is high. Thus the enrolment of 70 per cent at the elementary
school level (Grades I-IV) comes down to
36 per cent at the lower middle school
level and to 7 per cent at the higher secondary level. A great proportion of teachers
are either not fully qualified or not qualified
at all. Although the percentage of illiterate
population was reduced from 85 per cent
to 76 per cent between 1951 to 1961, the
actual number of illiterate persons rose
from about 298 million to 333 million
during that period.
3.2 The field of education and eradication
of illiteracy therefore presents an immense
challenge. The efforts made so far and
the results achieved have proved that with
the present trends of population growth,
which are due not so much to increase in
birthrate as to decrease in death rate, a real
break-through in the mass communication
media is the only means of providing
satisfactory education and of registering a
significant reduction in illiteracy. Education here implies not only attainment of
skills of reading, writing and arithmetic
but achievement of functional literacy in
the masses which would include knowledge
relating to the literate's occupation and of

the society in which he lives. In the opinion
of the mission, television broadcasting via
synchronous communication satellites can
provide the necessary revolutionary breakthrough. It can:
— provide a good elementary education to
large communities of students, even
when only relatively inexperienced
teachers are available;
— promote teaching of languages, science
and mathematics of a high and uniform
standard throughout the country at
higher secondary and college levels,
through programmes drawn up by
highly qualified and experienced teaching staff handpicked from throughout
the country;
— provide in-service training of teachers
through ideal lessons which would help
in raising the standard of teaching to a
uniformly high level;
— provide vocational training to various
sections of the population which would
help them in improving their technical
skills.

3.3 In the field of food and agriculture
also, the problem of dissemination of
information on improved agricultural
practices, use of high yielding varieties of
seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, rodent control,
marketing, warehousing, accurate weather
data, etc. to all the farmers is very serious
and needs to be solved urgently. Since
agriculture is the main occupation of
almost 80 per cent of the population and
since this population is largely illiterate,

the information is best disseminated by
visual means such as television aided by
commentaries in regional languages. The
urgency of the problem can be gauged from
the fact that although the food production
increased by over 50 per cent in fifteen
years, from 1951-52 to 1965-66, the per
capita food available decreased from 365 to
350 gr during the same period due to a
greater increase in population. Television
through satellite has the capability of
broadcasting directly to home and community television receivers in every village
throughout India. It would, therefore, be
possible through that system to spread
the information on all aspects of improved
agriculture and community development
quickly and effectively.

3.4 The most urgent problem facing India
to-day is population control. At the present
rate of growth the population will exceed
1000 million in the next 28 years. An uncontrolled population growth will not
only neutralize all development effort but
will also bring distress to the community.
The Government of India has accorded
top-priority to the population control problem. Although over 30 million US dollars
have been earmarked during the fourth
Five-Year Plan to provide Family Planning Clinics throughout the country and
for distribution of contraceptives, the
more important problem of creating
awareness of family planning and motivating the people to practice birth control
suffers from inadequacy of mass communication media. The available means, such
as press, radio and cinema do not cover
most of the rural areas where 80 per cent
of the population lives. The communication satellite system offers the most promising means towards this end.

3.5 The plans for improvement in telecommunication and broadcasting facilities
in India show that if fully implemented
they would be able to cover by television
broadcasting only 19 per cent of the area
and 25 per cent of the population by 1981,
with six main transmitters and fifty smaller
relay transmitters, through terrestrial interconnexion facilities. These plans are obvisouly inadequate to cope with the needs
and their urgency. As will be seen later,
they are also more expensive than the
communications satellite system envisaged
in the mission's report.
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4.

Proposed system

4.1

ment to evaluate the educational, social
and economic impact of the scheme on the
selected communities:

Technical Details
4.2

4.1.1 The satellite segment space under
consideration would be in synchronous
equatorial orbit positioned approximately
over 80° E longitude with spacecraft antenna of 5°-6° beamwidth to provide complete
coverage of Indian territory. It would be
used for reception and retransmission of
television programmes. There could either
be one video channel with two associated
sound channels in the satellite or two
video channels, each with two associated
audio channels and a third communication channel equivalent to 960 telephone channels. The latter system would be
naturally more expensive but would provide extra capacity which could be fruitfully utilized as the ground facilities improve. The satellite is expected to have an
active life of five years. It should have
adequate output power to enable direct
reception by conventional receivers with
additional equipment such as a one or two
metre parabolic antenna, adaptors for
frequency and modulation conversion and
audio channel selection. However, this
mode of reception has not been considered
for cost comparisons in the report since
its feasibility is yet to be proved.
4.1.2

Ground segment

Cost estimates and comparisons

4.2.1

US million
dollars

Estimates

The capital cost of the project is estimated
to be 50 million US dollars as follows:
US million
dollars
1) satellite (development plus
procurement cost)

10.0

2) launching and launch support costs

6.5

3) 25% for launch failure

4.1

4) four receive and broadcast
terminals at 0.5 million dollars each

2.0

5) two transmit and receive
stations (transmission to satellite facility)

1.5

6) 50 000 conventional television receivers at 200 dollars
each

10.0

7) additional equipment for
15 000 direct community receivers (requires further
study)

8.0

8) spares for maintenance
(20%) (items 4)-7))

4.0

9) Contingency

4.0

— operational costs need further study.

The pilot project envisages provision of
50 000 community television receivers for
whose maintenance the Government would
be responsible. They would be provided in
various types of communities in urban,
semi-rural and rural areas which would be
especially chosen for a controlled experi-

4.2.2 For comparison of the costs of the
proposed system with those of the other
alternatives viz, airborne system with ten
airborne television stations and terrestrial
system using microwave links, the items
common to these systems such as YHF

Total

50.0

— all figures are estimates, mostly provided by the Indian counterpart team and
must be further investigated;
— extra costs for possible use of communication channels are not included;
— estimates do not include insurance,
freight and import duties.
— more than 50 % of the cost for items 4),
5) and 7) can be covered by indigenous
production and item 6) is wholly
indigenous;
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— airborne system

142.0

— terrestrial system

96.0

— synchronous satellite system

35.6

Needless to say that the satellite system
is the most economical of the three. It is
reognized in the report that while the lifetime of the satellite may be about five
years, microwave systems can be used for
an indefinite period of time. However, the
report emphasizes the fact that the time
factor in obtaining full national coverage
is vital to the success of the scheme and
even more so to the rapid acceleration of
economic development of the country.
From this point of view, the satellite system is especially attractive since a satellite
provides national coverage from the moment it is in operation.
4.3

The scheme proposes six selected ground
receiving stations, each with programme
originating facilities, if desired. Two of
these stations will have facilities for programme transmission to the satellite.
Facilities would also be available for international exchange of television programmes through the earth station being
set up for international commercial traffic
at a place near Bombay. Ultimately, there
could be in all 150 VHF relay transmitters
capable of direct reception from satellite
to provide full national coverage, if by
then direct reception by home receivers of
television emissions from satellite is not
proved to be technically feasible.
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transmitters and cost of receivers are
excluded. For each of the three alternatives
coverage of the whole country by television
has been assumed. The report gives the
following estimates:

Implementation of the project

The report gives a large number of useful
suggestions regarding the actions to be
taken to implement the project if it is
decided in principle to go ahead with it.
The important ones are summarized below:
4.3.1 The project is designed to serve
national development through an extended use of communication, information and
broadcasting, in particular television, in
such areas as agriculture, rural and urban
community development, health, family
planning and welfare, school and out-ofschool education, vocational training,
illiteracy eradication and functional literacy, industrial development and meteorology. The expected end result is to break
the isolation of individuals and communities, impart a sense of participation in a
wider national and world-wide environment and thereby bring about a change of
attitudes, intellectual and social. Considering these objectives, the report underlines
its suggestion that the decision of the
Government on the pilot project would
have to be based on a prior commitment
to a continuing use of broadcasting, in
particular television, for educational and
economic development purposes and to the
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stations and an adequate number of receive
only and rebroadcast stations to achieve
national coverage. A target of 10 000 000
receiving sets should be foreseen with at
least one set in each village. Special attention should be paid to the development of
low cost television receivers.
4.4.2 The most efficient system for achieving nation wide television coverage with
least possible time delay would be to have
broadcast facilities in high population
density areas and direct reception facilities
in low population density areas. Ultimately, direct-to-home broadcasts from satellite would be a real break-through in
satellite technology.
4.4.3 The ultimate objective during the
whole process of future planning should be
the achievement of an integrated national
telecommunication system including broadcasting geared to satisfy the socio-economic
needs of the country.

Viewing educational television from the streets of New Delhi
probability of a continuing use of satellite
communications as an integral part of the
communications network.
4.3.2 The planning of the project must
be based on a co-ordinated approach so
that all relevant aspects such as operation
of the network, maintenance, staff training,
programme production and evaluation in
every field of interest, etc., are integrated
within a comprehensive framework. To
this end, throughout the planning and
realization of the project, the widest possible advice and participation should be
sought from representative groups, organizations and individuals consistent with the
objective of making the project a national
undertaking of concern to the entire population.
4.3.3 Throughout the process of implementation of the project, the need for
maintaining co-ordination through a Coordination Committee of sufficiently high
level is extremely important. Staff training
on all aspects of the project has been
indicated as an item of a very high priority.
4.3.4 The report also stresses the need
for maintaining co-ordination at international level with the United Nations
agencies concerned to ensure timely financial and technical assistance from them.
The possibility of securing the necessary
assistance from other countries through
bilateral aid agreements has not been
ruled out.

4.3.5 Consistent with the suggestions
summarized above, the report lays down
guidelines on the timetable of the various
essential steps in implementation which
would enable the pilot project to be physically in operation by 1972.
4.3.6 In view of the special situation in
India as regards languages, the report
indicates possible ways of overcoming the
difficulties presented by that situation
consistent with the requirements of promoting national unity and the need to
reach regional populations in their own
languages. Two methods among the
various possibilities would be:
— repetition of programmes with different languages;

4.4.4 The planning of the use of the
facilities should be a dynamic and continuous process aimed at satisfying new and
diversified needs for information and education.
4.4.5 The project, and its development
into a full scale national telecommunication network, would create demands on
the nation's industry, provide a great
technological challenge and enhance employment potential. Initially, the stress
should be on manufacture of television
receivers in the country, but subsequently
television transmitters, studio equipment
and even the space sector technology
should be developed with a view to indigenous production in those areas.

— sub-titling or simultaneous translation.
5.
4.4

Conclusions and recommendations

Future developments

4.4.1 The pilot project is envisaged as the
first phase of a long-range plan providing
the embryo of a national television system
primarily for educational and national
development purposes. Implementation of
the pilot project should therefore be accompanied by planning for its future expansion.
It would be desirable that the satellite
itself have more radiated power and capacity for additional video and audio
channels. The ground equipment should
comprise six major receive and transmit

5.1 In conclusion, the mission reiterates
its conviction that the quickest and cheapest
way of achieving the major objectives of
national development, formulated by the
Indian authorities, is by means of a satellite
system for television broadcast and communication purposes integrated with the
terrestrial broadcast and communication
facilities. Its proposals are guided by the
necessity of achieving benefits in the fastest
and the most economic way as well as
the need to provide scope for a smooth
future expansion.
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JAPAN
5.2 The report recognizes the present
state of technological development and
the necessity of studying further some of
the problems for which urgent solutions
would be necessary. Thus after recommending that the contents of the report
should be brought to the notice of all the
international organizations concerned who
should be invited to study them and to
provide all necessary assistance to the
Government of India for the realization of
the project, the report specifically asks the
ITU and its various organs to study as
expeditiously as possible the following
problems:

5.2.6 Study
in
co-operation
with
the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO) of the possibility of using such
systems for weather data collection without significant increase in the cost of the
system.
( Original language: English)

communication
satellite
development
plan in Japan

5.2.1 Specifications for a cheap and economical television broadcast receiver particularly for use in developing countries
(a draft specification has been prepared
by the CCIR).
5.2.2 Study of the simplest and the most
economical way of achieving the use of
multiple sound channels associated with
one video channel without major increases
in the complexity of ground reception.
5.2.3 Study of the following aspects of
the distribution-satellite system including
the spaceborne relay equipment and earth
stations for transmission and reception:
— sharing of the distribution-satellite
service with other radio services;
— technical and economic aspects of this
type of service with specific reference
to countries with widely dispersed
populations;
— use of relatively simple and low-cost
earth stations;
— use of this system for other telecommunication purposes;
— possible implications of different television standards;
— protection against interference to and
from other radio services and similar
distribution satellite systems used by
other countries.
5.2.4 Study of direct broadcasting from
satellite with particular reference to the
use of simple and inexpensive receiving
equipment for community reception.
5.2.5 Study of changes necessary in the
existing international Radio Regulations,
if any, to facilitate implementation of such
projects.
412

Plan for developing an experimental communication satellite

I

Japan space development is being
pursued as an important national policy.
For this purpose the Space Activities
Commission was organized in June, 1968,
with a view to strenuously pushing forward
the project. Prior to this, there was the
National Space Activities Council which
was engaged in the task of formulating a
long-range programme for space development. This Council has now been reorganized to start the Space Activities Commission which is charged with the task of
working out a concrete programme.
N

The long-range programme formulated by
the National Space Activities Council
envisages launching an experimental communication satellite and others in equatorial orbit around 1973. To achieve this,
and as a preparatory step toward it, an
ionospherical satellite has to be launched
into low altitude around 1970, in order to
furnish data indispensable for the development of the experimental communication
satellite and of the rocket to launch it on
the equatorial orbit.
The experimental communication satellite
thus forms a link in the over-all space
activities programme, and its development
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is undertaken jointly by the Ministry of
Posts and Telecommunications, the Nippon
Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation (NTT), the Nippon Hoso Kyokai
(NHK) and the Kokusai Denshin Denwa
Company Limited (KDD) in co-ordination
with the development of the rocket undertaken by the Science and Technology
Agency. As the first step of the programme,
these agencies are planning to launch an
experimental communication satellite to
medium or higher altitude. For this purpose, sub-systems of an experimental communication satellite, parts of high reliability, reception equipments of high
effectiveness to be installed in the terrestrial
stations indispensable for the development
of communication satellites etc., are now
in course of development. Likewise various
facilities for experiments, such as ground
facilities, space chamber, etc., which are
also indispensable for communication
satellite development, are also being
completed.

Plan for commercial satellite communications

In Japan the terrestrial microwave communication network is highly developed,
and supermultiplex telephone transmission,
television relay transmission, etc., are being
carried on by means of microwave communication network, coaxial cable, etc., on
a nation-wide scale, but as a consequence
of the expansion of national economy, the
demand for these classes of communications including data transmission increases
tremendously. Moreover, the demand for
various mobile communication services,
etc., is also on the increase. To cope with
this situation, researches are being conducted into the utilization of a communication satellite which can meet the demand
for communications of larger capacity and
greater variety.
Among the subjects of these researches are
those related to the composition of a
multiple-access relay system, the PCM
communication system acting in low power,
the employment of frequency bands of over
10 GHz, problems regarding the terrestrial
microwave circuits in connexion with the
use of radio frequency, the selection of the
radio frequency, and the place for establishment of earth stations —Ministry of Posts
and Telecommunications, Japan.

europe-africa

EUROVISION
the eurovision
satellite scheme
by G. HANSEN, Director of the EBU Technical Centre

Eurovision

T

name Eurovision designates the
exchanges of television programmes
between the Members, Active and Associate, of the European Broadcasting Union
(EBU). At present, twenty-six such organizations, belonging to twenty-one countries
in Europe and North Africa, participate
regularly in these exchanges. During 1967,
the average number of these transmissions
effected per week was just over forty. The
" vision " component of these transmissions is routed over a radio-relay network,
whereas the sound components are transmitted over programme-sound or telephone circuits. A distinction is made
between the " international sound ", which
is the inherent sound of the event being
televised (sometimes referred to as the
" effects ") and the commentaries in various
languages. The " international sound " is
in general transmitted over programmesound circuits of higher quality, whereas
the commentaries—which may be twenty
in number for an important event—may be
transmitted over circuits of lower quality,
even over ordinary telephone channels.
HE

All the circuits needed for transmitting the
vision, international sound and commentaries are provided by the telecommunication Administrations (or by broadcasting
organizations in those cases where they
own or exploit such circuits). It is necessary
to set up the " vision " and " sound "
circuits before each transmission, and this
is difficult, or even impossible, to accomplish in time, when only very short notice
is possible.
Since 1962, the most frequently used
" sound " circuits have been leased on a
long-term basis, and since 1 January,
1968, the same arrangement has been

adopted for the most frequently used
" vision" circuits. These arrangements
tend to facilitate setting up the desired
network before each transmission and
indeed otherwise it would not be possible
to effect the daily news exchange which is
now one of the principal activities in the
field of Eurovision.
The development of Eurovision operations
since 1956 has been spectacular; figure 1
gives a clear impression of this.

The Eurovision satellite scheme
It was this development of Eurovision,
together with the successful utilization of
the early telecommunication satellites for
television transmissions—in particular the
utilization of the geostatic satellites such as
Syncom-3 and Early Bird—which in 1966
led the EBU Technical Centre to think that
a system of satellite circuits might one day
with advantage replace and surpass the
classical network of terrestrial radio relays
and cable circuits used for Eurovision.
It must be made quite clear that the principle under consideration was not that of
distributing programmes by way of satellite
circuits directly to the television broadcasting stations, the radio-relay chains
constituting the national television distribution networks would continue to be
used. The principle is that of substituting
satellite circuits for the international
" vision " junctions and the commentary
and international " sound " circuits used in
Eurovision for routing the programme
material from the country of origin to the
various countries wishing to integrate it in
their own programmes. The International
Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR), in
a.recently proposed terminology, has called

this an " indirect distribution satellite"
system.
According to the EBU scheme, there would
be at first some twenty earth-stations in
Europe and North Africa. It was considered desirable to provide for an extension to the whole of Africa and, to that
end, the satellite would be equipped with
two transmitting aerials:
—one of them having a beamwidth of 7°
for serving Europe and North Africa—
including Iceland and the Middle East,
—the other having a beamwidth of 12° for
serving the whole of Africa.
Figure 2 indicates the areas that would be
served, if the satellite were placed over the
equator at longitude 15° East of Greenwich.
The satellite would be equipped with two
transponders 1, each capable of being connected to either of the transmitting aerials,
and capable also of transmitting simultaneously either
—two programmes to Europe only,
—one programme to Africa and another
programme to Europe, or
—one and the same programme to Africa
and Europe.
In order that the Eurovision satellite might
fulfil its purpose, the technical quality of
the transmissions effected by means of it
would have to be equivalent to that
obtained using terrestrial " vision" and
" sound " circuits. Performance specifications, which are based on what may
reasonably be demanded of a satellite to
be put into orbit by an ELDO-PAS
launcher, are set out in an appendix.
The output power of the transponder intended
normally for serving Africa would be double
that of the transponder intended normally for
serving Europe, in order that it might be
possible to use, in Europe and in Africa, earthstation aerials of about the same diameter.
1
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The availability of such a satellite system
would present very substantial advantages
for Eurovision:
1) the possibility of setting up the desired
network configuration practically instantaneously, irrespective of the number of
participating services. When the future
demands of news transmissions are contemplated, the great importance of this
feature is clearly evident;
2) the geographical extension of Eurovision
to Iceland, the Middle East and the
whole of Africa. Such extensions would
be impossible or, at the best, extremely
costly, if effected by conventional methods. Of course, it is necessary that the
scheme should also be economically
sound, that is to say, that the costs entailed by the capital-investment charges
and the cost of running the earth stations
and the control centre, would have to
be less that the cost of leasing the conventional vision and sound circuits. This
aspect is discussed below in the section
entitled "Economic viability of the operational scheme ".
It should be noted that the inclusion of
Africa in the scheme is little complicated
by differences of local time, relative to
Europe. Thus, programmes distributed over
a Eurovision satellite network would take
place at times that would be just as convenient for Africa as for Europe. Moreover, there would be no " political"
problem, as the programmes would not
be broadcast direct to the viewers, and every
television service participating in the
scheme, in Africa as in Europe, could
contribute programmes to the network or
receive them, provided of course that each
had a suitable earth station.
The CETS experimental satellite
" Eurafrica "
In December, 1966, the EBU Technical
Centre approached the European Research
Organization (ESRO) and informed it of
the Eurovision satellite scheme. The ESRO
has just been invited by the European
Conference on Satellite Communications
(CETS), following a meeting of that Conference in The Hague in November, 1966,
to work out details of a research programme aimed at the development of European telecommunication satellites.
The report submitted to the CETS in June,
1967 by the ESRO, took account, to some
extent, of the EBU's suggestions.
414

Following a meeting of the CETS in Rome
in July, 1967, the EBU was invited to
provide the CETS's Space Technology
Committee (STC) with the data needed to
adapt the satellite projects to the requirements of Eurovision. Representatives of
the EBU Technical Centre have regularly
attended the STC meetings as observers
and a close collaboration is now established
between the EBU Technical Centre and the
ESRO, more particularly with the European Space Technology Centre (ESTEC)1
at Noordwijk.
One of the projects under study by the
ESRO at the request of the CETS (known
as Project C) is aimed at the Eurovision
objective, and it may be said that the
projected satellite Eurafrica developed by
the ESRO constitutes virtually a prototype
of the operational satellites which the
EBU would use in due course.
It is, in effect, important for the EBU that
the experimental satellite should be as
nearly as possible the same as the future
operational satellite, in order that the validity of the design of the operational system
may be confirmed and the development
charges for the operational system as such
reduced to the minimum.
For the CETS, as well as for the ESRO,
it is also very advantageous that the experimental satellite, whose purpose is to enable
European manufacturers to catch up their
technological lag behind American manufacturers, should be followed by operational satellites which would provide orders
for European manufacturers.
The EBU has informed the CETS of the
conditions under which it could set up an
operational satellite system. First of all, it
is necessary that the system should be
financially viable, that is to say, that the
total annual expenditure that would have
to be effected by the EBU for a satellite
system should not exceed the expenditure
that the EBU and its Members would have
to make if use had to be made of a network
of terrestrial radio relays, as at present,
but taking into account the expansion of
traffic foreseen for 1975 and subsequently.
By way of indication, the EBU has estimated the cost of the terrestrial circuits
(for the vision, international sound and
commentaries) at 42 million gold-francs
per annum from 1975 onwards.
The EBU, moreover, has asked that the
earth stations for the operational system
should not cost more than 500 000 US
dollars each. The reason for this limit is
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to enable those Members of the EBU
whose financial resources are relatively
small nevertheless to take part in the Eurovision satellite scheme.
It would be necessary, before the EBU
could commit itself to bearing the cost of
the operational satellites which follow the
experimental satellite, that the national and
international authorities concerned grant
the permission needed for setting up and
exploiting (directly or indirectly) the operational system. This implies in particular
the assignment, definitively, of the frequencies necessary for the satisfactory
functioning of the system. It would be
necessary also that the EBU obtain from
the telecommunication administrations an
assurance that all the terrestrial circuits
needed to maintain or supplement the
satellite system would continue to be
available.
The financing of the CETS experimental
satellite has to be effected by the Member
States of that Conference; the EBU will
not take any part in it, apart from a few
specialized studies.
The study for the Eurafrica satellite has
been completed by the ESRO, and its
report was submitted in December, 1967;
three addenda were added subsequently.
Without going into details here, it may be
mentioned that the study was carried out
by a team of twenty-three specialists led by
Mr. P. Blassel now Deputy Director of the
ESTEC and Head of the Satellite and
Sounding Rockets Department. The permission of the ESRO Directorate to publish the following details of the Eurafrica
satellite is greatly appreciated by the
author:
— The satellite
— the mass of the satellite itself will
be 192 kg;
— its attitude stability will be controlled within i 0.25° along three
axes by means of an inertia wheel
spinning at 6 000 RPM in a sealed
housing;
— the orbital corrections will be
effected by a hydrazine device. The
longitudinal position must be maintained within ±0.1° over five years;
the residual inclination of the orbit
plane must not attain 0.1° over at
least two years;
The principal technical establishment of the
ESRO.
1
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— Satellite aerials
— receiving aerials: horn aerials with
beamwidth 17.5° (between 3 dB
points);
— transmitting aerials:
— covering the region " Europe ":
— a paraboloid of conic beamwidth 7°, with rectilinear
polarization;
— covering the region " Africa ":
— a paraboloid of conic beamwidth 12°, with rectilinear
polarization.
— Transponders
— number: two, able to function
separately or as a unit;
— type: frequency transposers;
— passband: 140 MHz total;
— output power:
— towards " Europe ": 14 watts;
— towards " Africa ": 28 watts.
Histogram of Eurovision transmissions planned
and supervised by the EBU Technical Centre

Coverage zones of the Eurovision satellite

— Power supply
— two directional panels of solar cells,
each panel of 1.8 m2 (7920 cells of
2x2 cm);
— regulated power: 200 W at beginning of service.
— Telemetry
— type: PCM/PSK/PM;
— speed: 100 bit/s;
— transmission:
— in the band 136-138
(VHF);
— radiated power 2 watts.

MHz

—Remote control
— type: coded pulses;
— frequency: 148.26 MHz i 15 kHz.
— Auxiliary transponder
— purposes:
1) remote-control of earth stations
via the satellite,
2) duplication on microwaves of
VHF telemetry and remotecontrol signals.
— Earth stations (principal characteristics)
— aerials:
— same aerial for transmission and
reception,
— Cassegrainian type,
— approx. diameter 7 m;
— receiver: uncooled parametric preamplifier ;
— transmitter: output power 5 kW.
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— Radio-frequencies: (assumed in
original project)
— downcoming link 8.2 GHz;
— upgoing link 7.4 GHz;

the

from technological considerations, the 4
and 6-GHz bands would be equally
suitable.
Figure 3 depicts the CETS Eurafrica
satellite.
The future of the Eurafrica experimental
satellite project

The future of the Eurafrica experimental
satellite project depends on decisions to be
taken by the CSE (European Space Conference—a governmental conference at
ministerial level) at its next meeting, in
November, 1968, in the matter of the
European space policy, on the basis of the
report of its Programme Consultative
Committee, commonly referred to as the
Causse report. In that report several solutions are put forward, differing one from
another in the proportions of scientific and
application satellites that they provide for,
and every one of these solutions contains,
in the first phase of the application satellites, the Eurafrica satellite project. It is,
of course, well known that in April, 1968,
the United Kingdom Government informed
the other governments concerned, that it
had decided not to participate in the CETS
television satellite project, that is to say,
the Eurafrica project. This decision inevitably cast some doubt on the prospect of
ultimately putting the project into effect,
and that doubt will not be dispelled, one
way or the other, until the CSE meeting.
That meeting is to be followed immediately
by a meeting of the CETS, to organize the
practical measures necessary to give effect
to the CSE decisions.

RF bands to be used

The EBU would prefer to use the 4-GHz
band for the downward link and the 6-GHz
band for the upward link. As these bands
are used also for terrestrial fixed and mobile
services, interference might be experienced
between the satellite earth station transmitters and the receiving stations of the
terrestrial services, or between the transmitting stations of the terrestrial services
and the receivers of the satellite earth
stations. In order to avoid this risk, some
416
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The CETS Eurafrica satellite

Administrations have advised the use of
the 12-GHz band for the satellite circuits,
but unfortunately the attenuation on such
frequencies caused by rain and clouds
would make it necessary to provide much
larger aerials for the earth stations with
the result that those stations would cost
more than the 500 000 dollars stipulated
by the EBU. Moreover, the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) has not
yet allocated that band to satellite telecommunications.
A study is at present being undertaken
jointly by the STC, the European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT) and a number
of Administrations in order to determine
the possibility of finding frequencies in the
4-GHz and 6-GHz bands, for use at places
suitable for earth stations; "suitable" in
this context implies being reasonably close
to a television production centre or a keypoint on the national radio-relay network.
For this study, a computer programme
written by the Office de radiodiffusiontelevision frangaise (ORTF) is being used.

Energy dispersal

In the case of the CETS experimental
satellite, and therefore also in that of the
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subsequent operational satellites, the power
flux density at the earth's surface would
exceed the limit specified in CCIR Recommendation 358-1. It is therefore necessary
to have recourse to an energy dispersal of
28.6 dB in the case of the Eurafrica satellite
under the least favourable conditions. In
order to obtain that dispersal, tests have
been made by the British Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC) using symmetrical triangular signals of frequencies of 25 and
50 Hz, locked to the field scanning. That
at 50 Hz was deemed the better, on the one
hand because it obviates the flicker that
can occur with 25 Hz, and on the other
hand because it is more convenient when
field-frequency conversion has to be envisaged. The BBC has confirmed the validity
of the method proposed by the ESRO for
suppressing the dispersal signal, which
would in the first place be effected by
modulating the local oscillator with a
similar signal to the dispersal signal in
phase-opposition, and later by making use
of a black-level clamp.
It was still necessary to verify that the use
of energy dispersal did not degrade the
picture quality and subjective tests for this
purpose carried out by the BBC have
indicated that the conditions that have to
be met by the system are not critical.
Nevertheless, rather disturbing intermodulation effects could occur if the transmission
chain exhibited some non-linearity. The
maximum permissible degree of nonlinearity of the entire chain from the
modulator input to the demodulator output is 8° in the case of differential phase,
10% in the case of differential gain and
10% in the case of short-term non-linearity
for a signal of 1.3 volts.

Electrical interference

In order to minimize the length of the
circuits between the earth stations of the
system and the programme distribution
centres, it would be desirable to be able to
site the earth stations in urban areas, in
those cases where that were possible from
considerations of interference. This raises
the question of the risk of interference with
reception from the satellite, caused by
electrical machinery or appliances. Experimental and theoretical investigations have
been undertaken by the Radiotelevisione
Italiana (RAI) and by the Telespazio
Company, to determine the importance of
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this risk, and their results indicated that
even at 4 GHz—and a fortiori at higher
frequencies—the increase in the noisetemperature of the system attributable to
a large number of individual sources of
interference distributed over a town would
be only about 5° K when the angle of
elevation of the satellite is about 10°. On
the other hand, it would be necessary to
take certain precautions regarding concentrated sources of interference, such as the
ignition systems of internal-combustion
engines. The first tests give reason to hope
that it will be necessary only to eliminate
all sources of interference from a zone
about a hundred metres wide around the
receiving aerial.

Economic viability of the operational
scheme

Assuming that the launching of the operational satellites begins in 1975, after taking
advantage of the experience gained with
the CETS experimental satellite, the economic viability of the scheme should be
calculated for a period of ten years, that is
to say, from 1975 to 1985.
The term economic viability implies, for
the EBU, that the entire annual costs of
the satellite system (amortization of the
capital investment and all running costs)
are less than the rental of the vision and
sound circuits which would have to be
rented at that period for Euro vision. That
rental has been estimated at 42 million gold
francs per annum in 1975 for the vision,
international sound and commentary circuits. Because by that time a large proportion of the circuits will be on long-term
lease, the annual increase in the circuit
costs after 1975 would be small, probably in
the neighbourhood of 1 %.
In order to determine the annual cost of
the satellite system, it is necessary to know
the number of satellites required over a
period of ten years, which implies that the
reliability of the launching and of the
satellites must also be known. One can, as
has been shown in a study undertaken by
the GETS (Groupe cTetudes de technologie
spatiale, consulting engineers of Brussels)
for the EBU Technical Centre, optimalize
a priori the dates of the launchings, in
order that the over all reliability shall not
fall below a minimum acceptable value.
For Eurovision, it would be possible, in

case of partial or complete failure of the
satellite, to have recourse to terrestrial
circuits, and, taking this possibility into
account, an optimum configuration can
be specified. For Eurovision, the optimum
configuration is that wherein four satellites
are launched during the ten years, the first
two as soon as possible, each of the others
when a satellite in orbit becomes unserviceable. Under these conditions, the system
would be economically viable, provided
that the launchers used are comparable in
cost and reliability with American launchers
(cost: 4.5 millions US dollars each, probability of success: 0.9), and provided that
the satellites cost about 3 million dollars
each, and have a probability of about 0.5
of surviving after five years.
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APPENDIX
Specification of the Eurovision objective

This objective, the distribution of Eurovision programmes, may be implemented
by means of a geostatic satellite illuminating Europe (which includes Iceland), the
Middle East and North Africa with one
aerial, and the whole of Africa with a
second aerial, these aerials having beamwidths of 7° and 12° respectively. The
satellite would carry two transponders,
each able independently to handle one
vision channel, one broadcasting-quality
sound channel and twenty commentary
channels, together with a remote-control
channel, whereby the several earth stations

could be switched, from a central point,
between their " standby," " transmit " and
" receive " modes.
The quality specification for the signals at
the output of the earth station receiving
installation is as follows:
1. Vision channel
a) luminance
— a signal-to-noise ratio of 55 dB for
at least 99 % of the time, with noise
weighting as specified in C.C.I.R.
Recommendation 421-1, and for a
video passband of 6 MHz. Moreover,
the signal-to-noise ratio must be
better than 47 dB for at least 99.9%
of the time;
b) chrominance
— a signal-to-noise ratio over the band
from 3.5 to 5.5 MHz of 46 dB for at
least 99 % of the time, with weighting
as specified in C.C.I.R. Recommendation 451. The figure of 46 dB
should be considered as the target,
and a figure of 43 dB is acceptable.
2. Broadcasting-quality sound channel
The unweighted signal-to-noise ratio should
be 57 dB for at least 99 % of the time.
3. Commentary channels
The unweighted signal-to-noise ratio should
be 29 dB at least when there is a signal at
the maximum level in the channel in
question. Compandors are to be provided
to improve the subjective quality of the
commentary channels.
4. Threshold conditions
Although this does not, strictly speaking,
form part of the specification, it is recommended that the downcoming link should
be designed so that the carrier-to-noise
ratio at the input to the demodulator
should be at least 10 dB for 99.9% of the
time. This figure is considered as reasonable, related to the present state of frequency-demodulator technology, and might
be amended if modulators of lower
threshold should become available. On the
other hand the figure indicated does not
incorporate any alowances that the manufacturers of the satellites or earth stations
would include, in order to take account
either of certain losses which are not
explicitely covered in the calculations, or of
possible differences between the theoretical
and real performance of the system,
towards the end of the life of the satellite.
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CEPT - F. R. OF GERMANY
CEPT project
HE CEPT (European Conference of
Postal and Telecommunications Administrations), which comprises 28 Administrations from 24 European countries,
is also studying an operational intraEuropean domestic system.
This system would allow direct connexions
to be set up between all European countries belonging to the CEPT over intraEuropean distances of at least 1000 km,
provided the financial aspects are satisfactory.
The traffic studies carried out point to a
number of circuits ranging from 1000 to
6000 and up to 25 access points, applying
a range of minimum distances; these
figures are based on the assumption that
traffic would be shared between the terrestrial network and the space system, and
on traffic expansion forecasts.
Technical and network studies have
commenced and are expected to lead to
the definition of a satellite weighing about
4000 kg. The frequencies used for telecommunications would certainly be in
the bands below 10 GHz. The satellite
would be placed on a synchronous equatorial orbit roughly at longitude 10° E.

T

franco-german
"Symphonie"
communication
satellite
programme
general framework of which the
Symphonie programme forms part is
defined by the Agreement signed on 6 June
1967 by the Government of the Federal
Republic of Germany and of France on the
design, construction, launching and testing
of an experimental communication satellite
to distribute broadcasting and television
programmes, provide a telephone service
and transmit data.
The Symphonie programme involves the
elaboration of a prototype and the construction of two flight models which will
be placed on orbit from the French Equa-
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torial Space Centre in Guyana by a launcher provided by the European Space
Vehicle Launcher Development Organisation (ELDO).
The programme also covers the design and
establishment of two experimental earth
stations for communication tests with the
satellite.
The Agreement provides that the two countries shall participate on an equal footing.
For the purposes of this programme the
two Governments have set up a Governing
Council and an Executive Committee. The
work on the satellite will be performed by
a Franco-German consortium which will
be required to appoint a supervisor whose
responsibility it will be to ensure that the
work is shared out equally, and on an
equitable basis as to quality, between the
Federal Republic of Germany and France.
The two contracting parties undertake to
respect, when operating the satellites and
the earth stations, the relevant national
and international regulations in force.
The Agreement also stipulates, in Article 12, that the two parties shall enjoy
equal rights in carrying out experiments
with the satellites and earth stations1.
The satellite

Symphonie will be a geostationary experimental communication satellite designed
for test broadcasting and television programmes, telephone connexions and data
transmissions.
The official function of the satellite is
defined by:
— the coverage envisaged, i.e. the zones
which will receive information from
Desired communication functions
Nature

Possibilities

Number of
carriers

Television

1 picture channel+ 3 programme quality sound channels
(1 service channel)

1 ( + 1)

Television

1 picture channel + programme
quality sound channel+ 9 commentary sound channels ( + 1
service channel)

1 ( + 1)

Sound
broadcasting

18 programme quality sound
channels ( + 1 service channel)

1 (+1)

Sound
broadcasting

3 to 5 programme quality sound
channels by carrier (+2 service
channels)

2 (+2)

Telephony

Sound broadcasting +
Telephony

Telephony

132 telephony channels

1 "i

+ 60 telephony channels
+ 12 telephony channels
carrier

1 1 *
6 J

10 programme quality channels
by carrier
+12 telephony channels by carrier

3 \
> *
6 J

TDM-PCM

1

*) Carriers from different stations
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Zones covered by Symphonie
the satellite via earth stations and which
will be able to transmit information to
the satellite;
— the number of independent repeaters
for each satellite;
— the desired communication characteristics ;
— a life of five years for the satellite.
Each zone covered by the satellite is characterized by the angle at which it is seen
from the satellite in a geostationary position at 15° W longitude, while the angle
of elevation at which the earth stations see
the satellite must be greater than, or equal
to, 5°. These zones, shown on the map, are:
• Euro-African Zone (Zl)
This zone is seen from the satellite at an
angle of 10.5°.
• Central American-Antilles-Guyana Zone
(Z2)
This zone is seen from the satellite at an
angle of 4°.
• Over-all Zone (Z3)
This is the over-all zone of the earth seen
from the satellite in a geostationary position. The angle of aperture is 17.5°.
The satellite must be able to cover the
17.5° zone alone, the 10.5° and 4° zones
simultaneously; and the 4° zone alone.
Each satellite must be provided with two
repeaters operating simultaneously and
independently and having specific connexions with the antennae.
The frequencies used for the communication functions of the satellite are situated
in the frequency band allocated to communication-satellites by the ITU Space
Radiocommunication Conference (Geneva
1963):
5925-6425 MHz at reception and
3600-4200 MHz at emission.
Symphonie programme EC.
The Federal Republic of Germany is
carrying out a study of an earth station on its
own territory, while France has decided to
build an earth station in the French Antilles.
1

ITU CONFERENCES - XVII
22. INTERNATIONAL CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE ON
LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONY

5th Plenary Assembly
Paris, 11-18 June 1928

PURPOSE: Study of list of Questions and proposals or draft Recommendations submitted by the Permanent
Secretariat of the International Consultative Committee.
PARTICIPATING ADMINISTRATIONS (21): Austria; Belgium; Czechoslovakia; Denmark; Finland; France;
Germany; Great Britain; Fiungary; Italy; Luxembourg; Netherlands; Norway; Poland; Portugal; Roumania;

Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia; Spain; Sweden; Switzerland; Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
COMPANY (1): American Telephone and Telegraph Company.
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS (3): International Electro-Technical Commission; International Union
of Railways; International Union of Tramways, Local Railways and Omnibuses.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS ASSOCIATIONS (4): Association

of German Electrical Engineers; Italian
Electrical Engineering Association; Societe frangaise des Electriciens; Swiss Society of Electrical Engineers.

ASSOCIATIONS OF GAS AND WATER SERVICE ENGINEERS (2): Societe du gaz de Paris; Union syndicate de I1 Industrie du gaz en France.
CHAIRMAN: Mr. Milon, Director of Telephone Operation, PTT General Secretariat (France).
VICE-CHAIRMEN: Colonel Purves, Chief Engineer, GPO (Great Britain),

Professor Breisig, Ministerialrat (Germany),
Mr. van Embden, Chief Engineer, Telegraphy, General Service (Netherlands).
RECOMMENDATIONS on questions of general organization, transmission, maintenance, and supervision

(transmission standards and definitions, general rules for the constitution of transmission systems),
traffic and operation, tariffs and methods of applying tariffs, traffic statistics, line protection.
QUESTIONS on line and cable protection, transmission and maintenance, master telephone transmission
reference system, co-ordination of telephony and radio-telephony, traffic and maintenance, tariffs.
FINAL ACTS: International Consultative Committee on Long-Distance Telephony, Plenary Assembly,
Paris, 11-18 June 1928 (publishedby the International Consultative Committee on Long-Distance Telephony,

23 Avenue de Messine, Paris) (in French).
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Traffic and operation
Line protection
Official record of the closing session
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HE JOOBML
Seventy-five years ago

Telegraphy in Brazil in 1891
At the end of 1890, Brazil had 12 343 km.
289 m. of telegraph network, corresponding
to 20 076 km. 780 m. of wire.
During the following year, the line and
wire lengths of this network increased by
1535 km. 445 m. and 7969 km. 545 m.,
respectively. At the beginning of 1891, the
position was therefore as follows:
Length
Length of wire

13 878 km. 734 m.
28 046 km. 325 m.

The main line of this network, which
interconnects all the most important places
along the Brazilian coast and extends from
Jaguarao and Uruguayana on the Argentine
frontier to Belem in the State of Para, is
6861 km. 806 m. long (length of wire
19 725 km. 341 m.) not counting the cables
used for crossing rivers, bays and estuaries.
There are 105 stations along this line.

News

International competition for a new type of
battery. — Mention has already been made
on a number of occasions already in this
Journal of a competition organized by the
Review Elettricita for a new type of electric
battery. The competition was originally
scheduled to close on 31 August 1892 but
was later extended to the end of the year.
In a recent issue, Elettricita announced that
the results of this competition had not come
up to expectations. None of the batteries
submitted fulfilled the conditions required
for the 2000 lire award and only one
proposal—that of Professor R. Rosati of
Florence—was found worthy of commendation.

Use of dynamos and accumulators in telegraphy.
— For some years now efforts have been
made to reduce the operating costs of
telegraphs offices by replacing batteries
with dynamos or accumulators. This idea
is likely to be advantageous mainly for
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large exchanges which employ vast numbers of batteries and whose auxiliary installations rely on the use of electrical dynamos
either to operate Hughes telegraph sets or
to provide office lighting.

Almost all the European telegraph Administrations which use dynamos for lighting or other purposes in their central
stations also tend to use these machines to
charge accumulators, used in place of
batteries.
Only one method has been used so far.
The accumulators are connected in series,
one of the poles of the battery is earthed
and connection points are provided on
cells of appropriate rank to supply electromotive force of the desired strength.
Mr. Picard sees a number of drawbacks in
this method.

The system proposed by Mr. Picard differs
little in appearance from this method but
it does not have its drawbacks.

With this system, whatever the generator
used, what Mr. Picard calls a distribution
battery is placed between the source of
current and the telegraph sets. This battery
consists of voltameters and accumulators.
As the latter never have to operate as
generators, they can consist of solid plates
which need no maintenance and last more
or less indefinitely.

With this system the dynamo can be used
on its own, the active accumulator battery
can be used on its own and can be recharged
during operation, and the accumulators
can be automatically used in place of the
dynamo when the latter is out of order.
The saving obtainable in comparison with
ordinary batteries is 92% with a dynamo
and 94% with accumulators.
Journal telegraphique — August 1893

note

from

the

basic indices
for ionospheric propagation

CCIR

THE FOLLOWING TABLES, giving values of the basic indices for ionospheric propagation, have been prepared by the Specialized Secretariat of the International
Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) in accordance with Resolution 4-1, Recommendation 371 and Report 246-1 ojf the Xlth CCIR Plenary Assembly (Oslo,
June-July 1966).

Parameters:
R12 (smoothed mean, over twelve months, of the number of sunspots
observed):
Month
1
Year

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

—

predictions calculated over the 12 preceding

Period
°.f pre"
diction
(months)

01

23456789

Mean

1967
1968

75
102

79

82

85

88

91

94

95

94

94

96

100

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

108 124 125 111

116

lF2 (ionospheric index)*:
—

Mean error in
months:

+8.4 +12.6 +18.0 +26.5 +29.3 +33.3 +37.8 +39.5 +36.6 +33.1
error
Standard
deviation ±20.4 ±17.7 ±13.8 ±13.9 ±15.3 ±15.8 ±18.2 ±20.5 ±22.8 ±24.8
of the error

Month
1
Year
1967
1968

78 93 113 114 115 92
113 108 109 109 113 111

89
98

* For further details, see the Telecommunication Journal, April 1964,
page 119, and January 1966, pages 43-47.
<3> (monthly mean value of solar noise flux at 2800 MHz)**:
Month
Year
1967
1968

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

148
190

147
173

161
143

130
130

144
155

120
142

140
137

154

132

136

146

163

** Data kindly supplied by the National Research Council, Ottawa.

Forecasts:

R 12

***

Month
Year
1968
1969

8

9

10

11

12

109

108

106

104

102

1
100

Federal Observatory,

*** Data kindly supplied by Professor Waldmeier,
Zurich.

±20.

Estimated error in forecasts of R12 six months in advance:

Mean error on R12 predictions based on the 12 months preceding
the month following that for which the last R12 value was calculated:
Prediction time
(months)

0

1

2

3

4

5

Mean error

-1.2

-2.0

-2.5

-3.0

-3.5

-3.3

Standard deviation
ot the error

±4>5

±A

5

6Q

6

Q

2

±5

±Q

I ****
•F2
Month
7

8

9

10

11

12

118

124

124

123

122

120

Year

1
1968
1969

(118)

**** Data kindly supplied by the Science Research Council, Radio and
Space Research Station, Slough.
The figure in brackets is the value forecast six months in advance.

Mean error in
months:
Period of
prediction
(months)
Mean error
Standard
deviation, of
the error

lF2 predictions calculated over the 12 preceding
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

+4.5

+9.7

+11.4

+13.2

+14.6

+14.7

+14.0

+9.2

+10.9

+10.3

+9.1

+9.7

+10.9

+13.5

0 *****
Month
Year\^
1968
1969

8

9

10

11

12

163

167

157

159

163

1

2

3

4

5

149

149

148

147

145

***** Prediction by a method of extrapolation devised by the CCIR Secretariat,
pursuant to Resolution 30 of the Xlth CCIR Plenary Assembly (Oslo, 1966).
(Use of the electronic computer in predicting basic indices for ionospheric propagation ).

Period of prediction (months ahead)
Ri2 (provisional values)
lF2

— . — .

0

Analysis of R12, /F2 and 0 predictions in 1967
M12 mean error over 12 months
cr12 standard deviation of the error over 12 months
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news
Development of telephone in
Iraq

possible by use of expanded satellite and cable
facilities and advanced communications technology, including a recently inaugurated
Rectiplex system.

□ The Iraq Telephone Administration has
awarded L. M. Ericsson a contract for equipment, primarily cable and outside plant, and
for installation work in conjunction with the
expansion of the telephone networks in five
cities, including Baghdad. The contracted work
is to be completed within three years and
constitutes the first phase of an expansion
programme covering the entire Iraqi telephone
system. — L. M. Ericsson.

The Rectiplex system is a new multi-channel
telegraph system, which was developed by
Kokusai Denshin Denwa Company Limited (KDD),
in Japan. It provides the capability for RCA
and KDD to obtain 108 standard teleprinter
channels from a single 3 kHz voice-grade
circuit. This is almost five times the capacity
of the conventional frequency-modulated voice
frequency telegraph (FMVFT) systems that
which
could
were
previously employed,
accommodate only 22 standard teleprinter
channels in the same 3 kHz bandwidth. — RCA.

Development of telephone in
Lebanon
□ Lebanon authorities have awarded L. M.
Ericsson a contract for automatic telephone
exchanges and othertelecommunications equipment. The telephone exchanges in Beirut,
Tripoli, Saida and Zahle, as also a number of
other major towns, are to receive new automatic equipment or additions to previous
equipment. — L. M. Ericsson.

New telephone equipment
for Tunisia
□ The Tunisian Administration has awarded
L. M. Ericsson a contract for equipmentfor new
telephone exchanges and for expansion of
existing exchanges. This contract comprises
equipment for automatic switching of international telephone traffic. — L. M. Ericsson.

Expansion of
telecommunications in the UAR
□ A direct radiotelegraph circuit was opened
on 22 June 1968 between Cairo, United Arab
Republic, and Aden, People's Republic of
Southern Yemen.
On the 24 June 1968 a telephone service was
opened between the UAR and the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (Kinshasa) via London.
Languages admitted for these two services are
Arabic, English and French. — UAR Telecommunications Organization.

Expansion of
telecommunications in the
Territory of Papua and
New Guinea

Telephone service with ships
□ A new telephone service for contacting
ships in Indian territorial waters is available to
telephone subscribers throughout India. Calls
can be made to ships within a radius of 15
nautical miles from the coast. — Radio Times of
India.

Expansion of communications
services between the
United States and Japan
□ A major expansion of Radio Corporation
of America Global Communications channel
facilities linking the United States and Japan
was announced in June 1968.
The expansion by more than 100 per cent in
the number of communication channels is
being made to handle the rapidly rising exchange of telex traffic, private leased channels,
telegrams, facsimile and data between the
two countries.
The President of the RCA subsidiary stated
that this increase in channel capacity is made
422

□ A programme to expand and improve
telecommunications in the Territory of Papua
and New Guinea, essential to efficient administration and further economic development, will be undertaken with the assistance
of a World Bank loan of 7 million US dollars.
The Territory, which is administered by
Australia, consists of the eastern half of the
island of New Guinea and some 600 islands.
Physical communication within the Territory
is extremely difficult because of the rugged
terrain, scattered islands and great distance
between centres of economic activity. Therefore good telecommunication connexions are of
special importance.

lines of automatic telephone exchange equipment at 35 existing or new exchanges and
provides for the necessary increase in associated
subscriber plant, telephone, and radio outstations. The most important and costly part
of the project is the virtual replacement of the
long distance toll and telegraph network with
one of several times the present capacity. This
consists of establishing on the main island a
microwave backbone route with a basic capacity
of 300 channels, linking the principal towns,
Port Moresby, Lae, Madang, Goroka and
Mt. Hagen, and appropriate spur links to other
centres and off-shore islands.
The total financial requirements of the fouryear programme are estimated at the equivalent
of 16 million US dollars. The Bank loan will
finance 43%; about 26% will come from the
Department's internal cash generation, and the
remainder from advances from the Government. — World Bank.

New high seas telephone service
to connect with Canada
□ A new long-distance telephone service
connecting ships on the high seas and in coastal
waters with anywhere in Canada was announced
on 4 June 1968 by Canadian Transport Minister
Mr. P. Hellyer.
The Department of Transport now has radio
facilities at Halifax and Vancouver for the provision of long-range radio telephone service
for ships at sea.
The service, known as the Canadian high seas
telephone service, provides voice communication with vessels operating at great distances
from the mainland and in coastal waters. It
now is possible for a person on board ship
anywhere in the North Atlantic or North
Pacific to speak with anyone ashore as in
ordinary long-distance telephone calls.
The new service can be used almost as easily as
the regular land telephone service. The caller
asks the operator to be connected with the
marine operator, asks for high seas service
and gives the following information: name of
the person and ship being called and whether
or not the call is to be collect; name of the city
and telephone number from which the call is
being made. — Canadian Department of Transport.

Swiss PTT

The inter-urban network established some years
ago by the Posts and Telegraphs Department
of the Territory has become so overloaded by
increased traffic that it cannot cope with
essential requirements. A substantial investment is now needed to greatly enlarge the
capacity of this network as well as to meet
the normal growth of the Department's local
systems.

The yearbook states that the PTT have altogether 4057 post offices (3972 of which are open
all the year round), 952 telephone exchanges,
13 700 public telephone booths (an average
of 1 per 441 inhabitants) and that there are
76 836 km of telephone and telegraph lines.

The four-year programme now being undertaken by the Department includes expansion of
the local telephone exchange service by 10 000

In 1967, each Swiss inhabitant made (or
received) 309.7 telephone calls (of an average
duration of 3 minutes), 0.92 telegrams, and
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□ The Swiss PTT statistical yearbook for 1967
was issued recently.

news

2.89 telex calls; 28.4 out of 100 have a radio
licence, 14.2 a television license and 27 a telephone set; in all, there are 41.7 telephone sets
per 100 inhabitants, which makes Switzerland
third in the world in this respect (after the
United States and Sweden).

of variation varies with the location of the
receiving equipment. The project just finished
by the Department of Transport group was
aimed at determining the amount of correction necessary in readings at various Canadian
Arctic points. — Canadian Department of
Transport.

The Swiss PTT had 44 939 employees at the
end of 1967, 11 416 (i.e. one-quarter) of whom
are women. — Entreprise des PTT suisses.

Microwave equipment for
Australia
Ecuador:
improved international
communications via undersea
cables

□ Mr. C.J. Griffiths (right), First Assistant Director General (Engineering) Australian Post Office,
visited recently Coventry headquarters of GEC-

□ Direct undersea cable linkages for telecommunications services between the United
States and Ecuador are being provided for the
first time by Western Union International,
Inc. (WUI).

□ Seven men from the Canadian Department
of Transport, two of them technicians of the
Telecommunications and Electronics Branch
and the others from the department's Flight
Operations at Ottawa International Airport,
returned recently from a month-long journey
that took them on a zig-zag route through the
Canadian Arctic to Alert, at the northern tip
of Ellesmere Island.
The project was aimed at increasing the
accuracy of position " fixes " provided by the
Omega extra-long-range navigational system
developed by the United States Government
and now being used by marine and aviation
operators of many nations. The system makes
it possible for a ship, aircraft or ground party
to determine its position from signals broadcast from a few transmitting points located
thousands of kilometres apart. Those now in
use, in northern New York State, in Norway,
Trinidad and Hawaii, are capable of providing
position fixes over nearly half the earth's
surface.
It has been found, however, that there can be
variations between daytime and night-time
readings, and at different seasons. The amount

New microwave links in Bahrain
and Hongkong
□ Orders for completely semi-conductored
2 GHz and 7 GHz microwave radio links and
multiplex equipment in Hongkong and Bahrain
have been awarded to GEC-AEI Telecommunications Limited, of Coventry, United
Kingdom, by Cable and Wireless Limited, who
operate international telecommunications networks.
The radio systems will connect satellite earth
stations and a troposcatter station to telephone
call switching centres. The stations are scheduled to be completed by the middle of next
year.

An agreement, made between Empresa Nacional
de Teleccmunicaciones (ENTEL), of Ecuador,
WUI, Compania Anonima Nacional Te/efonos de
Venezuela (CANTV) and Colombia's Empresa
Nacional de Telecomunicaciones (TELECOM)
provides Ecuador with the use of telegraph
cable channels in the Venezuela cable between
Quito and WUI's World Communications
Centre in New York City, thus giving the
country full access to modern submarine cable
service for international cablegrams, telex,
and lease channel communications. — WUI.

Improvements to " Omega "
extra-long-range navigational
system

The ordinary service was introduced to the
United States in February 1967 and to Canada
in May 1967, when monthly traffic from Britain
to Canada was about 12 000 calls a month and
to the United States 44 000 a month. In
May 1968, the totals reached almost 14 500 calls
to Canada and 58 000 to the United States. —
United Kingdom GPO.

In Hongkong, the link will be between the
Cable and Wireless headquarters at Mercury
House and the earth station at Stanley Peninsula. There will be a repeater station at
Victoria Peak.
In Bahrain, the earth station at Jebel Camp will
be connected to the switching centre in
Salmania, a suburb of Manama town. — General
Electric Company Limited.
AEI Telecommunications Limited, Coventry, United
Kingdom, which was awarded a contract for
2000 MHz microwave radio equipment to be used
to carry telephone calls between Perth and
Adelaide—a distance of approximately 2500 km.
He is seen discussing the equipment with Mr.
H. D. Hyamson, Manager of the company's Radio
Development Laboratory. — General Electric
Company Limited.

Transatlantic calls on demand
□ An " on demand " telephone service to
North America began in July for London-area
businessmen and residents—who make threequarters of Britain's oversea calls.
The new facility extends the current reducedcharge " ordinary " service, in which a call
may be booked to a telephone number instead
of a named person. Since Monday, 8 July,
London subscribers can be connected to numbers in Canada and the United States without
having to book the call and waiting to be
recalled.
The on-demand facility is expected to increase
the proportion of trans-Atlantic calls put
through in the non-personal service and the
United Kingdom Post Office plans to extend it
to centres outside London as soon as technical
developments permit.

New data transmission service
between four United States
major cities
□ A new Bell System 50 kilobit (50 000 bits
per second) switched message service has
become operational in the United States of
America between the cities of Chicago, Los
Angeles, New York and Washington.
Called Data-phone 50 service, it permits the
transmission of data and facsimile at rates up to
50 kilobits per second with voice co-ordination.
It has been made available because of the interest
of business machine manufacturers and service
users in a high-speed message service, and in
anticipation of a mass market for such service. It
offers transmission speed twenty-five times that
of present data-phone service.
The monthly charges for Data-phone 50 are a
per station terminal charge of 275 US dollars
for the transmission of either sequential nonsynchronous or synchronous signals, or 300
dollars for the transmission of sequential nonsynchronous and synchronous signal. In addition, there is a per minute message rate based
on mileage. In the case of New York to Washington this would be 1.25 dollars per minute. —
AT&T.
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Mars in Cyprus
□ The Cyprus Telecommunications Authority
(CTA) is to use a Marconi Automatic Relay
System (MARS), which will speed the transfer of telegraph messages in the aeronautical fixed telecommunications network at
Nicosia International Airport. This new, automatic message switching centre will greatly
improve the efficiency of civil aviation communication in the eastern Mediterranean area.
The CTA has also taken this opportunity to
automate its public telegraph network by
integrating it with the aeronautical switching
centre. — Marconi.

Direct telex service between
Brazil and France
□ A direct telex service between Recife and
Paris was inaugurated on 1 August, available
daily from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. — Brazilian Administration.

Advisory Committee on
Interference in Ireland
□ The Minister for Posts and Telegraphs of
Ireland has appointed an Advisory Committee
on Interference with Wireless Telegraphy for a
fourth period of two years to advise him in
relation to the making of regulations for controlling electrical interference with the working
of apparatus for wireless telegraphy. The Committee will also have to consider representations made to the Minister prior to the making
of any regulations.
On the advice of earlier Committees the Minister for Posts and Telegraphs has made regulations for the control of interference caused by
low power electric motors and by ignition
apparatus.
The work of the Committee will follow the
lines set by previous Committees, namely the
pursuit of a satisfactory solution to the problem
of harmful interference with wireless telegraphy.
The Committee has the benefit of the advice of
the Interference Investigation Section operated
by Radio Telefis Eireann in obtaining factual data
on the extent and distribution of various types
of interference. — GPO of Ireland.

Mexico City's television tower
□ Mr. Padilla Segura, the Secretary of Transport and Communications of the Mexican
Government, has announced that all necessary
steps have been taken to provide radio and
television transmissions of the 1968 Olympic
Games of the highest technical quality.
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A specially designed telecommunications tower,
approximately 88 m high, will be put into
operation shortly and will be the central
receiving and broadcasting point for relaying
programmes about the Games to other countries.

one display and lasted about three minutes,
less than one second of computer time was
required for the response. — Bell Telephone
Laboratories.

The tower will be the centre of a telecommunications system which will include a
microwave network covering a radius of
20 000 kilometres and an earth station for
satellite relays (see the Telecommunication
Journal, April 1968, page 177). The microwave
network will be used to relay radio and television programmes to the borders of Mexico
for distribution to similar systems in other
countries or to relay programmes to the earth
station for transmission by satellite. — Olympic
Newsletter.

New telecommunication! tower

Two-way radio system links
New York City buses with
headquarters
□ What is said to be " the world's largest
commercial two-way radio system " a vast
Radio Corporation of America (RCA) communications network that will link 4200 public
buses with their headquarters, was put recently
into operation by the New York City Transit
Authority. The contract called for delivery of
4772 two-way radios of all-solid-state design,
253 portable two-way radios, and a larger
number of public address systems. The
Authority has installed the radios in 2500 buses
to date and plans to equip its entire fleet by
the end of 1968 it was reported. The bus radio
units have no " on-off" switches. They are
turned on when the driver turns on the
ignition. — Industrial Communications.

Picturephone sets put a
computer on executive desks

□ The Nippon Television Network Corporation will start construction this year in Tokyo
of what will be the world's highest television
tower.
The Tokyo tower will, at 550 m, top the present
record-holder in Moscow by 20 m. In addition
to the broadcast equipment at its top, the tower
will have a 20-storey office-apartment complex
as its base. — Electronics.

Telemetering of volcano
observations
□ In Japan a system of volcano observation is
being set up by the Japanese Meteorological
Agency. Already fifteen major volcanoes are
under observation. Observation points are
located in an area of several kilometres radius
around the crater and the signals are transmitted through wire or wireless systems to
the observation base stations where they are
to be recorded. The vibration transducer at
each observation point is of moving coil type
having a frequency range of 1 to 15 Hz. The
transducer output is sent through a buried
cable or by radio (400 MHz FM-FM 0.5W alltransistorized) to the corresponding observation base station. The over-all magnification
factor is 10 000 maximum and about 5000 as
standard. The transmission distance is several
kilometres for wire and 20 to 30 km for wireless
transmission. — Journal of the Institute of
Electronics and Communication Engineers of
Japan.

□ In a recently completed experiment, Bell
System's Picturephone was connected to a
computer. Fifty-nine executives made face-toface picturephone calls, used the touch-tone
telephone and the video display as a desk
calculator, and used the computer to display
news headlines, stock market and weather
reports, airport conditions, a sample personnel
file, a list of the numbers of all picturephone
set users, and directions for using the system.

□ The communications system for the first
earth station to be constructed in Argentina
will be provided by the Italian subsidiary of
General Telephone and Electronics International
Incorporated (GT&E).

A special data set developed by Bell Laboratories
links the picturephone sets with an unmodified
commercial computer. In the experimental
system, the data set answers calls, translates
the touch-tone signals into computer language,
and translates the computer's response into
the correct video format for transmission to the
picturephone set.

Societa Generate di Telefonia ed Elettronica S.p.A.,
is one of three members of an Italian consortium which was awarded a contract by the
Secretaria de Estado de Comunicaciones de la
Nacion. Under the award, the consortium will
construct an earth station for the Secretaria
at Balcarce near Mar del Plata in the southern
part of Buenos Aires province.

The experiment lasted from September 1967
to May 1968, and involved more than 1600 calls
to the computer for service. Even though the
average call involved requests for more than

The earth station will serve as a ground terminal for voice, television, and data communications to and from an Intelsat-Ill satellite in
synchronous orbit 36 000 kilometres over the
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Installation of earth stations . . .
... in Argentina

news

Atlantic Ocean. The station, which is scheduled
to become operational in May 1969, will serve
as a communications link with other earth
stations in Latin America and with similar
facilities in the United States and Europe. —
GT&E.

transmitter, which will operate in the 6 GHz
band, will have a maximum output power of
2.8 kW with 500 MHz bandwidth.

. . . in India

It is planned to begin commercial operations
in May 1969. — Junta Permanente Nacional de
Telecomunicaciones of Peru.

□ India's first satellite communication earth
station is expected to be ready for operation
at Arvi approximately 28 km from Poona,
by the end of 1968.
Thirty frequencies for the use of the earth
station, which would operate as a part of a
global communication satellite network, have
been registered with the International Frequency Registration Board (IFRB). — Radio
Times of India.

. . . in Indonesia
□ Construction of satellite communication
equipment for a terminal ordered by the
Indonesian Government has begun.
The terminal, to be located approximately
130 km south-east of Djakarta, the capital of
Indonesia, will consist of a 27.5 m diameter
antenna, an operations control building and a
power station. It will be Indonesia's commercial
telephone, telegraph and television communications gateway to the world via the Intelsat-Ill
series of satellites. — ITT.

. . . in Peru
□ In June 1967, the Peruvian Government
decided to install an earth station as a main
incoming and outgoing international telecommunication centre to operate via the Intelsat
series or other stationary satellites.
Following this decision, a contract was signed
on 12 June 1968 by the Government of Peru,
represented by Dr. J. M. de la Jara y Ureta,
President of the Junta Permanente Nacional de
Telecomunicaciones, the organization in charge
of telecommunications in Peru, and Mr. K.
Hashimoto, representative of Nippon Electric
Company Limited (NEC) in Tokyo.
The contract provides for the financing, delivery and installation of a satellite-communication earth station in the Lurin area, 40 km
south-east of Lima, as well as for a microwave
link which will connect the Lurin earth station
to the national microwave system terminal in
Lima. The value of the contract is 3 825 000
United States dollars.
The earth station will be capable of transmitting
three RF carriers and receiving up to ten RF
carriers and of simultaneous transmission of
one monochrome or colour 525-line television
channel, plus 60 or 132 telephone channels per
carrier. A steerable antenna 30 m in diameter,
with 60.8 and 59.5 dB gain at 6 and 4 GHz,
respectively, will be installed. The receiver,
which will operate in the 4 GHz band, will have
an input equivalent to a noise temperature of
less than 22°K with 500 MHz bandwidth. The

The system will have a gain/temperature value
of 40.7 dB and 100% redundancy reserve in
operation.

.. . in Laos
□ Mr. Khamleuang Sayarath,formerly Director
of Telecommunications, has been appointed
Director General of Posts and Telecommunications.
Mr. Bounthong Sonnasinh, formerly Chief
Inspector of Telecommunications, has been
appointed Director of Telecommunications.

. . . in Libya
. . . in Puerto Rico
□ Communications
Satellite
Corporation
(COMSAT) officials and directors talked recently
over a test telephone circuit via satellite with
the company's personnel at the new ground
station at Cayey, Puerto Rico. Although the
service date for the station is 30 October it has
progressed sufficiently for the test call to be
made in mid-June. — Telecommunications
Reports.

. . . in Sudan
□ Sudan has asked the Italian firm Consorzio
per Sistemi di Telecomunicazione via Satelliti
(STS), of the IRI (Istituto Ricostruzione Industrial) group, to build an earth station for
satellite communication at El Masiol, near
Khartoum.
The station will be brought into service in
August 1969 and for the first year will be
operated by the STS.

□ Mr. Khalifa Zarrugh has been appointed
Under-Secretary of State for Posts and Telecommunications.

teclHkal
news

The El Masiol station will be used to establish
telephone connexions across the Atlantic by
the Intelsat-Ill type of satellite and for the
reception of television pictures. — Electronique actualites.

Bright display radar

Personnel changes . . .

□ A new bright display radar system has been
designed and developed by the International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation (ITT)

. . . in Albania
□ Mr. Hiqmet Dersha has been appointed
Director of PTT in the Ministry of Communications to replace Mr. Pertef Xhiku who
has retired.

. . . in Bolivia
□ Lt. Col. Tulio Ascarrunz Goytia took up
the duties of President of the Empresa Nacional
de Telecomunicaciones ENTEL SAM. on 7 May
1968; Mr. Orlando Salazar Blacutt became
General Manager of the company on 20 May
1968.

. . . in Czechoslovakia
□ Mr. Karel Hoffmann has been appointed
Chief of the Postal and Telecommunications
Administration; he succeeds Mr. Miloslav
Laipert, who has been transferred to other
duties.

(ITT)
The BRITE radar air traffic control system of ITT
Industrial Laboratories
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Industrial Laboratories Division, Fort Wayne,
Indiana, under contract with the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA), Washington,
D.C.
The first five of a number of Bright Radar
Indicator Tower Equipment (BRITE) systems, a
compact, all-solid-state, radar display system,
have been delivered to major air terminals in
the east and southwest. Initial installations
of BRITE systems are scheduled at New York's
John F. Kennedy and La Guardia airports,
Newark airport, Dallas-Love Field and at the
Houston International air terminal.
The new system displays air traffic data on
radar screens in airport control towers with
improved brightness, contrast and detail
under high ambient lighting conditions. Conventional radarscopes require use of a special
hood for viewing or conditions of semi- or
complete darkness. — ITT.

Emergency communications
systems for airport control
towers
□ Special self-contained communications transceiver (transmitter/receiver) units for emergency use in controlling air traffic have been
ordered by the Federation Aviation Administration (FAA) from the Hydro-Space Systems
Corporation.
Under the 589 488 US dollars award, HydroSpace first will develop two prototypes each
of a VHF model and a UHF model for FAA
acceptance prior to delivery of 863 production
units. These will be 540 VHF transceivers and
323 UHF. The award includes 45 additional
VHF units for the United States Navy.
It is expected that the low-power emergency
backup transceivers will produce savings to
airlines, aircraft owners and airport operators
in terms of safety and reductions in delays
during periods of local power cuts. The threewatt, solid state, battery-powered systems will
fill an FAA requirement for backup air/ground
communications capability in airport control
towers during periods of power failure or other
emergencies. The self-contained units also
can be carried directly on to the airport
landing area for use at air shows and other
special events requiring one-time emergency
air traffic control services where none is
currently provided.
Designed for a minimum range of about 25 kilometres, the new system will have three pretuned channels which can be set to any VHF
or UHF frequency within the range of frequencies assigned to the aeronautical band.
An important feature will be improved speech
processing giving added audio power at lower
power output.
Initially, high activity control towers will be
equipped with at least one VHF transceiver
for emergency use. All will have 50 kHz
channel spacing.
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These transceivers are being considered for
the primary equipment in all new low activity
towers. — FAA.

New radome laminate material
□ A new radome laminate material that
exhibits several advantages over the polyester
resin fibrous glass laminate currently in use
has been developed by Electronic Space
Structures Corporation (ESSCO) of West
Concord, Massachusetts.
The new material with tensile strength
approaching fibreglass, has much greater
flexural toughness, is virtually tear-resistant,
and exhibits superior electromagnetic transmission characteristics.

(Bell Telephone Laboratories)

According to the Corporation, use of this
material is expected to further extend radome
life and minimize maintenance. — ESSCO.

new and better services for switching systems
and other telephone equipment. — Bell
Telephone Laboratories.

" Talking " laser developed for
outer space

Negotiations of Intelsat-IV

□ Laser scientists at Honeywell announce the
development of a deep-space laser communication system sensitive enough to pick up a
voice signal from Mars.
It is an experimental system powerful enough
to transmit or receive messages over 80 million kilometres, built for ground tests in
June 1968 to be conducted by the United
States National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) at Huntsville, Alabama.
Scientists at the Honeywell Systems and
Research Centre in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
said they used carbon dioxide gas in place of
conventional helium, neon or argon gas to
obtain the power and sensitivity and other
properties that will be necessary to permit
interplanetary communication by laser in the
1970s.
The device can detect a signal as faint as
10~13W, and scientists have been transmitting
" very clear " voice messages in the laboratory.
— IEE News.

□ The Interim Communications Satellite Committee (ICSC), meeting in July in Washington,
was understood to have authorized the Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT)
to continue negotiations on a contract for the
purchase of four Intelsat-IV satellites, with the
aim of arriving at a definitive contract to be
presented for consideration by the ICSC at its
next meeting, in September, in Washington.
The ICSC decision means that it is passing
over any consideration of having a family of
Intelsat-" lll1/2" satellites built (see Telecommunication Journal, March 1968, page 132).
The Intelsat-IV satellite will have a capacity
of 6000 two-way voice circuits, or 12 two-way
television channels. The satellite will be 6.7 m
high and 2.75 m in diameter.—Telecommunications Reports.

9th Molnya-I
communication satellite
□ On 5 July, the USSR put into orbit its
ninth Molnya-I communication satellite.

Almost a million electrical
components
□ On silicon wafers the size of postage stamps
—and not much thicker—almost a million
electrical components can be made. They were
fabricated using new techniques for integrated
electronics developed at Bell Laboratories, the
research and development unit of the Bell
Telephone System. Each little square, small
enough to be visible through a stamp perforation hole, contains 672 transistors and resistors.
Also, methods are being tested for connecting
these tiny components into arrays of electrical
circuits. Integrated circuits and arrays promise
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The main purpose of the satellite is to relay
television programmes to stations of the Orbit
network and telegraph and telephone connexions. — Tass

Radar picture transmission
system for United States
Weather Bureau
□ An improved weather forecasting service
will be provided through use of new radar
picture telephone-line television transmission

news

systems developed and furnished under a
contract recently awarded to a division of
International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation (ITT) by the United States Weather
Bureau.
The system enables constantly updated weather
radar pictures, obtained from radar weather

station antenna sites, to be transmitted to
distant Weather Bureau locations over ordinary
telephone lines. The pictures can be observed
directly by weather forecasters at these locations across the country without duplicating
complex radar installations at each of the
Weather Bureau's hundreds of offices. — ITT.

ERRATUM
In the July issue of the Telecommunication
Journal two photographs in the News section
were inadvertently interchanged. The photograph on page 338 should appear on page 341
and vice versa.

SATELLITE LAUNCHINGS NOTIFIED DURING PERIOD
15 JUNE TO 14 JULY 1968
Code name
Description

International
number

Date
Country

Perigee
Apogee

Period
Inclination

Frequencies
Transmitter
power

Observations

Cosmos-227

1968-51-A

USSR

18 June

194 km
281 km

89.1 min
51.8°

19.995 MHz

Decayed on 26 June 1968.
Carried scientific apparatus, radio
system for precise measurements
of orbital elements and radio telemetry system

No name

1968-52-A

United
States

20 June

178 km
354 km

89.8 min
84.9°

Cosmos-228

1968-53-A

USSR

21 June

206 km
259 km

89 min
51.6°

19.995 MHz

Decayed on 3 July 1968.
Carried scientific apparatus, radio
system for precise measurements
of orbital elements and radio
telemetry system

Cosmos-229

1968-54-A

USSR

26 June

210 km
354 km

89.9 min
72.8°

19.995 MHz

Decayed on 4 July 1968.
Carried scientific apparatus, radio
system for precise measurements
of orbital elements and radio telemetry system

Explorer-38

1968-55-A

United
States

4 July

5851 km
5860 km

224.4 min
120.6°

Data transmitted on
136.350 MHz
250 mW
137.290 MHz
1.5 W on
command

Study of radio signals from outer
space. Radio Astronomy Explorer
(RAH)

Cosmos-230

1968-56-A

USSR

5 July

290 km
580 km

9th Molnya-I

1968-57-A

USSR

5 July

470 km
39 700 km

Cosmos-231

1968-58-A

USSR

10 July

211 km
330 km

OV1-15

1968-59-A

United
States

11 July

153 km
1800 km

104.6 min
89.8°

Project Orbital Vehicle

OV1-16

1968-59-B

United
States

11 July

145 km
556 km

91.5 min
89.8°

Project Orbital Vehicle

Carries scientific apparatus, radio
system for precise measurements
of orbital elements and radio telemetry system

93 min
48.5°

11 h 55 min
65°

Transmitting:
800 MHz band
40 W
Receiving:
1000 MHz band

Carries apparatus for transmitting
television programmes and multichannel radio communications,
apparatus of the command measuring complex, orientation system,
orbit correction system and power
supplies.

89.7 min
65°

19.995 MHz

Carries scientific apparatus, radio
system for precise measurements
of orbital elements and radiotelemetry system

Sources: COSPAR, NASA, Specialized Press
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UTILIZATION OF TELECOMMUNICATION SATELLITES AS OF 30 JUNE 1968
Date of launching
Code name
and description

Country or
authority

Telecommunications (except television)
Full-time circuits
Activation as of
30 June
(number)

Temporary
service for June
(unit hours)

Synchronous orbit
over Atlantic Ocean

164
(Dec. 1967: 151)

20 016
(Dec. 1967: 10 896)

3h27
(Dec. 1967: 1h21)

104
(Dec. 1967: 58)

672
(Dec. 1967: 576)

15h07
(black-and-white
and colour)
(Dec. 1967: 16h18)

29
(Dec. 1967: 106)

(Dec. 1967: —)

(Dec. 1967: 7h15)

128
(Dec. 1967: 22)

Dec. 1967: 8424)

Communication
frequencies

lntelsat-1 *
(Early Bird)
1965-28-A
38.5 kg
Capacity:
240 high-grade
two-way voice
channels or one
television channel;
solar cells

Intelsat-l I F-3 *
1967-26-A
162 kg
Capacity:
240 high grade
two-way voice
channels or one
television channel;
solar cells

6 April 1965
INTELSAT
Transmission:
4081 MHz 2 W
and 4160.75 MHz
2W
Reception:
6301.02 and
6389.97 MHz

23 March 1967
INTELSAT
Transmission:
4121 MHz 24 W
Reception:
6346 MHz

television
programme
hours in June

Orbital data

Observations

25.7° W longitude
Perigee: 35 756 km
Apogee: 35 827 km
Period :
23h 56.3 min
Inclination: 2.7°

Synchronous orbit
over Atlantic Ocean
6° W longitude

Used also by
NASCOM (NASA
communication
network)

Perigee: 35 774 km
Apogee: 35 795 km
Period:
23h 56 min
Inclination: 0.4°

I ntelsat-l I F-2 *
1967-01-A
162 kg
Capacity:
240 high grade
two-way voice
channels or one
television channel;
solar cells

11 January 1967
INTELSAT
Transmission:
4121 MHz 24 W
Reception:
6346 MHz

Synchronous orbit
over Pacific Ocean
180° E longitude

Used also by
NASCOM (NASA
communication
network)

Perigee: 35 775 km
Apogee: 35 801 km
Period:
23h 56.3 min
Inclination: 1°

I ntelsat-l I F-4 *
1967-94-A
162 kg
Capacity: 240
high-grade
two-way voice
channels or one
television channel;
solar cells

28 September 1967
INTELSAT
Transmission:
4121 MHz 24 W
Reception:
6346 MHz

Synchronous orbit
over Pacific Ocean
176° E longitude

10h48
(black-and-white
and colour)
(Dec. 1967: —)

Used also by
NASCOM (NASA
communication
network)

Perigee: 35 782 km
Apogee: 35 801 km
Period:
23h 56.3 min
Inclination: 0.4°

Molnya-I
six solar
cell panels

USSR

Very elliptical orbit

Several satellites
in operation

Mean perigee:
500 km

\

Transmission:
800 MHz band
40 W
Reception:
1000 MHz band

Mean apogee:
40 000 km
Mean period:
12 h
Mean inclination:
65°

* Source: COMSAT Office in Geneva
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Relay television
programmes to
stations of the
USSR Orbit
network and
telegraph and
telephone
connexions
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Year 1968. No. 1. P. 18-21. Rockney V. D.
Radiosonde and radiowind observations on
merchant ships.
430

SPANISH
Boletin de orientacion profesional e industrial
de la Revista de telecomunicacion. N.° 91.
P. 3-6. Thomas J. F. P. Sugestivas perspectivas
de la modulation de codigo de impulsos
(PCM).
Revista de telecomunicacion. Consejo Tecnico
de Telecomunicacion. Palacio de Comuniciones, Apartado 936, Madrid. Ano 1968.
N.° 91. P. 6-12. Bhattacharya D. Antena en
medio disipativo. — P. 18-23. Hayashi S.
Localization de averias en cables con aislamiento de plastico por medio del eco de
impulsos.
Revista telegrafica mexicana. Direction General de Telegrafos Nacionales, Centro
SCOP Narvarte, Apartado Postal N.° 7-806,
Mexico D.F. Ano 1968. N.° 44. P. 35-40.
El cable coaxial para comunicaciones.
Tele-informativo. Administration Nacional de
Telecomunicaciones, Alberdi y General Diaz,
Asuncion. Aho 1968. N.° 73. P. 2, 12.
Melgarejo J. E. El cable subfluvial en la historia de nuestras comunicaciones alambricas.
N.° 74. P. 2, 12-15. Don Salvador Guanes.

GERMAN
Archiv der elektrischen Ubertragung (A.E.U.).
Rodbergstrasse 9, Postfach 166, 7501 Grotzingen iiber Karlsruhe. Jahrgang 1968. Nr. 6.
S. 265-275. Kettel E. Die Fehlerwahrscheinlichkeit bei binarer Frequenzumtastung.
DL-QTC (Das). Deutscher Amateur-RadioClub (DARC), Beselerallee 10, Kiel. Jahrgang 1968. Nr. 7. S. 423-424. Hille K. H. Vom
Elektron zum Schwingkreis (43 (.
Entwicklungsberichte der Siemens-HalskeWerke. Hofmannstrasse 51, 8 Miinchen. Jahrgang 1967. Nr. 4. S. 334-338. Ruckdeschel H.
Ein Messauf bau zur Bestimmung der Gruppenlaufzeit im Millimeterwellenbereich. — S. 381388. Mager A. Stabilisierung von Erd-Satelliten mit weichmagnetischen Legierungen.
Fernmelde-Ingenieur (Der). Fernmeldetechnisches Zentralamt der Deutschen Bundespost, Verlag fur Wissenschaft und Leben
Georg Heidecker, Bad Windsheim. Jahrgang
1968. Nr. 6. S. 1-22. Bastelberger J. Normalfrequenzen, ihre Ubertragung und Messung.
Frequenz. Zeitschrift fur Schwingungs- und
Schwachstromtechnik, Fachverlag Schiele und
Schon GmbH, 1 Berlin 61, Markgrafenstrasse 11. Jahrgang 1968. Nr. 6. S. 168-171.
Mayer R. Die Strahlschwenkung einer Antennenkeule durch Amplitudensteuerung. —
S. 175-178. Flohrer W. Die Beeintrachtigung
der Natiirlichkeit von Sprache durch Locher
im Ubertragungsfrequenzband. — S. 178-182.
Krause W. H. U. Genaue Zeit- und Frequenzmessung.
NTZ Nachrichtentechnische Zeitschrift. Nachrichtentechnische Gesellschaft im Verband
Deutscher Elektrotechniker,
VDE-Verlag
GmbH, Bismarkstrasse 33, 1 Berlin 12.
Jahrgang 1968. Nr. 6. S. 305-312. Gosslau K.
Der Datenverkehr als Nachrichtenverkehr mit
digitalen Informationen. — S. 322-329.
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Meinke H. Das Rauschen nichtreziproker,
verstarkender Empfangsantennen. — S. 337340. Endres W., Strecker F. Ein Verfahren
zur Codierung von Sprachsignalen durch
stilisierte Visible-Speech-Speltrogramme.
Rundfunk-Technische Mitteilungen. Institut fiir
Rundfunktechnik GmbH, Mittelweg 113,
Hamburg 13. Jahrgang 1968. Nr. 2. S. 59-69.
Roessler G. Kurzwellen-Rundfunk. — S. 8190. Hogel G., Rotthaler M. Verfahren zur Verbesserung der Farbiibertragung von OriginalUmkehrfarbfilmen und Gliihlichtkopien im
Farbensehen.
Nr. 3. S. 97-107. Albrecht P., Holoch G.
Uberpriifung der Toleranzwerte eines StudioPAL-Decoders mit einfachen Testsignalen —
S. 108-118. Mayer N. Zulassige Farbart und
Leuchtdichte fur einen vorgegebenen Aussteuerbereich bei der Farbfernsehiibertragung.
Seefunkkameradschaft der Seefahrt-Akademie
der Freien Hansestadt Bremen. Werderstrasse 73,
Bremen. Jahrgang 1968. Nr. 7/8. S. 1-13.
Duhme K. Funkfernschreiben mit den Amateurfunkstellen der Seefahrtschulen.
Siemens-Zeitschrift. Siemens Aktiengesellschaft 8520 Erlangen 2, Postfach 325. Jahrgang 1968. Nr. 5. S. 369-372. Haefele G.
Aufbereitung der Telemetriedaten von Satelliten fiir den Prozessrechner. — S. 381-382.
Grass IF. Erster Einsatz von PCM-Geraten fiir
60 Sprechkreise in einem Fernsprech-Ortsnetz
der Deutschen Bundespost. — S. 382-388.
Kaiser F., Mehr A. Flexible TragerfrequenzFernsprecheinrichtungen kleiner Sprechkreiszahl.
Nr. 6. S. 443-446. Dobermann H. TWK D, ein
neues Fernschreibwahlsystem in SiemensCrosspoint-Technik. — S. 446-453. Peitz A.
Leistungsmerkmale, Aufbau und Besonderheiten des Fernschreib-Wahlvermittlungssystems TWK D. — S. 453-458. Schneider K.
Besonderheiten grosser TWK D-Wahlvermittlungen. — S. 459-463. Mahr W. Priifen und
Uberwachen
der
Fernschreibvermittlung
TWK D. — S. 464-465. Bellhauser H. Grenzhauptvermittlungen fiir den Auslandsfernsprechverkehr.
Nr. 7. S. 505-511. Gillitzer E., Low W.,
Otremba K. Mikrowellenleitungen fiir Richtfunkanlagen. — S. 511-513. Michel A. Breitband-Richtfunkverbindungen nordlich des Polarkreises. — S. 570-573. Manfreda A.,
Rossner K. Gerauschspannungsmesser fiir
Fernsprechen und Toniibertragung.
Telefunken Zeitung. Allgemeinen ElektrizitatsGesellschaft AEG-Telefunken, Hohenzollerndamm 150, 1 Berlin 33. Jahrgang 1967. Nr. 4.
S. 339-347. Kaufmann E. W., Michel W. Fernbedienanlage fiir Grosssender. — S. 348-360.
Becker R. Kurzwellen-Richtantennen fiir
Sender grosser Leistung. — S. 361-371.
Fischer K., Merkert, H., Vesper W. Kurzwellen
-Funkverbindungen, Betriebsforderungen und
Ubertragungsversuche.
Zeitschrift fiir das Post- und Fernmeldewesen.
Adenauerallee 81, Bonn 3. Jahrgang 1968.
Nr. 10. S. 363-367. Basse G. 60 Jahre Fernsprechverkehr im Durchgang durch Deutschland. — S. 367-371. Heinzelmann G. Verlagerung der Planungsarbeiten fiir Fernsehfiillsender vom Fernmeldetechnischen Zentralamt zu
den Oberpostdirektionen.

review review

DUTCH

MULTILINGUAL

PTT Nieuws. 12 Kortenaerkade, s'-Gravenhague. Jaargang 1968. Nr. 9. Biz. 180-183.
Telefoon apparatuur voor gehandicapten.

Archiv der elektrischen Ubertragung (A.E.U.).
Rodbergerstrasse 9, 7501 Grotzingen iiber
Karslruhe, Postfach 166. Jahrgang 1968. Nr. 5.
S. 225-229. Hartnagel 77. L. Gunn-efTect pulse
code modulation. — S. 253-257. Binnert K.
Unterschiede in der Langstwellenausbreitung
iiber grosse Entfernungen.

ITALIAN
Note, Recensioni, Notizie. Istituto Superiore
delle Poste e delle Telecomunicazioni, Viale
Trastevere 189, 00 100 Roma. Anno 1968.
N° 1. P. 5-70. Lucantonio F. Orientamenti per
l'introduzione della tecnica elettronica nella
commutazione telefonica. — P. 71-86. Timperi G. Istradamenti in una rete telefonica di
tipo gerarchico. — P. 131-161. Chinni A.,
Montebello C. Caratteristiche tecniche a radiofrequenza della stazione di Fucino. — P. 191196. Magnani A., Roveri A. LXVIII Riunione
annuale dell'AEI. — P. 201-205. Carli M.
Relazione sui lavori del Gruppo autonomo
speciale 5 (GAS V) del CCITT, Ginevra
6-15 dicembre 1967.
N° 2. P. 321-367. Decina M., Giacomelli L.
Dipendenza del rapporto segnale-rumore dalla
caratteristica di quantizzazione nei sistemi
telefonici PCM. — P. 446-456. Macchioni A.
Fenomeni d'induzione su cavi coassiali da
parte di sorgenti di energia esterne.

SCANDINAVIAN LANGUAGES
Elektro. Norsk Elektroteknisk Forening og
Norske Eletrisitetsverkers Forening og utgis
Ingeniorforlaget A/S, Kronprinsensgatan 17,
Oslo 1. Argang 1968. Nr. 12. S. 298-301.
Haraldseid S. J. Et stoymaleutstyr for radiolinjer. — S. 312-315. Moesel S. M. Dielektriske
transmisjonslinjer for mikrobolger.
Nr. 13. S. 320-328. Knudtzon N. Telegrafverkets forskningsinstitutt. Formal, opplegg
og arbeidsprogram.
Elektronikk. Post
Argang 1968. Nr.
Schaugg-Pettersen
foringssystem for

4221, Torshov-Oslo 4.
6-7. S. 8-14. Myrseth E.,
T. Mikrobolge-signaloverautomatisk fogstopp.

Teleteknik. Post- og telegrafvaesenet og de
koncessionerede telefonselskaber i Danmark,
Kannikegade 16, 8000 Arhus C. Argang 1968.
Nr. 2. S. 69-72. Laursen 77. Automatisering af
telefontrafikken til udlandet. — S. 73-76.
Eriksen P. F. Automatiseringen af udlandstrafikken. Taksering af samtalerne. — S. 81-87.
Christianssen K. Fremstilling af telefonregninger ved KTAS. — S. 88-92. Christensen D. De
fuldautomatiske centralers tilpasning til den
nye transmissionsplan. — S. 87-105. Winge J.O.
Den nye transmissionsplans indflydelse pa
abonnentledningsnettets dimensionering.
Telektronikk. Telegrafstyret, Oslo. Argang
1968. Nr. 1-2. S. 1-7. Ruud A. R. Nyutviklet
telefonsentral fra Standard Telefon og Kabelfabrik A/S 8-BD Endesentral. — Str. 7-18.
Wangensteen 77., Wessel T. Nytt automatisk
telefonapparat (modell 1967).

SLAV LANGUAGES

Bulletin de 1'Association suisse des electriciens.
301 Seefeldstrasse, Zurich 8008. Jahrgang 1968.
Nr. 13. S. 588-594. Roos W. Ein transistorisierter Entzerrer fiir Farbfernsehsender.
Nr. 14. S. 635-645. Mueller K. 77. Allpasse
als Phasenkorrektoren und Gruppenlaufzeitfilter.
PTT Technische Mitteilungen — Bulletin technique — Bollettino tecnico. Entreprises des
postes, telephones et telegraphes suisses,
Speichergasse 6, CH-3011 Berne. Jahrgang
1968. Nr. 6. S. 326-336. Muller F. Die neue
Haustelephonzentrale System ESK N 62 —
Le nouveau central telephonique automatique
selon le systeme ESK N 62.
N° 7. P. 340-347. Kerle W., Humm B. Berechnung und automatische Aufzeichnung der
Strahlungsdiagramme von Vorhangantennen
mit Hilfe eines Computers. (I) Physikalische
Grundlagen — S. 348-351. Althammer P. (II)
Die digitale Berechnung. — P. 352-353.
Pfyffer 77. K. Contribution a l'etude de la
charge de systemes a courants porteurs par des
signaux de ligne a bas niveau. — P. 354-359.
Lancoud C. A batons rompus. — S. 360-377.
Schanda E. Ausbreitung und Verstarkung
elektromagnetischer Wellen in periodischen
Strukturen. — S. 385-390. Kobelt C. Grossbritanniens Anschluss an die Raumfahrt.
Revue HF Tijdschrift. Societe beige des
ingenieurs de telecommunication et d'electronique — SITEL, 66 Chaussee de Ruisbroek,
Bruxelles 19. Annee 1968. N° 6. P. 161-170.
Mertens 77. Principes generaux de la compression de frequence. — P. 171-176. Belevitch V.,
Piret Ph. Theorie de 1'oscillateur a deux frequences d'accord dont le rapport est voisin
de 3.
Ricerca scientifica (La). Rivista del Consiglio
nazionale delle ricerche, Piazzale delle Scienze7,
Roma. Year 1968. No. 1. P. 9-16. Brini D.,
Ciriegi U., Fuligni F. Apparatus for the rocket
experiment ESRO/R-73 of the Bologna group.
Sciences et industries spatiales — Space Research and Engineering — Weltraumforschung
und Industrie. Editions SADESI, 39 rue Peillonnex, 1225 Geneve/Chene-Bourg. Annee
1968. N° 3-4. P. 51-59. Gaide A. Cours d'astrophysique: Les radiations electromagnetiques
de l'Espace (Chapitre I: Le Soleil).
Union Postale. Union postale universelle,
Berne. Annee 1968. N° 5. P. 133-136. Sterky 77.
L'institution d'un code numerique unique
pour la designation des pays: projet unique ou
realisable? — P. 77-80. Sterky 77. Is a common, world-wide numerical code for all
countries Utopian or feasible? — P. 83-86.
Sterky 77. La institution de un codigo numerico unico para la designation de los paises:
^Proyecto utopico o realizable?

Cbh3h. HHOTonpyAHbin
byjibxap
2, MocKBa-IJeHTp. 1958. Tor JVh 5. — Grp.
5-9. Eenoycoe C. 77., Muxaujioe 3. A. TexHHKO-3KOHOMHHeCKaa Sfj^eKTHBHOCTb CpeflHeBOJiHOBbix aHTeHH c peryjinpyeMbiM pac-

BecTHHK

npeAejieHneM Toxa.

Buletinul Xnstitutului Politehnic „ Gheorghe
Gheroghiu-Dej ". Calea Grivitei 132, Bucarest.
Anul 1968. Num. 1. P. 37-45. Marinescu Al.,
Guta C. Ecua^iile generale de mi§care ale
aparatelor cosmice in procesul de apropiere
si intilnire pe orbite.
Ceskoslovenske Spoje. Hybernska 5, Praha 1.
1968. Rocnik 2. Str. 7-15. Elicer K. Dratove
a bezdratove prenosove prostredky. —
Str. 16-19. Hurt a F. K Vysledku souteze na
budovu radioreleovych spoju.
Rocnik 3. Str. 2-6. Karbula A. Dosavadni a
vyhledove rozvojove problemy ceskoslovenskych telekomunicaci. — Str. 24-26. Smola F.
Nektere problemy prenosu dat resene CCITT.
Przeglad Telekomunikacyjny. Sekcja Elektroniki i Telekomunikacji Stowarzyszenia Elektrykow Polskich, 2 Barbary, VI p., Warszawa.
1968. Nr. 6. Str. 161-167. Fiok A., Wernik A.
Wykorzystanie sygnalov radiowych sztucznych
satelitow Ziemi do badah jonosfery. —
Str. 181-185. Zembowicz W. Przeglqd systemow
klawiszowego ukladu wybierania w abonenckim aparacie telefonicznym.
Rozprawy Elektrotechniczne. Instytut Technologii Elektronowej Polskiej Akademii Nauk,
Politechnika, Plac Jednosci Robotniczej 1,
Warszawa. 1968. Zeszyt 2. Str. 299-309.
Brozyna J. Wspolczynnik szumow wzmacniaczy grupowych.
Slaboproudy Obzor. Nove Mesto, Krakovska 8, Praha 1. 1968. Cis 5. Str. 257-258.
Vancl K. 15 let TESLA Vut — Vyzkumneho
ustavu telekomunikaci v Praze. — Str. 259265. Klecka A. Rozvoj a perspektiva onoru
prenesove techniky. — Str. 266-271. Prager E.
Perspektivy elektronickych telefonnich spojovacich systemu s jazyckovymi rele. — Str. 278283. Rott H., Srdmek J. Automaticky mezimestsky telefonni system TESLA-AMTS. —
Str. 284-290. Pajgrt M. Neobsluhovana
zesilovaci stanice dvanactikanaloveho telefonniho systemu KNK 12. — Str. 297-301.
Simek B. Vliv ruseni na kvalitu prenosu v
soustavach s PCM.
Cis. 6. Str. 327-332. Martoch J. Novy nosny
telefonni system TESLA KNK 12.
Telekomunikacije. Palmoticeva 2/II, Beograd.
1968. Broj 1. Str. 1-6. Skaperda N., Popovic D.
Elektronski hibrid na bazi dvozicnog resonantnog prenosa. — Str. 7-11. Vrcelj Z.
Neke teoreme linearnih mreza sa zavisnim
generatorima. — Str. 12-19. Nedeljkovic S.
Prilog rasmatranju pitanja prikljucenja zemalja
sa malim medukontinentalnim saobracajem
satelitskom globalnom telekomunikacionom
sistemu. — Str. 20-23. Ho leer N. Zasedanje
Spec. A komisije CCITT-a za prenos podataka.
Str. 24-29. Milobar B. Automatske tranzitne
centrale tipa MMC-K 57/4.
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books

ELEMENTS CONSTITUTES
DES AUTOMATISMES

1

(Components of automatic systems), by
Vladimir Gavreau.
One bound volume; pp. 116; illustrations,
diagrams. 25 X 16 cm. Published by Editions
Eyrolles, 61, Bd St-Germain, Paris V, 1967:
Price: 25.69 French francs.
1

LES CIRCUITS DE COMMUTATION
ET LEUR CONCEPTION 2
(Switching circuits and their design), by
Samuel H. Caldwell, translated by P.
Dandrel, B. Marchand, J. C. Merlin and
S. Motard.
One bound volume; pp. 772; illustrations.
25 X 16 cm. Published by Editions Eyrolles,
61, Bd St-Germain, Paris V, 1967. Price
155.16 French francs.
2

HIGH FREQUENCY
TIONS 3
by J. A. Betts

COMMUNICA-

3

One bound volume; pp. 98; tables, diagrams.
22 x 14 cm. Published by The English Universities Press Limited, St. Paul's House, Warwick
Lane, London EC 4, 1967. Price: 25 shillings.

After an introduction which includes
explanations of terms such as "programme
control", "closed-loop control", "error
angle", etc., the author describes the
various automatic control systems: mechanical (by cams), electric, pneumatic,
hydraulic, photo-electric, electronic.
All industrial automation projects call for
an individual study, which will be facilitated

Digital techniques have developed very
rapidly in all fields of science and industry,
large modern computers being one of the
chief outward signs of this development.
The application of these techniques calls
for a thorough knowledge of the basic
principles and a general idea of the methods
of applying switching theory to the design
of logical circuits.
After a thorough study of the basic concepts of Boolean algebra and methods
for simplifying logic functions, the author
goes into the methods of analysis and

The increasing demand for long-distance
communication circuits has promoted the
development of improved systems, notably
those employing single sideband modulation techniques for the transmission of
telephony, multi-channel telegraphy and
digital data.
This book, intended to serve as a simple
introduction to the present-day trends in
high frequency communication systems,
covers those points and also the new
approach to transmitter and receiver
design which includes the principles of

MEHRFACHREGELUNGEN:
GRUNDLAGEN EINER
SYSTEMTHEORIE4
(Multiple control technique: Basic principles of systems theory), Volume I, by
Helmut Schwarz.
One bound volume; pp. xvi + 452; diagrams.
26 x 17 cm. Published by Springer-Verlag,
Heidelberger Platz, Berlin, 1967. Price: 96
German marks.
4

432

The problems of control technique encountered in large and highly organize
works, space vehicles, aircraft, etc., are
becoming more formidable and complex
with the increasing use of automation,
and the introduction of meshed multiple
control systems. It is hence necessary to
make a comprehensive theoretical study
of these problems.
This book is intended, by its comprehensive approach, to fill a gap in modern
systems theory. The author first gives a
brief review of the most important theoretical results of linear input closed-loop
control, and then builds up a systematic
theory of analysis and synthesis for linear
multiple control systems.
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and simplified by a knowledge of the processes and devices that have been successfully applied in similar cases. The author
therefore gives a simple and clear description of the various automatic systems and
especially their components and the most
characteristic assemblies of modern automation technique.

synthesis of combinational circuits and
sequential circuits. The text is based on the
well-known technique of contact networks, but the electronic components
(tubes, diodes, transistors) and magnetic
components (ferrite cores) are also considered in detail.
By its contents, its general character and
its many references, this book is suitable
both for students and for engineers, for
whom it is an excellent basic introduction
to the study of the design of the logical
and decision circuits used in digital
assemblies and automatic systems.

wideband amplification, frequency synthesis, and automatic tuning of highpower transmitter output stages and lowlevel receiver input stages. Broadband
aerials are discussed with special reference
to rhombic and logarithmic arrays. The
application of error detection and correction is explained showing the difference
between systems used on one-way and
two-way circuits. Methods of ionospheric
forecasting and frequency prediction are
outlined, including oblique sounding and
back-scatter techniques.
a Fl-Zanati

In this first volume, the systems theory is
based on the complex transfer function
and the rational matrix, so as to provide
easier access to established input closedloop control methods for students and
practising
engineers,
physicists
and
chemists. The problems of closed-loop
control structure and the resultant data
for analysis and synthesis are described,
together with the transmission performance
and stability of multiple control systems.
Much space is also devoted to the treatment of transmission performance for
stochastic signals and the problem of
decoupling meshed systems.

books /tenders

SCHEMAS D'ELECTRONIQUE:
MATERIEL DES
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 5
(Electronics diagrams: telecommunication
equipment), by J. Mornand, Volume II.
One volume paperback; pp. 224; figures.
30 X 22 cm. Published by Dunod Editeur,
92, rue Bonaparte, Paris VI, 1967. Price:
16.80 French francs.
5

TECHNOLOGIE D'ELECTRONIQUE:
MATERIEL DES
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 6
(Electronic technology: telecommunication equipment), by J. Mornand, Vol. II
(2nd edition).
One bound volume; pp. 384; figures. 25 X
16 cm. Published by Dunod Editeur, 92, rue
Bonaparte, Paris VI, 1967. Price: 19.60 French
francs.
6

TASCHENBUCH DER
NACHRICHTENVERARBEITUNG

7

(Information processing handbook), edited
by K. Steinbuch, 2nd revised edition.
One bound volume; pp. xxiv + 1486; illustrations, tables, diagrams. 20 X 13 cm. Published
by Springer-Verlag, Heidelberger Platz, Berlin,
1967. Price: 108 German marks.
7

TASCHENBUCH DER
FERNMELDE-PRAXIS 1968

This second volume of diagrams has been
prepared with an eye to the course for
senior electronics technicians specializing
in telecommunications. The same arrangement has been kept, with the diagrams
opposite the relevant texts, for easy
reference.
After a short chapter on voltage stabilization, the book deals chiefly with both
amplitude-modulation and frequency-modulation transmission and reception. The

book is completed by a chapter on measuring instruments and there are 26 exercises which were set in various examinations on technical subjects. Transistor
circuits are always studied in conjunction
with tube circuits.
The many applications listed at the end of
each chapter and the lists of references
offer students and technicians a dynamic
and practical working tool.

Designed for the preparatory courses for
the technician's and senior electronic
technician's diplomas in technical secondary schools, this book, like the first
volume, brings together in concise form a
vast amount of information which is
usually scattered throughout a large
number of reviews and prospectuses distributed by manufacturers.

In view of the spread of electronics into all
kinds of fields, all technicians will find
something of interest in this book, regardless of their speciality. They will quickly
find the description of a particular type of
equipment and the characteristics to serve
as a guide for its selection and the limits
within which it can be used.

The use of information processing technique is being rapidly extended and the
technique is now employed in fields such
as: programmed computers and data
processing system; programme control of
machinery; process control; traffic control, etc.

specialists from industry, official circles,
and universities describe the basic principles and technique of information
processing.

Tehnical development was held up for a
long time in Germany because there were
no comprehensive books in German on
information processing. In this second
edition of the book about 60 leading

This handbook is intended to serve as a
handy reference book for engineers,
system analysts, organization and management experts, mathematicians, and physicists, giving them a rapid review of information processing, with clear indication
of the most important facts, and source
references for special questions.

This is the fifth annual issue of this very
handy reference book. The extraordinary
demand for it in previous years shows that
this book is now one of the basic tools of
German telecommunication engineers and
of many others in German-speaking
countries.

The handbook deals with eighteen important branches of telecommunication
technique, twelve of which are new features. The reader will also notice that
subjects already dealt with have also been
thoroughly revised.
A. El-Zanati

DEMOCRATIC AND POPULAR
REPUBLIC OF ALGERIA

Interested firms may consult the file needed
for the preparation of their bids, or have
a copy sent to them, on application to
Room 715 or 725 on the 7th floor of the
Ministry of the PTT, 4, boulevard Salah
Bouakouir, Algiers.
(

The Algerian Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications invites tenders for the
establishment of a telecommunication link
between Oran and Bechar.

The closing date for the receipt of tenders
is 31 October 1968.

8

(Handbook of telecommunication practice), edited by Heinz Pooch.
One volume plastic cover; pp. 580; illustrations,
tables, diagrams. 15.5 X 10.5 cm. Published
by Fachverlag Schiele und Schon, Berlin, 1968.
Price: 15 German marks.
8

tenders

We should be obliged if any Administrations
wishing to make use of this column would
send us their tenders if possible two months
before the closing date for bids.

The period for which applicants are committed by their bids is 120 days.
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tenders/official announcements

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA

Nigeria invites tenders for its communications satellite earth station project. Bid
documents comprising specifications of

antenna sub-system, ground communication equipment sub-system and civil
works sub-system will be issued on payment of a non-refundable deposit of
75 Nigerian pounds. Interested firms may
refer to the following address not later
than 15 August 1968:

The Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Communications
General Post Office Building
Marina
Lagos
Nigeria.

official announcements
PARTIAL REVISION OF THE RADIO REGULATIONS, GENEVA 1959: FINAL ACTS OF THE
EXTRAORDINARY ADMINISTRATIVE RADIO
CONFERENCE FOR THE PREPARATION OF
A REVISED ALLOTMENT PLAN FOR THE AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R) SERVICE, GENEVA 1966

By letter dated 26 June 1968, the Commonwealth of Australia has approved the abovementioned Acts.
CONVENTION ON THE PRIVILEGES AND
IMMUNITIES OF THE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

Niger has acceded to the Convention on the
Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized
Agencies among which is the International
Telecommunication Union.
The instrument of accession was deposited with
the Secretary-General of the United Nations
on 15 May 1968.

NOTICE OF VACANCY

TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION

Circular-letter No. 33 of 9 July 1968 which has
been sent to all Members of the Union announces vacancy for

Recruitment of experts

• a post
grade P4,
tariat on
1 January
ITU).

of Administrative Officer II,
to be filled in the General Secreprobationary appointment, from
1969 (vacancy notice No. 3-1968

Only applications forwarded through Administrations can be taken into account; detailed
applications with personal histories should be
submitted to the General Secretariat of the
ITU, Place des Nations, 1211 Geneva 20
(Switzerland), not later than 8 November
1968.

Circular-letter No. 31 of 24 June 1968 which
has been sent to all Members of the Union
announces vacancy for
• a post of Instructor in telephony, for two
years (the first being probationary), as soon as
possible, at the National School of Posts and
Telecommunications, Kinshasa (Democratic
Republic of the Congo) (field vacancy notice
TC 33/68 CONK-527/SF).
Only applications forwarded through Administrations can be taken into account; detailed
applications with personal histories should be
submitted to the General Secretariat of the
ITU, Place des Nations, 1211 Geneva 20
(Switzerland), by 24 August 1968 at the latest.

CALENDAR OF ITU CONFERENCES AND MEETINGS
TITLE

DATE

1968
15 July-9 August
9 July-7 August

4 September-8 October

9-25 October

PLACE

-

" Charter" Study Group (2nd session)

International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR):
Study Groups V (Propagation over the surface of the earth and through the nonionized regions of the atmosphere), VI (Ionospheric propagation), VII (Standardfrequencies and time-signals) and VIII (International monitoring)
Study Groups IV (Space systems and radioastronomy), IX (Radio-relay
systems), XIII (Mobile services) and the CMTT (Transmission of sound and
television broadcasting signals over long distances)
Study Groups I (Transmitters), II (Receivers) and III (Fixed service systems)

Geneva
Boulder

Geneva

Geneva

23 September-25 October

International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT):
IVth Plenary Assembly

4-17 September

International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) and
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT):
CMTT (Transmission of sound and television broadcasting signals over long distances)

Geneva

Administrative Council

Geneva

Mar del Plata

1969
3-23 May
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INVITATIONS ACCEPTED TO CONFERENCES OR MEETINGS EXTERNAL TO THE UNION
NATURE OF CONFERENCE
OR MEETING

PLACE

REPRESENTATIVES

United Nations
Organization
(UN)
Economic and
Social Council
(ECOSOC)

45th Session

Geneva

Mr. M. MILI
(Secretary-General )
Mr. R. PETIT
(IFRB)
Mr. H. POULIQUEN
(General Secretariat)

14-27 August

United Nations
Organization
(UN)

Conference on the
Exploration and
Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space

Vienna

Mr. M. MILI
(Secretary General)
Mr. A. BERRADA
Mr. T. NISHIZAKI
(IFRB)
Mr. H. POULIQUEN
(General Secretariat)

26-31 August

African Development Bank
(ADM)
Governors Council

4th Annual Assembly

Nairobi

Mr. P. BASSOLE
(ITU Regional expert)

23 September4 October

World Meterological
Organization
(WMO)

4th Session of
Working Group on
Telecommunications of
the Commission for
Synoptic Meteorology

Geneva

DATE

ORGANIZATION

1968
8 July2 August

ITU

•

The following letters indicate the languages in
which documents are published

F for French
E for English
S for Spanish

R for Russian
C for Chinese

•

' Mr. F. DELLAMULA
(IFRB)
Dr. M.JOACHIM
(CCIR)

Note
A comprehensive list of all the publications of
the Union will be supplied free on request by
the General Secretariat, Geneva.

publications

Prices are in Swiss francs.

Publications issued
since the last number
of the Journal

List of broadcasting stations operating in
bands between 5950 and 26 100 kc/s, 4th
edition —• 1967
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Price: 46 Sw.fr.

IFRB
International Frequency Registration
Board

bands allocated exclusively to the broadcasting service (BC 24)
Periods: 28 April-4 May, 5-11 May 1968
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Tentative high frequency broadcasting
schedule—September schedule 1968
(S 1968)
Period: 1 September-3 November 1968
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

CCIR
Summary of monitoring
received by the IFRB
No. 143 (April 1968)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

information

Summary of monitoring information received by the IFRB on the use by broadcasting stations in the high frequency

International Radio Consultative
Committee

Xlth Plenary Assembly, Oslo 1966
Volume II — Propagation
(Volumen II — Propagacion)
Spanish edition.
Price: 35 Sw.fr.
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Forthcoming publications
Final Acts of the Plenipotentiary Conference, Montreux 1965
International Telecommunication Convention,
Montreux 1965 with Annexes, Final Protocol,
Additional Protocols, Resolutions, Recommendation and Opinions and a subject index
Russian edition.
Optional Additional Protocol on the compulsory settlement of disputes
Russian edition.

Final Acts of the Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference for the preparation of a revised Allotment Plan for the
Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service (Geneva,
1966)
Preamble. Annexes 1 and 2. Additional Protocol. Resolutions and Recommendations. Maps
and charts
Russian edition.

Final Acts of the World Administrative
Radio Conference to deal with matters
relating to the Maritime Mobile Service
(Geneva, 1967)
Preamble relating to the revision of the Radio
Regulations (Geneva, 1959), Annexes; Preamble
relating to the revision of the Additional
Radio Regulations (Geneva, 1959), Annexes;
Final Protocol; Resolutions and Recommendations
Separate editions in S, R, C.
Manual for use by the Maritime Mobile
Service
Containing those provisions of: a) the Radio
Regulations (including Appendices) and the
Additional Radio Regulations, both as revised
by the World Administrative Radio Conference
(Geneva, 1967); b) the International Telecommunication Convention; c) the Telegraph
Regulations and the Telephone Regulations;

which are applicable or useful to the Maritime
Mobile Service.

General telegraph statistics, 1967
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Separate editions in F, E, S (possibly in R, C).

Summary of monitoring
received by the IFRB
No.144 (May 1968)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

information

Summary of monitoring information
received by the IFRB on the use by broadcasting stations of the exclusive high frequency broadcasting bands
6 Summaries per year:
4 Summaries related with the last and first
weeks of any two consecutive seasonal schedules
2 Summaries related with the seventh week of
any four-month seasonal schedule
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
High frequency broadcasting schedules
(4 publications per annum)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
List of cables forming the world submarine
network, 17th edition
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
List of radiodetermination and special
services stations (List VI), 4th edition
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
List of ship stations, 9th edition
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Table of international telex relations and
traffic, position on 31 December 1967
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Alphabetical list of call-signs of maritime
mobile service stations (List VII A),
4th edition
Multilingual edition F, E, S, R, C.
List of international telephone routes,
8th edition (position on 1 January 1968)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

General telephone statistics, 1967
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
IFRB technical standards—Series A: Gene
ral standards, 4th edition
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

CCIR
International Radio Consultative
Committee

Xlth Plenary Assembly, Oslo, 1966
Vol. IV—Radio-relay systems—Space systems
—Radioastronomy (Study Groups IX and IV)
Spanish edition.
Vol. VI — List of participants — Minutes
of Plenary Sessions — Place of the Xllth
Plenary Assembly — Reports to the Plenary
Assembly — Resolutions of a general nature —
Organization of the CCIR — Texts of the
CCIR — Lists of documents
Spanish edition.
Reports Nos. 413, 414 and 415.—The more
efficient use of the radio spectrum (International Working Party 111/1)
Separate editions in F, E, S.
Handbook for monitoring stations
Separate editions in F, E, S.

CCITT
International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee

Directives
Possibly Spanish edition.

Manual on local telephone networks
Separate editions in F, E, S.

Methods of payment:

CONDITIONS OF SALE

All documents ordered from the General
Secretariat of the ITU must be paid for
in advance. Documents must be paid for in
Swiss francs when they are ordered,
unless a cash-on-delivery arrangement is
requested.
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1. Switzerland: to the postal cheque account of the ITU, GENEVE 12-50
2. All other countries:
a) international postal order,
b) UNESCO coupon,
c) bank transfer to the Societe de Banque Suisse, Geneva.
(Cheques in United States dollars, French francs or pounds sterling are also accepted. Purchasers wishing to use this form of payment are asked to apply the following rates of exchange:
for 1 Swiss franc: $ 0.2315 — FF 1.14 — 2 shillings. The amount of the cheque when converted
must be sufficient to cover the price of the purchase in Swiss francs).
Orders for documents and cheques must be addressed to:
International Telecommunication Union, Place des Nations, 1211 Geneva 20,
Switzerland.
The prices quoted include packing costs and carriage by surface mail.
As the General Secretariat of the ITU sells its publications on a non-profit-making and nondiscount basis, no reduction can be made to booksellers.
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earth stations intended
for telecommunication
services

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

P = World Plan (published on the basis of information supplied by Administrations to the Mexico City meeting, 30 October15 November 1967)
# Existing earth station
A Projected earth station
I = INTELSAT
construction
station
under
■
Earth
O Earth station under study
Administration
A =

No.

earth stations
intended for
telecommunication
services

This map shows the earth stations in
existence, in the course of construction,
planned or under study, as well as operational telecommunication satellite systems intended for public service, i.e.
— the Intelsat system which utilizes
geostationary satellites;
— the Molnya system which uses satellites with very elliptical orbits.
The area of visibility of a geostationary
satellite is determined with the aid of a
transparency:
— the transparency is rotated until the
central perforation coincides with the
longitude of the geostationary satellite;
— the region covered by the transparency shows the area beyond which
an earth station with a minimum elevation angle of 7.5° can pick up the
satellite.

1
1 a

Position
of station
CANADA
Mill Village 1

No.
GeograSatellite(s)
of
phical co- anten- with which
ordinates
nae
it works

2 a
2 b
2 c
2 d
2 e
2f

UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
Andover (Maine)
Etam
(Western Virginia)
Cayey
(Puerto Rico)
Brewster Fiat
(Washington)
Jamesburg
(California)
Paumalu
(Hawaii)

Atlantic-Intelsat

Nov. 1966

(P, D

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

1969

(P, D

70°42'W
44°38'N
79°44'W
39°16'N
66°07'W
18°08'N
119°41'W
48°08'N
121°39'W
36°24'N
158°02'W
21°40'N

2

Atlantic-Intelsat

June 1964

(P, D

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

Oct. 1968

(P, 0

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

Nov. 1968

(P, D

1

Pacific-Intelsat

Dec. 1966

(P, D

1

Pacific-Intelsat

Dec. 1968

(P, D

3

Pacific-Intelsat
Pacific-Intelsat
Pacific-Intelsat

Oct. 1966
Dec. 1966
Nov. 1968

(P, I) non-standard station
(P, D
(P, I) will replace non-standard
antenna

99°30'W
20°10'N

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

Aug. 1968

(P, 1, A)

79°20'30"W
9°09'06"N

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

Oct. 1968

(P, A, 1)

3
3 a

MEXICO
Tulancingo

4
4 a

PANAMA
Utive

5

VENEZUELA

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

1969

(P)

6

COLOMBIA

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

1969

(P)

7

ECUADOR

Atlantic-Intelsat

1970

(I)

8
8 a

BRAZIL
Tangua

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

Jan. 1969

(P, 1, A)

9

PERU

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

1969

(P, D

10
10 a

CHILE
Melipilla

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

July 1968

(P. D

11
11 a

ARGENTINA
Balcarce

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

Jan. 1969

(P, 1, A)

12
12 a

SWEDEN
(DENMARK, NORWAY)
Bohuslaen (Sweden)

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

1971 or 1972

(P, 1,A) jointly: Denmark, Norway and
Sweden

13
13 a

UNITED KINGDOM
Goonhilly Downs 1

5°10'W
50°03'N

1

July 1962

(P, 1, A) antenna converted for use
with the Intelsat-Ill satellite above
the Indian Ocean

5°10'51"W
50°03'11 "N
14°23'W
5°57'S
114°13'2"E
22°12'N

1

Atlantic-Intelsat
then
Indian OceanIntelsat
Atlantic-Intelsat

1969
Aug. 1968

(P, 1, A)

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

April 1967

(P, D

Goonhilly Downs 2
13 b

Ascension Island

13 c

Hongkong 1

42°46'20"W
22°44'26"S

58°04'W
37°52'S

1

Pacific-Intelsat

1969

(P, D

Hongkong 2

1

Indian OceanIntelsat

1970

(P)

14

NETHERLANDS

1

Atlantic

1972

(P)

15

FEDERAL REPUBLIC
OF GERMANY
Raisting 1

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

May 1965

(P, D

1

Indian OceanIntelsat

July 1969

(P, D

15 a

11°07'E
47°54'N

Raisting 2
16
16 a

FRANCE
Pleumeur-Bodou 1

3°31'W
48°47'N

Pleumeur-Bodou 2
17

SWITZERLAND

18

YUGOSLAVIA

19
19 a

ITALY
Fucino 1

Fucino 2
20
20 a

SPAIN
Buitrago 1

TELECOMMUNICA TION
JOURNAL

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

July 1962

(P, 1) used also for France-USSR
connections via the Molnya satellite

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

July 1969

(P, D

1972

(P, 1) under study
(P) under study

13°36'E
41°58'N

2

Atlantic-Intelsat

April 1965

(P, A)

13°36'E
41°59'N

1

Atlantic-Intelsat
Indian-OceanIntelsat

July 1967
1969

(P, 1, A)
(P, D

3°36'W
41°00'N

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

Oct. 1967

(P, D

1

Indian Ocean
Intelsat
Atlantic-Intelsat

1970

(P, D

April 1967

(P, D

Buitrago 2

By courtesy of ITT

Remarks

1

64°40'W
44°11'N

Mill Village 2
2

Date of
putting
into
service

20 b

Maspalomas,
Las Palmas,
Canary Islands

15°36'W
27°45'N

21

GREECE

Atlantic-Intelsat

1969 or 1970

(P) under study

22

ALGERIA

Atlantic-Intelsat

1972

(P)

23

TUNISIA

24
24 a

MOROCCO
Rabat

25

UNITED ARAB
REPUBLIC

26
26 a

SUDAN
Halfaya

27
27 a

SENEGAL
Dakar

28
28 a

ETHIOPIA
Addis Ababa

29
29 a

NIGERIA
Lanlate 1

(P) under study

Atlantic-Intelsat

before 1971

(P, D

Atlantic-Intelsat

1971/1975

(P, D

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

1970

(P, D

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

1969

(P)

38°48'16"E
9°07'21"N

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

1970-1975

(P)

3°27'20"E
7°36'10"N

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

1969

(P, A)

1

Indian-OceanIntelsat

1972

(P, A)

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

1969

(P)

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

1970/1971

(P)

1

34°33'E
15°44'N

Lanlate 2
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30
30 a

IVORY COAST
Abidjan

31
31 a

CAMEROON
Yaounde

2

3°49'W
5°22'N

A
Abidjan
Addis Ababa
Algeria
Alma Ata
Andover
Argentina
Arkhangelsk
Arvi
Ascension Island
Ashkhabad
Australia
B
Bahrain
Balcarce
Bohuslaen
Bratsk
Brazil
Brewster Flat
Buitrago
C
California
Cameroon
Canada
Canary Islands
Carnarvon
Cayey
Ceduna
Ceylon
Chile
Chin Shan Li
China
Chita
Chittagong
Colombia
Congo (Dem.
Rep. of the,
Kinshasa)
D
Dakar
Denmark
Djatiluhur
E
Ecuador
Etam
Ethiopia
F
Federal Republic
of Germany
France
Frunze
Fucino

30a
28a
22
37w
2a
11
37d
47a
13b
37v
57
49
11a
12a
37p
8
2d
20a
2e
31
1
20b
57a
2c
57c
53
10
48a
48
37s
46b
6
34
27a
12
56a
7
2b
28

15
16
37y
19a

G
Germany (Fed.
Rep. of)
15
Goonhilly Downs 13a
Greece
21
H
Halfaya
Hawaii
Hongkong

26a
2f
13c

I

Ibaraki
India
Indonesia
Iran
Irkutsk
Israel
Italy
Ivory Coast
J
Jamesburg
Japan
Jeddah
Jordan
K
Karachi
Kemerovo
Kenya
Khabarovsk
Komsomolsk-onAmur
Korea
Krasnoyarsk
Kuantan
Kuwait

L
Lanlate
Las Palmas
Lebanon
Madagascar
Magadan
Maine
Malaysia
Maspalomas
Melipilla
Mexico
Mill Village
Mirigama
Moree
Morocco
Moscow
Mount Margaret
Murmansk
N
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nigeria
Norilsk
Norway
Novosibirsk
P
Pakistan
Panama
Paumalu
Peru
Petropavlovsk
(Kamchatka)
Philippines
Pinugay
Pleumeur-Bodou
Puerto Rico
R
Rabat
Raisting
Rift Valley
S
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Seoul
Singapore
South Africa
Spain
Sriracha
Sudan
Surgut
Sweden
Switzerland
Syktyvkar
T
Tananarive
Tanay
Tangua
Tbilisi
Tehran
Thailand
Tulancingo
Tunisia
Turkey
U
Ulan Ude
United Arab
Republic
United Kingdom
United States
USSR
Utive

2e
44
50a
41

V
Venezuela
Viet-Nam
Vladivostok
Vorkuta

37b
43
37o
54a
45

No.

32

ZAMBIA

33
33 a

KENYA
Mount Margaret,
Rift Valley

34

CONGO (DEM. REP.
KINSHASA)

35
35 a

MADAGASCAR
Tananarive

36

SOUTH AFRICA

37
37 a

USSR
Moscow

37 b

Komsomolsk-on-Amur

37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37

37 I
37 m
37 n
37 o
37 p
37 q
37 r
37 s
37 t
37 u
37 v
37 w
38 x
37 y

Murmansk
Arkhangelsk
Vorkuta
Norilsk
Magadan
Syktyvkar
Surgut
Yakutsk
Petropavlovsk
(Kamtchatka)
Tbilisi
Novosibirsk
Kemerovo
Krasnoyarsk
Bratsk
Yuzhno Sakhalinsk
Irkutsk
Chita
Khabarovsk
Ulan Ude
Ashkhabad
Alma Ata
Vladivostok
Frunze

38

TURKEY

39

LEBANON

Geographical coordinates

W
Washington
Western Virginia
Y
Yakutsk
Yamaguchi
Yaounde
Yugoslavia
Yuzhno
Sakhalinsk
Z
Zambia

35
37g
2a
54
20b
10a
3
1a
53a
57b
24
37a
33a
37c
14
58
29
37f
12
37m
46
4
2f
9
37k
52
52a
16a
2c
24a
15a
33a
50
27
43a
55
36
20
51a
26
37i
12
17
37h
35a
52a
8a
371
42a
51
3a
23
38
37 u
25
13
2
37
4a
5
59
37x
37e

c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k

40

ISRAEL

41

JORDAN

42
42 a

IRAN
Tehran

43
43 a

KOREA
Seoul

44
44 a

JAPAN
Ibaraki 1
Ibaraki 2

44 b

Yamaguchi

45
45 a

KUWAIT
46 km north of the
town of Kuwait

46
46 a

PAKISTAN
Karachi

46 b

Chittagong

47
47 a

INDIA
Arvi

48
48 a

CHINA
Chin Shan Li 1

36°31'E
0°25'S

BAHRAIN
Bahrain

50
50 a

SAUDI ARABIA
Jeddah

51
51 a

THAILAND
Sriracha 1

PHILIPPINES
Tanay 1 (Pinugay)

37j
44b
31a
18
37q

Indian-OceanIntelsat

1971

(I)

Indian OceanIntelsat

beginning
1970

for the East African Posts and
Telecommunications Administration
(EAPT)
(P, I, A)

Atlantic-Intelsat

before 1975

Indian-OceanIntelsat

1971

Molnya

1967

Molnya

1967

Molnya
Molnya
Molnya
Molnya
Molnya
Molnya
Molnya
Molnya
Molnya

in service
in service
1967
in service
in service
1967
1967
1967
in service

(A) central station of the Orbit network
(A) transmission/reception used in
the Orbit network
(A) Orbit network
(A) Orbit network
(A) Orbit network
(A) Orbit network
(A) Orbit network
(A) Orbit network
(A) Orbit network
(A) Orbit network
(A) Orbit network

Molnya
Molnya
Molnya
Molnya
Molnya
Molnya
Molnya
Molnya
Molnya
Molnya
Molnya
Molnya
Molnya
Molnya

1969
in service
in service
in service
in service
1967
in service
1967
1967
1967
in service
in service
in service
in service

(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

1972

(P)

1

Atlantic-Intelsat

1970

(P, b

Atlantic-Intelsat

1972/1975

(P) under study

Atlantic-Intelsat

1970

(I)

Atlantic-Intelsat

1969/1970

(P, b

1
1

Pacific-Intelsat
Indian-Ocean

1970

(P, 1, A)
(P, A)

140°42'E
36°42'N
140°41'E
36°41'N
131°33'E
34°12'N

1

Pacific-Intelsat

Jan. 1967

(P)

1

Pacific-Intelsat

March 1968

(P, D

1

Indian-OceanIntelsat

Dec. 1968

(P, b

47°42'E
29°41'N

1

Indian OceanIntelsat

1969

(P, D

67°04'E
24°51'N
91 °55'E
22°15'N

1

Indian OceanIntelsat
Indian OceanIntelsat

1969

(P, D

1969

(P, D

73°57'E
19°09'N

1

Indian OceanIntelsat

1968/1969

(P, b

121 °33'35"E
25°09'40"N

1

Pacific-Intelsat

October 1969 (P, 1, A)

1

37°18'E
55°45'N
136°58'E
50°34'N

1

1

Indian OceanIntelsat

50°37'E
26°04'N

100°56'11"E
13°06'2"N

Sriracha 2
52
52 a

Remarks

(P) under study

121°17'E
14°35'N

Tanay 2 (Pinugay)

2d
2b

1

Chin Shan Li 2
49
49 a

Date of
putting
into
service

No.
Sateilite(s)
of
anten- with which
nae it works

M

44a
47
56
42
37r
40
19
30

46a
37n
33
37t

29a
20b
39

Position
of station

(P)

Orbit
Orbit
Orbit
Orbit
Orbit
Orbit
Orbit
Orbit
Orbit
Orbit
Orbit
Orbit
Orbit
Orbit

(A) under study

Indian OceanIntelsat

July 1969

(P, b

Atlantic-Intelsat
Indian OceanIntelsat

1970/1972

(P, b

1

Pacific-Intelsat

May 1968

(P, b

1

Indian OceanIntelsat

1970

(I)

1

Pacific-Intelsat

May 1968

(P. b

1

Indian OceanIntelsat

1970

(I)

1

Indian OceanIntelsat

1970

(P, I)

1

53
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NEW ZEALAND
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any position with respect to the political status of such a country or
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VIET-NAM
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The mention of the name of a country or of a territory on this map.as

territory, or official recognition of these borders.
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You benefit too...
... because thirty telephone conversations can be
transmitted over a single using the Hasler PCM system.
For you this means: much fewer engaged signals due to
occupied lines (there being 30 times more interconnecting
paths available).
PCM stands for Pulse Code Modulation. How does a
PCM system function ?
The telephone apparatus transforms the sound vibrations
into electrical oscillations. Very small instantaneous
values are selected from the electrical signals in rapid
rhythm and converted into a code formed by electrical
pulses. In the system manufactured by Hasler Ltd., conversations from 30 different sources are encoded and
time-division multiplexed in order that they can be transmitted over a single line without interfering with one
another. At the receiver terminal, the encoded pulses
are sorted, decoded, retransformed into audio signals
and then led to the respective participants. They however perceive nothing from all this!
What advantages has the Hasler PCM system ?
Thirty calls over a single line means that cable already
lying in the ground handles a great deal more traffic and
serves many more subscribers. A further important
advantage: interference free transmission over any
distance (this is associated with the code).
We know also of course, that carrier frequency systems
capable of transmitting 1260 telephone conversations

Hasler

simultaneously over coaxial cables are possible (in fact
we have been manufacturing such installations for
years). Due to economic reasons such installations are
suitable only for longer distances handling a great quantity of traffic. In the rural cable network (which is much
more than half of the Swiss cable network) no multiple
utilization at an acceptable price has been available
apart from the C carrier frequency systems.
The Hasler PCM system nowfills this gap: it is economical even for the shortest distances. Economy for the
customer implies for us: lowest possible manufacturing
costs. We utilize the most modern components e.g.
integrated circuits, in our PCM installations. As pulse
code modulation is a digital technique, the circuits are
relatively simple and therefore cheap.
Some data concerning the Hasler PCM system for the
technically interested:
8 kHz sampling rate.
32 channels (30 speech, 2 for synchronizing and signalling).
Binary encoded ternary code.
10 bits per channel.
243 amplitude levels.
Gross digit rate, 2.56 megabits/sec., corresponding to a
bit length of 391 nsec.
1.28 MHz bandwidth.

Hasler Ltd., Belpstrasse 23
3000 Berne 14 / Switzerland

LAND, SUBMARINE, RADIO AND SPACE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

CAL 120

— The coaxial cable with an extruded aluminium outer conductor exists in underground or aerial versions.

Coaxial system

— Transistorized repeaters with remote power feeding and
remote monitoring.

Provides 120 or 300 voice channels CCITT conform, on a single
lightweight coaxial cable. Economical drop-off of 12-channel
groups is possible anywhere along the route. An additional
group of 12 channels allows «point-to-point» connections
along the main cable.
This system can be used for links of 1 000 km and more, with
500 km sections between attended stations.

CIT

COMPAGNIE INDUSTRIELLE
DES TELECOMMUNICATIONS
LES CABLES DE LYON

— Fully transistorized terminals.
This rugged system is specially suited to span and service
sparsely populated areas. It is particulary inexpensive and
easy to install, operate and maintain. System capacity can be
gradually increased according to needs.

TTS 60

French Railways (SNCF) for fixed connexions between important centres.

Transportable transmission system

12 to 60 channel capacity system, CCITT conform, using two
miniature coaxial cables suitable for laying by truck or
helicopter, fully transistorized, with watertight connections
and line repeaters. Maximum system range is 75 km (150 km
with intermediary station).
In civilian applications, the TTS 60 quickly provides emergency
or temporary communications channels. It is used by the

Enquiries:
CIT — COMPAGNIE INDUSTRIELLE DES
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
33, rue Emeriau
75 - Paris
Tel.: 734-89-79
Telex: 25-927

COMPAGNIE GENERALE D'ELECTRICITE

CCCP

LM ERICSSON CROSSBAR for USSR Trunk Exchanges
Long distanceTrunk Exchanges in the USSR will now
incorporate LM Ericsson automatic trunk equipment
of the crossbar type. The advanced properties of
the system will be fully utilized as the exchanges
feature automatic trunk billing (toll ticketing) and
automatic subscriber long distance dialling.
The contract recently signed comprises five large
trunk exchanges with a capacity of 25 400 multiple
positions which will be supplied during the next
years.

LM ERICSSON TELEPHONE COMPANY
TELEPHONE EXCHANGE DIVISION

STOCKHOLM 32 • SWEDEN

Marconi
T H I N

LINE

tropospheric
scatter
systems

The Marconi Thin Line Tropospheric Scatter System across
Lake Victoria is an excellent example of the type of use to
which it is being successfully applied. The link between the
Cayman Islands and Jamaica was the first of this type
installed.

UP TO 8 SPEECH CHANNELS
OVER DISTANCES
OF UP TO 200 MILES
Pioneered by The Marconi Company as a low cost
solution to the problem of high quality communications between widely separated centres of
population and inter-island communication.
# Economic installation and running costs
$ High grade performance and long-term
reliability
# Secure
No repeaters
Less maintenance per route mile than line of
sight systems

Marconi radio communications systems
The Marconi Company Limited,
Radio Communications Division, Marconi House, Chelmsford, Essex
LTD/H82

AN 'ENGLISH ELECTRIC' COMPANY

Increase gradually your sales advertising in the

J|A|M|P|R|O

TELECOMMUNICATION JOURNAL

BAT WING

The diffusion of this magazine over 134 countries represents the best guarantee of success for the advertised
products. The TELECOMMUNICATION JOURNAL is
the specialized publication read by the senior officials
both of administrations and private operating agencies,
those who decide upon major equipment contracts.

VHF TV ANTENNAS
FOR BANDS I & II!

For export companies and manufacturers of any kind of
electronic gear and transmission equipment aiming at
world-wide market outlets for its products, the TELECOMMUNICATION JOURNAL is a unique publicity
support.
For further information and complete details, please
write or cable to:

Annoncen-Service Post AG
Wydackerring 140, 8047 Zurich(Switzerland)
Mailing address: P.O. Box 272, 8055 Zurich
Phone: 051 / 54 50 50 (3 lines)
Cable: Annoncenservice Zurich

MMPR0 now offers this:
time proven antenna assembled and pretested for
your specific use. Onr advanced manufacturing techniques, combined with the
highest quality components,
assures the highest degree
of trouble free performance
available, and at the lowest
cost Here are just a few
of the outstanding features:
m Improved mechanical design reduces antenna
weights (which result in
lower erection and supporting tower costs.)
• Teflon insulated solid
brass connectors.
• Stainless steel hardware.
• Copper
7/8"
jacketed
interlBay ulilem.'

ft*

m A wide variety of antenna

1S1S1
For full information and
specifications write for free

DBHill
ANTENNA | COMPANY
A DIVISION OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
6939 Power Inn Road, Sacramento, California, USA
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CROSSBAR

SYSTEM

Type

GIVES

IMMEDIATE

AUTOMATIC

1,000

TELEPHONE

LINE

SERVICE

MOBILE
CROSSBAR
TELEPHONE EXCHANGE

FAST INSTALLATION Position the ex
change on a concrete foundation and
connect external phone and power cables. No other installation work is required to put Type C22 into service.
Workers required for the job are few,
greatly reducing installation cost.
EASY TO TRANSPORT No packing is
required. Everything is included and
protected in this durable steel housing.
Warehouse storage is not required. A
long trailer or a mobile crane may be
used as a suitable means of transport.
Unit is easily transportable to a new site
in case of emergency.
Dimensions (mm)
Length

Width

Height

9,000

2,685

2,920

Weight (ton)

Photo 1—Place on foundation.

15.7

NON-ATTENDED MAINTENANCE No
daily maintenance is required, equipment has been designed to deliver 40
years of maintenance-free operation. If
trouble should occur, a trouble recorder
automatically pinpoints the location and
instantly transmits information to an office attended by maintenance personnel.
POWER SUPPLY A full-floating charging system with two silicon rectifiers is
in use. In case of an AC power failure,
an installed battery automatically supplies necessary operating power. The
power supply and switching equipment
are usually installed in a single housing
but a separate power supply housing is
available if required.
Maximum
EXCHANGE CAPACITY
1,000 subscribers (including 400 twoparty subscribers). The 400 two-party

subscribers may be replaced with 200
ordinary subscribers, furnishing a total
of 800 ordinary subscribers.
INTERCONNECTION Interconnection
with different common control system,
step-by-step system. Manual system or
any other required system is assured.
AIR CONDITIONED & DUST PROOF
Type C22 exchange has built-in air conditioning for use- in the tropical, frigid
zones as well as the temperate zone.
The unit is dustproofed for use in desert
areas.

Photo 2—Connect phone and power cables.

Photo 3—Unitisreadyforimmediate service.

HITACHI
Hitachi, Ltd.

Tokyo Japan

The Ministry of Communications for the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has recently installed the C 22 Crossbar type telephone exchange at
Jeddah (photos above). Hitachi has over 250 units working all over Japan, as well as in Latin America, South East Asia and the Middle East.

50 years In
telecommunication

When a mini
loading coil outweighs
copper and lead
Economically speaking, the mini loading coil weighs
heavier. When transmission plans for old or new VF are
discussed, the mini coil is a very heavy argument indeed.
Yet it only measures 26 by 16 mm and fits into ordinary
cable splices (sets of up to 30 in a single stack).
You not only save copper and lead; you also save space.

The mini loading coil is from one standard range of
4 coil types, housed in 19 kinds of cases. They have one
thing in common: the built-in experience of over 30 years.
For a description of any or all of these types, and for
personal attention to your interests, write to:
N.V. Philips' Telecommunicatie Industrie, P.O. Box 32,
Hilversum, The Netherlands.

PHILIPS miMiilMrMB

Light colourful attractive
Plesseyphone is designed for
easy use-in industry,
commerce or the home.
Plesseyphone cuts
maintenance to a minimum.
Removal of one screw
separates the case and its
integral dial from the base.
Plesseyphone design is
based on simplicity of
components and assembly.
Maintenance is easy and spares
are always readily available.
Plesseyphone is lightweight,
and easily carried.
Plesseyphone is considerate.
It incorporates a loud bell —
whose volume is easily
controlled by a lever at the side
of the base-so that no-one is
deafened by its ringing.
Plesseyphone hasafunctional
handset designed to C.C.l.T.T.
recommendations-light,
clear-tone, moulded to fit
mouth, ear and hand perfectly.
And it's easy to clean.
Front handset cord prevents
accidental cancelling. An
ambidextrous telephone.
Four non-slip feet make
sure that Plesseyphone stays
where it's put down.
Plesseyphone is versatile.
Suitable for automatic or CB
exchanges, shared service, or
operator recall systems.
Get communications
flexibility at low cost-specify
Plesseyphone. Easy to install,
to use, and easy to service.
Like to know more ? Send for
our illustrated brochure today.
Just fill in the coupon.
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the most versatile low-cost telephone in the world
Please send me the full story of the low-cost PLESSEYPHONE, as described in
the illustrated brochure.
PLESSEY

Name

Telecommunications

Organisation

The Plessey Company Limited
Telecommunications Group
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1LA, England
Telephone: 254831 Telex: 37666

Address

<^PT(SA)21

Eddystone 990R
A NEW SOLID-STATE V.H.F RECEIVER

The'990R'when used in conjunction with the matching '990S'
provides continuous AM/FM coverage from 27 to 870MHz.
A common Panoramic Display Unit is available for use with
both receivers.
FEATURES
• The '990R' tunes 27 to 240MHz in four switched
bands. 10MHz markers from crystal calibrator for
scale checking.
• A.M, F.M, and C.W reception; video outputavailabl
at A.M, and F.M.
• Provision for crystal-controlled working on up to
eight switched channels. Socket permits connectioi
of external synthesizerfor applications requiring
high-stability operation coupled with flexibility in
frequency selection.
• Stability one part in 105 per°C or one part in 106 per
°C with crystal control.
• Standard 10.7MHz I.F with 200kHz and 30kHz
bandwidth—narrower bandwidths to order.

• Spurious responses 50dB down. (Three signal
circuits prior to mixer stage).
• Low and high level outputs availablefrom I.F
channel; 10.7MHz input provided for external
converter.
• Noise factor of the order of 10dB.
• Audio outputs for external speaker, headset and
line. Built-in monitor speakerfor convenience in
rack installations.
• Audio response level within 6dBfrom 200Hz to
10kHz. Output 500 mW.
• Operates from 12V D.C or 100/130V and 200/260V
40-60Hz A.C supply.

Full technical specification available from :
A MARCONI COMPANY
Eddystone Radio Limited, Alvechurch Road, Birmingham 31. Telex: 33708. Telephone: 021-475 2231
LTD/ED58
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Farinon microwave
One long... and three shorts

Is your microwave system long or short haul?
Is your traffic light or medium?
With Farinon SS2000 microwave, you choose
between two general radio types for your pointto-point circuits.
ONE LONG. A high performance system, type
SS2000W gives you high channel capacity and
long-haul quality. Performance of 300 channel
option specified at 15 dba over full temperature
range, 12 dba over 0-40°C operating range.
THREE SHORTS. For shorter systems, buy only
the channel capacity you need—Farinon SS2000T2
(36 channels), SS2000D (72 channels) or SS2000E
(120 channels).

All four Farinon SS2000 systems give you the low
equipment cost and simpler system engineering of
the desirable 1700-2300 MHz microwave bands(3).
Solid state transmitters, receivers, and auxiliary
equipment provide high reliability, minimum
attention. For those critical routes where equipment standby is desired, optional protection
systems are available.
Telephone companies, pipelines, power utilities,
and government agencies use SS2000 systems.
Our engineers can show you why.
(1) Total noise and intermodulation distortion over
full temperature range when fully noise loaded
in accordance with CCIR recommendations.
(2) A 600-channel option provides rated performance in all countries except the USA.
(3) Within the USA, FCC rules permit operation
of SS2000T2, D and E in the common carrier
bands between 2110 and 2200 MHz, and of
the SS2000T2 in the operational fixed bands
between 2110 and 2200 MHz. All four systems
can operate in other operational fixed and
government bands.

Farinon Electric, 935 Washington St., San Carlos, Calif. 94070 (415) 593 8491

Farinon

Sales Offices: 4601 Madison Avenue, Kansas City, Mo. 64112 (816) 561-6107
7735 Old Georgetown Road, Washington, D. C. 20014 (301) 657-4180

147 Bath Road, Slough, Bucks, England

Telephone 25538

Farinon Electric of Canada Ltd., 657 Orly Avenue, Dorval, P.Q. (514) 636-0974
Farinon Miltech, 2995 Copper Road, Santa Clara, Calif. 95051

(408) 732 3921

[MST|

MST

SUCCESS

SALES NOW
EXCEED

£10,000,000

More and more
countries are buying
Marconi Self-Tuning
h/Fsystems...

and one good reason is:

GREATLY INCREASED TRAFFIC
CARRYING EFFICIENCY
Great reduction in 'outage' time.
Earlier generation equipment in use
today can take up to 30 minutes to
complete a routine frequency change.
MST takes less than 1 minute for
the same operation.
Increased revenue results from this
very significant improvement.
A.F.C can be entirely dispensed with
when operating with other systems of
comparable stability.

and other good reasons include:
Reduced capital outlay

Economy of manpower

MST designs reduce demands for space, and need
for standby equipment. Installation costs are
decreased.

High equipment reliability together with full
remote control facilities permit unmanned station
working. Complete h.f systems can be controlled
by one man.

Increased reliability
Maximum use of solid state techniques plus the
use of wideband amplifiers reduces number of
moving parts, gives higher reliability and longer
equipment life.

World-wide acceptance
30 countries throughout the world have ordered
more than £10,000,000 worth of MST equipment
to improve their communications services.

Marconi telecommunications systems

AN 'ENGLISH ELECTRIC' COMPANY

The Marconi Company Limited, Radio Communications Division, Chelmsford, Essex, England

LTD/H 771

TCL produces all types
of dry core and plastic cables,
serves the GPO and
organisations in 75 countries
throughout the world.
A complete technical advisory
service is available.

Telephone Cables Limited,
Dagenham, England. Tel: 01 -592 6611
Cables: Drycore Dagenham
The organisation with 130 years' experience.

TCL

IN SEVENTY HUE
COUNTRIES

HOYLES, NIBLOCK AND ASSOCIATES

VANCOUVER

•

CANADA

Consulting Telecommunication Engineers
MF . HF . VHF: LAND, MARINE, AERONAUTICAL

SUPERVISORY CONTROL AND TELEMETRY

MICROWAVE AND TROPOSPHERIC SCATTER

SOUND BROADCASTING

CABLE, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE

TELEVISION BROADCASTING

Economic analyses, feasibility studies, rate and tariff structures, project financial negotiations, system planning
and design, specification and tender documents, bid evaluation, supervision of construction, system acceptance
testing, personnel training, project procedures and records, supervision of operation
and related matters concerning telecommunication facilities
proposed by government and private industry
CABLE: TELECOM, VCR; TELEX 04-50322,

3110 BOUNDARY ROAD,

VANCOUVER 12, CANADA

NTB
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT FOR NACHRICHTENTECHNlSCHE BERATUNG
INGENIEURS-CONSEILS EN TELECOMMUNICATIONS SOClETE ANONYME (S.A.)
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTING
SERVICES LTD.
Kirchgasse 50, 8001 Zurich, Switzerland
Cable: Teleproject Zurich
Telephone: (051) 32 33 32
As an independent consulting engineering office we handle:
Layout of complete communications networks and sections. Calculation of profitability. Calculation of fees. Detailing organizational
aspects. Infrastructure planning on the communications sector. Long-haul communications connections via wire, land and ocean
cables; radio, radio relay, and satellite communications systems. Data transmission systems. Dialing and switching systems. Teleprinter and phototelegraphy systems. Mobile stations Compiling surveys in connection with communications systems. Preliminary
studies, measurements, design, calls for bids, awarding contracts, all intermediate stages from initial acceptance until the system is
handed over ready for operation. Organization and execution of training schedules for personnel assigned to operate communications
systems.

NTB
NACHRICHTENTECHNISCHES B E R A T U N G S B 0 R O GMBH
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTING SERVICES LTD
Sebastian-Rinz-Str. 6

Only

ESB

6000 Frankfurt/Main
Federal Republic of Germany
Telephone: (06 11) 55 88 33

gives

complete

battery

you

a

telecommunications

power

package

BATTERIES, Tubulaar-positive, ESB Exide-Ironclad
batteries offer 20-year proven life potential, give
100% capacity for life.
CHARGERS. Complete line of fully automatic
silicon-controlled rectifiers that maintain a battery
so accurately, they prolong its life.
STATIC INVERTERS. Models from1 to 75 KVA,
capable of switching loads from normal a-c to
battery in only 0-.004 sec.
SERVICE. “Built-in” service comes with every
ESB telecommunicatins power package. In fact,
it's the only battery in the world with a “full
time serviceman attached.”

Wordl leader in packaged power ESB INCORPORATED

ESB

INTERNATIONAL GROUP
12 South 12th Street, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A 19107
Cablegram : ESBICOSA, Philadelphia
Distributorships available in certain countries

MARCONI

9 0 '

high

EARTH

Complete

system

Modular

construction

Exceptional

performance

STATION

service

reliability

Integration and over-all station design meet full
INTELSAT standard.
Figure of merit G/T: Better than 40.7 dB at
5° elevation.
Cassegrain type feeds — monopulse or conical scan
available.
Unique quasi-paraboloid reflector for high
efficiency—aluminium or stainless steel surfaces.
Mounts: Fully steerable — elevation over azimuth.
Hour angle declination — covers equatorial

THE QUEEN'S AWARD TO INDUSTRY

1966

1967

satellites.
Transmitters: Either T.W.T or Klystron type—wide
and narrow instantaneous bandwidth.
Receivers: Helium-cooled parametric amplifier.
Threshold demodulators.

Marconi-space communications systems
The Marconi Company Limited,
Space Communications Division, Chelmsford, Essex
AN 'ENGLISH ELECTRIC' COMPANY
LTD/P52

NEC
Steps Up
Satellite
Communications
As commercial satellite telecasts continue to bring people closer
and make the world smaller, NEC's worldwide
prominence continues to increase.
NEC contributions to international satellite communications
progress are illustrated by projects around the globe. NEC
has designed and built satellite communications equipment
and/or complete earth stations for India (the United
Nations satellite communications research and training
center at Ahmedabad, India), the USA (US COMSAT
stations at Brewster Flat, Washington—and at Paumalu,
Hawaii), Japan (Kashima and Juo earth stations), among
other places.
This year NEC takes its next step forward in global

communications with the start of work on new earth stations:
one at Yamaguchi, Japan; COMSAT's new stations in USA; and,
one in time for the Olympics in Mexico. These stations, besides
meeting the specifications, standards and requirements set by
the INTERIM COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE COMMITTEE,
incorporate exceptional economy, reliability. This is proof that
NEC technology is internationally-credited.
It is also indication of the way NEC stands ready to supply
earth stations anywhere on earth with everything fully covered
from initial advice down to final test operation. This real NEC
readiness in satellite communications also evidences how NEC
holds to the goal set for itself: that of instant communication
between any two people—any place, any time.

Products for todayInnovations for tomorrow

SEC
Nippon Electric Co., Ltd.

Tokyo, Japan

Main Products: electronic computers, data communication systems, telephone systems, carrier transmission, radio communication, radio and television broadcasting,
satellite communications equipment, other applied, electronic equipment, and electronic components.
Overseas Offices: Taipei, Manila, Bangkok, Djakarta, Bangdung, New Delhi, Karachi, Bruxelles, Mexico City, New York

Tomorrow's finest
crnmuBieations receiver
lens

available eew
from Plessey Britain's
largest producer of
communications equipment
kHz to 30 MHz comThe facts about this all-transistor 60
munications receiver speak for themselves ...
100 Hz resolution
* Precision tuning with better than
(SSB). 61 k^z. P"f
* Channel bandwidths of 300 Hz, 3 kHz
AM, USB, Lbts
three more as an optional extra * CW,
needed * short term
operation, plus facility for extra modes if
radiation-less than 5 uV * easy
drift less than 5 Hz * low
mains or 24 V
operation with two tuning controls * A.C.
with modular conbattery operated * simple maintenance
struction, printed card circuits.
Britain's largest
Receivers like this have made Plessey
are backed by
supplier of communications equipment. They
design, precision
a long successful record of high standard
performance. The
engineering and consistent high quality
service.
PR155 is supported by a world-wide after-sales

The Plessey Company Limited,
RADIO SYSTEMS DIVISION, Ilford, Essex, England
Please send further details about the PR155 communications
receiver.
NAME
POSITION
COMPANY
ADDRESS

further facts—or telex 23166
And it's available now. Send today for

Plessey Electronics
<^PE(E)27JR

From OKI Electric...7 GHz Band
Microwave System Type HS4003
The HS4003, a fully solid state microwave radio equipment, is made to CCIR recommendations and carries
300 telephone channels at 7 GHz band. Oki has built
it a real dependable one for a heterodyne or video
repeatered long-haul microwave network. In it you see
all the latest techniques of microwave and solid state
from Oki.
CCIR compatible: Establishes a high quality toll link, extends your
existing system to a nationwide network, and interconnects the
international points across the border.
Highly reliable: With the solid state circuits all the way, plus the
selected components wired on printed circuits, comes hand in hand
the HS4003's own unexcelled reliability proven over years of usage.
Complete protection against breakdown: Two systems, main and
standby, are mounted on a rack. One takes over the other an instant
any breakdown develops over the route, and keeps always working
your microwave link exposed to many unexpecteds.
Compact equipment: Packs a powerful equipment in a compact
and unique rack, and cuts the installation space and time. Repeaters
come in a small weather-proof housing, ready for being bolted on
the site.
Low power drain: Consumes only a quarter of the power usually
required; saves a big power generator at repeater stations, easing
your repeater plan and system maintenance.

Oki supplies all the related equipment that backs up the
HS4003 and helps you system-engineer your microwave
network.
Specifications: in conformity with CCIR Recommendation 385
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
I)

Frequency: 7 GHz band as per CCIR 385
Power output: +23.0 dbm
Transmitter IF input: +0.8 dbm
Receiver noise figure: less than 8.5 db at mixer
Receiver IF output: +5.2 dbm
Modulator baseband input: -42 dbm/ch
Modulator IF output: +5.2 dbm
Modulator frequency deviation: 200 kHz rms/ch
Demodulator IF input: +0.8 dbm
Demodulator baseband output: -18 dbm/ch
Power requirement: -24V DC
Power consumption:
Heterodyne repeater: 530W/2 systems
Terminal or video repeater: 550W/2 systems
m) Ambient temperature: -10 to +50°C operate

OKI
ESTABLISHED 1881

OKI

electric industry company, limited

10, Shiba Kotohira-cho, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan Cable: 0KIDENKI TOKYO Telex: TK2627

Hew York Office: 202 East 44th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017, U.S.A. Cable: 0KIDENKI NEWY0RK Telex: 223217 Tel: (212) 682-1665 • Mexico Office: c/o TELE-ONDA, S.A. Apartado
Postal 13-521 Calz. Ermita Ixtapalapa No. 1405, Mexico 13, D.F., Mexico Cable: OKIDENKI MEXICODF Tel: 39-16-93 • Colombia Office: c/o MITSUBISHI COLOMBIA LTDA. Carrera
10, No. 19-64 Oficina 602 Apartado Aereo 12356 Bogota, Colombia. Cable: MITSUBISHI BOGOTA Telex:. 0044705 BOGOTA Tel: 43-23-00 • Honduras Office: Edificio de la
Capitalizadora Hondurena 3er Piso No. 301 Apartado Postal 420 Tegucigalpa D.C., Honduras Cable: OKIDENKI TEGUCIGALPA Tel: 2-3479 • Bolivia Office: Casilla 4319, La Paz, Bolivia
Cable: OKIDENKI LAPAZ Tel: 13085 0 Taipei Office: c/o Far Eastern Electric Industry Co., Ltd. 10, Sec. 1, Hankow Street, Taipei, Taiwan Cable: OKIDENKI TAIPEI Telex: TP-263 Tel: 33611

NBRA
300 channel
total solid state
microwave system
The NERA 300 Radio Link System is a total solid state frequency
modulated radio relay system designed for point to point communication.
The system operates in the band 7425 to 7725 MHz and has a
capacity of 300 telephone channels. The performance is equal to
or better than CCIR/CCITT standards.
For a limited number of hops the transmission of 600 telephone
channels or colour TV plus sound is also possible.
The entire use of transistors and semiconductors in NERA 300
has reduced the space requirements of the equipment as compared to those of similar equipment with thermionic devices.
This feature together with a special flexibility of design permit
application in a large variety of system configurations.
Two of the many available system arrangements are mentioned
below:
The two-way diversity system for up to 300 telephone channels
which employs the following equipment:
Repeater NL 60: 4 transmitters, 4 receivers, service telephone,
switching facilities for service telephone.
Terminal NL 61: 2 transmitters, 2 receivers, 2 modulators, 2 demodulators, switching facilities, service telephone.
For TV transmission a one-way double-line system which employs
the following equipment:
Repeater NL 64: 2 receivers, 2 transmitters.
Terminal Transmitter NX 65:

2 transmitters, 2 modulators.

Terminal Receiver NY 65: 2 receivers, 2 demodulators.
For further information please write to:
AK
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NERA
P.O.B. 7033 H, OSLO 3, NORWAY
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Hard Facts about Antenna Hardware
1

2

Most bandwidth in given size space (This
2.5-30 MHz version of the 503 is smaller than
competitor's 3-30 MHz structure.)

Simplest and most reliable balunmatching unit. Thirty percent
fewer parts than others.
Handles 25 kw average with ease,
while others strain.

Alumoweld catenary broken up by failsafe insulators eliminates unreliable
3

dielectric catenaries. Alumoweld is impervious to salt

spray, RF burning, ultraviolet radiation,
rough handling during installation
and storage, all things which
have plagued dielectric catenaries for years.

These are the new performance and reliability standards set by our new Model 503 vertical log periodic
antenna. There are three other major benefits we
don't have space to talk about, and a whole new
line of the best HF antennas in the world.

New technical data and literature on the most reliable
family of HF antennas and accessories available —
write for further information today: Technology for
Communications International, 1625 Stierlin Road,
Mountain View, California 94040, USA, Telephone
(415) 961-9180. Cable Address: TECOMINT.

HF Directional Receiving Antennas
for fixed and transportable stations
A 850/1 for the range 1,6 to 4 Mc/s
A 850/2 for the range 4 to 11 Mc/s
Small space requirement compared
with rhombic antennas
Suitable for long-range reception
Wide vertical aperture ensures reception
irrespective of incidence angle.
Please address inquiries to
ALLGEMEINE ELEKTRICITÄTS-GESELLSCHAFT
AEG-TELEFUNKEN
Export Department — Elisabethenstrasse 3
79 Ulm (Donau) — Federal Republic of Germany
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NORTHERN RADIO

When reliability is the prime consideration ...
... buy Northern Radio

When special features are prominent...
... buy Northern Radio

When quick delivery is essential...
... buy Northern Radio

Since 1946, Northern Radio Company Incorporated has been
supplying commercial users of frequency shift and amplitude
modulated digital transmission equipment throughout the world.
Typical of the high quality, customized products which Northern
Radio Company offers is the Type 311 Model 2 Twenty-Four
Channel Frequency Shift Tone Telegraph Terminal pictured at
left. The terminal provides transmit and receive loop power
supply, current control and indicator fuses, automatic frequency
control with pilot transmitter, distortion analyzer, individual
channel carrier failure alarm, and DC/tone level metering.

24 CHANNEL FULL DUPLEX
VOICE FREQUENCY TELEGRAPH
TERMINAL TYPE 311 MODEL 2

Northern Radio Company Inc.
149 WEST 22nd STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011, Cables: NORTHRADIO

TWINPLEX
REPEATERS
LINE AMPLIFIERS
DIVERSITY RECEIVERS
RADIO MULTIPLEX SYSTEMS
MULTI-CHANNEL TONE SYSTEMS
FREQUENCY SHIFT CONVERTERS
FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYERS
MASTERS OSCILLATORS
DEMODULATORS
TONE KEYERS
MONITORS

Marconi
Radio Telephone
Terminal
Type H5510
For interconnecting h.f radio
circuits with inland telephone
networks.
• Eliminates circuit loop instability
caused by feedback from the
receive-to-transmit path.
• Reduces the effects of fading
and high noise level,
characteristic of h.f radio
propagation.
• Controls outgoing speech so
that transmitter loading is
maintained at optimum level.
• Channel displacement and privacy
equipment can be incorporated.
• Maximum capacity, 4 channels.
Solid-state circuitry
Plug-in modulator book units
Flexible design
Optional built-in tape recorder

Marconi telecommunications systems
AN 'ENGLISH ELECTRIC' COMPANY

The Marconi Company Limited, Radio Communications Division, Chelmsford, Essex, England

LTD/H80

if it's precious enough:
seal it
Transmission equipment has to
operate for year after year and has
to stand up to severe climatic
conditions.
It should be sealed.
We are great believers in sealing
and have been practising it for over
ten years now. Because with our
method of sealing:
every functional unit occupies its
own airtight metal container;
every unit can be quickly plugged
into or unplugged from a rack;
every unit can be quickly and
easily opened;
controls can be screwdriveradjusted from outside;
every unit is of standard dimensions.

We have even given this method
of construction a name. We call
it "Conclave" and we have applied
it to all our transmission equipment.
Although it is ten years old and
examined critically every year, we
continue to use it. Because it
continues to satisfy.
For a comprehensive description
of the conclave method of
construction, write for our brochure,
"Logic in carrier design", to:
N.V. Philips' Telecommunicatie
Industrie, P.O. Box 32, Hilversum,
The Netherlands.
50 years in
telecommunication

PHILIPS

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

We have quite a thing about
transmission capacity.
108 50-baud channels.

Like RECTIPLEX

This new carrier telegraph system commenced service between Tokyo (KDD)
and San Francisco (RCA) June 1968 and
revolutionized transmission capacity and
transmission rates.
The development of this brilliant innovation posed quite a few problems. We
had to increase speed and capacity, and,
at the same time, battle the high costs
of for-hire cables and new-cable installation. In cooperation with K.D D. we
found the answer; RECTIPLEX, in which

a unique phase-modulation transmits 108
standard telegraph channels over a single
voice band. The resulting transmission
capacity is five times that of conventional
multiplex systems, and combines economical capacity expansion with faster
data transmission.
RECTIPLEX I lived up to the highest
expectations. So will RECTIPLEX II, when
it revolutionizes cable transmission between Tokyo (KDD) and New York (ITT)
this September.

FUJITSU LIMITED
Communications and Electronics
Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan

jMain Products: Telephone Exchange Equipment □ Telephone Sets □ Carrier Transmission Equipment □ Radio Communication Equipment □ Space Electronics Equipment
□ Data Communication Equipment □ Telemetering and Remote Control Equipment Q Computers (FACOM) and Peripheral Equipment □ Automatic Control Equipment
(FANUC) Q Electric Indicators Q Electronic Components and Semiconductor Devices,

Teleprinter Radio System
VFSE-65
Here is the compact, self contained teleprinter radio system you were looking for !
Four channel frequency and space diversity with but one sending and one receiving
aerial.
Extremely narrow signal channels ensure high immunity against interferences
and in turn add very little to the already crowded radio wave spectrum.

Novel signal regeneration at the receiving end with sophisticated interference
checking system giving extremely high transmission security.
Complete coverage of the SW band from 3 to 20 MHz in 5 kHz steps governed by
one single oven controlled quartz crystal.
Remotly controllable transmitting antenna for optimum performance.
Automatic synchronizer unit adjusts itself to the transmitter speed and covers
black-outs, ensuring the number of received letters, a MUST in cryptotelegraphy.
Performing as well in mobile installations, on land and water.
Operates with any start-stop teleprinter according to CCITT standards.
See March issue.

CRYPTO AG 6301 ZUG
(Switzerland)

